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Dedication

Patterns Prebraille Program is dedicated to the memory of Ina W. Kurzhals who

created A Tactual Road to Reading — a reading readiness program which is the

basis for this program. Ina Kurzhals was a master teacher of visually handi-

capped children at the Utah School for the Blind for many years. Her contribu-

tions to educational programs for all visually handicapped children are

incalculable. Patterns Prebraille Program reflects her philosophy of teaching

and its development would not have been possible without these contributions.

:
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INTRODUCTION

Patterns Prebraille Program is a learning readiness

program designed for use with visually-

handicapped children before they begin the readi-

ness level of a basic reading program. These

children will usually be at the pre-school or kinder-

garten level. More important than the grade place-

ment, however, is the child's functional level and
experiential background. This program assumes the

need for developing children's auditory, tactual,

conceptual, and language abilities in preparation

for braille reading, math, and so on.

There are eighty lessons in this prebraille program
organized into units that center on specific topics or

themes. Content in the units is sequenced in order of

difficulty. The beginning units focus children's at-

tention on concepts concerning "me"—my body,

how I think and feel—and gradually progress to

concepts that touch on the whole world. The final

units zero in on relationships such as part/whole

not easily apparent to blind children and on field

trips that stress social skills.

PHILOSOPHY

The philosophical and pedagogical thrust of the

program comes from three sources: reports of re-

search by Nolan and Kederis (1969) into the critical

areas of readiness preparation for blind children

(auditory and language development, tactual dis-

crimination, concept development); general re-

search findings concerning young children of such

scientists as Bruner and Piaget; and the lifelong

practical experience of master teacher of the visu-

ally handicapped, Ina Kurzhals. Kurzhals (1974)

has stated her philosophy as follows:

Emphasis on the individual The goal I have

kept in mind during the years I have spent

teaching, planning educational programs, and

preparing materials has been the creation of

stimulating learning opportunities for visually

impaired children so that they can become
functioning members of society. Learning op-

portunities for visually impaired youngsters

can only evolve from a sound philosophy of

the teacher who is to create them. The philoso-

phy to which I sincerely subscribe has been

formulated from many sources, all of which

have incorporated these factors:

1. a desire to help each child feel his own
worth

2. a sincere attempt to make it possible for a

child to develop

3. ideas, standards, attitudes and habits

which will enrich his life

4. an effort to instruct each child in a way
which will provide him the knowledge he

will need to analyze and solve problems in

order to make decisions—in other words

TO THINK!

My basic philosophy In a democratic socie-

ty, education is the constant process of recon-

structing all the experiences for betterment of

the individual's participation in a society

which has as its goal the maintenance of indi-

vidual worth.

My views of learning What is Learning?—
For the sake of expediency, I am assuming the

right to establish a highly limited answer to this

broad question in order to make it viable for

our present purposes.

Learning—as I interpret it— is the intake of
information which has personal meaning and
value for the individual.

Learning involves understanding of hu-

man behavior An understanding of human
behavior is a necessary tenet in comprehending
how learning evolves. Such a comprehension

will reveal that behavior is not the result of the

forces actually exerted on an individual, but is

rather the result of how things seem to the

behaver.

Perceptions existing for the individual at the

time the forces are exerted cause the individual

to behave the way he does. Perceptions are

personal and lie deep inside people. Manipula-

tion of forces has little place in dealing with

persons; on the other hand, the understanding

of processes which help individuals grow and

develop from within is the important emphasis

for all who work with personalities.

A keen understanding of these processes is the

logical basis for learning, and certainly, for

teaching.



LEARNING AREAS

Lessons in the program offer children a variety of

learning experiences. They are sensory based with

tactual learning at the fore. Here are the learning

areas of concentration.

Tactual learnings There are two parts in this area

of concentration: tactual discovery of the environ-

ment and tactual discriminations of specific shapes

and objects. Note that the tactual discrimination

skills component is independent of the unit content.

It moves step by step to attain its skill goal—ready

discrimination among braille shapes.

Language skills Listening and speaking skills are

at the heart of this part of the program. Included are

appropriate read-aloud stories and poems and guid-

ed discussions of children's personal experiences.

Progress is checked through tapes that children

make. The emphasis on literature reflects findings

which suggest that exposure to good stories and
poems is a major factor in later success in reading.

The importance of speaking skills to the visually

impaired is expressed as follows by Ina Kurzhals

(1968):

"A child's success in a reading program de-

pends on the vocabulary he had developed to

communicate his ideas orally and his ability to

interpret from past experiences ideas devel-

oped by others" (p. 163).

Concept development Along with increasing lan-

guage and listening skills should come a better ap-

preciation of the world. Included in this area are:

Social studies learnings Through sensory

perception of the immediate environment and
beyond it via field trips and visits with resource

persons, children begin to discover them-

selves, their school, the neighborhood, local

community, nation, and world. Readiness for

social studies skills include sequential premap-

ping activities and exercises that involve time,

place, and spatial relationships.

Mathematics learnings Many lessons in this

area center on geometric shapes, counting,

and size relationships. Introduced are skills

and concepts, some involving size relation-

ships not ordinarily taught at kindergarten lev-

el but which are important to children who are

greatly visually handicapped. This strand of

the program is also sequenced in order of diffi-

culty.

Science learnings Use of the scientific

method—the discovery method—permeates

much of the teaching in Patterns Prebraille Pro-

gram and prepares children for later work in

science itself.

Health learnings Within the program, there

are core lessons on the children themselves

—

how they can stay healthy physically and emo-
tionally. Included too are specific activities on

food and diet and on health care personnel.

Such other areas as music, art, gym, and mobility

are merely touched on in Patterns Prebraille Pro-

gram and should be treated more fully by the teach-

er as time permits.

PROGRAM MATERIALS

The materials included in the program are the

Teacher's Guide and a separate pamphlet, Instruc-

tions/or Making Tactual Readiness Books. A list of

additional materials and aids required for the les-

sons is included to help with yearly ordering and

planning. This book is the basic teaching tool.

There are also two appendices: A. Field Trips and

B. Hand Skills with additional lessons. The Field

Trips appendix presents strategies for specific field

trips not already proposed in the basic lessons. In

the Hand Skills appendix there are additional hand

skills activities designed to build increasing compe-

tence in hand use. Both appendices are closely based

on lessons developed by Ina Kurzhals (Kurzhals,

Caton, & Pester, 1974a, 1974b). Each appendix has

its own introduction.

Instructionsfor Making Tactual Readiness Books is

provided in a separate booklet. As the name im-

plies, it furnishes instructions and patterns for cre-

ating books for use in the lessons. It too is based on

materials developed by Ina Kurzhals (Coy, K. S.,

Kurzhals, I. W., & Caton, H., 1974). One book,

Book of Toys, requires sewing and will be too diffi-

cult for children to make; therefore, it will have to

be made outside of class by an adult. Another book,

Playground Book, is specifically designated to be

made in class. The other books may be made by the

class, by the teacher alone, or by volunteers.

EVALUATION

Specific objectives are not included as they are inap-

propriate in a program whose emphasis is on expo-

sure rather than results. It should be remembered
that this program promotes readiness. With the



exception of some tactual skills, mastery is not the

goal.

Assessment is provided informally throughout the

lessons with built-in reviews. These reviews help a

teacher determine how much a child has retained

from previous lessons. Lesson 80 provides evalua-

tion tools to help determine readiness to begin for-

mal instruction in braille reading.

Much of the learning in the program will be repeat-

ed at higher levels as children grow and mature. If a

child shows continued weakness in a certain area,

that alone should not be sufficient reason to keep
him or her from advancing to a reading program as

long as this area is continually strengthened. It is

enough, at this level, for children to experience such

learning and from this get a glimpse of what is to

come and to develop a zest for learning. Most of all,

from the program, children should take away a

feeling of self-worth and the realization that "I can

doit."

HOW TO USE THIS PROGRAM

The program can be used with pupils in the follow-

ing teaching/learning situations:

1. in classrooms for the visually handicapped (re-

source or self-contained rooms) within school

buildings for the sighted.

2. in special schools for the visually handicapped.

3. in regular classrooms for the sighted under the

direction of an itinerant or consultant teacher

trained to teach the visually handicapped.

Patterns Prebraille Program is a comprehensive,

sequential readiness program which can be worked
through in its entirety as the core curriculum in a

residential school or self-contained class for the

visually handicapped.

The program could also be used by itinerant or

resource room teachers with visually handicapped
children who are being mainstreamed. The consult-

ant or itinerant teacher should cover tactual and
other specific activities targeted for the blind child.

The regular classroom teachers should have access

to this program and incorporate many of its more
general language and conceptual activities and field

trips into their teaching plans. This will not only

benefit the blind child but will also promote the use

of senses other than vision by all the children.
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LESSON 1

My Body and How I Use It

Overview This lesson is designed to help children

formally note and synthesize what they already

know about their bodies and how they use them. It

also presents beginning language and hand skill

activities.

Unit 1

Me, Myself

ears, give these directions:

1 . Listen to me. (Whisper, "Boo.") Was the sound
I made loud or soft?

2. Listen again. (Shout, "Boo.") Was the sound I

made loud or soft?

]

:

Materials Needed A piece of soft lace or silk;

Square blocks of three different sizes for each child;

Work-Play Tray; Formboard with Removable
Hands; Stiff paper, string, and glue

Language Skills Following oral directions; Speak-

ing; Listening

Tactual Skills Manipulating blocks; Ordering ob-

jects; Following an outline on paper; Left-to-right

progression

Comprehension Skills Comparison; Relation-

ships—class, size, shape, place; Generalizing; Re-

calling; Sequencing; Word meaning left, right

Creative Skills Story telling; Personal reactions

Mobility Skills Jumping in place; Turning in place;

Using a voice sound as a guide to walking

BUILDING BACKGROUND

Body parts Use these questions to find out what

children know about the location of each part of

their bodies. Provide help with answers as needed:

1

.

Where are your ears? Point to them. How many
ears do you have?

2. Where are your eyes? Point to them. How many
eyes do you have?

3. Where is your nose? Point to it.

4. Where is your mouth? Point to it. What is inside

your mouth?
5. Where are your arms? Point to each one.

6. Where are your hands? How many fingers are on

each hand?
7. Where are your legs? Point to each one.

8. Where are your feet? How many toes are on each

foot?

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Following oral directions; Mobility skills; Gen-
eralizing; Personal reactions; Recall; Se-

quence Ask children what their ears are used for.

After everyone agrees that they listen with their

Help children generalize from their answers that

some sounds are soft and some are loud. Do not, at

this point, discuss the idea that some sounds are

neither soft nor loud.

Now explain that everyone needs to listen carefully

when someone else talks. To bring this idea home,
tell children to listen and do what you say.

Give these commands:
1. Please jump up.

2. Please don't jump.
3. Stand very still.

4. Turn all around in a circle.

5. Turn around so your back is toward me.

6. Turn and face me.

7. Wave your arms.

8. Come to me.

Next, ask children what they use their mouths for.

(Work to get these answers: talking, eating, tasting,

smiling, laughing, singing.)

Discuss afterwards, the importance of noses in

breathing and smelling. Ask children to tell which
smells they like best and which ones they don't like.

Then, ask children how they use their legs and feet.

(Answers should include walking, running, skip-

ping, tiptoeing, kicking a ball, tapping to keep time

to a song.)

Conclude by pointing out that people use their arms
and hands to carry things and to give gestures. Then
dicuss other ways hands help them. (Work for such

answers as grabbing things, feeling things, making
things, waving at people, working to help at home.)

Invite individuals to tell how they used their hands

since you began to talk today.

LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Listening; Recall; Speaking; Storytelling Talk

with children about a few things you heard on the



way to school that day. Limit your story to three or

four things. You might say something like this:

On the way to school, I heard cars and buses

rolling by. I could feel the wind swish up
and touch my cheeks. I heard children talking

and someone singing a song.

Ask individuals to tell you what they heard and felt

on the way to school. If necessary, repeat the story.

Follow up your storytelling activity by encouraging

the children to tell what they heard and felt on the

way to school.

Oral reading; Personal reaction Complete the

language activities by reading out loud this brief

poem:

Cold winds bite my nose.

I don't like those.

Strong winds whistle and shout.

They knock me round about.

But soft winds brush my face

Like soft and silky lace.

Discuss how soft and silky lace feels. Better yet,

bring some soft lace or silk to school and let the

children feel it. Then reread the poem and invite

comments.

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Comparison; Relationships—size, shape Help
each child use a crayon to trace his or her hand on a

stiff piece of paper or cardboard. Then glue string

on top of each outline. When the "hands" are dry,

give each pupil his or her hand and have the child

1

.

feel the outline, starting at the wrist above the

little finger;

2. refit his or her hand into the string outline;

3. compare his or her hand with the other children's

hands by putting his or her hand on top of each of

their outlines and tracing with his or her other

hand the outlined "hands."

During the comparisons, center attention on size

and shape. This same comparison procedure will be

used with pages 1 and 2 in Touch and Tell, Volume
I, in the next lesson.

Comparison; Relationship—size; Generaliza-

tion; Left-to-right progression Give each child a

small Work-Play Tray. Put in it three square blocks

of different sizes. Help children locate the blocks in

the tray. Identify them as "blocks." Have the term

repeated with you by children. Now center attention

on the largest block. Let children examine the block

for a few minutes. Ask:
1

.

How many sides does the block have? (six)

2. Is each side of the block the same size? (When all

agree that each is, explain that such a side is called

a "square.")

Then, ask if the other two blocks also have square

sides. Point out, if necessary, that the other blocks

have squares even though they are not the same size.

Afterwards, have pupils arrange the blocks in order

of size from largest to smallest. Use the following

procedures:

1

.

Ask children to find the largest block in the tray.

2. Help them place this block at the far left of the

tray. If necessary point out that the block is in the

left side of the tray. Relate children's left hands

to the left side of the tray. If a child seems con-

fused, use the activity in the extension activities

section at the end of the lesson plan.

3. Tell children to put the next biggest block next to

the big one. Explain that this is the "middle-

sized" block. Have the term middle-sized said

aloud by the children.

4. Ask pupils to place the smallest block next to the

middle-sized one. When everyone has done so,

point out that the big block is at the left and the

small block is at the right. Ask where the other

block is. (Accept answers like "in-between.")

5. Guide the children in moving their hands from
left to right from block to block. You may need

to hold the blocks in place.

Left and right Some children with mixed domi-

nance or minor learning disabilities may have diffi-

culty with the terms left and right. Work with such

children using activities like this one:

Pick up a block and place it in the child's right hand.

Say, "I have put a block in your right hand. Which

hand is the block in"? Now put the block in your

other hand. Then say, "Which hand is the block in

now"?

Reverse this procedure. Later, repeat this activity,

using other objects.

Activities like this one should be repeated until the

child automatically distinguishes left from right in

relation to his or her body.

10
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REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Left and Right; Comparison Use the Formboard
with Removable Hands to reinforce the concept of

left and right when children are working with mate-

rials on a flat surface.

Begin by having children examine the Formboard.
Then ask:

1. What do you feel on this board? (If necessary,

help children realize that two hand prints are

indented on the board.)

2. Are your hands bigger or smaller than the hands

on this board. (Give help if necessary.)

Next, give children the "hands." Let them take

turns examining and fitting them into the form.

Afterwards, take out the hands and follow these

procedures.

LGive each child in turn a "hand" and ask the

child to put it in the left "hand" indentation in

the Formboard.
2. Ask the child where the hand is—in the left or the

right part of the Formboard.

3. Follow these same procedures as you tell the chil-

dren to place the hand in the right indentation.

4. Let the children take turns placing a "hand" in

the Formboard at will. After a child puts a hand
in the form, ask if the "hand" is in the left or

right "hand" form of the Formboard.

Vary this activity by putting the hands in the form
and inviting the children to take them out and say

where they came from— left or right.

Use this activity from time to time with all children;

do it more frequently with those who have trouble

with concepts of and the terms left and right.

Building a tower Encourage each pupil to use the

three blocks employed earlier in the lesson to build a

tower. Explain that the big block belongs on the

bottom; the middle-sized block on top of the big

block; and the small block on the very top.

Children will enjoy building such a tower, toppling

it, and then rebuilding it. As children do this activi-

ty, take the opportunity to introduce informally the

terms top and bottom. These terms will be high-

lighted in the next lesson.

.J
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LESSON 2

I Listen, Think, and Speak

Overview In this lesson children listen to a story

and then tell ones of their own. The concepts of left

and right squares and size are reinforced and ex-

panded.

Materials Needed A tape recorder or other record-

ing device; Square blocks of three different sizes; A
paper square; Geometric Forms; Touch and Tell,

Volume I; Assorted everyday square items.

Language Skills Listening; Speaking; Organizing;

Creative expression

Tactual Skills Left-to-right progression; Tactual

discrimination; Tactual detail; Following directions

Comprehension Skills Sequence; Detail; Recall;

Main ideas; Inference; Relationships—analogous,

size; Generalizing; Conclusion; Sequence

Creative Skills Personal reactions; Creative ex-

pression

BUILDING BACKGROUND

Listening; Speaking; Sequence; Personal Re-
actions To check each child's listening and speak-

ing ability at this time, use these activities:

Have children build three block towers again. Say:

"Put the big block on the bottom. The middle-sized

block goes on top of the big block. Put the little

block on top of the middle-sized block."

After all the towers have been built, ask each child

to tell what he or she did. Tape record the child's

description.

Next reread the verse in Lesson 1 about the wind.

Ask children to tell how something feels to them. If

children need suggestions, offer: the sun on a hot

day; the shower at bath time; the smell of newly cut

grass; the feel of silk; the taste of ice cream. Tape
record each child's description.

Keep both tapes and play them from time to time to

assess progress in listening and speaking skills.

Conclude by telling pupils that they will soon be

learning more about sizes and shapes. Then ask

children to think about something nice that has

Unit 1

Me Myself

happened to them recently—"just a little time

ago." Explain that you will call on each one to tell

about that happy thing.

*See the Hand Skills lessons, in Appendix B, espe-

cially number 1 for related activities.

LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Listening; Detail; Recall; Main ideas; Inference

Tell children about something nice that happened
recently to you or a friend. Make sure that your

story includes answers to the questions "Who,
What, Where, and When." Your story should be

simple. Use something like this one:

Last week I went to the library. When I

came out it was raining. I put up my
umbrella. The rain sounded like a little

drum on my umbrella. Pit-pat, pit-pat,

pit. The cars going by made a swish-

swash sound as they rolled through the

water on the street. Some of the drivers

did not like the rain. They sounded their

gruff car horns at each other. Honk,
Honk, HONK!
One driver was a happy driver. His horn

did not go honk, Honk. His horn was
special. And he used it to answer the an-

gry drivers. His horn played the song

"Hickory Dickory Dock." This made the

sad wet day happy for me.

Explain that "Hickory Dickory Dock" is

the first line of a song. Then sing the

song:

Hickory dickory dock
The mouse ran up the clock.

The clock struck one.

The mouse ran down.
Hickory, dickory, dock.

Afterwards, reread the story and invite children to

retell your story by answering these questions:

1. Who was the story about?

2. Where did it happen?
3. When did it happen?
4. What happened?

Afterwards, teach children to sing "Hickory, Dick-

ory, Dock."

12
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Speaking; Organizing Follow up your story-

telling activity by asking each child to tell a story

about "What happened to me?" Take notes during
each story. Afterwards help children reorganize
their stories using "Who, What, Where, and
When" questions as guides. If time permits, record
the stories.

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Left and right; Terms—big, middle-sized, little

Review the idea of left and right by using the follow-

ing items once more:

1. the Formboard with Removable Hands
2. the three blocks in a row

While aiding children in moving from the big block

to the little one in left-to-right progression, be sure

pupils identify each block as big, middle-sized, or

little.

Terms—square; Recall; Relationships-
analogous Recall the idea that the sides of the

blocks children have been using are called squares.

Have children say "Square" out loud. Reteach the

idea that a square has four sides and each is the same
size.

Now have children look at one side of the big block

and a square piece of paper the same size. Start by
helping children examine the dimensions of the side

of the block. Point out that anything that has four

sides that are the same is called a square. Next help

children examine the piece of paper. Ask if it, too, is

a square. When all agree that it is, help children

locate other things in the room that are squares.

These may include tiles on the floor or wall, the

solid square and the plane square from Geometric
Forms, square books, and square boxes.

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Tactual discrimination; Terms—left, right; Fol-

lowing directions Tell children that you will now
give them a book. Pass out copies of Touch and

Tell, Volume I.

Begin by helping pupils get acquainted with the

book— its cover, pages, and "notebook" binding.

Next have pupils find page 1 . Give children time to

examine it. Then talk about the rough-feeling "pic-

ture" in the middle of the page. Use the word pic-

ture as you talk about it. See if anyone can identify

the object pictured on the page. If necessary, help

pupils realize that it is a picture of a hand.

Afterwards, tell children to put one of their hands
on top of the picture of the hand. If a child puts his

or her right hand on the picture, ask if it fits. When
the child says it does not, have her or him try the left

hand. Work with each child to help him or her

realize that the picture on page 1 is a picture of a left

hand. Follow the same procedure with the picture

of the right hand on page 2.

Conclude by playing a game in which you ask chil-

dren to show you the right hand picture, the left

hand picture, and so on. During the game, let each

child take your place as the "teller."

Continue this game until all children can identify

the left and right hand with ease and can move
quickly from page to page in the book.

Term-square; Relationships—size; Generaliz-

ing; Conclusion; Sequence Now help children

locate page 3. Ask what is pictured on the page.

Give children plenty of time to examine the picture

before responding. Then have pupils look at page 4.

Ask these questions:

1

.

What things are pictured on this page? (two

squares)

2. Are the two squares the same size? Where is the

big square? (at the left) Where is the little square?

(at the right)

3. Who can tell me all about the pictures on this

page?

Finish this part of the lesson by centering attention

on the pictures on page 5. Use questions like these:

1

.

How many things are pictured on this page?

(three)

2. Are they square? (yes) How can you tell? (All the

sides are the same length.)

3. Who can tell me about the square at the left? (It is

big.) Who can tell me about the one next to the

big square? (It is middle-sized.) Who can tell me
about the one at the right? (It is little.)

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Relationship—size; Conclusions; Detail;

Speaking Give children three of the assorted every-

day square items from your room and ask them to

arrange these squares by size. Ask individuals to tell

about each object—what it is and how it is used.

Creative expression If you have taped the stories

children told earlier, play each child's tape for him
or her. Encourage the child to give more details

about what happened.
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LESSON 3

I Touch and Move

Unitl
Me Myself

Overview Children meet circles in this lesson and
learn to discriminate shapes and sizes. Included is a

poem that leads to a discussion of mobility and
mobility exercises.

Materials Needed Small, Medium, and Large Cir-

cles I; Touch and Tell, Volume I; Assorted everyday

square and circular items; A rake and a rose; A large

ball

Language Skills Speaking; Listening; Telling per-

sonal stories; Describing

Tactual Skills Hand movement; Tactual discrimi-

nation; Tactual dexterity; Left-to-right progression

Comprehension Skills Terms

—

shape, round, cir-

cle; Recall; Main idea; Detail; Comparison; Fol-

lowing directions; Relationships—size, place, class;

Previous knowledge; Inference; Conclusion; Term
meaning

Mobility Skills Upper and lower hand and forearm
protection techniques; Physical recall

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Recall, Term-shape; Main idea; Detail Help chil-

dren recall the square block, square classroom ob-

jects, and the pictures in their book. Also promote
discussions of the parts of their bodies they talked

about in the first lesson. Then say the word shape.

Define shape as "the way things are on the out-

side." Ask if each of the things you have just talked

about has a shape. Next ask pupils to say "shape"
with you. Afterwards, invite children to describe

the shape of each of these things:

1. their hands 5. the big square

2. their arms in their book
3. a finger 6. something they

4. a square block like

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Tactual discrimination; Comparison; Terms-
round, circle; Left-to-right progression; Fol-

lowing directions; Developing tactual

dexterity Give children a large ball and encourage

them to tell you what it feels like. If necessary,

explain that the ball is round. Have the word round
repeated after you.

Next have individuals examine the big circle from
Small, Medium, and Large Circles I. Ask children if

they think that this shape is round. If necessary, go
back and relate the square block to the square sheet

of paper. Then relate the ball to the circle. Explain

that when this shape is flat or almost flat, it is called

a circle. Ask children to say "circle" as they exam-
ine the circle.

Now put the three circles from the kit in a Work-
Play Tray. Invite children to take turns putting the

circles in order left to right from big to little.

Next give children the formboard that comes with

Small, Medium, and Large Circles I. Have each

pupil fit the circles into the appropriate indenta-

tions. If necessary give help during the initial tries.

Continue asking children to fit the circles into the

form until they can do it easily and quickly.

Relationships—size, place; Comparison; Pre-

vious knowledge; Hand movement; Following
directions; Inference; Conclusion; Tactual
dexterity Discuss the shapes you have talked about

so far — square, round and circle. Some children

may need to reexamine the block, paper square, ball

and circle during this review.

Next pass out copies of Touch and Tell, Volume I.

Review the shapes on pages 3,4, and 5. Be sure each

child can identify the shapes on page 5 from left to

right as big square, middle-sized square, little

square.

Then have children look at the shapes on page 6.

Ask these questions:

1

.

How many shapes are on this page? (three)

2. Are all the shapes squares or circles? (squares)

3. Where is the big square? (at the left)

4. Where is the middle-sized square? (at the right)

5. Where is the little square? (between the big

square and the middle-sized one)

You may need to give help with answers. Continue

discussing the shapes on the page using these direc-

tions:

1. Put your hands on the little square.

2. Put your hands on the big square.

3. Put your hands on the little square.

4. Put your hands on the middle-sized square.

During this activity, encourage children to use both

hands to examine the page.
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Hand movements This is the first in a series of
hand movements across a page or line exercise in

this program. Do not spend too much time on hand
movement techniques at first, 'this can be frustrat-

ing for very young children.

Now help children find page 7 in their books. Give
ample time for examination. Then ask if the shape
on this page is a picture of a square or a circle. When
all agree that it is a circle, have children turn to the

next page and look at the shapes on it. Encourage
use of both hands moving from left to right. After-

wards ask:

1. Are the shapes on this page circles or squares?
(circles)

2. Are both circles the same size? (no) Which one is

big? (the one at left) Which one is little: (the one
at right)

Next have pupils look at the circles on page 9. Help
children identify the circles from left to right as big,

middle-sized, and little. Ask how the circles on this

page are like the circles in the form they used earlier.

(If necessary, point out that both sets of circles

include circles of three different sizes—big, middle-

sized, and little.)

If time permits let children compare the circle se-

quence on page 9 with the circle sequence in the

Small, Medium and Large Circles I. Be sure to

present the kit so that the big circle is on the left.

LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Personal experiences; Speaking; Listening;

Physical recall; Tactual discrimination; Upper
and lower hand and forearm protection tech-

niques; Generalizing Invite children to tell about

the times that they have fallen down or bumped into

things. Let each child tell about an experience or

two. Ask what someone does to try to keep from

falling or bumping into things. Accept all sugges-

tions. Then read this poem out loud.

Whenever I walk across a room,
I don't like to trip and go boom.

When I reach out for a piece of cake,

I'd rather not run into a rake.

If I ever get too close to a rose,

I may prick my tender nose.

So I always try to know
The places where I choose to go.

Invite comments. If time permits reread the poem.
Afterwards, discuss ways of learning about new
places. If you have a special mobility teacher, ask

that person to teach or review upper and lower hand
and forearm protection techniques. If not, lead

children on such activities in your room. Encourage
children to tell what they find as they move around
the room.

Conclude by rereading the poem and discussing it in

some detail. If possible let pupils examine a rake

and a rose. Guide perusal of the rose so that the

children do not prick fingers on the thorns. Then
ask:

1. Is it easy for you to move around in your bed-

room? Why?
2. Do you fall down as much as you did earlier?

Why not?

3. Who wants to tell about a place he or she knows
very well?

If children like the poem, help them memorize it by
having them say it with you several times.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Comparison; Relationships—class Assemble a

number of objects that are square or circular and

invite children to sort out the objects by shape.

Suggested objects are:

Square Circle

tile plate

square baking pie pan
pan pot lid

square picture wedding ring

frame
square trivet

Following directions; Tactual discrimination;

Term meaning Ask children to look again at page

9 in Touch and Tell, Volume I. Give these direc-

tions:

1. Find the little circle.

2. Find the big circle.

3. Find the middle-sized circle.

4. Find the little circle.

5. Find the middle-sized circle.

Help children with left-to-right hand movements
during this game. Vary the game by letting children

take turns giving directions.
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LESSON 4

Review

Overview This brief lesson concentrates on emo-

tions and self image. It also reviews some concepts

covered in the first three lessons.

Materials Needed Touch and Tell, Volume I

Language Skills Speaking

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination

Comprehension Skills Main idea; Recall; Sum-
marizing; Personal reactions; Conclusion; Emo-
tional reactions; Generalization

Mobility Skills Upper and lower hand and forearm

protection techniques; Trailing; Physical recall;

Relationships—place

BUILDING BACKGROUND

Reviewing; Main idea Review the things children

learned about their body in Lesson 1. Then discuss

other things about people. Point out that people

have feelings, thoughts, and wants. Ask pupils to

think about the ways they feel and be ready to talk

about them.

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Main idea; Speaking; Recall; Summarizing Be-

gin by discussing feelings yourself. Explain that you
have feelings. Say something like this:

Sometimes I feel sad. Once when a good
friend moved away I felt sad. I feel happy
a lot of the time. Right now I am happy
because I am with you. There are times

when I feel angry. I try not to feel angry

but I do. And that's OK. Once in a while I

am afraid. Whenever I have to talk to

many people, I am afraid. But once I get

started my fear goes away. Facing fear

helps me.

Invite reactions to what you have said. During dis-

cussion be sure children include these emotions

—

happiness, sadness, anger, fear. Point out that it is

all right to feel all these ways.

Unitl
Me Myself

LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Speaking; Personal reactions; Main ideas;
Conclusions Encourage the children to tell how
they feel. Use questions like these:

1

.

Who can tell about a time when you were very

happy?

2. Who can tell about something sad that happened
to you?

3. Who wants to tell about something that made
you mad?

4. What are you afraid of?

Help children realize that (1) sad times do not last;

(2) anger is all right if it is expressed in good ways;

(3) fear often goes away when the thing feared

happens and turns out to be OK.

Turn next to thoughts and wants. Point out that

every day persons learn to think better if they try.

Then ask children to tell what they want most "right

now." Accept any and all answers. Conclude by
reading this poem aloud:

I am who
I want to be.

No one else

Is just like me.

I feel great

'Cause I am me.

To help each child acquire a good self-image, point

out the child's strengths.

Afterwards reread the poem aloud and tell the chil-

dren that the poem is really about each one of them.

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Reviewing; Term meaning; Tactual discrimina-
tion Tell the children that they will now think about

some of the things they have learned recently. Then
pass out copies of Touch and Tell, Volume I.

Ask children to tell about the pictures on pages 1

through 9 in the book. Be sure children use the

terms square, circle, big, middle-sized, and little as

they describe the pictures.
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REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Personal reactions Reread aloud the three poems
in Lessons 1 , 2, and 3. Ask children to tell which one
they like best and why.

Upper and lower hand and forearm protection
techniques; Trailing; Physical recall; Re-
lationships—place To follow up the protection

technique activity suggested earlier, use this mobili-

ty activity. Review the use of protection techniques.

Introduce or review the use of trailing. Encourage

each child to trail around the outside of the room.

Help the child identify the things that he or she

touches while trailing around the world. Later ask

children to recall what they experienced as they

moved around the room. Let pupils recheck their

memories by retaking the trip around the room.

Emotional reactions; Conclusion; Generaliza-

tion; Personal reactions Conclude the lesson by
asking each child what he or she likes best about

himself or herself and what the pupil likes best

about another pupil or you. You may need to

prompt children.

]

LESSON 5

Where Things Are

Overview This lesson centers on the physical lay-

out of your classroom. During the lesson, pupils

construct a diorama of the room. Also included are

discussions concerning the need for neatness and
constancy in the room. The tactual segment of the

lesson introduces the concept of top and bottom on
a plane surface.

Materials Needed Assorted blocks of various sizes

and shapes; Work-Play Tray; Maps Represent Real
Places: Map Study I, Touch and Tell, Volume I; In

and Out Board; Shape Book

Language Skills Listening; Speaking; Terms

—

top, bottom, front, back; Organizing

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination; Tactual de-

tail; Following directions

Comprehension Skills Relationships— size,

place; Following directions; Comparison; Conclu-

sion; Main idea; Term meaning

Creative Skills Story telling; Creative expression

Mobility Skills Physical recall; Using sound as a

directional cue; Trailing

BUILDING BACKGROUND

Relationships—place Begin by helping children

discover what they already know about where

Unit 2

My Room in School

things are in your classroom. Ask children to point

to various places: the door; the windows; the toy

center or playhouse; the worktable; the sink; and so

on. Then explain to pupils that they are going to

learn more about where things are in the room.

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Upper and lower hand and forearm protection

techniques; Trailing; Relationships—place;
Terms—front, back, next to; Physical recall;

Following directions; Using sound as a direc-

tional cue Give children the opportunity to find the

door, the windows, the sink, the interest centers or

other important places while trailing around the

outside of the room. Encourage detailed investiga-

tion of these points of interest.

Next seat the pupils in the center of the room and
give directions like these:

1 . 1 am standing by the door. It is in back of where

you are. Remember where it is. Use my voice to

help you come to the door. Don't forget to use

your upper and lower hand and forearm to pro-

tect you. (Be certain that the children understand

the word back. Also make sure there is a reasona-

bly clear path from the children's chairs to the

door.)

2. 1 am standing by the door. The play corner is next

to me to your left. Remember where it is. Go to

the play corner. (If necessary, define the phrase

next to and remind pupils to use the protection

techniques.)
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I am standing by the door. The window is in front

of you. Remember where it is. Go to the window.

(If necessary, explain what the word front

means.)

Sound cues Most blind children get practice going

directly to the sound of a person's voice and there-

fore should not have difficulty with activities like

the first one. The second and third activities give

practice in moving away from a sound source. This

may require more practice.

Continue using similar directions to help children

find other areas of the room.

Now help the children use blocks in the Work-Play
Tray to stand for places in the room. Begin with an
identifying orientation block that stands for the

door. As you guide children in making this map-like

diorama, encourage children to verify placement of

things by checking actual locations in the room.

Conclude by retouring the room and comparing the

diorama map with the room.

For additional work on beginning mapping, use

materials from Maps Represent Real Places: Map
Study I.

Making dioramas This is the first of a number of

primitive dioramas—three dimensional representa-

tions usually made in shoeboxes—children will

make in this program. At this point you will be

doing most of the actual work. Also do not expect

children to understand totally the relationship be-

tween the diorama and the room. It is enough for

pupils to realize that it is possible to show in a small

form where things are in a room.

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Term meaning; Tactual discrimination; Rela-

tionships—size, place; Comparison; Terms-
top and bottom on a plane surface. Recall the

shapes children have worked with so far. (blocks

and square planes, balls and circles) then pass out

copies of Touch and Tell, Volume I. Quickly review

what the pictures show on pages 7, 8, and 9. After-

wards center attention on the shapes on page 10.

Use these questions:

1 . How many shapes are pictured on this page?

(three)

2. Are the shapes circles or squares? (circles)

3. Where is the middle-sized circle? (at the right)

4. Where is the little circle? (in the middle)

5. Where is the big circle? (at the left)

6. Who can name the circle sizes from left to right?

Next, introduce the In and Out Board. Help the

children to investigate this learning tool. They
should note:

1

.

the three circular shapes attached to the center;

2. that each circle is different in size—one big, one

middle-sized, and one little;

3. that there are six nests that will hold the circles.

After this examination, play this matching game
with children. Place the board so that the big nests

are at the bottom. Call on individuals to do these

things:

1 . find the big circle and put the circle in the nest at

the left;

2. put the big circle in its nest at the right;

3. find the little circle and put it in its nest at the left;

4. put the little circle in its nest at the right;

5. find the middle-sized circle and put it in the left-

hand nest;

6. put the middle-sized circle in its right-hand nest.

Now let children take turns in giving you or other

children the directions. When everyone has had a

turn giving directions, put the circles in the nests at

the left—from bottom to top—big, middle-sized,

little. Let individuals examine the arrangements.

Ask:

1. Which circle is in a nest at the bottom of the

board? (When a child answers, "the big one,"

say "It is in the bottom nest." Have the word

bottom said aloud by the child.)

2. Which circle is in the middle of the board? (the

middle-sized one)

3. Which circle is at the top of the board? (the little

one. Be sure the child understands and can use

the term top in the context.)

Next place the circles in the right-hand nests and

repeat the questions. Each child should be given

opportunities to answer each question.

Now center attention once more on the diorama.

Place it so that the part closest to the children—the

"bottom"— is facing south. Talk about the things

at the bottom, top, left, and right in the diorama.

Do not, at this time, discuss the cardinal directions.
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Cardinal directions The previous activity will be-

gin to build readiness for reading picture maps and
for lessons in cardinal directions which will be intro-

duced later in the program.

Tactual discrimination; Relationships—
part/whole; Terms—half, quarter Pass out cop-

ies of Shape Book. Go over the first pages. Then
help children find page 4. Point out that the circle

on this page is split in half. Call on individuals to tell

where the halves are. (One is at the left; one, the

right.) Continue with a discussion of the half circles

on page 5. Invite volunteers to tell where the half

circles are. (One is at the top; the other, the bot-

tom.)

Now go on to page 6. Give children a few minutes to

examine the page. Ask how many parts are in the

circle. (4) Explain that each of the parts is called a

quarter.

LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Speaking; Organizing; Relationships—place
Invite children to tell what is in the room and where
things are. If necessary, retour the room and discuss

once more the diorama.

Conclusions; Main ideas; Listening; Speaking;
Personal reaction; Story telling Discuss why it is

important to keep things in special places. Use these

questions to highlight this idea:

1

.

Suppose I moved the worktable to a different

place every day. Why wouldn't this be a good
idea? (Accept all reasonable answers.)

2. You know where to go to get your blocks and
toys. What would happen if we did not put these

things away after we used them and we just left

them all over the floor? (If necessary, point out

that things would get lost and that people might

trip on them and get hurt.)

Next read out loud this verse:

I took out my little truck

And pushed it cross the floor.

I did not put it safe away,

So it rolled out the door.

Ben did not see my truck

As he walked down the hall.

He stepped very hard on it

And took a great big fall.

Ask children what they thought happened to Ben?
(Accept all answers; but be sure children realize that

Ben may have hurt himself.) Next ask what the

truck was like after it had been stepped on hard.

(Pupils should realize that it was probably broken.)

Conclude by asking children to tell a story— real or

make-believe—about what happened when some-
thing else had not been put away.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Term meaning; Following directions; Tactual
discrimination; Speaking To review the concept
of top, bottom, left and right, center attention on
page 1 , of Touch and Tell, Volume I. Give children

time to reexamine the hand. Then ask these ques-

tions:

1

.

Which part of the hand is in the top part of the

page? (the fingers; specifically the third finger)

2. Which part of the hand is in the bottom part of
the page? (the wrist)

3. Which part of the hand is at the left? (the little

finger)

4. Which part of the hand is at the right? (the

thumb)

Personal reactions; Personal evaluation To
complete the lesson, invite pupils to say which place

in the room is a favorite.
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LESSON 6

Things and Their Parts

Overview In this lesson children think about con-

cepts concerning part-whole and size relationships.

They also review and extend their knowledge of

directions on a plane surface.

Materials Needed Assorted blocks; Touch and
Tell, Volume I; First Circle Book; Work-Play Tray;

Shape Book

Language Skills Listening; Speaking

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination; Left-to-

right progression; Texture; Building things

Comprehension Skills Term meaning; Word
meaning; Relationships—part/whole, space, place;

Comparison

Creative Skills Personal experience; Creative ex-

pression

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Building things; Terms—rectangle, triangle;

Relationships—part/whole, space; Personal
experiences Recall the block tower children made
earlier. Explain that many other things can be made
from blocks of various shapes. Cite as examples:

toys, small buildings, door stops. Then tell children

that you will help them make some of these things.

Use a block set that includes these shapes:

Unit 2

My Room in School

Let children examine each shape and identify the

two that children may not know by name: the rec-

tangle and the triangle. Tell pupils that the other is a

special shape. Help children use the shapes to build

a house with a pointed roof, an arch, and a door
with a lintel. Show pupils how a block can be used to

keep a door open (triangular wedge) and as a make
believe toy. Afterwards help children conclude that

most things are made from other things.

As a follow-up, have children examine things in the

room that have parts. Include:

1

.

a table—top and legs

2. a chair—seat, back, and legs

3. a toy car—body and wheels

4. the sink—basin, faucet, and drain

5. the door— flat surface, hinges, and door knob
6. a window—frame, glass, and handle

Encourage children to tell about other things they

know about that have parts.

LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Listening; Word meaning; Comparison;
Relationships—shape; Speaking Begin by read-

ing this stanza out loud:

A chair is meant for one.

A sofa can hold many.

But two can sit in a chair for fun

And a sofa may not have any.

o z\
Define sofa if necessary. Then discuss the fact that a

chair is made for one person to sit on, but that two

or three people can sit comfortably on a sofa. Point

out that the last two lines of the poem were written

to amuse the listener. To bring home this idea, have

two children try sitting on a classroom chair. Then
ask if anyone is sitting on a sofa when no one is at

home.

Follow up this book activity with this listen-and-do

game. Give each child his or her Work-Play Tray

and one square block. Say:

Compare, too, the number of people who can work

or play in the various interest centers in your room.

If necessary, retour the room with children. As you

do so, check each child's ability to recall where

things are and to use their mobility skills.
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Conclude by asking each child to describe things

—

furniture, toys, place— in the room. Encourage pu-

pils to include in their descriptions the parts that

make up the things they are talking about.

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Tactual discrimination; Term meaning; De-
scribing; Relationships—part/whole; Follow-
ing directions Let children browse through pages

7, 8, and 9 of Shape Book and note the shape
shown. Discuss the square on page 7. Children

should note that a square has four sides, each one
the same length. Invite pupils to describe the posi-

tion of the squares on pages 8 and 9. (On page 8, one
is at the left; one, at the right. On page 9, one is at

the top; one, at the bottom.) Now move on to pages

10 and 11. See if anyone can explain what has

happened to the squares on these pages. (The
squares have been split in half on each page. On
page 10 the halves are on the left and on the right.

On page 1 1 the halves are on the top and the bot-

tom.)

Finally invite comments on page 12. Be sure chil-

dren note that the square has been split into four

parts and that each part is called a quarter.

Tactual discrimination; Term meaning; Left-

to-right progression Pass out copies of Touch
and Tell, Volume I and have children turn to page
11. Ask pupils what is on the page and where the

circle is. Then see if children can tell you if the

bottoms of the squares and circles are in a line.

Guide pupils' hands across the page from left to

right if children seem unsure. Follow the same pro-

cedure to help children realize that the tops of the

shapes are in a line.

Term meaning; Relationships—place; Follow-

ing directions Give pupils copies of First Circle

Book. The purpose of First Circle Book is to build

ability to locate things directionally on a plane sur-

face such as a page. Give children a few minutes to

examine the book. Then center attention on page 1

.

Ask:

1

.

What is on this page? (a picture of a circle)

2. Where is the circle? (in the middle of the page. Be
sure children realize that the circle is in the actual

middle of the page.)

Next have the children look at page 2. Ask:

1

.

Where is the circle on the page? (in the middle at

the top. Review the term top, if necessary.)

2. Where would the block be if it was in the real

middle of the page? Show me.

Go on to page 3 with these questions:

1

.

Where is the circle on this page? (in the middle at

the bottom. Review the term bottom if neces-

sary.)

2. Where would the circle be if it was in the real

middle of the page? Show me.

Follow up this book activity with this listen-and-do

game. Give each child his or her Work-Play Tray

and one square block. Say:

1

.

Put the block in the top middle of the tray.

2. Put the block in the real middle of the tray.

3. Put the block in the bottom middle of the tray.

Now give each child two more blocks. Say:

1

.

Put the three blocks in a line in the middle of the

tray. (You may need to give individual help.)

2. Take away the top middle block. What is left?

3. Put the top middle block back and take away the

bottom middle block. What is left?

4. Put the middle bottom block back and take the

one in the very middle. Which ones are left?

You may need to give help with this game if the

children seem frustrated in their attempts at placing

the blocks.

Collect the blocks and conclude this part of the

lesson by giving these directions:

1

.

Put your left hand at the top of the tray.

2. Put your right hand at the bottom of the tray.

3. Put your hand somewhere on the tray and tell me
where it is.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Word meaning; Tactual discrimination; Tex-

ture; Comparison; Relationships—place Dis-

cuss and name the parts of the room— floor, walls,

ceiling. Begin with the floor. Let children examine

it— its composition—tile, linoleum, wood, carpet.

Discuss, too, any floor coverings, big rugs, throw

rugs. Encourage children to describe the texture of

the floor and covering. If necessary, introduce such

words as smooth, slick, rubbery, soft, hard.

Follow the same procedures with the walls. Then
point out that there is a ceiling in the room. If

possible have each child lifted so he or she can touch

the ceiling. Relate your room to a box with openings

in it.

Creative expression During free time encourage

children to make something with blocks and share

their creations.
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LESSON 7

Toys I Like

Overview During this lesson, children talk about

toys and use them to learn about certain animals

—

what they look like and how they sound—and about

forms of land transportation. Highlighted, too, are

activities on texture and directional placement.

Materials Needed Stuffed toy animals—bear, rab-

bit, mouse, bird, fish; Balls—golf, tennis, baseball,

football, basketball, beach ball; Land transporta-

tion toys—car, truck, bus, train locomotive; Fur;

Feather; Cloth swatches; Book of Toys (See In-

structions for Making Tactual Readiness Books);

First Circle Book

Language Skills Listening; Speaking; Mimicking
sounds; Organizing

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination; Texture;

Tactual detail; Using books; Tactual dexterity; Us-

ing directional terms

Comprehension Skills Personal reactions;

Relationships—time, place, part-whole; Compari-
son; Main idea; Personal evaluation; Onomatopo-
etic words; Imitative words; Mimicry; Following

directions; Organizing

BUILDING BACKGROUND

Personal reactions; Speaking; Relation-
ships—time Invite children to tell about their toys

at home. Ask:

1. What is your favorite toy?

2. Which is the first toy you remember?
3. Which toys did you get last year at Christmas or

Hanukkah?
4. What toy are you looking forward to getting

next?

5. What do you do with toys you don't play with

any more?

Tell children that they will be thinking about toys

for awhile. Then ask children to bring their most
favorite toy to the room and be prepared to tell all

about it.

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Main idea; Conclusion; Relationship—part/
whole; Class; Comparison; Conclusion; Tac-

tual discrimination; Texture Point out that toys

Unit 2
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are fun to play with. Say, too, that people can learn

a lot from toys. Use toys in your room to highlight

this idea. Start with stuffed animal toys. You will

need: a bear, a rabbit, a mouse, a bird, and a fish.

Let children examine the bear. As they do so, ask

these questions:

1 . How many legs does the bear have?

2. How many arms does it have?

3. How many hands? Does the bear have fingers

and a thumb like you do?

Point out that the bear's hands and the bear's feet

are a lot alike and that they are called "paws." Go
on with these questions:

4. Who can show us the bear's mouth, nose, and
eyes?

5. How many ears does the bear have? What do they

look like? (They stand out away from its head.)

6. Does the bear have smooth skin like yours or does

it have fur? (Define/wr and encourage children to

note the fuzzy texture of the cloth that stands for

fur on the stuffed toy.)

Conclude discussion of the stuffed toy bear by

pointing out its tail and telling children that a

grown-up bear is very big—bigger than a grown
man. If possible, bring a piece of real fur to school

so pupils can feel it.

Use similar questions to help children learn about

the mouse and the rabbit. During discussion of the

mouse call attention to its long tail, short hair, and

pointed ears. Talk about the toy rabbit should cen-

ter on its big ears, soft fur, and round fluffy tail.

Discussion of the bird should center on its wings,

feathers and beak. Children should note that a bird

has no arms and that it can fly.

Point out that fish live in water and cannot breathe

air. In examining the fish, highlight the fins, scales,

and gills.

Next, have at hand a golf ball, a tennis ball, a

baseball, a football, a basketball, and a beach ball.

Give children time to examine each one and as they

do so identify it.
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Quality of Models Whenever models are suggested

in these lessons, check for safety and good tactual

qualities. Use realistic objects whenever possible;

i.e., in the case of an animal model, see that it shows
all the animal's legs and other features accurately,

doesn't have an obtrusive stand or base, and so on.

Ball games At this time do not go into detail about
the games each ball is used for. It is enough for

children to note likenesses and differences among
the balls.

Afterwards, ask individuals to tell about each ball.

Ask:
1. Is it big or little?

2. Is it soft or hard?

3. Is it round or sort of round (oval)?

4. Is it smooth or rough feeling?

Now encourage examination of a doll and invite

comparison with a person—baby, child, or

grownup depending on the doll.

Conclude with a discussion of forms of land trans-

portation. You will need a toy car, truck, bus, and
train locomotive. After children have examined
each one, ask these questions. (Let children look

again at the toys whenever they want to.):

1

.

Which one carries many people to school or

work? (bus)

2. Which one carries few riders and is usually owned
by a family? (car)

3. Which one can carry big things like furniture?

(truck)

4. Which one pulls a train? (train locomotive. You
may need to give help if children are not familiar

with trains.)

5. Do all of these things have wheels? How many
wheels does the car have? the bus? the truck? the

train locomotive? What do the wheels do? (make
it possible for things to move)

LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Onomatopoetic words; Imitative words; Mim-
icry; Mimicking sounds; Listening; Speaking;
Main idea; Personal evaluation Tell children that

you want to talk next about the way that some of the

stuffed animals would sound if they were real. Say:

1

.

A bear growls. How do you think a bear sounds?

(Give help
—"grrr"—if necessary.)

2. A mouse squeaks. Who can make a squeaking

sound?

3. Birds sing in different ways. Who can sing like a

bird they have heard? (Accept "tweet-tweet,"

"trill trill," "caw, caw," and so on.)

4. Fish make no noise and neither do rabbits unless

they are afraid. Then they squeal.

Now turn to the sounds other familiar animals

make. Ask:

1. What sounds do dogs make? (They bark "woof
woof," "bow-wow," "arf," and they growl

"grrr.")

2. What sounds do cats make? (They purr, they
hiss, and they meow.)

3. What sounds does a squirrel make? (It chatters,

"chatter, chatter.")

Next talk about these sounds:

1

.

The sounds of car horns in traffic

2. The clickety clack of a train on a track

3. The swish sound of a bus stopping

4. The bumpety bump sound of a truck on rough

pavement

Encourage children to make these sounds with you.

Then say, "When you are outside, listen for all

these sounds from now on." Next read aloud these

lines:

The crow says, "Caw."
"Buzz," says the saw.

The pig cries, "Oysey!
You are just too noisy."

Say it again and invite children to say it with you.

Afterwards ask children if they think the pig had a

right to complain about the noises that the crow and
saw were making. (Be sure children realize that the

pig was making lots of noise, too.)

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Tactual discrimination; Texture Have at hand
swatches of material. Your swatches should include

soft cotton; smooth linen; denim; knit; tweed; cor-

duroy; and wool. Give children time to feel all these

materials. Then put them in a Work-Play Tray. Ask
individuals to do these things:

1

.

Find a piece of cloth that is soft.

2. Find a piece of cloth that feels rough.

3. Find a piece of cloth that feels like it has lines

in it.

4. Find a piece of cloth that feels like your jeans.

5. Find a piece of cloth that feels smooth.

6. Find a piece of cloth that feels sort of bumpy.
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Using books It will be worth your while to have the

books in the pamphlet Instructionsfor Making Tac-

tual Readiness Books constructed for use in your

class or to construct them yourself. If you have

these books, introduce Book of Toys now. Let chil-

dren open the pockets, pull out the toys, play with

them, and then talk about them. During discussion,

talk, too, about the texture of the cloth that covers

the pages. Relate these textures to the appropriate

textures of the swatches.

Following directions; Using directional terms;
Tactual discrimination; Relationships—place
Pass out copies of First Circle Book. Review the

placement of the circles on pages 1, 2, and 3. Then
tell children to look at page 4. Ask where the circle

on this page is. (the top left-hand corner) Introduce

the word corner at this point.

Go on to discuss placement of the circles on pages 5,

6, and 7. Pupils should respond to your questions as

follows:

Page 5—top right-hand corner

Page 6—bottom left-hand corner

Page 7—bottom right-hand corner

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITY

Speaking; Organizing Ask each child to show-
and-tell his or her favorite toy to the others. Each
pupil should tell why the toy is such a favorite.

LESSON 8

Review

Overview This lesson reinforces concepts and skills

covered in the last three lessons. It also helps chil-

dren realize that the classroom is theirs.

Materials Needed Swatches of cloth: First Circle

Book; Touch and Tell, Volume I; In and Out
Board; Work-Play Tray and a block

Language Skills Speaking; Describing

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination

Comprehension Skills Emotional reactions; Per-

sonal evaluation; Conclusion; Relationships—size,

use, place; Term meaning; Following directions

BUILDING BACKGROUND

Reviewing; Main idea Review the important

things children learned in Lessons 5 through 7 about

their room and the things in it. Ask children to think

Unit 2
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about the things they like about their room and be

ready to talk about these things.

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Emotional reactions; Personal evaluation;

Conclusion Tell children that their classroom is

your "home away from home." Explain that this

means that the room is like another part of your

home. Point out that this is probably true for them,

too. To bring out this idea use these two statements

with questions.

1 . 1 feel safe in the room where I sleep and here in

my classroom because I know where everything

is. Do you feel the same way? Tell me about it.

2. 1 know all the people here—especially you—and I

like being with you. Do you feel the same way?
Let's talk about it.

During discussion, point out that the classroom

belongs to all of you.
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LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Speaking; Describing; Relationships—size,
use; Personal reactions Have pupils complete at

least three of the following activities. Here are the

directions:

1

.

Tell what a bear or a rabbit or a mouse looks like.

2. Tell how a bear, a dog, a cat, and a mouse sound.

3. Tell about a car, a bus, and a truck. Answer these

questions as you talk:

a. Which is the biggest?

b. Which is the smallest?

c. Which carries big things?

d. Which carries the most people?

e. Why does each one need wheels?

4. Tell which place in our room you like best.

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Tactual discrimination; Following directions;

Term meaning; Relationships—place To review

tactual skills introduced or reviewed in the last three

lessons, talk once more about the texture of the

swatches of cloth, pages 1 through 7 in First Circle

Book, and pages 10 and 11 in Touch and Tell,

Volume I. Afterwards use the In and Out Board to

replay the matching game suggested in Lesson 5.

Informal evaluation As children complete the tac-

tual activities in this lesson, be on the lookout for

any hand skill problems or poor habits. In future

lessons, work to correct these.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Tactual discrimination; Following directions;

Relationships—place Give each child a Work-
Play Tray and one block. Ask pupils to follow these

directions:

1. Put the block in the top left-hand corner.

2. Put the block in the bottom right-hand corner.

3. Put the block in the bottom left-hand corner.

4. Put the block in the top right-hand corner.

]
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LESSON 9

We Eat in School

Overview This is the first lesson on food. It con-

centrates on lunch food. Covered, too, are various

shapes including the triangle and a rhyme accompa-
nied by hand play.

Materials Needed An orange; First Circle Book;
Touch and Tell, Volume I; Small, Medium, and
Large Circles I

Language Skills Speaking, Listening

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination; Hand
movements; Tactual dexterity; Left-to-right pro-

gression

Comprehension Skills Previous knowledge;

Relationships—time, place, class, use; Personal ex-

perience; Sensory perception; Word meaning; Gen-

eralizing; Sequence; Main idea; Recall; Following

directions; Term meaning; Conclusion

Unit 3
The Foods I Eat

BUILDING BACKGROUND

Previous knowledge; Relationships—time,
place; Personal experience Begin in the morning
by asking children why they think people eat food.

(Accept all answers. Be sure children realize that

people need food in order to stay alive.) Next talk

about the times during the day when everyone eats.

Ask these questions:

1. When and where do you eat breakfast?

2. When and where do you eat lunch?

3. When and where do you eat supper (dinner)?

4. Do you eat any snacks? When do you eat them?

After children finish answering the questions, tell

them that soon you will all be talking about the food

you eat for lunch. Explain that they should be ready

to recall what they eat.
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CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Sensory perception; Generalizing; Word
meaning—textures Bring an orange to class and
encourage children to feel it and smell it. Ask:

1

.

Does the orange have a shape? What is its shape?

(It is round like a ball.)

2. Does the orange have a smell? Do you like the

way it smells? Why or why not?

Now cut up the orange and give each child an op-

portunity to taste it. Ask children how the orange

tasted—sweet or sour. Find out how the piece of

orange felt in the children's mouths. Ask if it was
soft, crunchy, chewy, or something in between.

Afterwards ask children if they think that most

foods have shape, smell, taste, and texture— feel.

You may want to present the word texture at this

point. Tell children that texture is the way some-
thing feels. Give as examples the way the dots in

their books feel to their fingers and the way the

orange felt in their mouths.

LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Relationships—class, use, time; Sensory per-

ception; Sequence; Main idea; Speaking; Lis-

tening Ask children to think about the foods they

had for lunch. Ask these questions:

1

.

Which foods were hot?

2. Which foods were cold?

3. Which food tasted sweet?

4. Which foods did you have to chew? Were these

foods soft, chrunchy, or very chewy?
5. Which food did you drink or swallow without

having to chew it?

6. Which foods have the "biggest" smell?

7. Which food did you eat first? last?

8. Which food did you eat or drink all during the

meal?

Follow up with talk about tableware. Ask what

spoons, forks, and knives are used for. Discuss,

too, why people need napkins when they eat.

Conclude by asking individuals which food served

at lunch tasted and smelled best to them.

Listening; Word meaning; Recall; Following
directions; Hand movements Teach children to

play the hand game that goes with the Mother
Goose rhyme "Pease Porridge Hot." First say

"pease porridge" and explain that this is a pudding-

like cereal made from peas. Now teach this rhyme to

the children:

Pease porridge hot,

Pease porridge cold,

Pease porridge in the pot,

Nine days old.

Some like it hot,

Some like it cold,

Some like it in the pot,

Nine days old.

As soon as pupils have learned to recite the poem,
teach them the clapping movements that go with it,

use simple clapping. After they become adept at

clapping and say "Pease Porridge Hot," children

may enjoy seeing how quickly they can recite the

rhyme and play the hand game.

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Tactual discrimination; Term meaning; Left-

to-right progression; Tactual dexterity Recall

that the orange they looked at earlier was round. If

children had sandwiches for lunch recently, see if

they can relate sandwiches to squares.

Then pass out copies of First Circle Book. Review

pages 4 through 7. During this review be sure chil-

dren use the terms top, bottom, left and right.

Next call attention to the shapes on page 8. Ask:

1 . What shapes are on this page? (circles)

2. How many shapes are there on the page? (two)

3. Where is each circle? (top left hand corner, top

right hand corner)

As children answer the questions, help them use

both hands to examine all shapes on the page.

Follow similar procedures to discuss the placement

of the squares on page 9.

Term—triangle; Tactual discimination; Con-

clusion; Left-to-right progression Pass out cop-

ies of Touch and Tell, Volume I. Review the shapes

on page 1 1 . Then center attention on page 12. Have

on hand a triangular block. Give children time to

study the shape on the page. Tell them that this

shape is a triangle. Recall the triangular block they

met in an earlier lesson. Let children compare the
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shape of this block with the shape on the page. Then
ask:

1. How many sides does a triangle have? (three. If

pupils are not sure, have them look once more at

the triangle on page 12.)

2. How many sides does a square have? (four. If

necessary, have pupils check their answer by re-

examining a square on page 11.)

3. Who can tell me once more the name of the shape

on the page you are looking at.

Finally tell children to turn to page 13 and tell you
what is on the page, (a big and a little triangle) Ask:
1. Where is the big triangle—at the left or at the

right? (left)

2. Where is the little triangle—at the left or at the

right? (right)

3. Who can tell me again how many sides a triangle

has? (three)

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Following directions; Checking; Term mean-
ing To review the concepts and terms—big, middle-

sized, and little shapes use Small, Medium, and
Large Circles I. Play a "Tell and Do" game. Get
out the board and put the circle disks in a stack. Tell

a child what to do with a circle and when he or she

does it, let that child put the circle back and give the

next direction. As the "teller," the child is responsi-

ble for checking the work of the "doer." This game
can be played with several children or with you and
one child. Play the game until all these directions

are given. Use these directions:

1. Put the middle-sized circle in its nest.

2. Put the little circle in its nest.

3. Put the big circle in its nest.

The game can be increased in difficulty by calling

for more than one shape at a time. Here are the

directions:

"I.Put the little and middle-sized circles in their

nests.

2. Put the big and the middle-sized circles in their

nests.

3. Put the big and the little circles in their nests.

J

J

LESSON 10

Food Families

Overview During this lesson children are intro-

duced to the food groups, and they participate in

several sensory discrimination activities.

Materials Needed A variety of cheeses—very soft,

soft, semi-hard, with a strong odor; Pea; Green

bean; New potato; Broccoli flower; Carrot; Ba-

nana; Lime; Apple; Work-Play Tray

Language Skills Speaking; Listening; Creative ex-

pression

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination

Comprehension Skills Reviewing; Relation-

ships—class; Sensory discrimination; Organizing;

Personal reaction; Word meaning; Comparison;

Classifying

BUILDING BACKGROUND

Reviewing Recall children's conversation about

the lunch they ate. Point out that children ate differ-

Unit3
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ent kinds of food at lunch. Then explain that they

are going to learn more about different foods in this

lesson.

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Relationships—class; Sensory discrimination

Begin by asking children if they drink milk every

day. Then see if children can think of any foods that

are made from milk. Provide these common exam-

ples from the milk group: cheeses, ice cream, but-

ter, and yogurt. Invite brief comments on how each

tastes, feels in the mouth, and smells.

Continue in the same way to discuss the meat group.

Include beef, hamburger, lamb, pork, ham, bacon,

sausage, chicken, turkey, eggs, fish and seafood,

including cod, clams, tuna, salmon, lobster, white

fish, crabs, and shrimp as examples.

Discussion of food from the grain group should

include bread, crackers, cake, pasta, noodles, and

hot and cold cereals.
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Go on to discuss the vegetable and fruit group.

Include as examples green beans, dried beans, let-

tuce, peas, onions, potatoes, celery, tomatoes, or-

anges, grapefruits, bananas, peaches, apples,

pears, apricots, prunes, and so on. Nuts may also be

discussed with this group.

During this short discussion, talk about foods in

each group that children know about. Do not expect

children to recall the basic food groups at this time.

Following this discussion, point out that everyone

should have something from the milk group, the

meat group, the grain group, and the fruit and
vegetable group at most meals.

Then help children build two menus. Perhaps:

1 orange juice 2. half a

cereal with grapefruit

milk and pancakes and
raisins syrup

one egg or bacon or

piece of ham sausage

toast milk

milk or cocoa

Next go to lunch. Be sure children realize that they

should have a vegetable for lunch and that nuts and
beans can be used in place of meat or fish. Then help

them create menus like these:

Sensory discrimination; Comparison; Word
meaning; Personal evaluation; Personal reac-

tion To build sensory discrimination, hold a cheese

party some afternoon. Have on hand:

1

.

a very soft cheese—perhaps cream cheese;

2. a soft cheese—perhaps a spread;

3. a semi-hard cheese—perhaps Swiss or "Ameri-
can";

4. a cheese with a strong odor—a blue cheese.

Let each child taste each kind of cheese. Ask these

questions about each kind:

1

.

How does the cheese feel in your mouth? Is it soft

and silky? soft and kind of chewy? very chewy?
crumbly?

2. How does the cheese smell? just a little milky?
sweet? strong and salty?

3. How does each cheese taste? mild? sort of
strong? strong? very strong? (You may need to

give help here.)

Conclude by asking children which cheese each one
liked best.

1 . vegetable soup

peanut butter

and jelly

sandwich
apple

cookie

milk

3. tomato soup

tuna fish

sandwich

canned pears

milk

baked beans

salad

brown bread

banana
milk

4. chicken soup

cold meat loaf

sandwich

sliced beets

grapes

milk

Finally help create menus for supper (dinner).

Perhaps:

1 hamburger
french fries

green salad

banana cake

milk

chicken

mashed potatoes

peas

fruit pie

milk

LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Speaking; Organizing; Creative expression;
Personal reactions; Word meaning Help chil-

dren prepare a good menu for one day. Start with

breakfast. Ask children to talk about their favorite

breakfast foods. Then point out that each breakfast

should include milk, grain foods, meat or egg

foods; and fruit.

3. baked fish

scalloped

potatoes

green beans

baked apple

cookie

milk

4. pork roast

baked potato

carrots

apple sauce

ice cream

milk
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Get input from children as you create a menu. Be
sure to include regional dishes in your menus. If

children are not familiar with a fruit or vegetable in

a menu, bring an example in for children to look at,

smell, and perhaps eat.

Conclude by asking children which meal is their

favorite and why.

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Tactual discrimination; Sensory discrimi-

nation; Personal reactions Have on hand the

following raw vegetables and fruits: a pea, a green

bean, a potato, a broccoli flower, a carrot, a ba-

nana, a lime, an apple. Put the vegetables in a

Work-Play Tray and let children take turns examin-

ing them. Identify each by name. Then ask each

child to show you a vegetable in answer to these

questions:

1

.

Which ones are round or almost round? (the pea

and the potato)

2. Which ones are long and roundish? (the bean and
the carrot)

3. Which ones feel very smooth? (the pea and the

bean)

4. Which one feels crumbly? (the broccoli)

Follow the same procedures with the fruits. Use
these questions:

1. Which one is long? (the banana)
2. Which one has a stem on it? (the apple. Define

stem if necessary.)

3. Which one is round? (the lime)

4. Which one is little? (the lime)

5. Which one smells best to you?

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITY

Relationship—class; Comparison; Classifying

Put all the vegetables and fruits on a Work-Play
Tray. Have a child pick up one and say "vegetable"

or "fruit."

See Field Trips 1 and 2.

-
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LESSON 11

A Trip to the Store

Overview At the hub of this lesson is a field trip to a

grocery store. Pupils help plan the trip, take the

tour, and review what they learned.

Materials Needed Money to purchase food;

Work-Play Tray; Blocks; Tape recorder

Unit 3
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visited. Next discuss what is sold in different

stores— furniture, clothing, shoes, department
store, grocery store. Ask children who have visited a

grocery store to tell what the person they accompa-
nied bought at the store. Then tell children that you
and they will soon visit a grocery store to see what is

in it.

Language Skills Speaking; Listening; Describing CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination; Tactual

detail

Comprehension Skills Organizing; Relation-

ships—place, class, space; Forecasting; Generaliz-

ing; Sensory perception; Word meaning; Conclu-

sion; Main idea; Personal evaluation; Personal

reactions

BUILDING BACKGROUND

Personal experiences; Classifying; Speaking
Begin by asking children if they have ever been in a

store. Talk about the kinds of stores they have

Organizing; Relationship—place; Speaking;
Forecasting; Generalizing Invite children to help

you plan the trip to the grocery store.

If possible, choose a small or medium-sized store

for this visit. A large supermarket can easily over-

whelm children. Arrange the visit with store man-
ager or owner and ask him or her if it would be

possible to have a store person as a guide.

Invite parents or other interested adults to come
along. Children will get more from the field trip if

the ratio of adults to children is one-to-one. Brief

the adults on the purpose of the trip and the pro-

jected learning outcome before you leave.
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Explain to children where the store is. Discuss how
you will get to the store—walk, take a car, ride on a

bus. Then discuss what children will want to learn

about the store. Be sure these topics are included:

1

.

What things are in the store—fresh fruits and
vegetables; canned foods; frozen foods; meat
and fish; milk; cheese, and butter; other things.

(During discussion, you may want to talk about
canned and frozen food.)

2. Where things are located in the store.

3. Who works in the store—what some of the peo-

ple do.

4. Where people pay for the food they want.

5. What to buy for the children in the room.

LANGUAGE AND TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Aims; Sensory perception; Listening; Word
meaning On the day of the field trip remind chil-

dren of the goals of their visit. On the way to the

store tell children what you see en route. Encourage
them to tell you what they hear and smell.

Once inside the store, invite reactions to the sounds
and smells. If someone from the store is going to

guide the tour, ask children to listen carefully to

what the person says. If you are the tour guide,

explain that you will go around the store once or

twice and afterwards purchase the things agreed on.

On the tour be sure pupils get a chance to examine
these things:

1

.

a grocery cart

2. canned foods of different sizes

3. various vegetables by size, shape, and smell

4. fruits by size, shape, and smell

5. frozen foods

6. boxed foods

7. dairy products including eggs

8. meats and fish

9. bakery goods

If possible, ask store personnel to answer any ques-

tions that the children have. The butcher might be

asked to allow children to explain which meats are

available.

On a second tour, help pupils get acquainted, to

some extent, with the store layout and which foods

are grouped together and why. During this tour

point out these things:

1. There are little streets in a store called aisles.

2. The dairy foods are in cases or bins that are as

cold as a refrigerator at home.
3. The frozen foods are in freezers.

4. The meats and fish are in cool cases.

5. The fresh vegetables and fruits are in a cool place.

When you are ready to buy some foods, help chil-

dren choose the items. If possible include in your
purchases a can of peaches or apples, a frozen pack-
age of the same fruit, and fresh peaches or apples.

Let children place the items in a grocery cart and
help push the cart to the checkout line.

As your foods are being checked out, ask the check-
er to explain to children what he or she is doing.

Give children the money to pay for the food. Say the

names of the bills and the coins you are giving them.
If there is change due, ask the checker to tell what it

is as he or she gives it to the children. If the store

permits, let pupils help the bagger put the foods in a
bag or bags. Be sure children thank all those who
helped them on their tour of the store.

On the way back from the store while the experience

is still fresh, encourage children to comment on
their experience.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Conclusions; Main idea; Personal evalu-

ation; Personal reaction After the trip, hold a

post trip discussion of what children learned. Use
these questions:

1

.

Why does a store have aisles? (so that people can

get what they want easily)

2. What are grocery carts used for? (to take the food

chosen around the store without having to carry

it)

3. Which foods are kept in the coldest cases or bins

in the store? (the frozen foods)

4. Why are the vegetables and fruits in the same
location? (for the convenience of the shopper

and because most need to be kept cool. Point

out exceptions such as potatoes, onions, and

bananas.)

Next discuss the variety of frozen foods that you

saw—vegetables, fruits, ice cream, bakery goods,

TV dinners. Ask children which of these they have

eaten.

If you purchased fresh, canned, and frozen varieties

of the same fruit, let children taste each kind. Ex-

plain that each one is the same fruit. And as children

try each one explain what it is—fresh, frozen, or

canned. Point out that the frozen fruit has been
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thawed—allowed to get warm enough to eat. Then
ask:

1. Which kind did you like best? Why?
2. Why do you think the fruit is canned or frozen?

(Accept all answers that make sense. You will

need to bring out the idea that canning or freezing

keeps the fruit from spoiling. If children do not

seem to understand this, do not dwell on it.)

Conlude by having children dictate a thank you
note to the store manager for everyone's help dur-

ing the visit.

Relationships—place, space; Word meaning
Help children make a diorama of a pretend store in

a Work-Play Tray. Use a block for each section.

The diorama of the pretend store should show
where things were in the store the children have just

visited. You should also duplicate the store guide's

presentation as you talk about the diorama. Review

the various sections in the store and the names of the

people who work in the store. These names (titles)

should include:

manager or owner checker

butcher bagger

stock person clerk

Describing; Personal reactions Conclude by
having each child tell about the trip to the store and
his or her reaction to it. Tape record children's

remarks.

J

J

LESSON 12

Review

Overview This review lesson reinforces some of the

concepts, learnings, and skills developed in the last

three lessons.

Materials Needed Various foods; First Circle

Book; Touch and Tell, Volume I

Language Skills Speaking; Listening; Describing

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination, Hand skills

Comprehension Skills Relationships—class,

part/whole, use, time; Previous knowledge; Con-

clusion; Recall; Sensory perception; Phrase mean-

ing; Main idea; Word meaning; Sequence

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Relationships—class, part/whole; Previous

knowledge; Conclusion To review the idea that

food fits into family groups, play this game. Tell

children that you are going to name a food that is

either in the milk group or in the vegetable group.

Unit 3

The Foods I Eat

Explain that when you name a food, they are to say

either "milk" or "vegetable." Use these examples:

ice cream cheese

carrot lettuce

beet yogurt

Play the same game using "Fruits" and "Meats" as

answers. Here are some possible examples:

banana chicken

hamburger ham
apple pear

Conclude with another game. Say "grains" and ask

for names of breads. Point out that some sweet

things are also breads. Examples might include:

cake

pie

rolls

coffee cake

After you have played the games, remind children

of the idea that most people need to eat foods from

the milk; grain; meat; and vegetable and fruit

groups to stay well.
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LANGUAGE SKILLS

Listening; Speaking; Recall; Sensory percep-
tion; Relationships—class; Sequence Help
children relive in their minds their trip to the grocery

store. Use these questions to jog memories:
1

.

How did we get to the store? What did you hear

on the way? What did you smell on the way?
2. Which people did you meet in the store? What

did the manager (owner) tell you? What did the

butcher have to say? What did the checker tell

you? What did the bagger do?

3. What did you see first? second? next? last?

4. What did we buy in the store? What did we do
with it?

Speaking; Describing Invite children to tell about
their favorite foods. As each child speaks encourage
him or her to discuss the tastes, texture, and food
temperature—hot, cold, medium.

Hand skills; Recall; Phrase meaning Conclude
this section of the lesson by replaying the hand-skill

rhyme "Pease Porridge Hot" with students. See if

anyone recalls what "Pease Porridge" is.

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Tactual discrimination; Word meaning If the

foods are still available, let children examine these

foods again for shape and tactual texture:

an orange

a peach or pear

a pea

a broccoli flower

an apple

a string bean

a new potato

a carrot

a lime

Tactual Discrimination Review the following if

time permits: pages 8 and 9 in First Circle Book and
pages 12 and 13 in Touch and Tell, Volume I.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Sensory perception; Main idea; Speaking;
Relationships—class, use, time; Sequence Re-

do the first language activity in Lesson 9. This time

use the food items on the lunch children ate this day.

LESSON 13

Where Things Are

Overview In this lesson children explore the school

playground, make a map of it, and think about

playground rides via poems and miniatures.

Materials Needed Glue, String; Tongue depres-

sors; Tinker Toys; Small doll; Assorted blocks;

First Circle Book; Shape Book; Work-Play Tray

Language Skills Listening; Speaking

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination; Tactual

dexterity; Texture

Comprehension Skills Previous knowledge;
Word meaning; Following directions; Conclusion;

Main idea; Personal evaluation; Relationships

—

place, part/whole, analogous, space; Emotional re-

actions; Comparison; Sequence

Mobility Skills Using sound as a directional cue

Creative Skills Acting

Unit 4

The Playground at School

BUILDING BACKGROUND

Previous knowledge; Speaking; Word mean-
ing By now children have played for some time on
the school playground. Discuss playground experi-

ences to find out what children already know about

the equipment—swings, seesaws, slides, jungle

gym, and the like. Then tell children that you will

soon go outside to look at the things on the play-

ground and find where each plaything is.

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Using sound as a directional cue; Following

directions; Word meaning; Conclusion; Main
idea; Personal evaluations; Relationship-
place Take children out the door leading to the

playground and orient them to a well-known piece

of equipment. Say something like this: "The slide is

right in front of you." Review the meaning of the

phrase in front o/if necessary.
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Then take a tour of the equipment. Use such direc-

tional terms as in back of, to the left, to the right, in

front of.

Next use your voice as a mobility guide. Place chil-

dren in a central location before giving directions.

Have them use the upper arm and forearm tech-

nique as they follow these directions. Stand by the

swing. You might say something like this:

1. I am standing in front of you near the swing.

Come to me. Feel the swing. What parts does it

have? Tell me about it. Now let's take turns

swinging on the swing.

2. The jungle gym is in back of you. Go to the jungle

gym. Feel the jungle gym. Is it big or little? You
can climb on a jungle gym. Let's do that.

3. The slide is next to you on the left . Go to the slide.

Feel the slide. When you go on a slide, you go
down. You can ride on the slide now.

4. The seesaw is next to you on the right. Come to

me. I am standing alongside of the seesaw. It is to

the right. Feel the seesaw. When you ride on a

seesaw, you go up and down.

Afterwards let children use the equipment for a

few minutes more. Then retour the playground.

As soon as you return to your room, help children

make a block map of the playground and its equip-

ment in a Work-Play Tray. Orient the map by hav-

ing the block that stands for the door to the

playground at the bottom of the tray. Conclude this

activity by asking: "Does this block map help you
recall where things are on the playground? Accept

reasonable answers. Also tell children that a map is

a small picture showing where things are. Have the

word map said aloud by the children.

LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Listening; Speaking; Acting; Emotional reac-

tions; Main idea Read aloud this stanza:

Whenever I ride

Down a big slide

I go from up there,

"Zoom" to down here.

Invite comments. Also use the verse to develop the

meaning of up and down. Next read this verse:

I swish through the air

When I ride on a swing.

The wind lifts my hair,

And the world seems to sing.

Point out that the child in this poem is very very

happy. Ask the children if riding on a swing makes

them happy too. Encourage them to say how they

feel on a swing.

Before going on take time to reread the first verse

and help children "act" the last two lines, using

their arms and hands to show how one "zooms" on

a swing from "up there" to "down here."

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Tactual discrimination; Relationships—place,
part/whole; Term meaning—rectangle Give

children copies of Shape Book. Invite comments on
the shape on page 13. Ask:

I.How is this shape like a square? (It has four

sides.)

2. How is this shape different from a square? (Two
of the sides are longer than the other two.)

Explain that this shape is called a rectangle. Next

encourage children to describe the location of the

rectangles on pages 14 and 15. (On page 14 one is on
the left; one, the right. On page 15 one is on the top;

the other, the bottom.)

Now center attention on the shapes on pages 16 and
17. Point out that the two shapes on each page show
the rectangle on page 12 divided into halves. Let

children tell you about the positions of the halves on
each page.

Finally ask children to turn to page 18 and describe

what they see. (The rectangle on page 12 is divided

into four parts called quarters.)

Tactual discrimination; Tactual dexterity; Tex-
ture; Relationships—part/whole, analogous
For this activity you will need a toy swing and

seesaw. If none are available, you can make each

one easily from string, tongue depressors, Tinker

Toys, glue, and a small block as follows:

Seesaw: small block and one tongue depressor

-J
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Swing: string, drinking straws, half a tongue de-

pressor with holes punched in it, and glue

Give each child time to examine each one carefully

and relate it to the actual "ride" on the playground.

Then discuss the parts on each one:

The swing Help the children to realize that the seat

of the swing moves back and forth from the bar to

which it is attached by ropes (strings). Let children

take turns swinging a small doll or toy animal on the

swing.

Miniature equipment Take every opportunity to

acquaint children with very large tools and equip-

ment through the use of workable miniatures.

Knowledge gained can decrease "verbalizing"

about such things because children will understand

how these things really work.

Next give each child a Work-Play Tray and two
blocks. Give these instructions:

1

.

Put one block in the top left part of the tray. Put
the other block in the top right part of the tray.

2. Put one block in the bottom left part of the tray.

Put the other block in the bottom right part of the

tray.

3. Put one block in the top left part of the tray. Put
the other block in the bottom left part of the tray.

4. Put one block in the top right part of the tray. Put
the other block in the left part of the tray.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Comparison; Conclusion Help the children re-

view the block map of the school playground equip-

ment. Talk again of where things are in relation to

one another. Then go outside to see if the map is

accurate. When you return to your classroom, aid

pupils in making any needed corrections.

Following directions; Word meaning Children

who need review of directional words will profit

from playing this pointing game. Put chairs on four

sides of each child. Say:

1. Point to the chair in front of you.

2. Point to the chair to your right.

3. Point to the chair in back of you.

4. Point to the chair to your left.

Following directions; Word meaning; Relation-

ship—place, space; Sequence Pass copies of
First Circle Book. Review the placement of the

circles on pages 8 and 9. Then center attention on
page 10. Ask:

1

.

How many blocks are on this page? (two)

2. Where is each block? (the top at left, and the

bottom at right) Continue with page 11. Ask:

1. How many blocks are on this page? (two)

2. Where is each block? (the top at the right and
the bottom at the right)
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LESSON 14

Making a Playground Book

Overview In this lesson children help make Play-

ground Book, talk about it, and prepare a "show
and tell" about the book. The lesson also highlights

sensory perception and emotional reaction. More
study of shapes is completed and the pyramid is

introduced.

Materials Needed Materials to make Playground
Book (See Instructions for Making Tactual Readi-

ness Books); First Circle Book; Touch and Tell,

Volume I; Geometric Forms

Language Skills Speaking; Listening; Describing

Tactual Skills Tactual dexterity; Tactual discrimi-

nation

Comprehension Skills Recall; Relationships

—

place, shape, part/whole; Sensory perception;

Emotional reactions; Personal reactions; Sequence;

Main idea; Following directions; Terms—pyramid;

Term meaning; Conclusion; Generalizing

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Tactual dexterity; Recall; Relationships-
place, shape Review the things children learned

about the school playground while completing the

activities in Lesson 13. If time permits, take chil-

dren on a tour of the playground equipment again

and once back in the classroom relate it again to the

"map" you and the children made.

Next, help the children make Playground Book.

Directions for making this book are in the pam-
phlet, Instructions for Making Tactual Readiness

Books. You may omit equipment not in your play-

ground or make substitutes. Although you will need

to do the major part of the work, children can

participate. If you can, enlist the assistance of an

aide or older sighted child, to help make Play-

ground Book. Later, let pupils take home or to

another classroom for "show and tell." See the

Language Activities section of this lesson plan for

ideas to help children prepare for this show and tell.

LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Sensory perceptions; Emotional reactions;

Personal reactions; Listening Talk with pupils

about the things that they can hear, feel, and smell

Unit 4

The Playground at School

at different times when they are on the playground.

Ask questions like these:

I.Can you hear cars go by when you are on the

playground? What do they sound like?

2. Can you hear the other children when you are on
the playground? What did some of them say?

What noises did they make? Why do you think

some of them laughed? yelled? cried?

3. How does the sun feel when you are playing on
the playground?

a. When you are swinging, do you feel free as the

air around you? Who can tell about it?

b. Are you ever afraid when you are on the play-

ground? Why? Who wants to tell about it?

c. Did you ever get mad when you were on the

playground? Who wants to tell what hap-

pened?

Listen carefully to all answers and do not comment
negatively about any fears or angers. Later try to

help individuals cope with these emotions and the

situations that caused them.

Sequence; Main idea; Speaking Encourage pu-

pils to tell in order what they did to help make
Playground Book. If necessary, help children recall

the sequence.

Afterwards, call on individuals to "read" Play-

ground Book and tell about the "ride" on each

page. Ask children to tell:

1. What each ride or plaything "looks" like.

2. What they do on each ride or plaything.

3. What they like about each ride or plaything.

If children are going to show and tell about the

book, you may want to have them review orally

their answers without the benefit of your questions.

Say, "Now you tell me what you have just said. I

won't say the questions again."

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Following directions; Relationships—place;
Tactual discrimination Review pages 10 and 1 1 in

First Circle Book. Next center attention to page 12.

Give children a few minutes to investigate what is on
the page. Then ask these questions:

1

.

How many squares are on this page? (two)

2. Who can tell me where one square on the page is?

(top left or bottom right)
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3. Who can tell me where the other square on the

page is?

Use the same questions to help children locate and
describe the position of the square that appears on
page 13.

Term meaning; Relationships—place; Follow-
ing directions; Tactual discrimination Talk
once more about the triangles on pages 12 and 13 of

Touch and Tell, Volume I. If necessary, review the

term triangle. Now have the pupils look at page 14.

Ask:
1

.

How many shapes are on this page? (three)

2. What do we call these shapes? (triangles)

3. Which triangle is at the left? (the big triangle)

4. Which triangle is at the right? (the little triangle)

5. Which triangle is in the middle? (the middle-sized

triangle)

Go on next to page 15. Give these instructions:

1. Point to the little triangle. Tell me where it is in

the line of triangles.

2. Find the middle-sized triangle. Tell me if it is to

the left or to the right of the little triangle.

3. Point to the big triangle. Tell me where it is.

Tactual discrimination; Term—pyramid;
Relationships—space, part/whole, Conclu-
sions; Personal evaluations; Generalizing To
review the concept of square, circle, and triangle; to

reinforce the idea of the solid figures ball and block;

and to introduce the pyramid, use the Geometric
Forms.

Begin by having children examine the raised-line

board. Ask:

1

.

Where is the square?

2. Where is the circle?

3. Where is the triangle?

Next take out the square, circle, and triangle. Give

the circle to a child and tell him or her to put the

circle on top of the circle on the board. Follow the

same procedure with the square and triangle. As a

child completes the task, ask him or her to identify

by name the shape he or she has put on the sheet.

Now produce the block. Let children examine it.

Afterwards, as a review, ask:

"I.How many sides—squares—does the block
have? (six)

2. Are all the sides on the block the same size? (yes)

How can you tell for sure? (You may need to help

children prove their answer by aiding them in

matching each side with the square or the square

shape on the block.)

Go on to the ball. After children have looked at it,

discuss its shape. Children should recall that a ball is

round.

Now produce the pyramid. Give pupils plenty of

time to study it. Say its name and have children say

"pyramid" out loud. Then ask:

1

.

How many sides does this pyramid have? (five)

2. Do some of the sides have the same shape as a

triangle? (Yes. Help children verify their answers

by comparing the angular sides with the triangle.)

Conclude discussion by centering attention on the

base of the triangle. Compare the base with the

square shape. At this time do not discuss the half-

sphere that is included in Geometric Forms.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Recall; Describing; Relationships—part/whole
To check recall of solid shapes, ask children to

describe in turn a ball, a square, and a pyramid.

Personal reactions; Speaking Once more have

children take out Playground Book. Ask each child

to choose his or her favorite ride and tell which

shape it is.
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LESSON 15

Seasonal Things I Like to Do Outside

mm Overview This lesson concentrates on seasonal ex-

periences and activities.

Materials Needed Sprinkling can; Blender or food

processor; Hair dryer; Colognes in flower scents;

__ Dried leaves

— Language Skills Speaking, listening, describing

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination; Tactual

_. dexterity

— Comprehension Skills Relationships—time,
place, cause/effect; Recall; Personal experience;

Personal reactions; Personal evaluation; Main

_ idea; Conclusion; Comparison; Mimicry; Sensory
perception

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Relationships—time, place; Recall; Personal
experience Recall the fun children had outside on

,J the playground. Then discuss things pupils might

like to do outside at different times of the year. Use
— only those temperatures and other climatic features

that pertain to your area.

_ Start with spring. Ask: "What do you like to do
outside when winter is over?" Be sure to highlight

— the following during discussion:

1

.

touching new leaves on trees and bushes

2. smelling spring flowers

__ 3. listening to birds

4. listening to lawn mowers
5. feeling the warm spring breezes

6. feeling and listening to the rain
~~

7. picking spring flowers

8. running in the new grass

9. playing games like "Ring around the Rosey"
— 10. helping to plant vegetables and flowers

1 1 . riding in a car with the windows down
H 12. joining an Easter celebration or a Seder

13. eating spring things like asparagus, lamb, dan-

delion greens, strawberries, and rhubarb

]

]

Talk about summer activities should include:

1

.

feeling the warm sun

2. smelling summer flowers and newly cut grass

3. smelling the smoke of barbecue grills

4. smelling suntan lotion

5. touching the leaves of trees and bushes in full

bloom

Unit 4
The Playground at School

6. listening to fireworks on the 4th of July

7. swimming and wading

8. playing in the sand

9. napping under a tree

10. going on a picnic

11. eating melons, peaches, and corn on the cob
12. licking ice cream cones

13. riding on a trike

14. playing games like "Simon Says"
15. making daisy or other flower chains

Fall activities might include the following:

1

.

touching dry fallen leaves, pumpkins and other

fall vegetables; ears of corn

2. listening to the squirrels chatter as they gather

food

3. smelling fall flowers, new compost heaps, the

squeaky clean smell of school on the first day
4. feeling brisk breezes

5. playing in "hills" of fallen leaves

6. helping to rake leaves and make jack-o-lanterns

7. dressing up for Halloween

8. going to visit the neighbors for "trick or treat"

9. drinking apple cider

10. bobbing for apples

1 1 . eating Thanksgiving dinner—turkey and pump-
kin pie

12. going to the store to buy Christmas or Hanuk-
kah toys

Children should recall these winter activities:

1. smelling holiday cookies baking and wood
burning in the fireplace

2. touching and helping with Christmas trees and
ornaments or a Hanukkah menorah

3. learning and singing holiday songs

4. listening to bells jingle

5. playing Christmas games or with a Hanukkah
dreidel

6. eating holiday feasts

7. drinking cocoa

8. getting presents and giving them
9. listening to holiday stories

10. making snowmen
1 1 . rolling in the snow
12. listening to the stillness after the snow and to the

wind whistle during a blizzard

13. riding in a sled with someone
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You and your children will think of more enjoyable

activities for each season. Keep track of these.

See also Field Trips 1,2,3,9, and 10 in Appendix A.

LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Personal reactions; Speaking; Personal evalu-

ation Ask each child to choose his or her favorite

season, tell why it is liked, and which activity he or

she enjoys the most.

Listening; Main idea; Conclusion; Relation-

ship—cause/effect; Comparison; Mimicry
Read each of these poems out loud in turn and invite

reactions:

In March the rain falls

like water in my shower.

It wets the ground
And gives life to a flower.

Bees buzz and dogs pant

On sunny summer days.

I splash in water

To come down in other ways.

The days grow short

The air is cool,

But my friends are here

With me in school.

I'm all bundled up
From my head to my toe,

'Cause I'm going out

To help Dad shovel snow.

After reading the poems through once, read each

one aloud again and encourage children to relate to

it personally. Questions like these may be of help.

The spring poem. Ask:
1

.

When you are taking a shower, how does the

water come down? (fast and hard)

2. Think about a heavy spring rain. How is it like

your shower? How is it not like your shower? (It

falls hard and fast, but it is not warm like my
shower water.)

3. The writer says that rain "gives life to a flower."

This means that flowers need water in order to

live. Do you need water or some other drink in

order to live? What makes you think so?

The summer poem. Ask:

1 . Have you ever heard a dog pant when it is hot?

How does it sound?

2. Does splashing in water on a hot day help keep

you cool? What else do you do to keep cool when
it is hot outside?

The fall poem. Ask:

1

.

Is the sun as hot in the fall as it is in the summer?
Can you have as much fun outside? Why or why
not?

2. Have you made friends here in school? Why is it

good to have friends?

The winter poem. Ask:

LWhat do you wear outside when it's cold and

snowy? (Be sure children mention caps, coats,

mittens, boots.)

2. Why do people shovel snow away from walks?

(so people will not slip and hurt themselves.)

3. Have you ever helped shovel snow? If so what

was it like? (hard work). If not, would you want

to help shovel snow? Why or why not?

Finally invite the children to learn "by heart" the

poem about the weather you are experiencing and to

share it with others.

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Tactual discrimination; Sensory perception;

Tactual dexterity Give pupils opportunities to feel

some of the things that give each season its special

flavor. Here are some suggestions:

spring rain Use a sprinkling can to let "rain" fall on
the children's hands.

snow Simulate snow by making some in a blender or

food processor from ice. Let children feel it.

sun To help children recall the heat of the summer
sun, hold each child's hand close to a lighted light

bulb. Do not allow children to do this on their own.

breezes Use a hair dryer turned on cool to help

children recall the feel of spring breezes. Aim the

dryer at children's hands.

flower scents Let children smell "flower" colognes.

Inexpensive ones are available in "rose," "lilac,"

"hyacinth," and "carnation" scents. Identify each

scent by its name as children smell the cologne.

dry leafDry a leaf and let pupils feel it. If necessary,

point out the veins.

Include, in this activity, as many other seasonal

sensory experiences as you can.
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LESSON 16

Review

Overview This lesson reviews the content of the

previous three lessons. The emphasis is on sensory

perceptions and tactual discrimination of shapes.

Materials Needed Touch and Tell, Volume I

Language Skills Describing; Listening; Speaking

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination; Left-to-

right progression

Comprehension Skills Recall; Main idea; Person-

al evaluation; Conclusion; Sensory perception;

Term meaning; Relationships—place; Following

directions

LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Describing; Recall Call on each individual to de-

scribe in some detail one of the rides or pieces of

equipment on the playground. Help children recall

ones they have omitted. Do this gently with an

opening like "what about...?"

Main idea; Personal evaluation Reread the verses

in Lesson 15 in scrambled order. After reading a

verse, ask if it is about spring, summer, fall, or

winter.

Sensory perception; Conclusion; Speaking
Next play a smell, touch, taste, hear, and feel game.

Explain that you will name something and that

pupils are to say which of the senses are used to get

acquainted with the thing. Warn pupils that more
than one sense may be used to investigate the thing.

After a child has named a sense discuss his or her

answer. You may need to provide help en route. Use
things you have discussed in the previous lessons.

Perhaps:

a pyramid (touch)

a flower (touch, smell)

a bell (hear, touch)

the wind (feel, hear)

cookies (feel, taste, smell)

the sun (feel)

snow (touch)

rain (feel, hear)

a dry leaf (touch, hear)

Unit 4

The Playground at School

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Term meaning; Left-to-right progression;
Relationships—place; Following directions;

Listening Pass out copies of Touch and Tell, Vol-

ume I and aid children in a quick review of each

page. Ask these questions as you and the children go
through the book page by page. You will need to

give help with page location.

1

.

What do you see on page 1? Is it a left or a right

hand?
2. What do you see on page 2? Is it a left or a right

hand?
3. What is shown on page 3? (a square)

4. What is shown on page 4? (two squares) Which
square is at the left? (the big one)

5. What is on page 5? (three squares) Who can

point to the middle-sized square?

6. What is on page 6? Who can tell about the

squares in order from left to right? (big, little,

middle-sized)

7. What is on page 7? (a circle)

8. What is on page 8? (two circles) Which square is

at the right? (the little one)

9. What is on page 9? (three circles) Who can tell

about the circles from left to right? (big, middle-

sized, little)

10. What is on page 10? (three circles) Who can

point to the middle-sized circle?

1 1 . What is on page 11? (two squares and a circle)

Where is the circle? (in the middle)

12. What is on page 12? (a triangle)

13. What is on page 13? (a big triangle and a little

one)

14. What is on page 14 from left to right? (a big

triangle, a middle-sized one, and a little one)

15. What is on page 15 from left to right? (a big

triangle, a little triangle, and a middle-sized

triangle)

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITY

Tactual discrimination; Conclusions Help chil-

dren find page 3 in Touch and Tell, Volume I. Tell

them to look at the square. Ask how many sides the

square has. (four) Next aid children in locating page

12. Ask how many sides a triangle has. (three)
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LESSON 17

Shapes

Overview This entire lesson focuses on shape and
texture. During the lesson, pupils are involved in

using Shape Book.

Materials Needed Touch and Tell, Volumes I and
II; Geometric Forms; Shape Book; First Circle

Book

Language Skills Speaking; Describing; Listening;

Term meaning—top, bottom, left, right

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination; Left-to-

right progression; Hand movements

Comprehension Skills Conclusion; Main idea;

Term meaning; Following directions; Personal re-

actions; Personal experiences; Relationships

—

place, part/whole

Unit 5

The Feel of Things

Tactual discrimination; Term meaning;
Relationship—place, part/whole Pass out copies

of Shape Book. Help pupils find page 19. Give them
a few minutes to look over the rest of the pages in

the book. Then use these procedures and questions.

1

.

What do you see on page 19? (If necessary, intro-

duce the term diamond.)
2. Look at page 20. What has happened to the dia-

mond? (It has been split into two triangles—one
at the left and one at the right.)

3. Turn to page 21. Tell what has happened to the

diamond here. (It has been split into two
triangles—one at the top and one at the bottom.)

4. Now look at page 22. What has happened to the

diamond here? (It has been split into four equal

triangles.)

5. Turn to page 23 and tell what you see there, (a

triangle) How many sides does it have? (three)

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Tactual discrimination; Describing; Conclu-
sion; Main idea; Term meaning; Following di-

rections Review the solid and linear shapes

children studied during the previous activity with

geometric forms. Take out the shapes from this kit.

Have the plane shapes—circle, square, and
triangle—named as you present them to the chil-

dren. Then have each solid shape examined and
described as follows:

circle—round shape

block—six sided solid shape

pyramid— five-sided solid shape

Relate the ball to the circle; the block to the square;

and the pyramid to the triangle.

Afterwards point out that everything solid has a

shape. Explain that some shapes are very

complicated—hard to talk about—and some are

very simple. Cite as examples such complex shapes

as their own bodies, trees, and animals.

Next point out that pictures are often line drawings

of solid shapes. To bring this idea home, let children

thumb through Touch and Tell, Volume I again.

Ask, "Could the pictures of the hands stand for real

hands? the circles for balls? the squares for blocks?

the triangles for pyramids? Now, discuss the shapes

of some of the common things in your room. After

each thing is examined, have it described and if it

has a shape name, use it.

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Tactual discrimination; Term meaning—top,
bottom, left, right; Following directions Pass

out copies of Touch and Tell, Volume II, and have

children locate page 1 and tell what is on it. (square,

circle, triangle) Be sure children note that the shapes

are all about the same size.

Next ask pupils to look at page 2 and locate the bar

and say where it is. (halfway between the top and
the bottom of the page) Call on individuals to say

what is above and below the bar. (Squares are

above; circles are below.)

Finally, tell pupils to turn to page 3. Help children

locate the bar. Ask where it is. (halfway between the

left and right of the sheet) Ask:
1. What is to the left of the bar? (a triangle)

2. What is to the right of the bar? (a square)

Tactual discrimination; Left-to-right progres-

sion; Hand movement Pass out copies of First

Circle Book. Review pages 12 and 13. Then call

attention to page 14. Ask:

1

.

How many circles are on this page? (four) Where
are they? (top left and right, bottom left and
right)

2. Look at the next page. How many circles are on

this page? (five) Where are they? (top left, top

right, bottom left, bottom right, and center.)
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3. Now look at the last page. How many circles are

on this page? (seven. Help children count if nec-

essary.) Where are the circles? (across the top and
bottom; one in the center)

Use this sheet to give children practice in moving in

a line across a page from left to right. Play the

"swoosh" game. Say "When I say 'swoosh,' move
your hands across the row of squares at the top of

the page." Play "swoosh" with the squares at the

bottom of the page, too.

Hand movements It is not suggested that children

be given lessons in appropriate braille hand move-
ments at this time. It is still too early and may be

frustrating.

LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Personal reactions; Personal experience; Lis-

tening; Speaking Read aloud this brief poem:

What has shape?

The food we eat;

A great big ape;

The people we meet.

But water flows free,

"No shape for me."
And air is not bound;

It just hangs around.

After the first reading, invite comments. Be sure

children know what an ape is and that water cannot
talk although it seems to in this poem.

Encourage children to say the poem with you as

you read it aloud again. Then ask children to name
something in the room that has a shape and des-

cribe it.

Conclude by pointing out that the poem says that

water and air have no shape. See if children can
think of one or two other things that have no shape.
If necessary, mention sound, gas, and the electricity

that makes things go.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITY

Describing; Tactual discrimination Take a tex-

ture tour of your room. Help pupils feel various

surfaces and tell how they feel.

]
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LESSON 18

Lines! Lines! Lines!

Overview This lesson centers on lines of various

kinds—everyday experience with lines and lines on
a page. Included, too, are dramatization activities

based on simple verses.

Materials Needed First Circle Book; Touch and
Tell, Volume II, and First Line Book; Tactual Dis-

crimination Worksheets (geometric forms); Work-
Play Tray; Blocks

Language Skills Listening; Speaking; Describing

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination; Left-to-

right progression; Counting

Comprehension Skills Relationships—size,

place, space; Dialogues; Sequence; Term use; Com-
parison; Following directions; Term meaning;
Mimicry; Main idea; Conclusion; Recall; General-

ization; Word meaning

Creative Skills Dramatization

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Relationships—place; Sequence; Term use;

Speaking; Left-to-right progression; Tactual

discrimination To develop the concept of different

kinds of lines, begin by forming a line of children in

your room. Point out that children are in a line.

Then ask children if they can think of other lines

that people form. Include these lines during discus-

sion:

check-out line at the grocery store;

line at a bus stop;

line at the bank for service;

line at the post office to send out mail.

Next put a few toy cars and trucks that are in your

classroom in a line. Let pupils investigate the row of

vehicles. Then say, "Our trucks and cars are now in

aline."

Now explain that pictures and other things can be in

lines on paper. To prove this, have children look

again at the last page in First Circle Book. Say,

"There are two lines of three things on this page.

Who can find them and tell me where they are?" (at

the top and at the bottom of the page)

If you do not receive a quick response to your

question, play a "swoosh" game in which children

"swoosh" their hands across a line as you say,

"Swoosh."

UnitS
The Feel of Things

Tactual discrimination; Left-to-right progres-
sion; Comparison Pass out copies of First Line

Book. To help children grow in ability to under-

stand the concept of lines and line length, discuss

the bars on pages 1,2,3, and 4. Ask these questions:

1. How many lines are on page 1? (two) Are these

lines the same or different in length? (same) How
do you know? (Accept any reasonable answers.)

2. How many lines are on page 2? (three) Are the

lines the same or different in length? (Two are the

same and one is different.) Which one is differ-

ent? (the third one) How is it different? (It is

shorter.)

3. How many lines are on page 3? (three) Are the

lines the same or different in length? (Two are the

same and one is different.) Which one is differ-

ent? (the second one) How is it different? (It is

shorter.)

4. How many lines are on page 4? (four) Are the

lines the same or different in length? (Two are the

same and two are different.) Which two are dif-

ferent? (the third one and the fourth one) How
are they different? (They are shorter.) Which one

is the shortest of all? (the last one)

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Left-to-right progression; Skimming; Relation-

ships—size; Word meaning; Describing; Fol-

lowing directions Give children copies of Touch

and Tell, Volume II and help them locate page 4 and
find the bar. Ask:

1 . What is at the left of the bar? (a big circle)

2. What is at the right of the bar? (a big circle and a

little one)

Next have children look at page 5. Discuss it line by

line. Use these procedures and questions:

1 . Look at the first row. Who can tell what is shown
from left to right? (square, circle, triangle,

square)

2. Look at the second row. What is shown on the

line? (circle, triangle, circle, square)

3. Look at the third row. What is on the line? (trian-

gle, circle, square, triangle)

4. Show me the triangle in the first row, the square

in the second row, the circle in the third row.

Go on to page 6. Tell children to look at the first

row. Ask:

1

.

What shapes do you find? (squares)

2. How many shapes are in the line? (four)

3. One is different. Where is it? (at the right) How is

it different? (It is bigger.)
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Use similar questions to discuss the second and
third rows.

Continue with page 7. Children should locate the

big circle in each row and describe its position:

1.(at the right)

2. (second in the line from the left)

3. (third in the line)

Give help if necessary.

Comparison; Relationships—place, shape;
Following directions; Term meaning; Counting
Pass out Worksheet 1 of Tactual Discrimination

Worksheets (geometric forms). Give children a few

minutes to look at the sheet. Point out the three

rows of shapes on the sheet and have children move
across each row from left to right. Then use these

instructions and questions:

1

.

Look at the shape at the left in the first row. Now
look at the other three shapes in the row. Point to

the one that is just like the shapes at the left.

2. What is the shape at the left? (a circle) What is the

shape next to it? (a diamond) What is the next

shape? (a diamond) What is the last shape in the

row? (a circle)

3. How many circles are in the row? (Two—one at

the left and one at the right) We call this the

beginning and end of the row. Use these words to

tell me again where the circles are in the row.

4. Now look at the shape at the beginning of the

second row. Study the other shapes in the row.

Point to the one that is like the first shape.

5. What do we call the first two shapes in the second

row? (triangles) What do we call the two shapes

at the end of the row? (squares)

6. Now look at the last row on the sheet. Look at the

shape at the beginning of the row. Then check the

other three shapes in the row. Show me the one

that is like the first shape.

7. What do we call the first shape in the row? (dia-

mond) the next shape? (a rectangle) the next

shape? (a diamond) the last shape? (a rectangle)

8. Do the two rectangles in the row look alike? Who
can tell me how they are different?

If necessary, point out that the rectangles are the

same size but that the first rectangle with the long

sides is pictured from top to bottom and the second

with the long sides is shown from left to right.

To bring out this idea, let pupils look at a rec-

tangular block in two positions.

Later, present the sheet again. Then help children to

do the following:

1. Count the number of circles on the sheet. (2)

2. Count the number of squares on the sheet. (2)

3. Count the number of triangles on the sheet. (2)

4. Count the number of diamonds on the sheet. (4)

If your children have difficulty with the counting

exercise, you might play this game with them. Use
these instructions:

1. Put five blocks in each child's Work-Play Tray.

2. Say, "Take two blocks out of the tray and put

them on the table. How many blocks are left in

your tray?"

3. Have the blocks on the table put into the tray

again.

4. Say "Take one block out of the tray. How many
are left?"

5. Help children put the blocks on the table into the

trays again.

6. Use the procedures above and have each child

remove four blocks from his or her tray. Say
what is left, and return the blocks to the trays.

You might want to play this game several times.

LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Listening; Mimicry; Main idea; Conclusion;
Relationship—analogous; Dramatizations In

this activity, children will have opportunities to

"act out" three verses. The first one is about tur-

keys. If your children do not know what a turkey

looks like, describe it simply as a big, big bird with

long feathers and a long neck. Then read the verse

aloud:

Gobble, gobble, bog
Turkeys in a line

At a big feed tray.

They've come to dine.

Ask what sounds turkeys make, (gobble, gobble)

Then talk about what the turkeys are going to do.

(eat at a food tray) See if children can tell you how
turkeys eat from the tray, (by putting their beaks

—

mouths—into the tray. Give help if necessary with

answers and remind children that turkeys have no
arms and long necks.) Point out that turkeys eat

things like seeds.
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Then reread the poem and help children dramatize

it. This fun-to-do activity will give pupils a good
idea of the way birds eat. Now read this verse out

loud:

Three tiny puppies

Standing in a line.

They're very sad.

Listen to them whine.

Have this verse dramatized, too. Beforehand dis-

cuss how puppies sound when they whine—cry.

Conclude by reading this last poem before going out

to play:

All of us children

Walking in a line.

We're going out to play.

The weather is just fine.

Form a line as you go outside and encourage pupils

to say the poem with you en route.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Recall; Generalization; Main idea Invite children

to recall and tell about the kinds of lines they met
during this lesson.

LESSON 19

Review

Unit 5

The Feel of Things

Overview This lesson reviews the tactual skills and
abilities covered in the previous eighteen lessons.

Materials Needed First Circle Book; Work-Play
Tray; Blocks; In and Out Board; Tactual Discrimi-

nation Worksheets (geometric forms); Shape Book

Language Skills Listening; Speaking; Describing

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination; Left-to-

right progression

Comprehension Skills Following directions;

Term Meaning; Personal experiences; Relation-

ships—place, space, size; Generalization; Main
idea.

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Following Directions; Term meaning; Speak-
ing To review the basic spatial skills on a plane, give

children their Work-Play Trays and their blocks.

Place them in the middle of the trays. Give these

directions:

1 . Put one block at the top left of the tray.

2. Put one block at bottom right of the tray.

3. Put one block at the top right of the tray.

4. Put the blocks back in the center of the tray.

5. Put one block at the top left of the tray.

6. Put the other two blocks in a line beside the first

block.

7. Put the blocks back in the center of the tray.

8. Put one block at the bottom of the tray.

9. Put the other two blocks in a line beside the first

block.

Now pass out copies of First Circle Book. Review

pages 12 through 16. Ask children to tell where each

block is located on the page. Children should use

the directional words: top, bottom, middle; left,

right, line.

Term meaning; Following directions; Relation-

ships—place, space, size; Tactual discrimina-

tion To reinforce the concepts of big, middle-sized,

and little, use the In and Out Board. Give these

directions to individuals:

1. Put the big circle in one of its nests. Put it in its

other nest.

2. Put the little circle in one of its nests. Put it in its

other nest.

3. Put the middle-sized circle in one of its nests. Put

it in its other nest.

4. Put all the circles in their nest at the right of the

board.

5. Tell which circle is at the bottom, (the big one)

Which circle is in the middle—right above the big

one? (the little one) Tell which circle is in its nest

at the top. (the middle-sized one)
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Term meaning; Relationships—place, space;
Tactual discrimination Now take out the geomet-

ric forms. Let children examine the plane forms.

Ask for their names, (circle, square, triangle) Then
have children match these forms and the shapes on
the plastic sheet from the kit. Next give children an
opportunity to look at the solid form with the ex-

ception of the half-sphere. Call on individuals to

name them, (ball, block, pyramid) Conclude by
relating:

1. the block and the square

2. the ball and the circle

3. the pyramid and the triangle

Pass out Shape Book and tell children to find the

last page of the book, page 24. See if they can name
the shapes effortlessly (line 1: rectangle, square,

circle; line 2: triangle, diamond, half circle).

Following directions; Left-to-right progres-
sion; Tactual discrimination; personal experi-

ences; Generalization; Main idea; Listening

Pass out once more Worksheet 1 of Tactual Dis-

crimination Worksheets (geometric forms). Give

these instructions:

1. Look at the row at top of the sheet. Name the

shapes in this row from left to right, (circle, dia-

mond, diamond, circle)

2. Look at the row in the middle of the sheet. Name
the shapes from left to right, (triangle, triangle,

square, square)

3. Look at the row at the bottom of the sheet. Name
the shapes from left to right, (diamond, rectan-

gle, diamond, rectangle)

Finally reread the poems in Lesson 18 and ask chil-

dren to tell about other rows people could be in.

(Give help if necessary.)

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITY

Describing; Tactual discrimination Encourage
children to look about the room for other shapes.

Be sure to include cylinders. Ask for descriptions of

each one.

]
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LESSON 20

Review

Overview The last lesson in this unit also reviews

some of the concepts and the major skills covered in

the first nineteen lessons. This one concentrates on

the places and things pupils studied and focuses on
language activities.

Materials Needed First Line Book, Book of Toys,

and Playground Book; Assorted foods

Language Skills Speaking; Listening; Describing

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination; Texture

Comprehension Skills Recall; Summarizing;

Main idea; Relationships—part/whole, place, use;

Term meaning; Generalization; Organizing; Senso-

ry perception; Forecasting; Personal experiences;

Conclusion

Unit 5

The Feel of Things

Mobility Skills Trailing

LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Recalling; Summarizing; Main idea; Relation-

ships—part/whole; Speaking Recall the talk you
had with children about their bodies. Then ask indi-

viduals in turn to tell about bodies. You might
record pupils descriptions and compare them with

the early tapes or records made. You should notice

some growth in speaking.

Term meaning, Speaking, Generalization,

Trailing Ask children to take you on a tour of the

classroom. Have them use the door as a starting

point and check their trailing skills. During the tour

they should:

1 . Tell when you are moving. Encourage use of

directional terms such as left, right, infront of, in

back of.
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2. Describe work centers and other physical fea-

tures when you come to them. If necessary help

children use texture words like soft, smooth,

rough, scratchy.

3. Explain what they do, if anything, in various

parts of the room.

Describing, Speaking, Organizing, Term
meaning, Tactual discrimination Review with

pupils Book of Toys. Call on individuals to tell

about the toys inside the pockets of the toy book.

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Tactual discrimination; Sensory perception;

Describing; Texture Have on hand some of the

foods children examined during the foods unit. As
children examine each one, ask how it feels on the

outside and how it smells. If the foods you have

chosen can be eaten on the spot, let children do so

and describe how each tastes and "feels" in their

mouths.

Describing; Relationships—place, use; Term
meaning Retour the playground and its equip-

ment. Then return to the classroom and review or

rebuild the playground dioramic map. Once again

have children use directional terms as they review

and rebuild. Then pass out the playground books.

Let individuals take turns describing what is on each

page—what it looks like and how children use it.

Tactual discrimination; Relationship—length;
Left-to-right progression; Comparison Give

children copies of First Line Book. Help them find

page 5. Recall discussion of pages 1-4. Then say:

1

.

Look at the lines on page 5. Be sure to move from
left-to-right across each line.

2. How many lines are on this page? (four) Which
lines are short? (the first and third) Which lines

are long? (the second and fourth)

3. Look at page 6. How many lines are on the page?

(five) Which lines are long? (the first and third)

Which lines are short? (the fourth and fifth)

4. Look at the lines on page 7. How many lines

are there? (five) Which lines are long? (the third

and fifth) Which lines are short? (the first and
second)

5. Look at page 8. How many lines are on this page?

(five) Who can tell something about the length of

the lines on this page? (Children should realize

that the lines descend in length from the longest

at the top to the shortest at the bottom.)

6. Look at page 9. How many lines are on this page?

(five) Who can tell something about the length of

the lines on this page? (The lines grow in length

from the shortest at the top to the longest at the

bottom.)

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Listening; Speaking; Recall; Main idea Reread

the verses in this unit, from Lessons 17 and 18. Use
each poem or set of poems to spark remembrances

of the lesson topic. You might say something like

this. "Some time ago I read this to you. Listen.

(Read the poem or poems.) Who can remember
what we were talking about at the time?" Give help

if necessary.

Forecasting; Personal experiences; Conclu-
sion To preview what is coming next, say "We have

just learned about a number of things and places so

far—our bodies, our classroom, a store, the play-

ground. Soon we will find out the other places in

our school and meet some people who help us in our

school. What do you think we will do? Who will we
meet? Why will learning about our school and its

people be fun? Accept all reasonable answers and

tell children that they will soon find out what the

rest of the school is like and who the school helpers

are.
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LESSON 21

I Belong

Overview This lesson introduces children to the

idea of community and helps them think about the

two communities they know best— family and class-

room. The tactual section of the lesson centers once

more on shape discrimination. Children are invited

to relate happenings in poems to their own lives.

Materials Needed Touch and Tell, Volume II;

Tactual Discrimination Worksheets, (geometric

forms); Peg-A-Circle Set

Language Skills Speaking; Listening

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination; Left-to-

right progression

Comprehension Skills Word meaning; Personal

experiences; Main idea; Detail; Relationships

—

place, size, time; Conclusion; Personal reaction;

Term meaning

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Word meaning; Personal experiences; Main
idea; Detail; Summarizing; Relationships-
place, time; Conclusion Tell children that you are

going to tell them about a word. Then say "commu-
nity" and ask them to say it with you. Define com-
munity as "people—children and grown-ups—who
spend time together, who do some of the same
things, and who belong together."

Then discuss three basic communities that the chil-

dren belong to. Start with the family.

Encourage children to tell about their families. Ask:

1

.

How many people are part of a family?

2. How many adults are in a family? Encourage
children to include members of the extended

family—grandparents, aunts, uncles, cousins.

3. How many children are in a family?

4. What holidays do families celebrate?

5. What foods does everyone in the family like?

6. What activities—music, sports, and so on—do a

family enjoy as a group?
7. What things make a family special?

To introduce the idea of time, point out that the

grown-ups in the family are older—have lived

longer—than the children. Also see if children can

Unit 6
My Communities

name any siblings they have in terms of age—oldest

to youngest. Relate this to time but do not expect

anything but slight understanding at this time. Time
relationships are very difficult for young children to

grasp.

Next ask if the family is a community. Help children

realize that the family is a community. Be sure

children realize that their families are like other

families in many ways and different from any other

family in a few ways.

Family types At this point you will not want to

discuss the various family situations. Chances are

individuals in your room will fit into one of these

family types: nuclearfamily—two parents and child

or children, one-parent nuclearfamily—one parent

and child or children, grandparental nuclear

family—grandparent or grandparents and child or

children, extendedfamily—parents and other rela-

tives and children living in one home.

As the child describes his or her family, do not make
comparisons with the families of other children.

The purpose here is to simply bring the idea of a

family as a community.

Talk next about the classroom and its people as a

community. Ask, "Do you think we are a commu-
nity?" If necessary, discuss again the meaning of

the word community. Then focus on the roles of the

people in the classroom. Start with yourself. Ex-

plain that your job in the classroom community is

really two jobs in one. Say the following, or some-
thing like it:

1 . 1 am here to help you learn about yourself and the

places, people, and things around you.

2. 1 am also here to be your friend. I want to help

you begin to grow up and to be a fine person who
knows a lot of things and does many things.

If there is an aide in your room, invite him or her to

tell what he or she does to help you and the children.

Finally, help children understand their role in the

classroom community. Be sure children realize that:

1 . they are there to learn how to use their senses to

explore the world they live in;
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2. they are there to learn what people outside their

families are like and how to be friends with these

people;

3. they are there to find out how much they can do
and why they are important people.

The school Point out that they and you are part of

the school. See if people agree that the school is a

community, too. Explain that they will soon be

exploring the school community and meeting some
of the other people in it.

Resource persons Now would be a good time to

contact some neighborhood helpers about coming
to speak to the class as part of Unit 7, Lesson 27.

Children can later issue their own invitations after

you have laid this initial groundwork.

LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Speaking; Summarizing Invite each child to tell

the story of his or her family—who the family mem-
bers are and what they do as a group.

Listening; Speaking; Personal reaction; Con-
clusion Read the following poem aloud:

My mom and I

Like to go for a ride,

But my little brother

Likes to go and hide.

So we look all around,

And we shout and shout.

By the time he answers,

It's too late to go out.

After reading this poem, ask how the child in the

poem feels sometimes about the little brother. En-

courage children to tell you about something that

makes them "mad" in family life. Later point out

that such things do not mean that family members
are enemies. Help children to realize that feeling

anger toward someone in the family does not mean
that love is lacking. Now read the following verse:

My dad grows rough and stubby hair

On his chin and cheeks.

It scratches when I kiss him there,

But I don't really care.

Ask pupils to tell you how the child speaking in the

poem feels about his father. Discuss, too, the fact

that hair grows on the faces of grown-up men.

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Left-to-right progression; Relationships-
size; Term meaning Pass out copies of Touch and
Tell, Volume II. Help children locate page 8. Ask:

1 . What is shown on the page? (squares)

2. Which square is different in the first row? (the

one at the right)

3. How is it different? (It is little.)

Continue in the same way with the other rows.

Follow similar procedures to discuss page 9.

Tactual discrimination; Left-to-right progres-

sion; Term meaning Let children look once more
at Worksheet 1 of (geometric forms) Tactual Dis-

crimination Worksheets. Then pass out Worksheet

2. Give children a few minutes to examine what is on
the sheet. Ask what is different about the shapes on

this sheet. (There are no dots inside the shapes.)

Next give these directions:

1 . Look at the first shape in the row at the top of the

sheet. Now look at the other three shapes. Point

to the one that is just like the first shape.

2. Look at the first shape in the row in the middle of

the sheet. Next look at the other three shapes.

Point to the one that is just like the first shape.

3. Look at the first shape in the row at the bottom of

the sheet. Now look at the other three shapes.

Point to the one that is just like the first shape.

As children investigate the rows, make sure that

they move across the row from left to right.

Now have pupils restudy the sheet. Say:

1. Look at the shapes in row 1 at the top of the sheet.

Tell me their names from left to right, (circle,

diamond, circle, rectangle)

2. Look at the shapes in row 2 in the middle of the

sheet. Tell me their names from left to right,

(square, rectangle, circle, square)

3. Look at the shapes in row 3 in the middle of the

sheet. Tell me their names from left to right,

(rectangle, rectangle, square, triangle)

Row and line numbers When you are giving in-

structions for the last activity, do not omit the

phrases "row 1..., row 2..., and row 3...." This

builds readiness for subsequent formal learning of

row and line numbers. As you can see, the phrases

are part of familiar designations.
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REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITY

Tactual discrimination; Conclusion To follow

up children's introduction of single-dot line shapes,

present the Peg-A-Circle Set. Let childien first ex-

amine the empty board. Then help pupils insert the

pegs into the board. Afterwards, ask children what
they made, (a circle) Conclude by telling children

that they will be putting the pegs in the nests them-
selves the next time they see this board and its pegs.
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LESSON 22

The People at My School

Overview Conversations with persons who are

members of the school community are at the hub of

this lesson which involves interviewing and summa-
rizing information. Along the way, pupils grow in

use of their tactual skills.

.
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Materials Needed Touch and Tell, Volume II;

Large Textured Block; Peg-A-Circle Set; Tape
recorder

Language Skills Speaking, Listening; Decoding

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination; Left-to-

right progression; Tactual dexterity; Texture

Comprehension Skills Word meaning; Main
idea; Relationship—part/whole; Previous knowl-

edge; Summarizing; Following directions; Personal

reactions; Compaiison

Creative Skills Dancing

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Word meaning; Main idea; Relationship—
part/whole; Previous knowledge; Listening;

Speaking Reintroduce the concept of community
and ask children to tell again about the communities
they have already spoken of. Center conversation

on the people in the home and classroom communi-
ties. Afterwards tell children that the school com-
munity that they belong to has many, many people

in it. See if children can name a few of them.

Following this discussion, suggest that they all go to

see, or invite to the classroom, several of these

people. Help children decide whom to see or invite.

Help pupils dictate notes requesting interviews.

The people might include:

"l.the principal or the assistant principal;

2. the school custodian;

Unit 6
My Communities

3. the school nurse or visiting nurse;

4. the gym (physical education) teacher;

5. the dietician or a lunchroom worker;

6. a special teacher—art, music, or speech;

7. the school librarian;

8. the school secretary.

Before each person is interviewed help children de-

cide what they want to know. General questions

should zero in on:

1

.

the person's name and what he or she looks like

—

uniform, and so on;

2. the main job the person does and how it helps the

school community;
3. what tools the person uses;

4. why the person likes his or her job.

At the end of an interview, be sure children thank

the interviewer for his or her time and information.

LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Tactual discrimination; Listening; Speaking;
Summarizing After each interview, review with

children what they have heard or handled. Be sure

children get some guided tactual experiences with

these tools and equipment;

1. The school custodian—hammer, screwdriver,

ladder

2. The school nurse—blood pressure cuff, ban-

dages of various sorts, thermometer, tongue de-

pressor, audiometer, scale

3. The gym teacher—whistle, balls of various sorts,

mats, dumbbells

4. The dietician—some hard food, pots, pans,

spoons

5. The music teacher—a musical instrument, a rec-

ord or a tape
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6. The art teacher—paper of various textures, cray-

ons, paint brushes

7. The school librarian—print books, braille books,

Talking Books

Arrange for the children to listen to some musical

tapes or records and an appropriate Talking Book.

Close discussion by helping children tell what they

have learned. Tape record children's stories about

"The People at My School."

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Left-to-right progression; Word meaning; Fol-

lowing directions; Comparison Pass out copies

of Touch and Tell, Volume II and help pupils locate

page 10. Use these directions and questions:

1

.

What shapes do you find in row 1 ? (squares) How
many are there? (three)

2. Are all the squares the same size or are they all

different? (different)

3. Where is the middle-sized shape? (in the middle)

4. Where is the big shape? (at the right)

5. Where is the little shape? (at the left)

Use the same questions to guide discussion of the

other two rows and the circles on page 11.

Tactual discrimination; Tactual dexterity; Fol-

lowing directions; Describing; Texture To in-

crease children's sensitivity to texture, use the Large

Textured Block. Begin by presenting the frame and
the textured block. Explain that they will be using

the frame later to put things in. Then concentrate on

the block. Let pupils examine it for a few minutes.

Then ask children to describe the way each of the six

sides feels. If necessary, help them use the texture

words they learned earlier

—

rough, smooth, and so

on—along with the ones they choose themselves.

Then put one of the textured squares in the frame

and see if the child can match it with one of the sides

of the block. Continue until all the textured squares

and blocksides have been matched one on one.

Next put the empty Peg-A-Circle board before the

children. Place a peg in a nest at the top of the circle

in relation to the place the children are sitting. Then
give a peg to a child and ask him or her to put a peg

in the nest to the right of the one you placed. Have
the previously placed peg.

When the circle is complete, ask children to remove
the pegs in the same way—from the top clockwise.

Peg-A-Circle Set Work with this peg set builds

readiness for clock reading and reinforces concepts

of sequence

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Listening; Personal reactions; Dancing Play

music for children. Encourage children to dance to

the music. Point out that their dance should show
how the music makes them feel.

Now might be a good time to play a Talking Book
for children. Invite discussion of the book.
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LESSON 23

Places in My School

Overview This lesson centers on a field trip to

various areas in the school and on che idea that

children, too, are helpers in the school community.

During the lesson, pupils move forward in develop-

ing tactual skills.

Materials Needed Tactual Discrimination Work-

sheets (geometric forms); Poker chips or blocks

Language Skills Listening; Speaking

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination; Hand
movements; Counting

Comprehension Skills Relationships—place;
Following directions; Summarizing; Conclusion;

Previous knowledge; Personal reactions; Main
idea; Detail; Generalization; Term meaning

Mobility Skills Trailing; Following verbal direc-

tions

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Relationship—place; Following directions;

Summarizing; Conclusion If you and your chil-

dren visited the principal and the others spotlighted

in Lesson 22, pupils know that these people work in

specific places. If these resource persons visited

your room, say, "All the people who talked to us

during the last few days, work in special places."

Then explain that you and they are going to get

better acquainted with some new places in the

school. Here are some suggested places:

1. the principal's office

2. "behind the scenes" in the lunchroom or cafete-

ria

3. a classroom for bigger children, preferably one
with desks in it

4. the gym
5. the art, music, or speech room, if there are such

rooms.

Try to arrange each visit at a time when few people

are present. As you travel to each place, let children

show off their trailing skills and their ability to

follow such verbal instructions as "walk ahead,

turn to the right" and so on. Give as little hands-on
help as possible.

Unit 6

My Communities

After each visit, help children recall what they have

experienced: the desk and phone in the principal's

office; cooking or serving equipment in the lunch-

room; the size and shape of the seats in the older

children's classroom; equipment they have not yet

used in gym, art, or music. Add to these, things

specific to each room in your school.

A school map Making a school map, even a

dioramic one, would be too difficult at this point. It

is enough that the children become acquainted with

certain areas and come to realize that the school has

many rooms in it.

LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Listening; Speaking; Previous knowledge;
Personal reactions; Main idea; Detail; General-

ization Read aloud the following poem:

Our room is cozy;

The school's big as can be.

Each is a community
And each includes me.

Ask children if the poem tells the truth. When all

agree that it does, ask each child to tell ways in

which he or she is part of the big school community.

Next, point out that each person in the school com-
munity helps others. Invite comments on ways the

children are helpers. Be sure the following are in-

cluded:

1. 1 listen and follow what the teacher says.

2. 1 take my turn in playing with toys.

3. 1 do not fight with other children.

4. 1 put the things I use back where they belong.

5. 1 am polite to visitors.

6. When I play inside the room, I do not make too

much noise. You will want to highlight others

that are important in your school.
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TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Tactual discrimination; Following directions;

Conclusion; Term meaning; Counting Pass out

Worksheet 3 of Tactual Discrimination Worksheets

(geometric forms.) Center attention on the shapes

in the row at the top of the sheet. Use these ques-

tions and directions:

1

.

How many shapes are there in this row? (five)

Look at the first shape. Then look at the other

shapes. Point out the shape or shapes that are the

same as the first shape.

2. Now look at the shape in the middle row. We can

call this the second row. Look again at the first

shape and find another shape or shapes that are

just like it. Point to the shape or shapes. (Be sure

children note that there are two shapes like the

first one.)

3. Look at the third row. Where is the third row? (at

the bottom of the sheet) Once again, look at the

first shape in the row and point to another shape

or shapes like it.

Next follow these procedures to review what is on
the sheet:

1. Look at the first row. Which shapes are in this

row? (rectangles and circles) How many rectan-

gles are in this row? (two) How many circles are

there? (three)

2. Look at the third row. Name the shapes in this

row. (circles and squares) How many circles are

there in the row? (three) How many squares?

(two)

To reinforce and increase counting skills, ask:

1

.

How many diamonds are on the sheet? (three)

2. How many squares are on the sheet? (two)

3. How many rectangles are on the sheet? (four)

4. How many circles are on the sheet? (six)

You may need to give children help in moving from
row to row and in counting.

As an aid to keeping track, show children how to

use markers as counters. Poker chips, coins, or

blocks make good markers. To use markers have

children put one beside the sheet or in a small box
every time they identify a shape. Then to answer a

question, pupils need only count the markers.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITY

Hand movements; Following directions If chil-

dren had difficulty with the last Tactual Activity,

replay the "swoosh" across line game. This time

add "down" to the "swoosh". Instructions might

go like this:

Swoosh across line 1. Swoosh down to line 2.

Swoosh across line 2. Swoosh down to line 3.

Swoosh across line 3.

Hand movements Encourage children to use both

hands as they move across and down a page. Do
not, however, teach conventional hand movement
at this time. Most children will be frustrated if you

do because they do not as yet have good small

muscle control.
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LESSON 24

Review

Overview This lesson recaps concepts, experiences

and skills covered in the last three lessons.

Materials Needed Peg-A-Circle Set; Large Tex-

tured Block; Chips or blocks; Tactual Discrimina-

tion Worksheets (geometric forms)

Language Skills Speaking; Describing

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination; Tactual

dexterity; Counting

Comprehension Skills Conclusion; Word mean-
ing; Recall; Summarizing Relationships—place,

analogous; Personal evaluation; Forecasting

LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Speaking; Conclusion; Word meaning; Recall;

Summarizing; Personal evaluation; Relation-

ships—place, analogous; Describing Review

the meaning of the word community as "people

who spend time together, who do some of the same
things, and who belong together." Then help chil-

dren expand the meaning to include "people who
help each other." Then invite children to tell how
the following people in the school community are

helpers. Concepts to be covered are included in the

list that follows.

Principal He or she makes sure that the entire

school runs well. The principal works with everyone

in the school to help each person do his or her best.

Teacher She or he helps children learn and is their

friend.

Custodian He or she makes sure that the school

building is clean. The custodian sees that repairs are

done and that the school is warm in the winter.

School nurse She or he takes care of people

—

children and grown-ups— if they get sick or hurt at

school.

The children The children learn and act in a helpful

way at all times.

Unit 6

My Communities

If time permits, guide talk about other helpers in the

school community. Conclude by allowing children

to make tape recordings telling about school helpers

and why they are so important to them.

Tape recordings Making tape recordings of each

child as he or she tells a "story" not only gives you a

way to evaluate the child's oral language growth
informally; it also alerts you to any budding speech

problems. If any such problem seems also serious,

the child should probably see a speech therapist.

Next see what children remember about the various

places they visited during their tour of the school.

Encourage children to tell

1. why they think everyone eats in a special room;

2. why the principal needs an office;

3. why the classroom for older children is different

from their own classroom.

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Tactual discrimination; Tactual dexterity;

Counting Redo the form and circle activity you and
the children did with the Peg-A-Circle Set. Also let

children play a matching game with the Large Tex-

tured Block. Let children take turns giving direc-

tions such as "Match this side of the block. Find the

square that goes with it before I can count to ten."

If children had difficulty counting the like shapes

on Sheet 3 of the Tactual Discrimination Work-
sheets (geometric forms), now would be a good time

to repeat this activity. Remember, too, the Hand
Skills (Appendix B) as concept builders and extra

practice.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Forecasting; Conclusion Say, "We have looked

at our classroom, our playground, and other places

inside our school. Where do you think we will go
next?" Accept all suggestions and promise children

that they will soon find out if they were right.
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LESSON 25

Sounds, Smells, and Touches

Overview Children tour the immediate school

neighborhood and report sensory impressions. A
poem provides information on another child's

school neighborhood as a discussion starter. During

this lesson, children take a first step in marking on a

worksheet.

Materials Needed Touch and Tell, Volume II;

Tactual Discrimination Worksheets (geometric

forms); Crayons

Language Skills Listening; Speaking; Describing

Tactual Skills Left-to-right progression; Tactual

discrimination; Tactual dexterity; Marking

Comprehension Skills Relationships—place,

size, space, class; Word meaning; Sensory percep-

tion; Summarizing; Main idea; Imitative words;

Personal reaction; Comparison; Following direc-

tions; Recall

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Relationship—place; Word meaning; Sensory
perception; Summarizing Main idea Before tak-

ing children out to look around the school neigh-

borhood, discuss the idea of neighborhood. Define

it as "places near and around one place." Point out

that their neighborhoods are the places around their

homes. Ask what the school neighborhood would

be. (the places near and around the school)

If yours is a neighborhood school, be sure pupils

understand that their own neighborhoods and the

school neighborhood are one and the same. This

will make investigation easier because the area will

be familiar. -

If yours is a residential or magnet school, take extra

time during trips around the school neighborhood

since it will probably be unfamiliar.

Unit 7

My School Neighborhood

After discussion take children for a brief walk

around the school neighborhood.

During this walking tour, limit yourself to one or

two blocks. Center on sensory impressions. Before-

hand, encourage children to help you decide what

things they want to learn by touching, hearing, and
smelling things, (what the neighborhood contains

and what kind of neighborhood it is—(big city,

small city, town.) As you walk around, be sure

children notice:

1. how the air smells—fresh, smoky, other;

2. how the concrete pavement feels;

3. how any trees, bushes, or flowers smell;

4. how shapes, if any, smell;

5. what sounds can be heard—cars and trucks going

by, bird songs, people talking, sirens, dogs bark-

ing, and so on.

After the trip, help children decide if the neighbor-

hood is:

"\.lna big city. If so, guide discussion by highlight-

ing the heavy traffic, the many people, the few

trees and bushes.

2. In a smaller city or town. The particulars will

depend on the location of the school.

After you return to your classroom, invite reactions

to the walk. Ask children how they liked the neigh-

borhood and why they feel as they do.

LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Listening; Speaking; Word meaning; Imitative

words; Conclusion; Personal reactions; Main
idea; Comparison; Describing Tell children that

you will read them a poem in which a child tells
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about a favorite place on the block where the school

is. Read this poem aloud:

in front of the school

There's a walk of concrete.

And when I walk on it,

My feet go beat beat.

This walk of concrete

Goes by a shop

That a nice baker owns.

It's a great place to stop.

Inside the shop

There are good things to smell,

Cookies and cakes,

And fresh bread as well.

I'd stay there all day

If only I could,

And eat cake and cookies.

Oh! Would that I could.

Buy my wish can't come true.

My teacher says so.

It's time to turn round.

Back to school we must go.

Some day very soon

I'll go back again

For cookies and cakes.

I don't know just when.

If you did not use the word concrete while you
talked about the way pavement felt, do so now.
Then read the poem aloud again. Follow this read-

ing with directions and questions like these:

I.The child's skipping feet go "beat beat" on the

concrete. What sounds do you hear when you
walk on pavement in your sneakers? in harder-

soled shoes?

2. Why did the child like the bakery? Have you ever

been in a bakery? How did it smell?

3. Why did the child want to go back to the bakery?

4. What is your favorite kind of cake? What kind of

cookies do you like best?

5. Think about the walk we took earlier. Which
place did you like best? Tell about it and why you
liked it so much.

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Left-to-right progression; Folfowing direc-

tions; Tactual discrimination Give children cop-

ies of Touch and Tell, Volume II and help them find

page 12. Let children take time to browse. Next ask

how many shapes are in each line, (four) Then
explain that you are now going to play a speed

game. Tell children to listen to your game instruc-

tions. Say:

1

.

Quickly move from the left to the right in the first

row.

2. Find the shape that is different. What is it? (a

circle) Where is it in the row? (the last shape in the

line)

3. Quickly find the circle in row 2. Where is it in the

line? (second in the line)

4. Find the circle in row 3. Where is it? (third in the

line)

Use similar directions and questions to help pupils

play a speed game using page 13.

Tactual discrimination; Tactual dexterity; Fol-

lowing directions; Relationships—place,
space; Marking Give each child a large crayon and
a piece of paper. Help each learn how to hold the

crayon and make a mark on the paper. Depending

on the child, this may be accomplished in one sitting

or several. After each mark is made, have the child

feel it.

Once a child has achieved some success in using a

crayon to mark, give him or her Worksheet 1 of

Tactual Discrimination Worksheets (geometric

forms). Say the following:

1

.

You have already looked at this sheet. Name the

first shape at the left in the first row. (circle) Find

the other circle in the row. Now, get your crayon

and put a mark on the circle. Give help only if

necessary.

2. Look at the second row. What is the first shape in

the line? Mark the other triangle in the row.

3. Look at the third row. What is the first shape in

this line? Mark the other diamond in the row.

Marking It is not important that children make any

special marks when they mark at this point. A sim-

ple line or a scribble will do. However, if children

are making line marks, such marks should be

through or juft under the thing marked.
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After children finish, ask these questions:

1

.

Look again at the first row. Which shape did you
mark? (the last one)

2. Look at the second row. Which shape did you
mark? (the one next to the first one)

3. Look at the third row. Which shape did you
mark? (the one just before the last one)

If you need to do so, help children locate their

crayon markings.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Sensory perception; Relationship—class; Re-
call Reread the poem in the Language Activities

section of this lesson plan. Remind children of their

reactions to the odor of the cookies or cake baking.

Then ask children to tell if they like or dislike each

of the following odors:

1

.

bacon frying 5.

2. fumes from cars 6.

3. flowers 7.

4. a dog before 8.

a bath

grass after a rain

garbage

perfume
crayon

Omit any odors the children have not experienced.

LESSON 26

Sensing Things

Overview During this lesson children relate senso-

ry perceptions of objects to their appearance and
their use. They move forward in ability to locate,

identify, and mark shapes on paper.

Materials Needed Work-Play Tray; Ball; Block;

Pyramid; Miniature swing; Grass; Flower; Dumb-
bell; Cooking pan; Gravel or slab of concrete; Brick

or two-by-four; Pairs Book (see Instructions for

Making Tactual Readiness Books); Second Circle

Book; Tactual Discrimination Worksheets (geo-

metric forms); Large Textured Block

Language Skills Describing; Speaking

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination; Tactual

dexterity; Marking; Left-to-right progression

Comprehension Skills Relationships—shape,

place, use; Word meaning; Personal experiences;

Conclusion; Recall; Detail; Summarizing; Compar-
ison; Following directions

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Describing; Tactual Discrimination; Relation-

ship—shape; Word meaning Have on hand the

following things or comparable ones children have

encountered in their explorations of the classroom,

Unit 7
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playground, school, and immediate school neigh-

borhood: Work-Play Tray, ball, block, pyramid,

miniature swing, grass, flower, gravel or slab of

concrete, dumbbell, frying pan, brick or piece of

building wood—two-by-four.

Begin with the things in the classroom. Ask for a

description of each thing.

Work-Play Tray—rectangle

Ball—round

Block—shape with six equal sides

Pyramid—shape with five sides

Swing—open seat attached to a bar with ropes

Grass—small shapes like rectangles with points

Flower—accept any description of petals

Dumbbell—shape that is round at the sides and flat

at the ends with a "squeezed" part near the top.

Frying pan—round shape with sides and a handle

Concrete slab—hard, roughish, and flat material

Brick—rough feeling rectangular block used for

building

As you talk about each thing, name it and have

children repeat its name.

Sensory perception Always try to provide senso-

ry experience with the names of things. More than

anything this can help bring children's world alive

to them and cut down on verbalization.
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LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Tactual discrimination To increase sensory per-

ception of materials, introduce Pairs Book (See

Instructionsfor Making Tactual Readiness Books.)

Have children match swatches of material with the

appropriate swatches on the pages. As children do

so, invite comments on the texture. Also identify

each fabric and relate its use in children's life.

Speaking; Describing; Relationship—use; Per-

sonal experiences; Word meaning; Conclu-
sion; Recall; Detail; Summarizing; Making
rhythm instruments; Singing Present once more
for children's inspection the objects presented in the

Concept Development section of this lesson plan.

Follow these procedures:

"I.Have children look at their Work-Play Trays

and describe how they use their trays.

2. Call attention to the ball and ask how they use

balls.

3. Next present some blocks and a pyramid. Invite

children to say how they could use these things.

If necessary, point out that they could use the

blocks and the pyramid to build a tower.

4. Let children look at the miniature swing and tell

how a swing works when they ride on it.

5. Give children the grass and ask them to describe

how it feels to walk on grass.

6. Let children tell about the smell of the flower.

7. As pupils reexamine the dumbbell, see if they

can tell how using it can help them grow strong.

8. Invite children to tell what foods they like to eat

that might be cooked in a frying pan.

9. Center attention on the piece of concrete and
invite comments on how it feels to walk on
concrete.

10. Help children relate the building materials to

some part of the school building.

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Relationship—place; Left-tc-right progres-
sion; Marking; Word meaning; Tactual discrim-
ination; Tactual dexterity; Following direc-

tions Pass out copies of Second Circle Book. Help
children locate page 1. Ask:

1

.

What do you see on this page? (two circles)

2. Where are the circles? (at the top left-hand part

of the page)

Continue with page 2 and these questions:

1. What is on this page? (two circles)

2. Where are the circles? (at the bottom middle part

of the page)

Now pass out crayons and Worksheet 2 of Tactual

Discrimination Worksheets (geometric forms). Use

these directions:

1

.

Look at the first row. Name the shapes in the row
from left to right, (circle, diamond, circle, rec-

tangle) Mark the two circles in the row. (Give

help as needed.)

2. Look at the second row. Name the shapes in the

row from left to right, (square, rectangle, circle,

square) Mark the two squares in the row.

3. Look at the third row. Name the shapes in the

row from left to right, (rectangle, rectangle,

square, triangle) Mark the two rectangles in the

row.

Afterwards, help children use their crayon mark-
ings to check their own work.

Marking Those children who have trouble using a

crayon to mark should be given opportunities to:

1. scribble on paper

2. put lines under blocks that you hold down on
paper

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITY

Tactual discrimination; Comparison Let chil-

dren play a matching game with the Large Textured

Block. Children can play in pairs or individuals can

play alone.
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LESSON 27

Neighborhood Helpers

Overview Children interview some neighborhood
helpers—a police officer, a fire fighter, a mail carri-

er, a garbage collector, a crossing guard. Tactual

exercises move forward and children tell about their

experiences on a field trip.

Materials Needed Second Circle Book; Tactual

Discrimination Worksheets (geometric forms);

Tape recorder

Language Skills Speaking, Describing, Listening

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination, Tactual

dexterity, Left-to-right progression, Marking

Comprehension Skills Recall; Personal experi-

ences; Summarizing; Main idea; Relationships

—

place, use, part/whole, shape; Conclusion;
Following directions; Sensory perceptions; Person-

al reactions

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Recall; Personal experiences; Speaking; Lis-

tening; Summarizing; Describing; Main idea
Begin by recalling the school helpers children met.

Invite the children to tell what they remember about
these people and the jobs that they do.

1. the principal

2. the school custodian

3. the nurse

4. the gym teacher

the dietician or

lunchroom worker

the art, music,

or speech teacher

the librarian

the school secretary

During discussion fill in any omissions and help the

children incorporate what you have said in a second

description.

Next explain that there are helpers in the neighbor-

hood too. See if the children can name any of these

people. With your help children should name all or

most of these people:

1

.

police officer

2. firefighter

3. mail carrier

4. garbage collector

5. crossing guard

Explain that you will be meeting each of these peo-

ple in the next few days or weeks. Help children
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arrange for visits of these resource persons at fairly

close intervals. One each day would be best. Chil-

dren could dictate invitations.

LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Main idea; Speaking; Listening; Relation-
ships—place, use, part/whole; Summarizing;
Conclusion Before each resource person visits

your classroom, help the children to form questions

to ask each one.

These should include:

1. Where do you work?
2. What is your main job?

3. Do you have to have a car, truck, or cart to do
your job? Which one? Why do you need it?

4. Do you have to wear special clothes on your job?

What are these clothes like?

5. What do you like best about your job?

Tape record the questions and play them for chil-

dren before each interview.

When you arrange a visit, ask the visitor to bring

along appropriate equipment and emphasize as-

pects of his or her job that will be germane to the

children. Use the following as an example:

Police officer The officer should have his or her cap

and badge available for the children to examine. He
or she should emphasize safety. Be sure the officer

points out these ideas for the children to remember
should they ever become separated from the older

person who is with them:

1

.

Do not get into a car with someone who is a

stranger.

2. Do not accept candy or cookies from strangers.

3. If someone offers help, ask that that person call a

police officer.

4. Tell someone immediately if you smell anything

that you do not usually smell.

Children might also learn from talking to a para-

medic firefighter. Paramedic equipment such as a

stethoscope, blood pressure cuff will certainly in-

trigue them. Ask the paramedic to demonstrate car-

diac resuscitation techniques and the Heimlich

Maneuver. If the paramedic thinks it feasible, the

children could be taught the rudiments of each life-

saving technique.
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Mail carrier Ask the mail carrier to bring the mail-

bag and his assortment of letters, flyers, and maga-
zines he delivers. To help the children realize what a

letter and a magazine are provide a braille letter and
a braille magazine for the mail carrier to show the

children. Explain that the bumps on the letter and
on the magazine pages are words written in a way
that they will start learning to read next year.

Braided materials Keep some braille sheets and
books on hand for the children to leaf through.

Although the children cannot read this, they will

grasp the idea that words can be written in a way
that they will be able to read. Knowing this will help

put them on a more even footing with sighted chil-

dren who have been exposed to print since birth.

Garbage collector Be sure the garbage collector ex-

plains why his or her job is so important in terms of
sanitation—keeping the neighborhood free from
germs and rodents.

Crossing guard Have the crossing guard show off

his or her harness. If older children in your school

act as crossing guards, choose one of them as your
visitor. Comments should center on street safety.

After each visit, help children summarize what they

have learned. Let them tape record the important

do's and don'ts that the police officer and firefigh-

ter emphasized.

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Tactual discrimination; Tactual dexterity; Left-

to-right progression; Relationships—place;
Marking; Following directions Pass out copies of

Second Circle Book. Help the children locate page
3. Ask what is on the page (three circles) and where
the circles are. Use the same questions to discuss the

shapes on pages 4 and 5. The children should realize

that the circles are in a row from top to bottom on
all three pages and that the ones on page 3 are placed

in the middle of the page; that those on page 4

are at the left; and those on page 5 are at the right.

Next, give each child Worksheet 3 of Tactual Dis-

crimination Worksheets (geometric forms). Re-

mind children of the fact that they have already seen

this sheet. Then pass out crayons and give these

instructions:

1. Look at the first row. Name the first shape—the

one at the left—on the row. (rectangle) Find and
mark the other rectangle on the row.

2. Look at the second row. Name the shape at the

left, (diamond) Ask: Are there any other dia-

monds on the row? How many? (two) Mark these

two diamonds.

3. Look at the third row. Name the shape at the left,

(circle) Ask if there are any more circles in the

row and where these circles are. Then have those

two circles marked.

Encourage the children to use their marked answers

to tell what they have done. Give help if needed.

(Children should realize that they marked each

shape in a row that was just like the one at the left.)

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITY

Sensory perception; Summarizing; Personal
reactions If at all possible, take the children on a

trip to the local fire station. Beforehand, help

youngsters write a letter requesting a visit and ar-

range for a patient guide—one who will show off

the various fire trucks, ladders, and other equip-

ment. If it is allowed, each child should be given a

chance to touch the equipment and sound the siren

for a second or two. Be sure the children thank the

personnel before leaving. Following the trip, invite

recall and reactions to the trip; and have children

dictate a thank you note to the firefighters.

See also Field Trip 8.
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LESSON 28

Review

Overview This lesson reinforces and reviews con-

cept, experiences and skills covered in the last three

lessons.

Materials Needed Work-Play Trays; Four blocks;

Second Circle Book; Touch and Tell, Volume II

Language Skills Listening; Speaking

Tactual Skills Tactual dexterity; Left-to-right

progression

Comprehension Skills Personal experiences; Per-

sonal reactions; Empathy; Main idea; Word mean-
ing; Following directions; Relationships—place,

part/whole, size; Forecasting

LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Personal experiences; Speaking; Listening;

Personal reactions; Empathy; Main idea; Word
meaning Play a "words and person" game with

your students. Start with person. Tell the children

that you will say a word or words that tell about

someone they have met just a little while ago and
that they are to name the person. Use phrases like

these:

1

.

puts out fires (firefighter)

2. cleans and bandages cuts (nurse)

3. keeps the school warm (custodian)

4. helps children across streets (crossing guard)

5. runs the school (principal)

6. keeps us safe from harm and bad people (police

officer)

7. delivers letters and packages (mail carrier)

8. plans and serves lunch (dietician or lunchroom
worker)

9. teaches how to skip and bounce balls (gym
teacher)

10. spends most of the day with you (teacher)

Make substitutions if necessary, and add special

helpers in your school and neighborhood.

Next reread the poem in Lesson 25 and ask the

children if they think they would like the child who
spoke in the poem. Ask them to give reasons for

their answers.
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TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Left-to-right progression; Following direc-

tions; Word meaning; Relationships—size Pass

out copies of Touch and Tell, Volume II and help

children find page 14. Use these procedures and
questions to guide discussion of the shapes on the

page:

1

.

Look at line 1 . How many shapes are in the line?

(four)

2. Are all the shapes the same? (no) Which one is

different? (the circle)

3. What are the other three shapes? (squares) Are all

these squares the same size? (no)

4. Where is the little square? (at the right)

5. Where is the middle-sized square? (second in the

line from the left)

6. Where is the big square? (at the right)

Use similar procedures to guide discussion of the

other lines on page 14 and all the lines on page 15.

To conclude the activities, tell children to look at

page 15 again and do what you say. Give these

directions:

1

.

Show me the big square in line 1

.

2. Show me the middle-sized circle in line 2.

3. Show me the little triangle in line 3.

Watch to make sure children skim each line from

left to right.

Following directions; Left-to-right progres-

sion; Word meaning; Tactual dexterity;

Relationships—place, part/whole Discuss once

more the placement of the circles on page 1 through

6 in Second Circle Book. As you do so, give the

children practice in turning the pages without your

aid. Use this direction each time: "Turn to the next

page." Next take out Work-Play Trays for each

child. Also provide four blocks per child. Have
them put their blocks to the right or left of the tray

depending on the handedness of the child. Then
give these directions:

1 . Put one block in the top left of the tray and

another in the top right of the tray. Take the

blocks out and put them with the other two.
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2. Put three blocks in a line at the top of the tray.

Start at the far left. Take the blocks out of the

tray.

3. Put four blocks in a line starting from the left at

the bottom of the tray.

4. Put the four blocks in a row from the top to the

bottom of the tray at the left.

5. Put the four blocks in a row from the top to the

bottom at the right.

6. Make a big square with the four blocks. (Give

help with this if necessary.)

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Speaking; Forecasting Tell the children that you
will soon start thinking, talking about, and visiting

a park. Ask the children if any of them have ever

been to a park. If so, ask them what they remember
about that park. If not, ask them to guess what a

park would contain.

-
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LESSON 29

Planning and Taking a Trip

Overview The children will take a trip to a park

during this lesson. They will also learn about differ-

ent kinds of parks, begin to understand the relation-

ships between time and distance, and continue to

move forward in tactual skill development.

Materials Needed Second Circle Book; Tactual

Discrimination Worksheets (geometric forms)

Language Skills Speaking; Listening; Describing

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination; Tactual

dexterity; Left-to-right progression; Marking

Comprehension Skills Forecasting; Relation-

ships—part/whole, time, place; Comparison; Main
idea; Detail; Emotional reactions; Personal experi-

ences; Personal reactions; Sensory perception;

Conclusion; Word meaning; Following directions;

Summarizing; Sequence

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Listening; Personal experiences; Forecasting;
Relationships—part/whole Recall your previous

comment about parks. Invite children who have

visited a park to tell about it. If no one has, define a

park as "a place that is kept open for people to have

fun in." Then explain that there are different kinds

of parks. Talk about these:

1

.

small parks with playground rides in them and a

few benches and perhaps a drinking fountain;

2. bigger parks with play equipment, places to play

games, lots of trees and many benches. Point out

that such parks may have ponds—small lakes

—
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food venders or places to eat, a zoo, and a big

greenhouse full of flowers;

3. huge parks with walks through areas that are just

the way they were years ago. Explain that parks

like these may have places for people who want to

camp out—stay in tents or trailers.

If you have been to a big city park and/or a state or

national park, tell the children about your experi-

ences and adventures. Encourage any child who has

stayed overnight at a camp ground to tell about the

sounds and smells he or she experienced. Then plan

your trip to a nearby park. Discuss:

1 . where the park is and how you will get there;

2. what you will look for in the park;

3. what you will do to have fun at the park.

You will probably be taking this trip in the fall,

when the sounds and smells are especially sharp. Be

sure the children note these during the visit.

LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Speaking; Comparison; Main idea; Detail;

Emotional reactions; Personal reactions;

Relationships—time, place; Conclusion; Sen-
sory perception During the visit to the park, en-

courage the children to question any sensory

impression they do not understand. Also invite the

children to talk about these things:

1

.

how the play equipment is like and different from
the school playground equipment;

2. how the trees and bushes in the park are like or

different from the ones in the school neighbor-

hood;
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3. what new things they are experiencing

—

including sounds and odors;

4. what it feels like to sit on a park bench;

5. what things in the park they especially like.

Upon returning from the park trip, talk about these

questions:

1

.

Was the park close by or far away? (Relate the

time it took to get to the park to its distance.)

2. Was the park very big? (Relate the amount of

walking and riding around to its size.)

3. Why do you think people of all ages like to spend
time in parks? Talk, too, about any vendors you
met in the park, and if you lunched there, where
and what you ate.

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Tactual discrimination; Tactual dexterity; Left-

to-right progression; Marking; Word meaning;
Following directions Pass out copies of Second
Circle Book and help children find page 6. Ask:

1. What is on the page? (five circles)

2. The circles start at the top left. Where do they

stop? (at the bottom right)

Move on to page 7 and to these questions:

1

.

What is on the page? (five circles)

2. Are the circles in one line or two lines? (two)

3. How many circles are in the top line? (two)

4. How many circles are in the next line? (three)

Now give each child Worksheet 4 of Tactual Dis-

crimination Worksheets (geometric forms) and a

crayon. Use these directions:

1

.

Look at row 1 . Name the shapes in it from left to

right, (rectangle, circle, triangle, rectangle, rec-

tangle) Ask if the last two rectangles are the same
size. (They are, but this may be difficult for the

children to realize. Help them.) Now look again

at the last two rectangles. One has its long side

across the row; the other's short side is across the

row. Show me which is which. Tell me which is

like the rectangle at the left. Mark that rectangle.

2. Look at row 2. Name the shapes in it from left to

right, (triangle, triangle, square, triangle, circle)

Count the number of triangles in the row. Mark
all three triangles.

3. Look at row 3. Name the shapes in the row.

(square, rectangle, square, square, diamond)

Mark all the squares in this row.

Help the children to use their marking to tell what

they have done.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITY

Speaking; Describing; Summarizing; Se-
quence Ask each child to think about the trip to the

park and then tell about the trip from the start at

school to the end back at school.

Oral Language Development This activity can

help you estimate each child's ability to tell a story

in sequence. If the child has problems provide help,

then have the pupil retell the story.
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LESSON 30

Animals Around Us

Overview In (his lesson the children will get better

acquainted with some of the common animals in

their environment. They will move ahead factually.

Materials Needed Toy bird, squirrel, dog, mouse;

Tactual Discrimination Worksheets (geometric

forms); Pet Book and Zoo Book (See Instructions

for Making Tactual Readiness Books)

Language Skills Listening, Speaking; Mimicry

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination; Tactual

dexterity; Left-to-right progression; Marking

Comprehension Skills Recall; Sensory percep-

tion; Relationships—part/whole, time, size, shape;

Conclusion; Personal evaluation; Main idea; Word
meaning; Summarizing; Generalizing; Comparison

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Recall; Sensory perception; Tactual discrimi-

nation; Mimicry; Listening; Relationships

—

part/whole Review children's experiences on the

trip to the park. Then discuss animals that live in the

park or visit it regularly. Include:

birds pet dogs

squirrels mice

Have on hand a toy bird, squirrel, mouse, and dog.

Help the children examine each one. They should

note that:

1. Birds have feathers, two legs, two wings, a

rounded head with eyes on either side, and a

beak.

2. Squirrels have fur, four short legs, and a bushy
tail.

3. Mice have short fur, four legs, a short body, two
pointed ears, and a long string-like tail.

4. Dogs have hair, four legs, a tail, two ears, two
eyes, and a mouth.

Point out that there are different kinds of dogs and
that dogs come in different shapes and sizes. Then
remind the children of the sounds each of these

animals makes. They should recall that:

1. birds sing 3. dogs bark and
2. squirrels chatter make other sounds

4. mice squeak

Unit 8
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Encourage the children to imitate the sounds each

of these animals makes. Then play a record or tape

of bird songs for the children. The children should

note that different birds sing different songs.

Using books Give children copies of Pet Book to

examine (See Instructions for Making Tactual

Readiness Books). Help them identify the pets by
pointing out some of the unique features (the cat's

long tail and pointy ears, the rabbit's fluffy tail,

etc.)

LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Conclusion; Personal evaluation; Main
idea; Word meaning; Speaking; Relation-

ships—time; Summarizing; Generalization
Read aloud the following poem:

"Coo, Coo,"
Sang the dove.

"I sing 'cause

I'm in love."

"Caw, Caw,"
Said the crow.

"I'm big and proud

If you want to know."

"Hoot! Hoot!"
An old owl said.

"When I go out

It's your time for bed."

Next read each verse and encourage discussion.

Start with verse 1 . Point out that pigeons are doves

and that doves are thought of as being peaceful and
kind. Ask these questions:

1. Can a bird really talk like you and me?
2. Can a dove love another dove the way you and I

love one another? (Use this discussion to bring

out the ideas that the words we say in

groups—sentences— tell other people what we
think, what we feel, and what we read. Talk, too,

about love. Ask each child to tell who he or she

loves and why. Be sure each child realizes that

many people love him or her.)
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After rereading the second verse ask the children

what the word proud means. If necessary, define

proud as "thinking that one is good." Tell the

children that you are proud of them—of all they've

learned so far this year. Ask them to tell who they

are proud of.

Now reread the last verse. Explain that owls have
very soft feathers so that they can fly without

making noise. Also tell the children that owls go out

at night. See if the children can relate this

information to the last line of the poem.

Then reread the poem the second time. Ask the

children to join in a third reading. Conclude by
asking what the dove says, what the crow says, and
what the owl says.

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Tactual discrimination; Tactual dexterity;

Left-to-right progression; Marking Pass out

Worksheet 5 of Tactual Discrimination Worksheets

(geometric forms). Give the children a few minutes

to look at the page. Then ask the children to:

1

.

name the shapes in the first row from left to right;

(rectangle, rectangle, triangle)

2. name the shapes in the second row; (diamond,

rectangle, diamond)
3. name the shapes in the third row. (diamond,

rectangle, triangle)

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Relationships—size, shape; Comparison;
Tactual discrimination; Main idea; Conclusion
If at all possible, ask the children or friends to bring

to school or to the school yard dogs of different

breeds and sizes. The dogs should be friendly and
willing to be touched. It would be better if only two
dogs visited per day. Try to have day by day:

1

.

a big dog and a little one

2. a long-haired dog and a short-haired one

3. a poodle with its single coat of curly hair and a

long-haired dog with a double coat such as a West
Highland terrier.

Help the children pet each dog and later make
comparisons of size and coats. Be sure youngsters

realize that they should not frighten the dogs by
"grabbing at them." Also point out the idea that it

is not a good idea to approach a dog that is not

known; explain that some dogs bite.

Show Zoo Book to pupils and help them learn the

features of these wild animals. Explain that these

animals normally live only in other places, in a

jungle or a desert, but that they are sometimes kept

in a zoo where we can see them. See also Field Trip

4. "A Trip to the Zoo."

Then tell the children to look again at the first row
and mark the two shapes that are the same. Give the

same directions for completion of second and third

rows. Afterwards, help the children use their

marking to remind them of what they just did.
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LESSON 31

Leaves and Flowers

Overview This lesson centers around leaves and
flowers and leads to activities that involve relation-

ships, poetry interpretation, and creative activities.

Materials Needed A variety of leaves—jade, fern,

and spider plant leaves—or plants; A real or model
flower; Second Circle Book

Language Skills Listening; Speaking; Describing

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination; Texture;

Left-to-right progression

Comprehension Skills Relationships— size,

shape, part/whole; Sequence; Main idea; Word
meaning; Comparison; Personal evaluation;

Conclusion

Creative Activity Creating a poem; Singing;

Acting

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Tactual discrimination; Relationships—size,
shape, part/whole; Sequence; Main idea Be-

forehand, gather a variety of leaves. The collection

should include leaves of various sizes, shapes, and
textures. Begin by reminding the children of the

trees and bushes they experienced during trips to the

park. Then help the children examine the leaves.

Afterwards have the leaves grouped in various

ways. Perhaps:

1. by size;

2. by general shape;

3. by texture—smooth or rough.

Next help the children line up the leaves from small

to large. Afterwards, choose a leaf with large veins

in it. Point out that all plants—trees, bushes, vege-

tables, fruits, flowers, and house plants—need wa-
ter and food to live. Then explain that the ridges in

the leaves take water and food to the rest of the leaf.

Tell the children that these ridges are called veins.

Have the word repeated.

Now suggest that the children use the leaves to make
a leaf book. Tell the children that the leaves will

need to be flattened and dried before they can be

pasted in a book. Let the children help you place the

leaves between pages in a large book and help you
weigh it down with another book. After about six

Unit 8
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weeks, have the children help you paste down the

leaves in a notebook. To preserve the leaves, spray

each page with a fixative.

Using fixatives Because of the fumes that fixatives

emit, use the fixative yourself when the children are

not present. Be sure the room you work in is well

ventilated.

Next introduce the children to a flower. See also

Field Trip 9 in Appendix A. Use a daisy or a flower

model. Be sure that the children note the petals,

stem, leaves, and center. Invite comments about

other flowers that the children may have handled.

LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Listening; Tactual discrimination; Word mean-
ing; Comparison; Personal evaluation; Speak-
ing; Describing; Making a poem; Main idea;

Conclusion This activity revolves around the

leaves of a jade, spider, and fern plant. Arrange to

have a leaf from each on hand, or better still, the

plants themselves. Have the children examine each

one and learn its name. Then read this poem out

loud:

My jade plant's leaves

Feel satiny to the touch.

They are plump and pillowy;

I like them very much.

My fern has leaves

So feathery and light

That in a breeze

They whisper in delight.

Spider plant leaves

Spread out and around.

Like legs in big circles

They reach for the ground.

Reread each verse again. After reading a verse, ask

the children if the poem gives a good picture of the

leaf and plant. Invite the children to enlarge on each

description. Close by asking why they think the

spider plant is named for a spider. Give help if

necessary.
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Now encourage children to make up a poem about
the leaves of another plant—perhaps one in your
room. If the children are not familiar with the plant,

allow plenty of time for examination. The chil-

dren's poem need not have rhyming words in it. As
children talk about the plant, take notes and help

with the arrangement of ideas. Then read the pu-
pil's poems to them and help them memorize them.

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Tactual discrimination; Left-to-right progres-
sion Pass out copies of Second Circle Book. Help
the children find page 8. Ask:
1

.

How many lines of circles are on this page? (five)

2. How many circles are in the first line? (two)

Where are these circles? (at the right)

3. How many circles are in the second line? (three)

Where are they? (towards the left)

Continue with pages 9 and 10. Here are questions

for page 9:

1. How many circles are on this page? (four)

2. Where are the circles? (Two are at the top right

and left; two are at the bottom right and left.)

Here are the questions for page 10:

1

.

How many circles are on this page? (five)

2. Where are the circles? (Two are at the top right

and left; two are at the bottom right and left; one
is in the middle.)

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITY

Singing; Acting As an action follow up to this

lesson on plants, teach the children to chant "Ring
Around the Rosey" and play the game. Here are the

lyrics:

Ring a ring o' roses,

A pocketful of posies.

Tisha! Tisha!

We all fall down.

Conclusion; Main idea Discuss plants once again

and talk about the care of plants. Be sure the chil-

dren realize that most plants grow in dirt and need

to be watered and fed and that most plants need

sunlight.
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LESSON 32

Review

Overview In this lesson, the children will have

opportunities to iook at some of the things they

have learned in the last three lessons.

Materials Needed Second Circle Book

Language Skills Listening; Speaking; Describing;

Mimicry

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination; Left-to-

right progression

Comprehension Skills Recall; Summarizing;
Relationships—part/whole, place, time; Personal

reactions; Sequence; Word meaning; Conclusion;

Main idea

LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Speaking; Describing; Listening; Recall; Sum-
marizing; Relationship—part/whole; Personal
reactions; Sequence; Mimicry To help children

review what they have learned about the animals

they learned about earlier, ask questions like these:

LWhat do squirrels look like? What kinds of

sounds do they make?
2. What do mice look like? What kinds of sounds

do they make?
3. What do birds look like? What kinds of sounds

do they make?

After the children answer the questions about birds,

reread the bird poem in Lesson 30. Afterwards,

invite them to imitate the sounds or other birds they

have heard.

Talk, too, about the pet dogs children met and ask

them to name their favorites and tell why they liked

these dogs best.

Unit 8
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Next, encourage the children to reminisce about the

leaves they examined. After discussion, reread the

verses about the leaves of household plants

—

including children's own verse—and ask the chil-

dren to tell which of these plants they would like to

own. Ask them what they would need to do to care

for their plants.

Conclude this section of the lesson by helping the

children recall in order the things they did and
learned on their trip to the park. Encourage them to

recall sounds and odors especially.

TACTUAL ACTIVITY

Tactual discrimination; Word meaning; Left-

to-right progression; Relationship—place
Take time to review pages 6 through 10 of Second
Circle Book with the children. Ask what shapes are

on each page and where these shapes are. The chil-

dren should use such directional words as left, right,

middle, top, and bottom in their descriptions

EXTENSION ACTIVITY

Relationships—time; Recall; Conclusion; Main
idea Talk about the leaves you are pressing. Tell the

children how long they have been in the book and
how much longer they must remain in the book. See

if the children can recall why the leaves must be in

the book so long, (to make sure they will be dry)
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LESSON 33

What I Do Each Day

Overview Children are helped to review their daily

activities in sequential order as they complete the

activities in this lesson. Well-known poems about

morning and night are included as are tactual activi-

ties that build on previous learning. The lesson ends

with a pantomime activity.

Materials Needed Second Circle Book; Tactual

Discrimination Worksheets (geometric forms)

Language Skills Speaking; Listening; Story tell-

ing; Mimicry

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination; Left-to-

right progression; Marking

Comprehension Skills Sequence; Relation-

ships—time, size, place; Summarizing; Recall; Per-

sonal experiences; Word meaning; Conclusion;

Personal reactions

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Sequence; Relationships—time; Summariz-
ing; Speaking; Recall; Personal experiences
Help the children summarize what they do each

day. Use questions that center on time such as:

What did you do first?

Next?
After that?

Early morning activities should include: getting up;

brushing teeth; washing and bathing; dressing; eat-

ing breakfast. Activities such as "helping to make
the beds" should be mentioned if they apply.

Morning activities on weekdays should include: go-

ing to school; doing school work; snack time; play-

ing; lunch. Invite the children to tell individual

stories about weekend morning activities.

Afternoon activities will vary with your school

schedule and should be talked of in turn. After

Unit 9
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school and evening activities will be individualized,

too, but should include:

playing

eating dinner

listening to

records, tapes,

radio, or TV

getting ready

for bed

—

brushing teeth

and so on
going to bed

Once more, encourage individual comments on
afternoon and evening activities during weekends.

LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Story telling; Speaking; Sequence; Sum-
marizing; Listening; Word meaning; Con-
clusion; Personal reactions; Recall; Mimicry
Ask each child to tell about a day in his or her life.

Explain that the child should talk about events in

order. Let each child rehearse his or her story. Then
tape record the stories and play them back to the

group.

Now read aloud the following well-known poems in

turn. Discussion suggestions follow each one.

Cocks crow in the morn
To tell us to rise,

And he who lies late

Will never be wise.

For early to bed

And early to rise

Is the way to healthy

And wealthy and wise.

Reread the first verse and if necessary tell children

that cocks are chickens who get up early and make a

sound that is like "Cockle, doodle, do." Point out

the phrase lie late means "stays in bed." Also define

wise as "full of facts and good ideas."

Next reread verse two and define wealthy as "rich."

Afterwards read the entire Mother Goose poem
again and ask the children if they think that getting

up early and going to bed early will really make
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people feel good, know a lot, and rich. Accept all

answers, then discuss reasons for them.

I wake up in the morning early

And always, the very first thing,

1 poke out my head and I sit up in bed
And I sing and I sing and I sing.*

After reading the poem encourage the children to

sing for you a song they might sing early in the

morning.

Night is come,
Owls are out,

Beetles hum
Round about.

Children snore

Safe in bed,

Nothing more
Need be said.**

As soon as you have read the poem, see if the

children recall what they learned earlier about owls.

They should recall that owls go out at night. Explain

that beetles are insects that make a humming noise.

Ask someone to make a snoring sound. Then point

out that the writer of the poem thinks he has said

everything about the end of the day. Invite children

to tell what else might be said.

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Counting; Tactual discrimination; Left-to-right

progression; Relationships—size, place;
Marking Give children copies of Second Circle

Book. Help them locate page 11. Ask:

1. How many circles are on the page? (five)

2. Who can show me a row of circles that go from
top to bottom? Where are these circles on the

page? (at the left)

3. Who can show me a line of circles that go from
left to right? Where are they on the page? (in the

middle)

"Singing Time" copyright 1923 from The Fairy Green by Rose Fyleman.
Reprinted by permission of Doubleday & Company, Inc and The Society of

Authors as the literary representative of the Estate of Rose Fyleman.

' "Finis" by Henry Newbalt from Goodchild's Garden Reprinted by permis-

sion of Peter Newbalt

Now center attention on page 12. Ask these

questions:

1. How many circles are on this sheet? (seven)

2. How many circles are in the row from top to

bottom at left? (three) in the next row? (two) next

to them? (one) at the right? (one)

Then help the children turn the book so that the

binding is toward them. Point out that the circles

now form a triangle with a top knot.

Next pass out Worksheet 6 of Tactual Discrimi-

nation Worksheets (geometric forms) and crayons.

Give these directions:

1

.

Look at the first row. What shapes are in it from
left to right? (circle, diamond, circle) Two of the

shapes are alike. Which ones? (the two circles)

Mark both circles with your crayon.

2. Look at the second row. What shapes are in it?

(square, triangle, triangle) Which of the shapes

are alike? (the two triangles) Mark the triangles

with your crayon.

3. Look at the third row. What shapes are in it?

(three rectangles) Are all the rectangles the same
size? (yes) Which two are shown in the same
way on the sheet? (the first two) Mark these

rectangles.

Let the children use their markings to review what

they did on the sheet.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITY

Recall; Pantomiming Encourage the children to

pantomime some of their daily activities. To get

children off to a good start use directions like these:

1. Pretend you are going to brush your teeth. You
have a pretend toothbrush in your hand. Show
me what you do.

2. Pretend you are going to wash your face. You
have a pretend washcloth and some soap in your

hands. Show me what you do.

Continue with other everyday activities. Also see

Field Trip 5.
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LESSON 34

What I Wear

Overview This lesson concentrates on clothing

—

types and textures. Along the way, the children are

introduced to shoelace ties. The story of "Cinderel-

la" rounds out the lesson.

Materials Needed Shoelace Aid; Tactual Discrim-

ination Worksheets (geometric forms); Book of
Things and Width Book (See Instructionsfor Mak-
ing Readiness Books)

Language Skills Speaking; Listening; Describing

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination; Tactual

dexterity; Left-to-right progression; Marking

Comprehension Skills Relationships—class,

place, time, part/whole; Previous knowledge; Con-
clusion; Word meaning; Personal reactions; Main
idea; Personal evaluation

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Relationships—class, place, time; Previous
knowledge; Conclusion Begin by saying that

most people in the world wear clothes "just as we
do." Then ask each child to name the clothes he or

she is wearing. Give help if necessary. Clothes men-
tioned should include:

shoes underwear

socks shirt and pants,

or dress

Then tell about other clothes that children wear.

Use these questions as discussion starters:

1

.

What do you wear when you go swimming?
(bathing suit and perhaps a cap)

2. What do wear outside when it is cold? (gloves or

mittens, heavy coat or jacket, cap or hat, scarf)

3. What do you wear when you "dress up"?
4. What do you wear in gym class?

5. What do you wear to bed?

Using books At this point, children might enjoy

looking at Book of Things and Width Book.'(See

Instructionsfor Making Readiness Books.) To dis-

cuss Book of Things, invite comments on the ob-

jects on each page—shapes and uses. As a precursor

to reading braille, help children follow along with

their fingers as you read the text on each page. From
time to time, during the rest of the year, "reread"

this book with children.

Unit 9
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Use Width Book to help children discriminate

among objects of various widths. Encourage use of

comparative terms such as thin, thinner, wide,

wider, widest, and so on. Discuss, too, the names of

the materials on the pages and how each feels—soft,

harsh, smooth, rough, and so on.

LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Speaking; Listening; Describing; Word mean-
ing; Personal reactions Invite the children to tell

about their favorite pieces of "good" clothes and

explain why they like them. Next read the verse

aloud and afterwards ask the children how they feel

about clothes that they have worn a lot.

My old jeans feel good to me.

They seem to hug each knee.

They fit so fine

Because they're mine.

Then help children use texture words to describe the

materials of the clothes they are wearing. If

necessary, jog memories of such words as

rough nubby
smooth scratchy

silky soft

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Relationships—part/whole; Tactual discrimi-

nation; Tactual dexterity; Left-to-right pro-

gression; Marking Follow up discussion of clothes

with shoelace tying activities. The Shoelace Aid

makes a good beginning learning tool because it is

more stable than the kind of sneakers that children

wear. Begin by letting the children examine the

Shoelace Aid with laces in place and tied. Children

should note that the shoe has:

1

2

3

two flaps;

four eyelets on each side;

one lace that weaves from an eyelet in one flap to

an eyelet in the other and so on;

that the lace is tied at the top in a bow;

that the two tips of the lace have different

textures.
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Next guide the children's hands in untying the laces

and removing them eyelet by eyelet. Afterwards

reverse the process, again by guiding the children's

hands. You will need to repeat the tying part of the

activity a number of times until the children learn

the process. You may want to teach them to tie the

knot and then make loops
—

"rabbit ears"—with

the laces on each side and use the loops on each side

to tie the knot again. This will look like a bow, but

be easier for most children to tie.

Left-handed tying It is very difficult for left-

handed children—sighted or visually handi-

capped—to learn how to tie shoelaces. If possible,

enlist the aid of a left-handed adult to teach this

process to these youngsters.

Now pass out Worksheet 7 of Tactual Discrimi-

nation Worksheets (geometric forms) and crayons.

Follow these procedures:

1 . Have children scan the first row from left to right

and name the shapes in the row. (square, circle,

diamond, square) Ask which two shapes in the

row are the same. Have these shapes marked.

2. Tell children to look at the second row and name
the shapes in order from left to right, (diamond,

triangle, triangle, rectangle) Have the two like

shapes marked.

3. Have pupils look at the second row and name the

shapes. Ask them what they think that they

should mark in the row. (the like shapes)

Help children use their marking to tell what they

have done on the sheet.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITY

Listening; Main idea; Personal evaluation Read
aloud or tell the story of "Cinderella" to the

children. If you are reading the tale, choose a very

simple version. After the reading or telling of the

story, make sure that the children realize that the

events could never happen. Conclude by inviting

comments on what a glass shoe would be like.

Children should realize that no one could wear a

glass slipper because it might break and cut the

wearer's foot badly.
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LESSON 35

Open and Shut

Overview The world of zippers, buttons, hooks,

snaps, and velcro opens to children. in this lesson

through hands-on experience and through verse.

Materials Needed Button and buttonhole; Zipper;

Hook and eye; Snap; Velcro; Second Circle Book;
Materials to make Button Book; and Book of Toys

(See Instructions for Making Tactual Readiness

Books)

Language Skills Speaking; Listening

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination; Tactual

dexterity; Left-to-right progression

Comprehension Skills Relationships—class,

part/whole, cause/effect; Conclusion; Generaliza-

tion; Main idea; Comparison; Word meaning

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Relationships—class, part/whole, cause/ef-

fect; Conclusion; Generalization Main idea;

Comparison Recall the activities in the last lesson

that revolved around shoes. Point out that a person

tightens the shoelace and ties it to close up a shoe

and unties the lace and loosens it to open up a shoe.

Now discuss other things that close up and open up
things people wear. Have on hand these fasteners or

garments that include them:

button and hook and eye

buttonhole velcro

zipper

snap

Discuss each in turn and how it works as follows:

1

.

Button and buttonhole Children should note how
the button fits in the hole. Encourage pupils to

button and unbutton the model and then any

buttons on their clothes. If a child has a series of

buttons on a shirt, help the child unbutton and

button up all of them. Be sure children realize

that it is best to button from the bottom to the

top.

2. Zipper Have pupils examine the zipper and its

teeth. Let them zip and unzip the model and any

zippers on their clothes. Point out that zippers

tend to get stuck on stray threads and that people

need to check to make certain that thread is not in

the way before they zip or unzip a zipper.

Unit 9
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3. Hook and eye Pupils need time to examine this

small clothing device. Guide their hands to help

them insert the hook in its eye and unhook it.

Then let the children try to hook and unhook the

hook and eye independently. Chances are that

many pupils will not have the small muscle

control to do this task. If not, do not press. It is

enough for children to be aware of hooks and
eyes and their purpose.

4. Velcro Tell pupils that velcro is a new and easy

way to close up clothes. Invite the children to try

the model. The sound it makes as it is opened may
intrigue them and make practice using this

closing device a popular activity. Practice is

needed in lining up the two parts of the velcro.

Point out that it may be best to line up the parts at

the bottom and then close it by moving up.

5. Snaps Children should enjoy snapping and
unsnapping your model. Explain that persons

with a series of snaps on a garment should snap

from the bottom to the top just as they did with a

series of buttons.

Conclude by asking the children to say why
knowing about all these ways clothes can be closed

and opened can help them when they "get dressed."

LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Listening; Speaking; Word meaning; Personal

evaluation Read out loud this poem:

Holes have their buttons

And eyes have hooks.

But velcro has nothing

Or so it looks.

Zippers have teeth

And snaps fit in snaps.

But velcro has nothing

Though it closes up wraps.

After the first reading, define wraps as "coats and

other outer clothes." Then invite comments.
Children should realize that the facts in the poem
are correct. Next reread the poem. During this

reading, ask the children to say it with you. Repeat

this until they have memorized the poem.
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Afterwards, play a what-goes-with-what game.

Say, "1 am going to name something. You are to tell

me what goes with it." Say the foiiowing:

buttonhole (button) snap (snap)

zipper (teeth) hook (eye)

Conclude by asking the children which kind of

clothes fasteners are easiest to use and which ones

are hardest.

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Tactual discrimination; Tactual dexterity;
Left-to-right progression; Word meaning
Review pages 11 and 12 in Second Circle Book.
Then let children help you construct Button Book
(See Instructions for Making Tactual Readiness
Books). During construction of the book, discuss

the sizes and texture of each button as you attach it

to a page. As soon as the book is finished, talk with

children about the placement of the buttons on each

page. Encourage the use of the directional words

top, bottom, middle, left, right and the terms line

and row.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Main idea; Comparison; Generalization Review

quickly the clothes fasteners you discussed in depth

earlier, then discuss door fasteners. Perhaps:

lock and key bar latch and

knob and bolt notch

hook and eye

If possible, let the children examine each fastener.

You might compare a door hook with a clothes

hook and a latch with a button in terms of function.

To review clothes fasteners use the fasteners in

Book of Toys introduced earlier in Unit 2 Lesson 7.

LESSON 36

Review

Unit 9
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Overview This lesson reinforces and extends some
of the concepts developed in the last three lessons.

Materials Needed Second Circle Book; Button
Book; Shoelace Aid

Language Skills Speaking; Describing

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination; Tactual

dexterity

Comprehension Skills Personal experiences;

Relationships—place, time; Recall; Main idea;

Word meaning; Conclusion; Forecasting

LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Personal experiences; Relationships—place,
time; Recall; Main idea; Word meaning; Con-
clusion; Speaking; Describing Encourage each

child to finish each sentence below:

1

.

At night just before I go to bed I put on .

2. My pajamas (nightgown) look(s) like .

3. When I go to school, on my feet I wear
4. On my body in school I wear

5. When I am "dressed up," I wear

6. There are buttons on my
7. There is a zipper in my .

8. There are snaps on my .

9. There are laces in my

Conclude by asking the children to describe a hook
and eye and velcro. If the pupils falter, reintroduce

the models.

Then put the various clothes fasteners on a Work-
Play Tray in front of the children. Recite the poem
in Lesson 35 and ask a child to locate and hold up
the appropriate fastener as you reread the poem
again slowly.

Conclude by encouraging the children to show you
how each fastener works.

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Tactual discrimination; Tactual dexterity Re-

view pages 1 1 and 12 in Second Circle Book and all

of the pages in Button Book. Ask the children to tell

you where the circles or buttons are located on each
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page. Answers should be specific and known direc-

tional words such as left, right, top, bottom, and
middle should be utilized. Invite comparison of the

last pages in Second Circle Book and Button Book.

Allow the children time to tighten the lace and tie it

on the Shoelace Aid. Give help if anyone seems
frustrated.

EXTENSION ACTIVITY

Forecasting Tell the children that they will soon
review some things they have learned during the last

week. Ask them what they think they will review.

Accept plausible answers.

LESSON 37

Places I Went

Unit 10
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Overview The next four lessons review some major

concepts and places covered in Lessons 21 through

36. New tactual activities, however, are presented in

these lessons.

Materials Needed Paper; Blocks; Straws; String;

Glue; Chang Tactual Diagram Kit; Tactual Dis-

crimination Worksheets (geometric forms)

Language Skills Listening; Speaking; Describing;

Singing

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination; Left-to-

right progression; Marking

Comprehension Skills Recall; Relationships-

time, place; Sequence; Sensory discrimination;

Personal reactions; Main idea; Comparison; Sum-
marizing

LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Recall; Relationships—time, place; Sequence;
Sensory discrimination; Personal reactions;

Main idea; Comparison; Describing Remind
children of their trip to the park. Ask:

1

.

Do you remember our trip from the school to the

park? Did it take a long or a short time to get to

the park?

2. What did we do in the park when we first got

there? What did we do afterwards? After that?

3. What sounds did we hear in the park? What
odors did we smell? What things did we touch?

4. What did you like best in the park?

Then help children think again about their tour of
the school neighborhood. Encourage them to try to

recall the places they went and what they experi-

enced. Then take them on a return tour of the

school neighborhood to check their remembrances.
Talk about places and things as you go. If the

weather has changed considerably from the pre-

vious tour, invite comparisons. You may need to

jog memories of the weather earlier.

Time relationships Noting changes in weather

—

even small changes—can help young children begin

to develop a sense of time relationships so make it a

practice to discuss weather changes often.

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Summarizing; Relationship—place; Tactual

discrimination; Left-to-right progression;
Marking Upon return from you second trip of the

neighborhood, help the children make a simple

dioramic map of the few blocks. You will, of

course, need to supply much of the geographic in-

formation. Streets could be laid out with straws or

string pasted on a large piece of cardboard. Blocks

or groups of blocks could stand for buildings; piec-

es of sponge attached to short sticks pasted down on

the board could mark the location of trees. Materi-

als from Chang Tactual Diagram Kit could also be

used to make a representation of the neighborhood.

If children have difficulty relating the things on the
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diorama to the actual streets and so on in the neigh-

borhood, take the tour again and talk about the

cognate things in the diorama.

Now pass out Worksheet 8 of Tactual Discrimina-

tion Worksheets (geometric forms). Have the chil-

dren look at each row from left to right, name the

shapes in the row, locate the two that are alike and
mark them.

Then pass out Worksheet 9. Tell pupils to look at

the shapes in each row, name them in order, locate

the one that is different, and mark that s^ape. You
may need to repeat the directions because this is the

first time the children have been asked to single out

the one shape in a row that is different.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITY

Listening; Speaking; Singing Read aloud this

poem about a child in the park. Before reading it,

set the scene.

It's fun to go out

And sing and shout

And run and jump
Round and about.

Ask the children if they like to do these same things

in a park. Find out what else they like to do. Let

them act out the poem on the playground.

J

J
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LESSON 38

Helpers and Me

Overview In this lesson, the children will recall

what they learned about some neighborhood help-

ers and the jobs they do. To carry learning forward,

there is an activity on uniforms.

Materials Needed Tactual Discrimination Work-
sheets (geometric forms); Clothing used by profes-

sionals, as indicated

Language Skills Speaking; Listening; Describing

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination; Left-to-

right progression; Marking; Counting

Comprehension Skills Recall; Conclusion; Main
idea; Personal reactions; Relationships—part/

whole, size, shape; Personal evaluation

Creative Skills Creative thinking

LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Recall; Conclusion; Main idea; Personal
reactions; Relationships—part/whole, size,

shape; Personal evaluation; Speaking;
Describing Help children recall what they learned

about police officers, firefighters, and mail

carriers. Use questions like these to jog memories as

you talk about each helper.

1

.

What does this helper do to help each of us?

2. Why is his or her job important?

3. What special clothes and tools does this person

wear or carry?

4. Why would someone want to have the helper's

job?

Go back to the discussion of the special clothes

police officers, fire fighters and mail carriers wear
while they are working. Tell the children that such

clothes are called "uniforms." Explain that other

people wear uniforms or use special things on the

job, too.

Then over a period of time, gather as many of these

Unit 10
Another Look

items as possible and relate them to their wearers or

users:

1. middy blouse and hat—sailor

2. army cap—soldier

3. chef's hat—cook
4. apron—waitress

5. stethoscope—doctor or nurse

6. baseball cap—ball player

7. skates—skater

8. skis—skier, water or snow
9. scuba gear—diver

Add any others worn or used in your area. Give

children plenty of time to examine each item and
describe it— its shape, its texture, its size.

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Tactual discrimination; Left-to-right progres-
sion; Marking; Counting Pass out Worksheet 10

of Tactual Discrimination Worksheets (geometric

forms). Have children look from left to right at the

shapes on each line, name the shapes in order, and
mark the shape that is different. Use the same direc-

tions for the completion of Worksheet 11.

Now give children Worksheet 12. Have them look

at the first row and name the shapes. Ask them to

tell you how many shapes are the same and how
many are different. Follow the same procedure with

the other two rows. Then ask the children to count

the number of circles on the sheet (three), the num-
ber of diamonds (two), the number of squares

(three), and the number of triangles (four). Now
have children mark the shape in each row that is

different. Help them use their markings to check

their work.
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LESSON 39

Animals and Plants

Overview This lesson reviews some things children

have learned about animals and plants. Concepts
are extended with talk about pets.

Materials Needed Glue; Fixative; Loose-leaf note-

book; Pets; Pet Book and Zoo Book

Language Skills Listening; Speaking; Describing

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination

Comprehension Skills Summarizing; Main idea;

Describing; Mimicry; Personal reactions; Conclu-
sion; Recall; Relationships— time, size; Word
meaning

LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Summarizing; Main idea; Describing; Mimicry;
Personal reactions; Conclusions Review with

children what they have learned so far about these

animals: squirrel, bird, mouse, dog. Use these ques-
tions or ones similar to them as discussion starters

as you talk about each animal in turn:

1

.

What does the animal look like? Does it have fur

or feathers? What kind of tail does it have?

2. What sound does this animal make?
3. What do you like about this animal? Do you

think this animal would make a good pet? Why,
or why not?

Next talk about pets other than dogs. If possible

arrange for some of these animals to visit your

classroom. They should be very tame. (See Field

Trip 6.)

Unit 10
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gerbil or hamster

canary

white mouse or rat

cat or kitten

rabbit or guinea pig

parrot or parakeet

Let the children examine each animal under your
direct guidance. Explain that people must be gentle

when they pet or touch animals.

Exposure to animals The more experience the

children get with live animals the better their

understanding will be. However, the children

should only "play" with these animals while you or

another adult is present and is helping in the

"play." Watch both the children's and the animals'

behavior. If an animal appears disturbed in any
way, discontinue any contact.

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Recall; Relationships—time, size; Conclusion;
Tactual discrimination Review children's experi-

ences with plants. Then check the condition of the

leaves you are drying in a big book. If the leaves are

dried, help the children glue them into a loose-leaf

book. The leaves may be grouped by size or general

shape. With the window open, apply fixative. Af-
terwards, have the children look at each page and
tell about the leaf on it— its size and texture.

If the leaves are not yet dry, talk with the children

about their progress. Ask when the leaves may be
completely dry—one week, two weeks, three weeks.

Using books Review Pet Book and Zoo Book with

children, giving more emphasis to the braille text on
each page. Read the words and sentences aloud as

children move their fingers across them.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITY

Listening; Speaking; Recall; Word meaning
Reread the poems in Lessons 21, 23, and 25. Invite

comments. During conversation, check the chil-

dren's recall of the previous discussions.

1
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LESSON 40

Review

Overview This lesson helps the children look back
on some of the things they learned and enjoyed
during the first thirty-nine lessons.

Materials Needed Blocks; Small, Medium, and
Large Circles I; Formboard with Removable
Hands; In and Out Board; Peg-A-Circle Set; Shoe-

lace Aid; Geometric Forms; Touch and Tell, Vol-

ume II.

Language Skills Speaking; Describing; Listening

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination; Tactual

dexterity

Comprehension Skills Personal reactions;

Relationships—time, use, size; Conclusion; Main
idea; Personal evaluation; Emotional reaction

Creative Skills Performing; Storytelling

LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Listening; Speaking; Personal reactions;

Performing; Storytelling Reread three or four of

the following poems aloud:

Cold winds bite my nose (Lesson 1)

Whenever I walk across a room (Lesson 3)

I am who I want to be (Lesson 4)

I took out my little truck (Lesson 5)

A chair is meant for one (Lesson 6)

The crow says "caw" (Lesson 7)

Pease porridge hot (Lesson 9)

Whenever I ride (Lesson 13)

In March the rain falls (Lesson 15)

What has shape? (Lesson 17)

Gobble, gobble, bog (Lesson 18)

Three tiny puppies (Lesson 18)

All of us children (Lesson 18)

My mom and I (Lesson 21)

Our room is cozy (Lesson 23)

In front of the school (Lesson 25)

"Coo, coo," sang the dove (Lesson 30)

My jade plant's leaves (Lesson 31)

Cocks crow in the morn (Lesson 33)

I wake up in the morning early (Lesson 33)

Night is come (Lesson 33)

My old jeans feel good to me (Lesson 34)

Holes have thin buttons (Lesson 35)

It's fun to go out (Lesson 37)

Unit 10
Looking Back

Encourage pupils to choose a favorite, tell why they

like it especially, and, if they have not already done
so, memorize it.

Next, invite each child to tell a story about
something they learned about the following places:

1

.

their classroom 4. the school

2. the playground neighborhood
3. the school 5. the park

After a child has told a story once, discuss it with

him or her and have the story told again. Tape
record one story that each child tells and let the child

take it home so his or her family can see "how much
I learned about "

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Tactual discrimination; Tactual dexterity;

Relationship—use Put the following aids to learn-

ing on your worktable using Work-Play Trays for

them whenever appropriate:

1

.

blocks of various sizes and shapes;

2. Small, Medium, and Large Circles I;

3. Formboard with Removable Hands;
4. In and Out Board;

5. Large Textured Block;

6. Peg-A-Circle Set;

7. Shoelace Aid;

8. Geometric Forms.

Let the children take turns reexamining each aid,

telling about it, and manipulating it.

Invite the children to look again through Touch and
Tell, Volume II. Ask each pupil to choose at least

two pages and tell what is on each row by row. Some
of the Hand Skills activities (Appendix B) may be

used for additional practice.

EXTENSION ACTIVITY

Relationships—time, size; Conclusion; Main
idea; Personal evaluation; Emotional reac-

tions Point out that part of the year has gone by.

Discuss any weather changes. The zero in on

changes in the children themselves. Help each one

realize how he or she has grown:

1. in height;

2. in what he or she knows;

3. in what he or she can do;

4. in how he or she feels about people.
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LESSON 41

The Land

Overview in this lesson, children explore first hand
the landforms in the area where they live. Then they

learn about other landforms. Language and tactual

activities round out the lesson.

Materials Needed Work-Play Tray; Clay; Recog-

nizing Landforms: An Audio-Tutorial Program in

Map Study; Tactual Discrimination Worksheets

(geometric forms); Crayons

Language Skills Listening; Speaking; Imitating

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination; Tactual

dexterity; Marking

Mobility Skills Skipping

Comprehension Skills Main idea; Personal reac-

tions; Conclusion; Recall; Relationships— size,

place; Word meaning; Personal evaluation; Fol-

lowing directions; Counting

BUILDING BACKGROUND

Main idea; Personal reactions; Conclusion Tell

children that they will now have some fun finding

out about the kinds of land in the area in which they

live. At this point, take children on a short walk

around the school neighborhood. If the land is flat,

point this out. Do the same if the land is hilly or

mountainous. Invite reactions.

Then when you return to your classroom discuss

what you have learned about the land around the

school.

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Recall; Relationships—size, place; Word
meaning Have a Work-Play Tray and some
clay at hand. Help children use the clay to show
what the land in your area is like— flat, hilly, etc.

Then point out that hilly land is higher up than flat

land and that mountainous land is the highest land

of all. Present this in concrete form by creating in

clay a hill and a mountain. Encourage children to

feel each landform and identify it by name. Appro-
priate parts of Recognizing Landforms: An Audio-

Tutorial Program in Map Study could also be used

to develop these concepts.

Unit 11
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LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Listening; Speaking; Personal evaluation;
Skipping Read aloud this brief verse:

It's hard to walk up a hill,

And easy to go down.
Climbing up a mountain

Takes time and many a frown.

But when we are on flat land,

We can skip hand in hand.

Ask children why they think it is hard to climb up a

hill or a mountain. Invite individuals to show how it

would feel by huffing and puffing. Then ask chil-

dren if they think it is easier to walk down a hill or

on flat land. Accept answers that make sense.

Conclude by having children say the poem with you

and with a skipping activity. If your children have

not yet learned to skip, start instructions now.

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Following directions; Tactual discrimination;

Left-to-right progression; Relationships-
size; Marking; Counting Pass out sheet 13 of Tac-

tual Discrimination Worksheets (geometric forms)

and crayon to each child. Give these directions:

1. Look at the first row. Name the shape you see.

(diamonds)

2. Look at the second row. Name the shape you see.

(rectangle)

3. Look at the third row. Name the shape you see.

(rectangle)

4. Tell me how many shapes are on the sheet, (nine)

5. Count the little shapes. Tell me how many the re

are. (three)

6. Mark the little shapes in each row.

7. Count the big shapes. Tell me how many there

are. (six)

Go over children's work with them. Follow the

same procedures for the completion of Sheet 14.

(There are 3 big shapes and 6 little shapes on this

sheet of triangles, rectangles, and squares.)

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITY

Recall; Main idea; Tactual dexterity To review

landforms give children clay and ask them to show
flat land and to build a hill and a mountain.
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LESSON 42

Water, Water, Everywhere

Overview This lesson concentrates on water

—

rivers, lakes, ponds, seas. Children move from wa-
ter in their environment to other kinds of water

forms. Landforms are reviewed. Language and tac-

tual activities are also included.

Materials Needed Work-Play Tray; Clay; Water;

Recognizing Landforms: An Audio-Tutorial Pro-

gram in Map Study; Basic Map Reading Concepts;

Map Study II; Tactual Discrimination Worksheets
(geometric forms); Crayons

Language Skills Listening; Speaking; Mimicking;

Using Imitative and onomatopoetic words.

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination; Sensory
perception; Marking

Comprehension Skills Previous knowledge;
Main idea; Personal reactions; Generalizing; Con-
clusions; Word meaning

BUILDING BACKGROUND

Previous knowledge; Main idea; Personal re-

actions Review with children what they have
learned about landforms. Then point out that water

is important on earth. See if any children can tell

you why. (People and animals need water to drink;

plants need water in order to grow.) Next discuss

any rivers, ponds, lakes, or ocean in your area. If

there was a pond in the park you visited earlier, help

children recall it.

Then arrange to take children to any bodies of water

in your area. If possible let them examine the water

tactually. Invite comments. See also Field Trip 10 in

Appendix A.

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Tactual discrimination; Sensory perception;
Main idea; Generalizing; Conclusion Use sand

or clay and water in a Work-Play Tray and make
first a pond or lake. Let pupils examine it and note

the land that surrounds it. Then build a river bank
with a slight rise in it in the tray and let children feel

the water move through the bank as you pour water

in the "river." Point out that rivers often flow into

lakes and ponds. Water from a faucet can be used to

show what a waterfall is like. Appropriate parts of

Unit 11
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Recognizing Landforms: An Audio-Tutorial Pro-

gram in Map Study can also be used again here to

develop these concepts.

If you do not teach near an ocean, you will need to

describe it as a large, large body of water that is

salty. Let children taste salty water to help develop

this concept. Then go over the ideas you have just

discussed. If necessary, rebuild the pond or lake and
the river and reteach concepts concerning each.

Conclude by relating bodies of water in your area to

the ones discussed.

At this point, show children each of the three relief

maps in the Basic Map Reading Concepts: Map
Study II. Discuss each one in turn and help children

identify the land and water forms shown.

LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Conclusion; Main idea; Mimicry; Imitative and
onomatopoetic words; Listening; Speaking;
Personal reaction Read aloud this poem:

The rain is falling

On a hill

And into a river

That it will fill.

The river will race

Into our lake,

Rumbling and gurgling

Without a break.

After reading the poem, see if anyone has learned

from it where the water on earth comes from. If

necessary, point out that all the water comes from

rain or snow.

Next, call attention to the sounds that the writer

says water makes when it moves quickly. Invite

children to tell other ways fast moving water might

sound. If necessary, recall the sound of water com-
ing out of the faucet. Accept sounds like wrrr as well

as imitative and onomatopoetic words. If no one

offers any sounds or words, supply ones such as

swish, bubble, hiss.

Then reread the poem again and ask children to say

what they like about it. Conclude by having pupils

say the poem with you.
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TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Tactual discrimination; Left- fc right progres-
sion; Following directions; Marking Pass out

copies of Worksheet 15 of Tactual Discrimination

mi Worksheets (geometric forms) and crayons. Follow
these procedures:

"I.Ask individuals to identify the shapes in each

row. (circles in the first row; squares in the sec-

ond line, and triangles in the third row.)

2. Call on a pupil to teli how many big shapes are on

the sheet, (three)

» 3. Help children count out loud the number of small

shapes on the sheet, (nine)

4. Have pupils mark the big shape in each row.

Discuss pupil's work with them. Follow similar pro-

cedures in working with children on Worksheet 16.

(The first row contains triangles; the second, rec-

tangles; the third, circles. There are 3 small shapes

on the sheet and 9 big ones.) Children should be

asked to mark the little shape in each row.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITY

Word meaning; Tactual discrimination; Pre-

vious knowledge; Conclusion Review landforms

and bodies of water by having children take you on
a tour of the three relief maps in the Basic Map
Reading Concepts: Map Study II.

J LESSON 43

— Buildings and Streets

Overview While completing this lesson, children

_ learn about various buildings—high rises, small

buildings, single family homes, farm buildings

—

— and about streets and roads. Safety is reempha-
sized. Included, too, are tactual discrimination

~ activities.

Materials Needed Toy farm set; Tactual Discrimi-
— nation Worksheets (geometric forms); Crayons;

Blocks; Peg Kit; Giant Textured Beads

_ Language Skills Listening; Speaking

—- Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination; Marking

Comprehension Skills Reviewing; Relation-

ships—place, size, analogous; Personal reactions;

Previous knowledge; Main idea; Word meaning;
— Conclusion; Following directions; Summarizing

— CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Reviewing; Relationships—place, size; Per-

_ sonal reactions; Previous knowledge; Main
idea Begin by reviewing the buildings and streets

children are familiar with:

J

]

their homes
their school

a grocery store

paths in a park

streets near their home
streets near their school

Unit 11
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Invite children to tell about each one—its size, its

location, what it is made of, and how it feels.

Talk again about the buildings you encountered
during your tour of the neighborhood and on your
trin to the store and the narktrip to the store and the park.

Now talk about various kinds of buildings.

1

.

Ask if anyone has ever been in an elevator or on
an escalator in a building. If the answer is "yes,"
encourage the child to tell what it felt like. If not,

describe the experience yourself. In discussing

escalators, point out that when the motor is off,

they are like stair steps, but when it is on, the

steps move and disappear into the top or bottom
at the ends. Although escalators may feel scary at

first, they really are safe and convenient when
accompanied by an adult. Next point out that

buildings that have elevators or escalators are

usually tall—they have many floors. Ask why
this might be true. (If a building has just two or

three floors, elevators or escalators might not be

needed. Most people could walk up the stairs.)

Discuss use of tall buildings if your children are

fairly mature: stores, offices, apartments. Men-
tion the idea that most tall buildings are in cities.

2. If anyone lives in a walk-up apartment building

or a high-rise, ask him or her to tell about this

kind of home. If not, describe apartment living.
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3. Next comment on single-family homes. If a child

lives in such a home, let him or her describe it. If

not, do so yourself.

4. Finally talk about farm buildings. Use a farm
child as a resource person if one is available.

Provide information about barns, chicken

coops, etc. Use a farm set to help children relate

animals to farm buildings.

Follow up this discussion with trips to a high rise

that has an elevator or an escalator and to a farm.

Should there be a time lapse between this discussion

and the field trip, repeat the salient parts of the

discussion.

Now talk about streets and paths children are famil-

iar with. During discussion, stress the idea that

children are not to attempt to cross a street alone.

Emphasize the fact that the person crossing with a

child should be an adult or a much, much older

child.

LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Listening; Speaking; Word meaning; Previous
knowledge; Conclusion; Personal reactions

Read aloud the following poem:

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Following directions; Tactual discrimination;
Conclusion; Summarizing; Marking Pass out

copies of Worksheet 17 of Tactual Discrimination

Worksheets (geometric forms) and crayons. Give
these directions:

1 . Look at the top row and name the shape you
see. (triangle)

2. Tell how many triangles are in the row. (four)

3. Look carefully at the first triangle. Find the

other triangle in the row that is the same size,

(the last one) Mark that triangle.

4. Go on to the middle row and name the shape
you see. (rectangle)

5. Who can say the number of rectangles in the

row? (four)

6. Look at the first rectangle. Find the other rec-

tangle that is the same size, (the second one)

Mark that rectangle.

7. Who can name the shape in the third row?
(circle)

8. Tell me how many circles are in the row. (four)

9. Look at the first circle. Find the other circle that

is the same size, (the third one) Mark that circle.

10. Look over the entire page and tell me what you
did in each row.

E is for escalator

That gives an elegant ride.

You step on the stair

With an easy air

And up and up you glide.

It's nicer than scaling ladders

Or scrambling round a hill,

For you climb and climb

But all the time

You're really standing still.*

Invite reactions. If children have ridden on an esca-

lator, see if they agree with the writer's description

of an escalator ride. You may need to define the

words elegant, glide, scaling, and scrambling dur-

ing discussion. Conclude by rereading the poem out

loud.

Give the same direction to pupils for Worksheet 18.

(The first row contains circles.) (Children are to

locate and mark the circle that is the same size as the

first one. The middle row contains squares; the last

row, rectangles.)

Marking instructions The marking instructions

for Worksheets 17 and 18 introduce a matching

pattern that children will meet again and again in

exercises and in tests during their next years in

school. Because of this you may wish to spend

additional time reviewing the procedures at this

time. More experience with matching will be given

in the next lesson as children complete Worksheets

19 and 20 of Tactual Discrimination Worksheets

(geometric forms).

'From All Around the Town, by Phyllis McGinley. Copyright 1948 by Phyllis

McGinley. Copyright© 1976 by Phyllis McGinley. Reprinted by permission of

J. B. Lippincott Company and Curtis Brown LTD.
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REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Relationships—analogous; Previous knowl-
edge; Main idea Invite children to build a section

of a pretend city. For building materials use what

you have at hand. Some suggestions are:

blocks;

pegs from the Peg Kit;

beads from the Giant Textured Beads;

small boxes.

The city section may be as simple or as elaborate as

you decide based on pupil interest and maturity.

Use a farm set to talk about the buildings and life on
a farm. If possible, hold this discussion after chil-

dren have visited a farm.

j

1

1

LESSON 44

Cold, Hot, and In-between

Overview This lesson builds on earlier discussions

of weather and introduces the concept that weather

varies depending on where a person lives. Language
and tactual activities complete the lesson.

Materials Needed Recognizing Landforms: An
Audio-Tutorial Program in Map Study; real or

models of flowers—daffodils, primrose, tulip, lily;

apricot, corn, nuts; Toy sheep or lamb; Tactual

Discrimination Worksheets (geometric forms);

Small, Medium, and Large Circles II

Language Skills Listening; Speaking

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination; Marking;

Tactual dexterity

Comprehension Skills Relationships—time,
place, part/whole; Reviewing; Sensory percep-

tion; Personal experience; Previous knowledge;

Main idea; Word meaning; Conclusion; Following

directions

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Relationships—time, place; Reviewing; Sen-
sory perception; Personal experience; Main
idea; Previous knowledge Review the idea that

weather varies at different times of the year. Help

Unit 11
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children recall the weather in terms of seasons. If

necessary, point out

1 . that it is very warm in the summer;
2. that it is warm to cool in fall;

3. that it is cool to cold in winter;

4. that it is cool to warm in spring.

Discuss again the clothes worn during different

kinds of weather.

Now discuss rainfall in your area—usually heaviest

in spring and early summer. If snow falls in your

part of the country, recall snow and relate it to

winter. Talk, too, about spring and summer growth

of flowers and other flora. If leaves fall in autumn
in your area, remind children of this.

As you discuss each weather phenomenon, encour-

age children to tell about their experiences. Use
questions like these:

1

.

Have you ever been outside when it started to

rain? What happened? Have you ever been in a

car or bus when it was raining hard? How did the

rain sound on the roof?

2. Have you ever smelled spring flowers—lilacs, hy-

acinths, lilies of the valley, and so on? How did

you like the way they smelled?

3. Did you ever play in the snow or in a pile of

leaves? How did each one feel? Did you have

fun? Tell us about it.
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Afterwards, point out that the weather is not the

same everywhere. Point out these ideas.

1

.

Places to the north of pupil's homes are usually

colder in the winter; there is more snow and ice.

2. Places to the south of pupil's homes are usually

warmer in the winter with less snow.
3. In summer, most places are warm and may be-

come very hot.

4. It is usually cooler in summer in the mountains
and warmer in nearby valleys.

After you discuss the last concept, review the land-

forms from Recognizing Landforms: An Audio-
Tutorial Program in Map Study.

LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Listening; Speaking; Word meaning; Conclu-
sion Help children think of words to describe how
they feel during various climatic conditions. Pro-

vide some of these words, define those children do
not know, and discuss the feelings they evoke:

1. A hot summer day: sticky, sweaty, thirsty

2. A winter day: cold, hungry, overdressed

3. A fall day: alert, cool, wind-blown
4. A nice spring day: frisky, light-hearted, lazy

Accept any others children may supply. (Children

may relate laziness to summer and so on.)

Now read aloud this poem from Mother Goose.
Before doing so, teach the names of the months and
relate each to its season. Do not expect mastery.

January brings the snow,

Makes our feet and fingers glow.

February brings the rain,

Thaws the frozen lake again.

March brings breezes loud and shrill,

Stirs the dancing daffodil.

April brings the primrose sweet,

Scatters daisies at our feet.

May brings flocks of pretty lambs,

Skipping by their fleecy dams.
June brings tulips, lilies, roses,

Fills the children's hands with posies.

Hot July brings cooling showers,

Apricots and gilly flowers.

August brings the sheaves of corn,

Then harvest home is borne.

Warm September brings the fruit,

Sportsmen then begin to shoot.

Fresh October brings the pheasant,

Then to gather nuts is pleasant.

Dull November brings the blast,

Then the leaves are whirling fast.

Chill December brings the sleet,

Blazing fire and Christmas treat.

If you are working with a Jewish child, substitute

the word Hanukkah for Christmas. Depending on
the maturity of the children you are working with

you can do the following:

1

.

Read the poem again so pupils can enjoy the

sounds.

2. Read the poem again and as you do so define

these words: breeze, shrill, posy, harvest, pleas-

ant, blast, sleet. Also describe these things or,

better still, use the objects or models to help

children understand what they are: daffodil,

primrose, lamb, fleecy dam (mother sheep

—

ewe), tulip, lily, apricot, sheaves of corn, nut.

Then read the poem one more time without

interruption.

3. Follow the directions under 2 and during the

third reading, relate the month by month descrip-

tion to the flora and fauna and weather condi-

tions in your area.

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Tactual discrimination; Marking; Following di-

rections Pass out Worksheet 19 of Tactual Dis-

crimination Worksheets (geometric forms) and
crayons. Use these directions:

1. Look at the top row. Tell me the name of the

shape you see. (square)

2. Who can count the number of squares in the row?
(five)

3. Look at the first square in the row. Find a square

in the row that is the same size (the fourth one).

Mark that square.

Continue giving similar directions for study and

completion of the other two rows. (The second row
has rectangles in it. The third rectangle in the row is

the same size as the first. The third row contains

diamonds. The last diamond in the row is the same
size as the first one.)

Go over pupils' work with them and point out that

they were looking at the first shape in a row and
finding and marking the other one in the row that

was the same in size.
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Go on to Worksheet 20 and give directions similar

to the ones you used for Worksheet 19. (The first

row contains circles; the first and last match. The
second row contains diamonds; the first and the

third and fourth match. You will need to modify
directions for this row. In the third row the first and
third square match.)

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITY

Following directions; Tactual discrimination;

Tactual dexterity; Relationships—part/whole
To reinforce pupils' ability to match things of like

size, use the circles in the Small, Medium, and Large
Circles II. As a warm up, present the circles and the

base. Let children take turns putting the circles on
the appropriate pegs.

Then on a Work-Play Tray, arrange the circles this

way in a row—big circle, medium circle, medium
circle, big circle, medium circle.

Have the big circle identified and the one like it in

size located. Continue with this line up— little cir-

cle, big circle, little circle, big circle, little circle.

Ask children to locate the other circles in the line

that are the same size as the first circle. Make other

variations and use the same directions. Maintain a

game-like atmosphere during this activity.

_ LESSON 45

— Review

Overview This lesson reviews concepts and skills

j developed or reviewed in Lessons 41 through 44.

— Materials Needed Work-Play Tray; Recognizing

Landforms: An Audio-Tutorial Program in Map
Study; Peg Kit; Small, Medium, and Large Circles

mm II; First Line Book

— Language Skills Speaking; Listening

* Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination; Left-to-

right progression

— Comprehension Skills Word meaning; Personal

experience; Main idea; Recall; Relationships—size,

""* time; Previous knowledge; Comparison

~ CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Word meaning; Tactual discrimination; Per-
— sonal experience; Main idea; Recall; Relation-

ships—time, part/whole Use the landforms from
Recognizing Landforms: An Audio-Tutorial Pro-

^ gram in Map Study to review the concepts studied

concerning land and water forms. After this review

Unit 11

America, My Land

ask these questions about land and water as present-

ed in the last four lessons:

1

.

What name do we give to the highest land?

(mountains)

2. What do we call land that is not hilly or moun-
tainous? (flat land)

3. What is the land like where you live?

Next discuss the seasons and climate. Ask:

1. Is it cold, warm, or cool here in winter?

2. What is it like in spring? in summer? in fall?

3. Who can name the months beginning with

January?

4. Which are the winter months? the spring

months? the summer months? the fall months?
(Give help if necessary.)

5. How does rain help us?

Other areas If you teach in Australia, New Zea-

land or another English speaking area particularly

one in the southern hemisphere, substitute concepts

or terms about the land and weather that are appro-

priate for your area.
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LANGUAGE ACTIVITY TACTUAL ACTIVITY

Speaking; Listening; Relationships—time;
Previous knowledge Reread the poems in Lessons

41 through 44 and ask each child which one he or

she liked best.

To help children understand more fully seasonal

changes which relate to two of the months read

aloud this poem by Oliver Herford and invite

reactions:

I heard a bird sing

In the dark of December
A magical thing

And sweet to remember.

"We are nearer to spring

Than we were in September."

I heard a bird sing

In the dark of December.

If necessary, tell children that the days are short in

December. Explain this by pointing out that the sun

rises for just a few hours in winter. Then ask chil-

dren how they know that December is closer to

spring than September. Point out that the poem is

make-believe: birds do not sing words.

Time relationships Do not expect children to com-
prehend fully seasonal changes or to relate month
names to various seasons. It is enough to expose

youngsters to these concepts at this time. Such an

exposure provides readiness for later work on sea-

sons and weather.

Tactual discrimination; Relationship—size;

Left-to-right progression; Comparison To pre-

pare for the Tactual Discrimination Worksheets
(lines)review pages 1-9 in First Line Book. Ask chil-

dren to describe the lines on each page and make
comparisons of line length.

1. large small small large small

2. large medium large large small

3. small large small small small

4. medium medium large small medium
5. medium small medium medium medium

Conclude by having children place all the circles on
the appropriate pegs.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITY

Summarizing; Previous knowledge; Recall Say
the word land and ask pupils to tell what they

learned about the different kinds of land. Follow

the same procedure to invite recall of information

about water, buildings, and climate.

Tactual discrimination; Relationships—size;
Left-to-right progression; Comparison To pre-

pare for the Tactual Discrimination Worksheets

(lines)review pages 1-9 in First Line Book. Ask chil-

dren to describe the lines on each page and make
comparisons of line length.
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LESSON 46

People, People, People

Overview in this lesson, children are helped to

realize that people in this country come from many
places. The second set of Tactual Discrimination

Worksheets is introduced as are hand movements.

Materials Needed A model tepee, hogan, igloo,

pueblo, and wigwam; Indian artifacts or models

—

an arrowhead, knife, mortar and pestle, axe (toma-

hawk), clay bowl; Tactual Discrimination Work-
sheets (lines); Crayons; First Line Book

Language Skills Speaking; Listening

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination; Marking

Comprehension Skills Research; Comparison;
Conclusion; Relationships—time, use; Previous

knowledge; Word and phrase meaning; Following

directions; Forecasting

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Research; Comparison; Conclusion; Relation-

ships—time, use; Previous knowledge Begin by

asking children to find out from their families

where their ancestors came from. If you are teach-

ing in a residential school, you may need to supply

this information. Return to this topic as the core of

the Language Activities.

Then talk about the first people who lived in

America—the Indians and Eskimos.

During discussion of long ago, talk about Indian

and Eskimo homes. If possible, let children exam-
ine a model tepee, hogan, igloo, pueblo, and wig-

wam. Ask children how they would like to live in

such homes. Invite comparison between an Indian

home and children's homes. Then help children

name things in their homes that the Indians of long

ago did not have. Children should mention these

things. Give help if needed:

refrigerator TV set

gas or electric stove radio

bathroom record or tape player

After such things are named, ask children how they

would like to live without these things. They should

realize how much more comfortable life is than it

was long ago.

Unit 12

Americans All

Next let children examine some Indian artifacts or

models of them. Perhaps an arrowhead, knife,

mortar and pestle, axe (tomahawk), and clay bowl.

Such artifacts may often be borrowed from a local

collector or museum. Discuss what each artifact

was used for.

Conclude by pointing out that the group will soon

learn more about these first Americans.

Other areas If you teach in Australia, England or

another English speaking area, substitute talk

about your aborigines for discussion of Indians.

LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Speaking; Listening; Word and phrase mean-
ing; Main idea Invite each child to tell where his or

her family came from. It may be necessary to con-

tact the children's parents or guardians for this

information. During closing discussion, highlight

the idea that people from all over the world live

together in our country and that each one makes the

country a better place to live.

To end this lesson, teach children to sing a song

about America. Perhaps, "America, the Beauti-

ful." You will need to discuss the meaning of such

phrases as "spacious skies," "amber waves of

grain," "purple mountain majesty," "fruited

plain," and so on. Readiness for many of the con-

cepts underlying these phrases were developed earli-

er in this unit.

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Tactual discrimination; Following directions;

Marking Pass out Worksheet 1 of Tactual Discrimi-

nation Worksheets (lines) and crayons. Have pupils

look at the first row. Ask what is in this row. (2

lines)

Now would be a good time to begin helping children
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to develop good hand movements. Here are some
suggestions:

1

.

All braille or embossed materials to be read by

the children should be opened flat on a table or

desk of comfortable height.

2. Children should be encouraged to use at least the

index fingers of both hands while moving across

the material from left to right.

3. The children's hands should be in a relaxed open
position.

After children have practiced moving across the

first row several times, have them mark the space

between the two short lines. Continue with these

directions and questions:

1. Look at the second row. How many short lines

are in this row? (three) Mark the spaces between

the lines.

2. Look at the next row. How many short lines are

in this row? (three) Mark the spaces between

these lines.

3. Look at the last row. How many short lines are in

this row? (four) Mark the spaces between these

lines.

Use similar directions and questions to guide study

of Worksheet 2.

Tactual discrimination; Relationships—size;
Comparison; Following directions Pass out cop-

ies of First Line Book and help pupils find page 10.

Allow pupils a few minutes to investigate the lines

on the page. Use the following procedures and ques-

tions to guide discussion of pages 10-12.

1. Look carefully at page 10. Do the lines on this

page go from left to right or up and down? (up

and down) Which line is the longest? (the one at

left) Which line is shortest? (the one at right)

Which line is middle-sized in length? (the one in

the middle)

2. Turn to page 1 1 and examine what is on the page.

There are four lines. Which lines are long? (the

first and third. Accept any reasonable answers.)

Which lines are short? (the second and fourth.

Accept any reasonable answers.)

3. Now turn the page. Look at the lines. Which lines

are short? (the two at right. Accept any reason-

able answers.) Of the three lines on the left, which

is the longest? (the first) the shortest? (the

second)

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Research; Forecasting Ask children to find out

as much as possible about the foods and dress and

customs (holiday celebrations) that have been hand-

ed down in their families. Explain that these facts

will be talked about in later lessons.
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LESSON 47

Foods from Everywhere

Overview This lesson centers on ethnic foods. Dur-

ing it children's experience is broadened by tasting

foods from several cultures. Tactual activities

round out the lesson.

Materials Needed Ethnic foods; Tactual Discrimi-

nation Worksheets (lines); Sensory Cylinder Set

Language Skills Speaking; Describing

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination; Marking

Comprehension Skills Recall; Sensory percep-

tion; Personal reactions; Following directions;

Comparison; Reviewing; Main idea; Relation-

ships—part/whole

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Recall; Speaking; Describing; Sensory percep-
tion Remind children of earlier lessons on food.

Then ask them about any special foods their fami-

lies eat that come from the places in which the

families lived long ago. Encourage talk about ingre-

dients and taste.

Then arrange for children to try several ethnic

foods. Include one or two from two or more of the

following groups:

Unit 12

Americans All

Latin American
tacos

refried beans

enchiladas

Soul
ham hocks

black-eyed peas

biscuits and
gravy

All American
hot dogs

hamburgers
fried chicken

Oriental

egg or spring

rolls

fried rice

subgum chicken

sweet and sour

pork

Polish

Polish sausage

Perogi

Jewish
chicken soup
with matzo balls

French
Canadian
Canadian bacon
maple candy

French fried

potatoes

Italian

spaghetti and

meatballs

linguine with

clam sauce

icy lemonade

German
potato pancakes

sauerbraten

sauerkraut

strudel

Many of these foods are available frozen or canned
or from fast food purveyors.

Include, too, foods from other ethnic groups in

your area. Relate foods and groups that brought

them to this country as children taste them.
Encourage descriptions of how each thing tastes.

You will want to carry out this activity over a period

of days.

Tasting Experiencing the taste of foods from
various places at a young age not only increases

children's knowledge, it helps to make them more
open to new ideas and less shy.

—

-J
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LANGUAGE ACTIVITY

Personal reactions; Speaking Invite individuals

to tell which of the foods they tried for the first time

recently and liked best and why.

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Tactual discrimination; Following directions;

Marking; Comparison Give each child a copy of

Worksheet 3 of Tactual Discrimination Worksheets

(lines) and a crayon. Explain that the lines on this

sheet go up and down, not across. Then use these

directions and questions to guide completion of the

sheet:

1

.

How many lines are on the left side of the sheet?

(two) Put a mark in the space between these lines.

2. Put a mark in the spaces between each of the next

lines.

Have the children complete the page by putting

marks in all of the spaces between the lines.

Now get out the Sensory Cylinder Set. Allow
children time to examine the cylinders. Point out

that all the cylinders are the same size but that of the

six, there are pairs that feel the same and pairs that

weigh the same.

Then pick up a cylinder and ask a child to examine it

and find one that weighs the same. After this task

has been completed, have the child match fabrics

and then textures. Continue until all weights,

fabrics, and textures have been experienced and

matched.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITY

Reviewing; Recall; Relationships—part/
whole; Main idea Review the tasting activity by

naming foods and their national or ethnic origins.

Then say the name of a food and ask someone to say

the name of the group associated with it. Continue

until all foods tasted have been named and related

to their origins.

Go over children's work with them. Then go on to

Worksheet 4. Use similar directions and questions.
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LESSON 48

How We Celebrate

Overview This lesson concentrates on national and
ethnic holidays. Included are the American
holidays—Thanksgiving and Independence Day
and the religious holidays of Christmas and Pass-

over. Language and tactual activities complete the

lesson.

Materials Needed Tactual Discrimination Work-
sheets (lines); Crayons

Language Skills Listening; Speaking; Singing;

Describing

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination; Marking

Comprehension Skills Previous knowledge;

Main idea; Comparison; Summarizing; Personal

reactions; Personal experiences; Recall

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Previous knowledge; Main idea; Comparison;
Summarizing See what children know about
Thanksgiving. You may need to explain that the

first Thanksgiving feast occurred a long, long

time ago a year after some people called Pilgrims

came from Europe to live in America. Use this

information:

The Pilgrims came across the sea on a little

sailing ship called the Mayflower. They had a

hard first year but they were helped by some
Indians who taught them how to plant corn.

The corn grew well and the Pilgrims were so

thankful they invited the friendly Indians to

join them in a feast—a large dinner. During
the feast the Pilgrims and Indians ate deer,

wild turkey, geese, ducks, fish , oysters, clams,

wild fruit, and corn cakes.

Ask children to tell what they eat at home on
Thanksgiving. Invite comparison between the two
feasts—the children's and the Pilgrims.

End the discussion by pointing out that Thanksgiv-

ing is really a day when all of us stop to give thanks

for all the good things we have.

Unit 12
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Next discuss Independence Day. Ask children what

they recall about the Fourth of July. If necessary,

mention fireworks and pioneers. Point out that this

day is the one in which we celebrate the birth of our

nation.

Other areas If you teach in an English speaking

country other than the United States, substitute talk

about holidays celebrated in your county.

Conclude the discussion of special days by asking

children how they celebrate Christmas in their

homes. If your group includes a Jewish child, ask

this child about the celebration of Passover in his or

her home.

LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Listening; Speaking; Singing; Main idea Share

with children these special seasonal poems. Invite

reactions to each one:

New Year's Day*
by Rachel Field

Last night, while we were fast asleep

The old year went away.

It can't come back again because

A new one's come to stay.

Valentines**

By Henry Dumas

Forgive me if I have not sent you
A Valentine,

But I thought you knew
That you already have my heart.

Here, take the space where my
Heart goes.

I give that to you too.

•"New Year's Day" from A Little Book of Days copyright c 1927 by Rachel

Field Reprinted by permission of Doubleday & Company, Inc all rights re-

served

""Valentines" from Play Ebony, Play Ivory by Henry Dumas, edited by

Eugene B Redmond Copyright r by Loretta Dumas Reprinted by permis-

sion of Random House, Inc all rights reserved
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Now might be a good time to teach children to sing

some songs that are associated with special days.

Include "Jingle Bells," "DreidelSong," "The May
Day Song," and "Yankee Doodle Dandy."

TACTUAL ACTIVITY

Tactual discrimination; Marking Pass out

Worksheet 5 of Tactual Discrimination Work-
sheets (lines) and crayons. Use these directions and
questions:

1

.

Look at the first row of lines. Be sure to use both

hands moving from left to right as you look at the

lines in this row. How many lines do you see?

(four) Which one is different? (the one that goes

up and down; the third) Mark that line.

2. Look at the second row of lines. Which line is

different? (the one that slants; the first) Mark
that line.

3. Look at the third row of lines. Which line is

different? (the last one) Mark that line.

4. Look at the last row of lines. Which line is differ-

ent? (the second one) Mark that line.

Help children check their marking. Continue with

Worksheet 6. Use similar directions and questions.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Personal reactions; Personal experiences; Re-
call; Speaking; Describing Ask children which

special day they enjoy most and why. Then invite

children to tell about special days celebrated in their

homes not mentioned so far.
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LESSON 49

What We Speak

Overview In this lesson, children discover that peo-

ple speak different languages in different parts of

the world and in their own country. Enroute they

learn to say "yes" in a number of languages. Tac-

tual activities conclude the lesson.

Materials Needed Tactual Discrimination Work-
sheets (lines); Sensory Cylinder Set

Language Skills Speaking; Listening;

Memorizing

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination; Marking

Comprehension Skills Relationships—place,
analogous; Main idea; Conclusion; Sensory percep-

tion; Sequence; Following directions; Reviewing

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Relationships—place; Main idea; Conclusion
Invite people of different racial and ethnic back-

grounds who can speak their native or ancestral

languages to visit your classroom. Tell your chil-

dren about their backgrounds and show them some
things that are native to their lands of origin. Sug-

gest that they include in their comments some of the

following:

1

.

Where they or their ancestors came from
2. The sentences "How are you?" and "Thank

you" in their language

3. Something about their native dress

4. What people in the "old country" liked to do for

fun

Cultural backgrounds Do not expect children to

comprehend fully where various countries are. It is

enough for children to grasp the idea that some
people in the world do not speak English or live the

way they do.

After each resource person speaks, invite children

to ask questions. If the resource person has brought
with him or her any national or ethnic items or

costumes, allow plenty of time for examination.
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LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Main idea; Speaking; Relationships—ana-
logous Recall the languages spoken by the resource

persons who visited your class. Then tell children

that you will teach them to say "yes" in several

languages.

Here are ones you might choose from:

Spanish— si (se)

French—oui (we)

German—ja (ya)

Polish—tak (tah)

Hebrew—caine (kan)

Russian—da (da)

After children have learned to say "yes" in several

languages, talk about some other ways we say

"yes" in our language. See if anyone can recall

some others. If not, supply, "yep," "OK,"
"yeah," and "right." Do not forget to mention

head nodding.

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Sensory perception; Sequence; Tactual dis-

crimination; Following directions; Marking
Present the cylinders in the Sensory Cylinder Kit

and have pupils pair the cylinders by texture and
weights.

Next give pupil three cylinders of different weights

and have the child arrange these in order in a line

from light to heavy. Give each pupil an opportunity

to do this.

Next pass out Worksheet 7 of Tactual Discrimina-

tion Worksheets (lines). Use these directions:

Look at the first row of lines. Remember to use

both hands. Now look carefully at the first

line. Find another one that is just like it. Mark
that line.

Repeat these directions as pupils tackle the other

three rows of lines on the sheet.
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Next give children copies of Worksheet 8: Say:

Look at the first row of lines. Now go back to

the first line. There are one or more lines just

like it in this row. Find each line that is like it

and mark it.

Repeat these directions to guide completion of the

other rows. Afterwards, go over children's work
with them.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITY

Listening; Speaking; Reviewing; Memorizing
To review some much used ways of saying "yes,"

read this to the children aloud, first alone and then

with children until they have memorized it:

The French say, "Oui." (we)

The German word is "ja." (ya)

The Spanish call, "Si." (se)

And we all cheer, "Rah." (ra)

LESSON 50

Review

Unit 12
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Overview This lesson reviews and carries forward

some concepts taught earlier.

Materials Needed Tag board; Strips of paper

squares and paste-on stars to make a flag; Foods

—

tomatoes, potatoes, corn, pumpkin, chocolate,

beans; Models of canoes, moccasins, hammock,
snowshoes

Language Skills Listening; Speaking

Tactual Skills Tactual perception; Tactual dexteri-

ty; Tactual discrimination

Comprehension Skills Main idea; Personal reac-

tions; Conclusion; Recall; Word meaning; Sensory

perception; Conclusion; Personal experiences;

Forecasting

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Recall; Main idea; Personal reactions; Conclu-
sion See what children can recall about the follow-

ing topics:

1. how the early American Indians lived

2. the foods they ate and their origins

3. why we celebrate Thanksgiving and the Fourth of

July

4. ways of saying "yes" in other languages

Fill in any gaps. Then sing with children once more
the songs you sang together during earlier lessons.

Now move on to discuss why our country is a good
place to live. Ask these questions:

1. Why do you like living where you do?

2. Many people came from other places to our

country because our land is a better place to be.

Would you do the same thing? (Although this

question just requires a yes, or no, it will help

children realize to an extent the pluses in this

country.)

3. When you grow up, you can be anything you
want to be in our country. What do you think you
would like to be? (Accept all answers.)

LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Listening; Speaking; Word meaning; Main
idea; Tactual perception; Tactual dexterity Dis-

cuss the flag of the country and help children make
one on a large piece of tag board from strips of

paper, paste, a square of paper, and paste-on stars.

Leave space between the strips so children can feel
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them. Then, if you have not done so, teach children

to say the Pledge of Allegiance. Define these words
as follows:

allegiance—saying that one is loyal and faithful

republic—a government— police, firefighters, and
so on—that helps people

nation—country

indivisible—being always for everyone

liberty and justice—freedom and fairness

As soon as everyone has learned the Pledge of Alle-

giance teach the accompanying hand movement.

Conclude by teaching children to sing this song:

Land of our birth We pledge to thee head, heart,

hand In the years to be. When we are grown and

g » » .r~-- _^» ~ - +
;
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take our stand, As men and wo-men in our land.

Define thee as another way of saying you. After

children have learned the song, point out that sing-

ing the song tells others that one loves one's coun-

try. You might also teach children to sing, "This is

My Country."

TACTUAL ACTIVITY

Recall; Sensory perception; Tactual discrimi-

nation; Personal reactions; Conclusion Recall

the Indian artifacts and items from other lands that

children have examined. Then tell children that

many things they eat and use today are American.

As examples of food, let children touch, smell and
taste these American foods: tomatoes, potatoes,

corn, pumpkin, chocolate, beans. Then explain that

long before people other than the Indians lived in

our land, these things were here: canoes, moccasins,

hammock, snowshoes. If possible let children ex-

amine real or models of each.

Conclude by telling children about more recent

things that were first made in America.

telephones

phonographs
motion pictures

airplanes

Encourage children to tell what they know about

each one. Point out how each makes life better for

people everywhere.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITY

Forecasting; Personal experiences; Personal
reactions Tell children that they will soon be listen-

ing to stories and poems made by the people of the

Americas. Encourage children to tell you about
some stories they know and like.
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LESSON 51

An Indian Tale

Overview At the core of this lesson is a Chippewa
story that pits a small brown duck against the

mighty North Wind. The story points up the idea

that resourcefulness and bravery can win the day.

Tactual activities end the lesson.

Materials Needed A toy duck; Tactual Discrimi-

nation Worksheets (lines); Sound Matching Board

I; Crayons

Language Skills Listening; Speaking; Describing;

Onomatopoetic words; Story telling

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination; Tactual

dexterity; Marking

Comprehension Skills Conclusion; Main idea;

Relationships—part/whole; Recall; Generaliza-

tion; Sensory perception; Sequence

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Conclusion; Main idea; Relationships—
part/whole; Recall; Generalizing; Character-

ization Tell children that you will now tell them a

story in which a small duck and a wind talk and act

like people do. Ask if this happens in real life. When
all agree that it does not, explain that the story is

very old and has been told for a long, long time

around campfires by Indians called Chippewas. At

this point, let children examine a toy duck. Call

special attention to the duck's bill. Now read this

story aloud.

Once a little brown duck named Shingebess

lived in a little house near a very big lake. In

winter when the North Wind blew across the

snow and ice, Shingebess kept warm next to his

fire made of big, big logs.

Shingebess was happy no matter how hard the

North Wind blew. Every day Shingebess went

on the ice that covered the lake and looked for

some tall grass sticking up in the ice. He pulled

the grass up with his bill to make a hole and

dived into the lake through the hole and caught

fish for his supper.

Back in his house he cooked his supper in the

fire and went to sleep all warm and happy.
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All the while the North Wind watched, and he

was angry. "That duck is not afraid of me,"
he said. "I'll show him."

So the North Wind went to the lake and blew

hard on all of Shingebess's fishing holes. Soon
the fishing holes were covered with a new thick

coat if ice. This shows how cold and icy the

North Wind was.

But when Shingebess went out later to fish, the

covered holes did not bother him. He just

made a big new one.

This made the North Wind really mad! In

minutes he froze the new hole. "That will

show that duck who is boss around here," the

North Wind said. But Shingebess was not

afraid. He just made another hole. The North

Wind hissed and roared. How angry he was.

"I will teach that duck."

Late at night, while Shingebess was eating, the

North Wind crept up to his door and blew

hard.

When Shingebess felt the wind, he started to

sing:

Kah neege

Kah neege

Bee in

Ben in

Bon in

OKee
OKee

Kah weyah

The North Wind knew that Shingebess was

saying.

North Wind
North Wind
Blow in

Blow in

Blow hard

You can't freeze me
I'm not afraid, not I.

The North Wind grew angrier and angrier. He
said, "I will bite that duck. Bite him, sting

him, freeze him."
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At that, the North Wind sneaked inside

Shingebess's house. Shingebess knew he was
there. And when the North Wind started to

blow, Shingebess stirred the fire to make it

burn more.

The heat took the North Wind's breath away
and he left Shingebess's house quickly. Never

again did the North Wind try to make
Shingebess afraid.

After you finish reading, invite comments. Then
ask these questions:

1. What did Shingebess eat?

2. How did he catch fish?

3. How did Shingebess keep warm?
4. Shingebess was not afraid of the North Wind.
Why do you think this made the North Wind
angry?

5. How did Shingebess get rid of the North Wind?
6. We know Shingebess was brave. Was he smart or

stupid? Why do you think as you do?

LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Speaking; Describing; Onomatopoetic words
Ask children to think again of how a cold wind
sounds and feels. Invite descriptions and help them
think of words that tell how a cold wind sounds.

Provide these words if necessary: Roar, growl, hiss,

blast, swish, whoosh.

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

the lines in the first set at the top left. Which one

is different? (the last) Mark that line.

2. Look at the set of lines at the top right. Which
one is different? (the second) Mark that line.

3. Look at the set of lines at the bottom left. Which
one is different? (the first) Mark that line.

4. Look at the set of lines at the bottom right.

Which one is different? (the third) Mark that

line.

Go over children's work with them. If they have

difficulty with the tasks, discuss each line in a set in

terms of length—long or short. Then continue by

passing out Worksheet 10. Use similar directions

and questions.

Next, present the Sound Matching Board I. Let the

children examine the board itself and count the

number of holes in the board. Give help if neces-

sary. Then present the twelve cylinders. Shake one

that makes a soft sound and one that makes a loud

sound. Next help children sort the cylinders by

sound. There are four loud sounding cylinders and

eight that are soft sounding. Afterwards help chil-

dren place the cylinders in the board. The loud

sounding ones should go in the center; the soft

sounding ones around the edge.

Afterwards scramble the cylinders and let children

try to do the activity again on their own. Offer a

minimum amount of help.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITY

Tactual discrimination; Tactual dexterity;

Marking; Sensory perception Pass out Work-
sheet 9 of Tactual Discrimination Worksheets

(lines). Use these directions and questions:

1 . There are four sets of lines on this sheet. Look at

Story telling; Sequence; Main idea Ask indi-

viduals to retell the story of Shingebess and the

North Wind. Guide the retelling with questions

such as "What happened next?" or "Then what
happened?"
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LESSON 52

A Story from England

Overview In this lesson, children listen to an old

English folk tale. It is the first of tales from other

countries children will hear in this" unit. Tactual

activities complete the lesson.

Materials Needed Model of a bird; A bird's nest;

Twigs; Clay; Cotton; Feathers; Tactual Discrimina-

tion Worksheets (lines); Sound Matching Board I;

First Line Book

Language Skills Speaking; Listening; Story tell-

ing; Describing

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination; Marking;

Tactual dexterity

Comprehension Skills Relationships—size, time,

place; Sensory perception; Sequence; Summariz-
ing; Main idea; Conclusion; Personal experiences;

Following directions; Word meaning; Comparison

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Relationships—time, place; Sensory percep-
tion; Sequence; Summarizing; Main idea; Lis-

tening Tell children that long ago, people came to

America from other countries. Explain that people

from England were among the first to come. If you
have a child of English ancestry, point out that his

or her family came from England. Next introduce

this English folk tale. In readiness, let children ex-

amine a model of a bird and a bird's nest. Explain

that the story will be about some birds and a nest.

Highlight the idea that children who came to Ameri-

ca long long ago may have heard the same story.

Then read this simplified version of "The Magpies'

Nest" aloud.

Long ago, some birds came to see another bird

who was very wise. They asked her to teach

them how to build a fine nest. The wise bird

said she would.

First, the wise bird got some mud and made a

small mud pie. She told the birds how to do
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this. "Oh," said one bird, "So that's how it's

done." And she flew away. That bird did not
learn much about nest making.

Next, the wise bird got some small tree twigs

—

branches—and put them on the mud. She told

the birds how to do this.

"Oh," said a very proud bird, "I know about
that." And she flew away. That bird did not

learn much about nest making.

The wise bird went on to get more twigs and
put them around the outside in a circle to make
the outside strong. She told the birds how to do
this.

"There can't be more to learn," said a know-
ing bird. And she flew away.

Meanwhile the wise bird explained how to

walk around in the nest so nothing in it would
blow away. When she finished talking, she

noticed that all the birds had gone.

"I cannot teach silly birds if they will not

listen," she said to herself. Never again would
she agree to teach them anything.

After reading the story, help children review the

sequence of nest building. Use these questions:

1

.

What did the wise bird do first?

2. What did the wise bird do next?

3. What did the wise bird do after that?

4. What did the wise bird do then?

5. What did the wise bird do last of all?

If time permits, help children create a nest following

the wise bird's directions. Use clay instead of mud if

you like. Conclude the lesson with a discussion on

the importance of listening to what others say.
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LANGUAGE ACTIVITY

Listening; Speaking; Conclusion; Personal ex-

periences; Story telling; Describing Read aloud

this brief poem:

When a bird builds a nest,

She does her very best

To make it strong and sturdy

For her little birdie.

When my teacher talks in school,

I would be a silly fool

If I did not listen well

To what she has to tell.

Invite comments. Then call on individuals to tell a

story of what happened one time when they did not

listen to what you or some other older person told

them. You may need to provide an example to get

the discussion started.

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Tactual discrimination; Word meaning; Mark-
ing; Following directions; Sensory perception;
Tactual dexterity Pass out Worksheet 1 1 of Tac-

tual Discrimination Worksheets (lines) and cray-

ons. Use these directions and questions:

1 . Look at the two sets of up and down lines on the

sheet. In one set the lines are even at the top.

Which one has lines that start at the top? (the set

at left)

2. Look again at the set at the left. How many lines

are in it? (four) How many are long? (three)

Which is the short line? (the third) Mark that line.

3. Look at the set of lines at the right. Where are

the lines even— at the top or the bottom? (the

bottom)
4. Which line in the set at right is different from the

other lines? (the second) How is it different? (It is

shorter.) Mark that line.

Go over children's work with them. Then give chil-

dren Worksheet 12. Use similar questions and direc-

tions to guide study of the sheet.

Now take out the Sound Matching Board I. Review

the activity that centered on it in Lesson 5 1 . Then let

children repeat the activity independently.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Following directions; Sequence If children

made a nest, have them tell you in order what they

did. If children did not do so, have them describe

instead, in order, what they did to load the Sound
Matching Board I according to your directions.

Tactual discrimination; Relationship—size;
Following directions; Comparison; Sequence
Pass out copies of First Line Book and help children

turn to page 13. To review length of the lines, have

children examine the page and order the lines ac-

cording to length. Follow the same procedure with

pages 14-16.
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LESSON 53

A Uruguayan Tale

Overview At the hub of this lesson is a South
American story that has as its roots several Europe-

an folk tales and fables. The story has, however, a

different twist. Tactual exercises in this lesson move
forward.

Materials Needed Tactual Discrimination Work-
sheets (lines); Peg-A-Circle Set; Second Line Book

Language Skills Listening; Speaking; Acting;

Story telling

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination; Tactual

dexterity; Marking

Comprehension Skills Relationships—size, time,

place, analogous; Word meaning; Conclusion;

Main idea; Personal reactions; Summarizing; Se-

quence; Comparison

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Relationships—time, place, analogous; Word
meaning; Conclusion; Main idea; Personal re-

actions; Listening Remind children of the idea

that people from all over the world have come to

America. Discuss, too, the idea that many people in

America speak Spanish. Then say: "I will soon read

you a story that many children from Spanish speak-

ing families have heard. I will read it in English. I

will use two Spanish words as I read. One is Senor.

This means "Mister." The other is si (se). Who
knows what si means in Spanish? (yes) Now read the

story out loud.

Once there lived a man chicken called Senor

Rooster. He was the king of the henhouse, a

building on a farm where all the chickens lived.

One day Senor Rooster flew to a tall tree far

from the henhouse. He sat happily on a high

part of the tree and rested.

Along came Senor Fox. A fox is a wild animal

that is a lot like a dog. Foxes like to eat chick-

ens. When Senor Fox saw Senor Rooster he

thought that he would make a fine dinner. He
said to himself, "Si, he would taste wonderful.

But I cannot climb up to grab him." What to

do?
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After thinking a minute Senor Fox decided to

talk Senor Rooster down to the ground by
talking sweetly to him. So he called, "Hello,

Senor Rooster. Why are you out here? You are

missed back at the henhouse. Come on down
and I'll walk back to the henhouse with you.

I'd be pleased just to be seen with such an
important person."

Senor Rooster laughed. "Si," he said. "I am
probably missed at the henhouse. And I'll go
back when I want to. But not with you. You
are not fooling me. You want me to come
down so you can eat me. I am no fool. And
your sweet talk is just a trap."

Senor Fox answered, "What you said may
have once been true... Si, it was. But no longer.

Haven't you heard? There is a new rule here.

No animal can eat or harm another. So we are

all friends. Come down."

Just then Senor Rooster saw a farmer with

some dogs. The farmer had a gun. Now Senor

Rooster knew that a farmer with a gun and
dogs was probably looking for a fox. He
looked at Senor Fox and said, "Senor Fox, I

am glad to hear that. Si, I am. Here comes a

farmer with six dogs. But you do not need to

worry. Because of the new rule the dogs will

not harm you."

At that Senor Fox started to run. Senor Roost-

er called, "Senor Fox, Senor Fox, come back.

You can tell the dogs about the new rule. Come
back."

But the fox did not. Who was smarter—Senor Fox
or Senor Rooster?

Invite reactions to the story and an answer to the

last question. If necessary, point out that Senor

Rooster was smarter because he did not believe

Senor Fox's sweet talk and lies. During discussion,

be sure pupils realize that roosters and foxes can't

talk.
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Use the moral of the story to talk with children

about (1) the dangers of listening to nice talking

strangers anywhere when one is alone—even in

one's backyard, and (2) letting grown-ups they

know touch them in ways that make them feel

"funny."

LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Acting; Speaking; Singing; Story telling; Sum-
marizing If you are working with two or more
children, help them do an extemporaneous radio

play built around the story. One child would be

Senor Rooster; another, Sehor Fox; still another a

narrator. Work with children to review the plot and
decide what each character will say.

Teach children to sing one or more Spanish-based

songs, perhaps
—"La Paloma." Relate each to

Spanish-speaking Americans.

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Tactual discrimination; Left-to-right progres-
sion; Marking Pass out Worksheet 13 of Tactual

Discrimination Worksheets (lines) and crayons.

Use these directions and questions:

1 . Look at the four lines in the set at the top left . Use
both hands to feel the lines from left to right.

2. How many lines are short? (three) How many are

long? (one)

3. Mark the long line.

Use the same directions and questions to guide dis-

cussion of the other three sets and the sets of lines on

Worksheet 14.

Tactual discrimination; Comparison; Relation-

ship—size Pass out copies of Second Line Book
and have the children find page 1 . Discuss the two
rows on the page. Ask children what is in each row.

(one long line in the first row and two short lines in

the second row) Call attention to the space between

the lines in the second row. Help children find page

2 and give children a few minutes to look at the rows

on the page. Ask:

1. How many lines are in the first row? (one) the

second row? (two) the third row? (two) In all,

how many lines are on this page? (five)

2. Which row has the longest line? (the first row)

Which row has the shortest line? (the third row)

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Tactual dexterity; Tactual discrimination; Se-
quence Get out the Peg-A-Circle Set and ask pupils

to take turns putting the pegs in the board. After-

wards, help children repeat the task in an orderly

way—clockwise or counterclockwise.
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LESSON 54

A Congolese Tale

Overview The Congolese tale at the heart of this

lesson points up the importance of cooperation

among people. Language and tactual activities con-

clude the lesson.

Materials Needed Honey; Tactual Discrimination

Worksheets (lines)

Language Skills Listening; Speaking

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination; Left-to-

right progression; Marking

Comprehension Skills Relationships—cause/

effect; Main idea; Characterization; Conclusion;

Previous experience; Sensory perception; Se-

quence; Following directions

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Relationships—cause/effect; Main idea; Char-
acterization; Conclusion; Previous experi-

ence; Reviewing Tell children that many persons

in America came from families who once lived in

Africa. If there are black children in your group,

ask them to talk again about their families. Then
explain that you will now read a story that people

tell in Africa. Read this story out loud.

Once in Africa there was a man who gathered

honey from bees' nests. Bees are insects that

sting people sometimes. They make honey to

eat and keep it in a hive shaped like a football

with flat ends. These hives are usually high up
in trees. Now this honey gatherer had three

sons:

One was called Hear-Every-Sound.

One was called Follow-Everywhere.

The other was called Put-Anything-in-Pieces-

Back-Together.

Their friends called them Hear, Follow and
Piece for short.

Now one day, the man went to gather honey.

He walked a long way before he found a bee-

hive high in a tree. He climbed up the tree and
when he reached the top, he fell. He broke
bones in both legs and both arms.
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His three sons were at home when this hap-

pened. At once Hear said, "Father has fallen

from a tree. Let's go and help him." No one
could hear as well as Hear.

At that Follow led the other two to their fa-

ther. He had no trouble following his father's

footprints. No one could follow like Follow.

When the brothers reached their father Piece

put all the broken bones back together. No one
could piece like Piece.

Afterwards, Hear took credit for his father's

rescue. He said, "You could not have known
he was hurt if I had not heard the fall."

Follow said, "You heard him fall. But you
would not have found him without me."

Piece said, "Hear heard him and Follow

found him. But without me, Father's bones

would still be in pieces."

The brothers went on quarreling. Each one

took credit for saving their father. Not one

would agree that the other two had a thing to

do with it.

Now it happened some days later that the man
fell out of another tree. Hear heard the fall but

he would not tell his brothers. Follow knew
that there must have been an accident but he

would not lead his brothers to the tree. Piece

would do nothing.

A stranger found the man and brought him
home. The man was in great pain. All three

brothers were sorry. They realized that each

one needed the others and not one of them was

better than the other.

After reading the story, ask these questions:

1 . Why did the man have to climb high in trees?

2. What could Hear do that the others could not do?

3. What could Follow do that the others could not

do?

4. What could Piece do that the others could not

do?
5. Why did the brothers quarrel?
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6. Do you think Hear and Follow were mean and

stubborn? Why do you think so?

7. How did the brothers meanne«s make things hard

for their father?

8. What had the brothers learned by the end of the

story? (If necessary, read the last sentence in the

story again.)

Conclude by discussing the idea that it is always

good for people to work together. Encourage chil-

dren to think of examples of cooperation in their

own lives. To spark discussion use questions like

these:

"I.How have you and I worked together to do
something?

2. How have you and someone in your family

worked together to do something?

LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Sensory perception; Speaking; Sequence Ar-

range for children to taste honey and describe it.

Work to get words like sweet, soft, sticky, smooth.

Next, help children retell the story in sequence. Aid
them with questions like "What happened first?

Next? Then?" and so on.

TACTUAL ACTIVITY

Following directions; Tactual discrimination;

Left-to-right progression; Marking Pass out

Worksheet 15 of Tactual Discrimination Work-
sheets (lines) and crayons. Use these directions:

1. Look at the set of lines at the top of the sheet.

2. Use both hands to move across each line in the

first set. Move smoothly.

3. Find the line that is different in length. Is it longer

or shorter than the other three?

4. Mark the line that is different.

Continue in the same way with the set at the bot-

tom of the sheet and the two sets of lines on Work-
sheet 16.

Hand position If a child is having difficulty raising

both hands to move smoothly across a line from left

to right, use the lines on Worksheet 15 and 16 for

practice.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITY

Reviewing; Personal reactions Review the plots

of the three tales children have heard so far. Ask
which one they liked best and why. Then read the

story again.
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LESSON 55

"The Real Princess" by Hans Christian

Anderson

Unit 13
Stories from Everywhere

Overview This lesson includes the- very famous
fairy tale about the princess and the pea by the

Danish storyteller Anderson as well as language and
tactual activities.

Materials Needed A pea; Tactual Discrimination

Worksheets (lines); Peg Kit; Raw and cooked vege-

tables and fruits; Second Line Book

Language Skills Speaking; Describing; Listening

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination; Left-to-

right progression; Marking; Texture; Sorting;

Matching; Counting

Comprehension Skills Word meaning; Conclu-

sion; Main idea; Recall; Summarizing; Forecasting;

Previous experience; Following direction; Sensory

perception; Comparison; Relationship—size

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Word meaning; Conclusion; Main idea; Recall;

Summarizing; Forecasting; Listening Tell chil-

dren that you will now read a story written by a

person who lived in the very north part of Europe
far across the sea. If there is a child of Scandinavian

heritage in your group, ask that child to tell about
the land his family came from. Afterwards let chil-

dren examine an uncooked pea. Then read this story

out loud.

There was once a prince, and he wanted a

princess, but then she must be a real princess.

He travelled right round the world to find one,

but there was always something wrong. There
were plenty of princesses, but whether they

were real princesses he had great difficulty in

discovering; there was always something
which was not quite right about them. So at

last he had to come home again, and he was
very sad because he wanted a real princess so

badly.

One evening there was a terrible storm; it thun-

dered and lightened and the rain poured down
in torrents; indeed it was a fearful night. In the

middle of the storm somebody knocked at the

town gate, and the old King himself went to

open it.

It was a princess who stood outside, but she
was in a terrible state from the rain and the

storm. The water streamed out of her hair and
her clothes, it ran in at the top of her shoes and
out at the heel, but she said that she was a real

princess.

"Well, we shall soon see if that is true,"

thought the old Queen, but she said nothing.

She went into the bedroom, took all the bed-

clothes off and laid a pea on the bedstead; then

she took twenty mattresses and piled them on
the top of the pea, and then twenty feather

beds on the top of the mattresses. This was
where the princess was going to sleep that

night. In the morning they asked her how she

had slept.

"Oh, terribly badly!" said the princess. "I

have hardly closed my eyes the whole night!

Heaven knows what was in the bed. I seemed

to be lying upon some hard thing, and my
whole body is black and blue this morning. It is

terrible!"

They saw at once that she must be a real prin-

cess when she had felt the pea through twenty

mattresses and twenty feather beds. Nobody
but a real princess could have such delicate

skin.

So the prince took her to be his wife, for now
he was sure that he had found a real princess,

and the pea was put into the Museum, where it

may still be seen if no one has stolen it.

Now this is a true story.

Follow up reading with these questions:

1

.

What do you think a princess is? (a very fine lady)

Long ago, kings and queens and princes and

princesses ran countries.

2. Why didn't the Queen think the Princess was a

real princess?

3. What did the Queen do to try to find out if the

Princess was a real one?

4. Why did the Queen think at the end of the story

that the Princess was really a princess?
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5. What do you think happened to the Princess and

the Prince after they married? (Accept any rea-

sonable answers.)

6. Could this story be true? Why not?

LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Speaking; Describing; Listening; Word mean-
ing; Previous experiences Remind children of

the idea that the Princess did not look like a princess

because she was wet from the rain. Ask children to

tell how they feel when they are wet from rain or a

shower or a bath. Supply the words damp and drip-

ping. Then ask children what they do when they are

wet. (use a towel to dry off)

Follow up by reading these short verses aloud by R.

L. Stevenson. Help children memorize them by ask-

ing them to say them with you.

The rain is raining all around,

It falls on field and tree.

It rains on the umbrellas here,

And on the ships at sea.

Rain on the green grass,

And rain on the tree,

And rain on the housetop,

But not on me.

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Tactual discrimination; Marking; Following di-

rections; Left-to-right progression; Sorting;

Matching; Counting Pass out Worksheet 17 of

Tactual Discrimination Worksheets (lines) and
crayons. Use these directions and questions:

1 . Look at the first row. Be sure to use all the fingers

of both hands as you look. What is in the row?

(some short lines)

2. Are all the lines in the first row the same? Which
one is different? (the second) Is it longer or short-

er than the other lines? (shorter)

3. Mark that line. Use the same directions to guide

discussion and marking of the other rows on

Worksheet 17 and the items on Worksheet 18.

Now get out the Peg Kit. Help children group the

pegs by size. Then give children the frames one at a

time and help pupils fit the appropriate peg in each

hole. After a frame is filled, ask individuals to say

how many pegs were needed to fill it.

Tactual discrimination; Comparison; Relation-

ship—size Pass out copies of Second Line Book
and guide discussion of pages 3 and 4. Use these

procedures and questions:

1

.

How many rows are on the page?

2. How many lines are on the page?

3. Which row has the longest line?

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITY

Sensory perception; Texture Remind children of

the hardness of the uncooked peas. Then provide

several of these pairs in turn. Have each pair com-

pared as to texture and taste.

1

.

Raw carrot and cooked carrot

2. Raw mushroom and cooked mushroom
3,

4

5

6

7

8

9

Raw spinach and cooked spinach

Raw celery and cooked celery

Raw tomato and cooked tomato
Raw onion and cooked onion

Raw apple and baked apple

Raw peach and canned peach
Raw pear and canned pear
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LESSON 56

The Road to China

Overview In this lesson, children listen to a poem
about China. In preparation, they get acquainted

with the concept that the Earth is round. Ending the

lesson are language activities and tactual activities.

Materials Needed Basic Map Reading Concepts:

Map Study II; Recognizing Landforms: An Audio-

Tutorial Program in Map Study; Geophysical

Globe; Paper lantern; Chopsticks; Cooked rice;

Tea; Tactual Discrimination Worksheets (lines);

Peg Kit

Language Skills Listening; Describing; Speaking

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination; Left-to-

right progression; Marking; Sorting; Tactual

dexterity

Comprehension Skills Relationships—place, use;

Main idea; Recall; Word meaning; Personal reac-

tions; Conclusion; Sensory perception; Personal

evaluation; Sequence

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Relationships—place, use; Main idea; Recall;

Word meaning; Personal reactions; Conclu-
sion; Listening; Describing Review quickly what
children learned about land and water forms. To do
so, present the three relief maps from Basic Map
Reading Concepts: Map Study II and landforms
from Recognizing Landforms: An Audio-Tutorial

Program in Map Study to children and help them
name the land and water forms shown on them.

Then bring out a Geophysical Globe. Explain that

this ball shows what the earth looks like. Point out

the area where the children live. Next show them
where China is. Point out, if necessary, that China
is on the other side of the Earth.

Then tell children that the poem you will read next

tells something about Chinese things. Show pupils

some chopsticks and a paper lantern. Explain that

the Chinese people eat with chopsticks and that they

often use lanterns instead of lamps like ours.

Unit 13

Stories from Everywhere

Afterwards, read this poem:

The Road to China*
by Olive Beaupre Miller

I learned today the world is round
Like my big rubber ball,

With China on the other side,

Down there below us all.

And so I went and dug a hole

—

I started in at eight

—

And dug and dug and dug and dug,

Beside the garden gate.

And oh, I thought, what fun 'twill be

To get a ladder tall,

And climb right down to China through

The hole behind the wall!

What fun to walk through little streets

All lit with lanterns queer!

Each man will eat with chopsticks,

How strange the talk I'll hear!

To think the road to China lies

Just by our garden wall!

Then Daddy came and said, "Ho! Ho!
That's not the way at all!"

"To get to China, you must fly,

For a whole day across the sea!"

—

Why there's no short cut through the earth

Seems very queer to me!

And still I sit beside my hole

And dream and dream away,

Of that strange far-off country where
They've night time in our day!

*"The Road to China" by Olive Beaupre Miller, from My
Book House. Reprinted by permission of The United Educa-

tors Inc. All rights reserved.
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When you have finished reading, ask these

questions:

1

.

What did the child in the poem learn about the

earth? (that it was round)

2. Where was China from where the child was? (on

the other side of the earth)

What did the child do? (dig a hole)

Why did the child want to dig to China? (to visit

the country)

What are lanterns? What are chopsticks?

The Chinese people speak Chinese. Who can

recall how to say "yes" in Chinese? (erie)

Who told the child that digging to China was
not "the way at all"?

How could you get to China? How long would it

take?

9. When it is daytime here, it is night in China.

How else do you think it would be different in

China? (Accept answers that make sense.)

10. The child in the poem dreams about going to

China. Where would you like to go and why?

3.

4.

5.

6.

8.

As soon as children have commented, ask them how
they like rice. If they are not familiar with it, ar-

range for them to eat some. Then see if anyone has

drunk iced tea or hot tea. If not, arrange for them to

experience both. Afterwards, reread the poem and
ask if they agree with the poet's liking for rice and
iced tea.

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Tactual discrimination; Main idea; Left-to-right

progression; Marking Pass out Worksheet 19 of

Tactual Discrimination Worksheets (lines) and
crayons. Use these directions and questions:

1. Look at the first line. What is in it? (a line with

four little lines above it and one below it)

Now see why it's important to use the fingers on
both hands to find out what is on a line.

2. Which little line is in a different place than the

others?

3. Mark that line.

If possible, at lunch, let children try to use chop-
sticks to pick up some food. Point out that one can't

do it easily.

LANGUAGE ACTIVITY

Sensory perception; Personal reactions; Per-

sonal evaluation; Conclusion Read aloud this

poem and invite reactions:

In China they eat

Lots and lots of rice.

Sometimes I eat it too.

I think rice is nice.

In China they drink

Lots and lots of tea.

They drink it very hot.

It must be iced for me.

Go on to the other items on Worksheet 19 and the

ones on Worksheet 20. Watch children's hand
movements and give help when necessary. With
some children, it may be a good idea to have each

line scanned two or three times before the different

little line is marked.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITY

Sorting; Sequence; Tactual dexterity; Main
idea Get out the Peg Kit and invite children to sort

the pegs and fit them into the different forms inde-

pendently. Monitor children as they work and offer

suggestions whenever a child seems confused or

frustrated.
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LESSON 57

A Tale from Grimm

Overview This lesson contains an adaptation of the

Grimm tale about the little girl and the hare plus

language and tactual activities.

Materials Needed Cabbage, cole slaw; Tactual

Discrimination Worksheets (lines)

Language Skills Listening; Speaking

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination; Left-to-

right progression; Marking

Comprehension Skills Relationships—place; Lit-

erary genre; Main idea; Conclusion; Personal eval-

uation; Sensory perception; Word meaning;
Following directions; Recall; Sequence

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Relationships—place; Literary genre; Main
idea; Conclusion; Personal reactions; Sensory
perception; Word meaning Explain that many
people in the country come from Germany, a land

across the sea. See if anyone can recall how to say

"yes" in German, (ya) Then tell children that many
of the best known fairy tales were written by two
German brothers named Grimm. Say, I'll read one
for you now. "Listen." Read the following aloud:

Once there was a woman who had a little girl.

The two of them had a little house with a big

garden. In the garden they grew cabbage. Now
rabbits love to eat cabbage. And one day a big

rabbit got into the garden and started munch-
ing on a cabbage.

The woman told the little girl to go out and
chase the rabbit away.

The little girl did so. She said, "Shoo! Shoo!

Go away." "Come with me little girl. Sit on
my tail and go with me to my house."

The little girl would not do so.

The next day the rabbit came again. And the

little girl shooed the rabbit away. She did not

go with the rabbit.

The same thing happened on the next day. And
the next, and the next.

Unit 13

Stories from Everywhere

The day after that, the rabbit came again. By
then the little girl was curious. So she sat on the

rabbit's tail and away they both went to the

rabbit's house.

Once inside the house, the rabbit said, "Now
you are mine. You will stay here and cook

cabbage for me and my friends. I have asked

them to supper. I'll go outside and wait for

them."

As soon as the rabbit went out, the little girl

started to cry. She wanted to go home. She

thought about something to do as she cried.

Then she stopped crying. Quickly she made a

doll from straw and put her coat on it. She put

the doll in front of the cooking pot. And she

waited. Every once in awhile the rabbit looked

in the window and said, "Watch the cabbage.

Don't burn it."

When the rabbit went to the door to say hello

to his guests, the little girl jumped out of the

window and ran home. When the rabbit led his

guests into his house, he found the straw doll.

He had to cook supper himself.

After reading the story, ask these questions:

1. Is this a true story? Why couldn't the things in

this story happen? (Rabbits can't talk or act like

persons.)

2. How did the rabbit finally get the little girl to go

with him? (He kept on asking her.)

3. Why did she finally agree to go? (She became
curious.)

4. How did the little girl fool the rabbit?

5. Do you think this story is silly? Why or why not?

Follow up discussion, by talking about cabbage.

Explain that people as well as rabbits like to eat

cabbage. Let children examine a cabbage. Then see

if anyone has eaten cooked cabbage or cole slaw. If

so, ask how the person liked cabbage. Conclude by

arranging for children to taste cole slaw. Discuss

how it tastes and feels in the mouth. Work to get

words like tart, sour, crunchy, crisp.
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LANGUAGE ACTIVITY

Listening; Main idea; Speakinn To complement
the story, read aloud this poem. Afterwards, ask

children to tell what new facts about rabbits they

learned from the poem:

Some rabbits

Have funny

Eating habits.

They like

To munch
On food

With a crunch.

Their front teeth

are strong

and very

Very long.

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Tactual discrimination; Left-to-right progres-
sion; Following directions; Marking Pass out

Worksheet 21 of Tactual Discrimination Work-

sheets (lines) and crayons. Use these questions and
directions:

1. Use both hands to look at the lines in the first

row.

2. Do the lines go up and down or across?

3. There are five pairs of lines in the row. What is in

each pair?

4. Does a short line follow each long line in each

pair? What one does not? Where is the short line

in this pair?

5. Mark this pair.

Go over children's work in the first row. Then use

similar directions and questions to guide study of

the other rows on the sheet and ones on Worksheet
22. You will need to modify the directions some-
what during work on Worksheet 22.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITY

Recall; Listening; Sequence Read the Grimm
tale and ask each to retell the story in his or her own
words. This activity may be used as an informal

check of children's progress in listening and noting

sequence.

LESSON 58

All American Tale

Unit 13

Stories from Everywhere

Overview This lesson centers on a contemporary
American tale about a wise rabbit. It makes a good
companion piece to the Grimm tale in Lesson 57.

Rounding out the lesson are language and tactual

activities.

Materials Needed Toy or model turtle and pig;

Tactual Discrimination Worksheets (lines); Peg

Kit; Crayons; Second Line Book

Language Skills Speaking; Listening; Acting

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination; Tactual

dexterity; Left-to-right progression; Marking

Comprehension Skills Sequence; Conclusion;

Main idea; Personal reactions; Word meaning; Per-

sonal experiences; Following directions; Relation-

ships—size, part/whole; Recall; Comparison

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Sequence; Conclusion; Main idea; Personal re-

actions; Word meaning; Personal experi-

ences; Speaking In preparing this lesson, arrange

for children to examine a toy or model turtle and a

toy pig. Point out that turtles move very, very slow-

ly on their short legs. Then explain that the story

you will read next has talking animals in it—rabbits,

a turtle, and a pig. Ask if animals can talk. When all

agree that they cannot, read this story.
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Grandfather Rabbit started off to find a win-

ter home for himself. He took three big hops.

Then he stopped and looked around for a min-

ute. He looked this way and that way.

"I wonder!" said Grandfather Rabbit to him-

self, "I wonder where I can find a dry home
for the winter." He took another hop and
stopped again to look around.

Suddenly Grandfather Rabbit saw a turtle

near the side of the road. It was trying to climb

over a big stone.

"Where are you going, Mr. Turtle?" asked

Grandfather Rabbit.

"I started out to visit a friend early this morn-
ing," said the turtle. "But I keep bumping into

stones. This one is so big that I can't climb over

it. I may never get any place."

Grandfather said, "Don't try to climb over

that stone. Go around it!"

The turtle looked at the old rabbit and said, "I

never thought of that! How wise you are,

Grandfather!"

Then the slow, tired turtle walked around the

stone and went up the road.

Again the rabbit began to hop along, talking to

himself. "I wonder!" he said. "I wonder
where I should make my winter home."

Just then he saw an old apple tree. Under it sat

a sad baby pig. The pig was crying as he looked

up at the tree.

"Why are you crying, little pig?" asked
Grandfather Rabbit.

"I'm hungry for apples," said the pig. "Look
at all the fine apples on this tree. But I can't

climb up to get them."

"Well, don't cry," said the old rabbit. "You
should eat the apples that are on the ground.

You don't have to climb for them."

"I never thought of eating the apples that fell

from the tree," said the pig.

"Thank you, Grandfather. You are wise."

At once the pig began to eat the apples on the

ground. The wise old rabbit said good-by and
started off. With a hop and a stop, he went on
looking and talking to himself.

"Where, oh, where can I find a place to make
my winter home?" he wondered.

Before long Grandfather Rabbit saw a rabbit

family. They were all pulling at a tree on the

ground.

"Why are you pulling at that tree?" asked

Grandfather Rabbit.

"It fell on our home in the ground," said Mr.

Pufftail, the father rabbit. "Our front door is

under this tree."

"Why don't you make another door?" asked

the old rabbit.

Mr. Pufftail said, "We never thought of that,

Grandfather. How wise you are!"

After a time, the old rabbit hopped away.

But Mr. Pufftail cried, "Don't go! Stay with

us and show us how to be as wise as you are.

Please live with us all winter."

Grandfather Rabbit gave a happy hop.

"I'll be glad to!" he said. "And I'll be glad to

help you make a new door. I can't wait another

day to move into my new winter home."*

Follow up reading with these questions:

1

.

What was Grandfather Rabbit looking for at the

start of the story?

2. Who did he meet first? What problem did the

turtle have? What did the rabbit tell him to do?

Why was this a good idea?

3. Who did Grandfather Rabbit meet next? What
problem did the pig have? What did the rabbit tell

the pig to do? Why was this a good idea?

4. Who did Grandfather Rabbit meet last of all?

What was Mr. Pufftail's problem? What did

Grandfather Rabbit tell him to do? Why did Mr.

Pufftail want the old rabbit to stay with his

family?

* "Wise Grandfather Rabbit" copyright 1949 from "Grandfather Rabbit's Wis-

dom" by Emma Florence Bush. Reprinted from Children's Activities by

permission of Highlights for Children, Inc. All rights reserved.
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5. Grandfather Rabbit is called wise in the story.

What do you think the word wise means? (Give

help if needed.)

6. Who helps you solve your problems? Are they

wise? Are you learning to be wise in school and at

home?

Help children answer the questions provided in

number 6. Also aid pupils in giving examples of

ways they are becoming wise.

LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Listening; Acting; Main idea Read the following

verses for fun. After reading each, invite children to

emulate—act out—what the writer says that the

animal does. You may need to define trot in the

second verse.

I'm a pig,

Not very big.

My food is found
As I nose the ground.

My turtle shell

Is hard. And well

—

It weighs a lot.

So I can't trot.

Rabbits like to go
About, you know.
When I go hopping,

I don't like stopping.

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Tactual discrimination; Left-to-right progres-

sion; Marking; Following directions Pass out

Worksheet 23 of Tactual Discrimination Work-
sheets (lines) and crayons. Use these directions and
questions:

1. Use both hands to look at the lines on this page.

Do the lines go up and down or across?

2. Look carefully at the first pair of lines. One is

long and one is short. Where is the short line

—

above or below the long line?

3. Now go across the page and mark each pair of

long and short lines that is just like this first pair.

Continue using the same directions to guide com-
pletion of this worksheet and Worksheet 24.

Tactual discrimination; Comparison; Relation-

ship—size Pass out copies of Second Line Book
and have the children find page 5. Use these proce-

dures and questions to guide discussion of the page:

1 . How many rows are on the page? (six)

2. How many lines are on the page? (thirteen;

give help if needed)
3. Look at the fourth and fifth rows. How

are they alike and different? (Each row
contains two short lines of the same length

and two long lines of the same length. In

the fourth row the short line is at the left

and in the fifth row it is at the right.)

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Tactual dexterity; Relationships—part/whole;
Recall Have children fill each frame in the Peg Kit

in turn. Give as little help as possible.
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LESSON 59

Mother Goose

Overview In this lesson children listen to a number
of Mother Goose rhymes that are part of the heri-

tage of every English-speaking child. Tactual activi-

ties complete the lesson.

Materials Needed Clay; Tactual Discrimination

Worksheets (lines); Second Line Book

Language Skills Speaking; Listening

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination; Tactual

dexterity; Left-to-right progression; Marking;

Hand play

Comprehension Skills Word meaning; Relation-

ships—size, part/whole, time; Conclusion; Main
idea; Sequencing; Following directions; Review;

Comparison

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT AND
LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Listening; Speaking; Word meaning; Relation-

ships—part/whole, time; Conclusion; Main
idea; Sequence; Personal experiences Tell

children that you are going to read some verses to

them. Point out that they may know some already.

Explain, too, that their parents and their grandpar-

ents may also have heard these verses when they

were young. Post reading questions and ideas fol-

low each rhyme. Use these after reading a poem
aloud:

Pat-a-cake, pat-a-cake,

Baker's man!
So I do, Master,

As fast as I can.

Have children pat cakes made of clay while saying

the verse with you. Define Master as a "person one

works for."

Lucy Locket lost her pocket,

Kitty Fisher found it;

Nothing in it, nothing in it,

But the binding round it.

Explain the binding on a pocket is the sewn stitches

that keep a pocket attached to a shirt, pants, or

dress. Ask if anyone could lose a pocket, and if so,

how.

Unit 13

Stories from Everywhere

Wee Willie Winkie runs through the town,

Upstairs and downstairs, in his nightgown;
Rapping at the window, crying through the lock,

"Are the children in their beds?

Now it's eight o'clock."

Point out that long ago, people knew the time only

when a man called it out. Next ask if a man would
really run around town in a nightgown or pajamas.

Conclude by discussing children's bedtime—when
it is. Do not get into the idea of clocks at this time.

As I was going along, along,

A singing a comical song, song, song.

The lane that I went was so long, long, long,

And the song that I sang was so long, long, long.

And so I went singing along.

Define comical as funny and lane as street. Then
reread the verse and ask children to clap everytime

they hear a word that rhymes with song.

Monday's child is fair of face,

Tuesday's child is full of grace,

Wednesday's child is full of woe,

Thursday's child has far to go,

Friday's child is loving and giving,

Saturday's child works hard for its living,

But the child that's born on the Sabbath day

Is bonny and blithe and good and gay.

After reading the rhyme once, read it line by line

and define these words as you go:

line I, fair—pretty

line 2, grace—nice manner
line 3, woe—unhappiness

line 7, Sabbath—Sunday
line 8, bonny and blithe—cheerful; gay—happy

Afterwards, use the rhyme to teach the order of the

days of the week. You might reread it several times

with children until they have memorized it.

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Tactual discrimination; Left-to-right progres-

sion; Following directions; Marking Pass out

Worksheet 25 of Tactual Discrimination Work-
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sheets (lines) and crayons. Use these directions and
questions:

1. Use both hands to look at the lines on this page.

Do the lines go up and down or across?

2. Look carefully at the first pair of lines. Where is

the short line— to the right or left of the long line?

3. Now go across the page and find all the pairs of

long and short lines that are just like this first set.

4. Mark these pairs of lines.

Use these directions and questions to guide comple-

tion of the other items on this worksheet and on
Worksheet 26.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

children of the Mother Goose rhyme "Pease, por-

ridge hot," which they learned earlier. Review this

verse complete with hand play.

Tactual discrimination; Relationship—size;
Comparison Pass out copies of Second Line Book
and help pupils find page 6. To review previously

taught concepts regarding line length, use these pro-

cedures and questions to guide discussion of page 6,

7, and 8.

1. How many rows are on the page? How many
lines are on the page?

2. Find the pairs of lines on the page that are the

same length.

Tactual dexterity; Review; Hand play Remind

LESSON 60

Review

Unit 13

Stories from Everywhere

Overview This lesson reviews major concepts and

content of the last nine lessons.

Materials Needed Sound Matching Board I; Peg-

A-Circle Set; Peg Kit; Recognizing Landforms: An
Audio-Tutorial Program in Map Study; Tactual

Discrimination Worksheets (lines)

Language Skills Speaking; Listening; Dramatiz-

ing

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination; Tactual

dexterity

Comprehension Skills Recall; Personal reac-

tions; Main idea; Summarizing; Sequence; Sensory

perception

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Recall; Personal reactions; Sequence; Main
idea; Summarizing; Dramatizing; Speaking;
Listening Remind children of the fact that they

have listened to stories from many places that are

now told in their land. Spend a few minutes review-

ing the stories one by one. If children do not recall a

story, jog memories by reading the first few lines.

Afterwards, ask children to name their favorites

and tell why they liked these best. Conclude by

rereading two or three favorites and ask children to

tell each in their own words.

If one of the stories lends itself to dramatization,

help the children tell it as a radio play. See Lesson 53

for suggestions.

Next reread the poem about China and the Mother
Goose rhymes. Invite children's reactions.

Now might be a good time to begin to read other

simple stories and poems to children. A good source

is the Arbuthnot Anthology published by Scott,

Foresman and Company. See also Field Trip 7.

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Tactual discrimination; Tactual dexterity; Sen-
sory perception Review tasks introduced earlier

using:

1. Sound Matching Board I

2. Peg-A-Circle Set

3. Peg Kit

4. Recognizing Landforms:
Program in Map Study

An Audio-Tutorial

REINFORCEMENT ACTIVITY

Tactual discrimination Look over children's

worksheets from Tactual Discrimination Work-
sheets (lines). Pinpoint any weaknesses and have
individuals repeat worksheet exercises as needed.
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LESSON 61

Chair, Sofa, and Bench

Overview This lesson helps children investigate

chairs, sofas, and benches and their parts to discov-

er what makes a chair a chair and so on. Through-

out, the discovery method is used. New tactual

discrimination exercises complete the lesson.

Materials Needed Access to chairs of various

kinds, a sofa, benches, and a stool; Touch and Tell,

Volume III; Tactual Discrimination Worksheets

(angular figures); Crayons

Language Skills Listening; Speaking; Describing;

Creative expression

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination; Hand
movement; Left-to-right progression; Marking

Comprehension Skills Relationships—part/
whole, size, place; Word meaning; Comparison;
Conclusion; Summarizing; Sensory perception;

Following directions; Main idea

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Tactual discrimination; Relationships—part/

whole, size, place; Word meaning; Summariz-
ing; Conclusion; Comparison Have on hand the

following kinds of chairs:

1

.

an overstuffed chair with arms and four legs,

2. a desk or dining room chair with arms and four

legs,

3. a chair with three or four legs and no arms,

4. a pedestal chair with or without arms.

Help children examine, or reexamine, each chair in

turn and describe its parts. For example, they

should note that a chair with arms and four legs has:

1 . a seat

2. a back

3. legs

4. arm rests

After the examination of each kind of chair, call on

individuals to tell about the parts of the chair. As
soon as all chairs have been studied, discuss what

makes a chair a chair.

If necessary, help children realize that a chair:

1

.

has a seat for one person to sit on;

2. has a back.

Unit 14

Parts and Whole

Should children have difficulty understanding the

second major part of a chair, contrast a chair and a

stool. Emphasize again the idea that all chairs have
a seat for one person and a back. Children might
enjoy the name given to this concept: The chairness

of a chair. Continue with sofas and benches. Chil-

dren should note that:

1

.

Sofas have backs and seats and are built for more
than one person to sit on.

2. Benches may or may not have backs and are built

to seat more than one person.

Conclude by having children tell what they have

learned about chairs, sofas, and benches and how
they are alike and different. You may need to give

help.

LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Speaking; Describing; Sensory perception;

Listening; Creative expression Invite children to

tell about all the things they have sat on. They

should include chairs, sofas, benches, stools and

some of the following:

bed sand

ground (grass) box
pillow swing

seesaw or teeter-totter

floor

mat

When a child mentions a thing, ask how sitting on it

felt. (Answers should include: "The floor is hard; a

pillow is soft, and so on.")

Now read this verse:

I have a chair

On which I sit.

It's soft and warm.
And I like it.

After you read the poem, invite children to tell

about their favorite chairs. Use what they say to

modify the poem and reread it. For example, one

child might describe a favorite chair as big and

bouncy. The poem would then read:

I have a chair

On which I sit.

It's big and bouncy.

And I like it.
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TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Left-to-right progression; Tactual discrimina-

tion; Hand movements; Following directions;

Marking Pass out copies of Touch and Tell, Vol-

ume 111. Have children turn to page 1 and show you
how well they can use both hands to move across

each line from left to right to discover what is on the

page. Ask how many lines are on the page, (three)

Have children do the same thing on page 2. (There

are six lines on page 2.) Ask the children to look

at the lines on both pages again and tell you first

what was alike about the lines and then what was
different.

2. Study the first shape. Are there any other shapes

in the row just like it? (yes) Which one or ones?

(just the last shape) Mark that shape.

3. Look at the first shape in the second row. Now
look at the other shapes in the row. Are there any

other shapes just like the first one? Which one or

ones? (the last two in the row) Mark those shapes.

4. Look at the first shape in the third row. Check the

other shapes in the row. Are there any other

shapes like it? Which one or ones? (the third

shape) Mark that shape.

5. Look at the last row. Note the first shape. Are
there any other shapes in the row just like it?

Which one? (the second shape) Mark that shape.

Hand movements Watch each child carefully

as he or she moves across each line on these pages.

Look for:

hesitations

loss of place

poor use of fingers

If there are any serious problems, use these sheets to

reteach hand movements. You may need to guide

children's hands at first.

Now give pupils Worksheet 1 of Tactual Discrimi-

nation Worksheets (angular figures). Use these in-

structions and questions:

LLook at the first row. What do you see? (line

shapes)

Go over children's markings with them. Then con-

tinue with Worksheet 2. Use similar directions and

questions.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITY

Comparison; Main idea; Confusion Review the

chairness of a chair and encourage children to say

how each of these is like a chair and different

from it.

sofa (love seat) bench

stool bed

Then reread each child's version of the poem in the

Language Activities section and help each child

memorize his or her "poem."
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LESSON 62

Tables and Desk

Overview In this lesson, children examine in depth
tables and desks and note likenesses and differ-

ences. Creative language activities and tactual activ-

ities complete the lesson.

Materials Needed Various kinds and sizes of ta-

bles, desks, and chairs available in school; Tactual

Discrimination Worksheets (angular figures);

Crayons; Forks, Knives, and Spoons

Language Skills Speaking; Describing; Story-

telling

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination; Texture;

Left-to-right progression; Marking

Comprehension Skills Sensory perception; Con-
clusion; Main idea; Summarizing; Relationships

—

part/whole, size, use, place; Comparison; Gener-
alizing; Personal reactions; Following directions

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Tactual discrimination; Sensory perception;

Conclusion; Main idea; Summarizing; Re-
lationships—part/whole, size; Comparison;
Generalizing; Texture Take children on a tour to

examine tables of various kinds and sizes made
from different materials. Try to include:

1

.

a large and a small table with four legs completely

made from wood, metal, and plastic;

2. a table made from a combination of materials

—

perhaps with metal legs and a wooden, plastic, or

glass top;

3. a pedestal table;

4. a table with three or six legs;

5. a table with a drawer.

As each table is examined, ask children to describe

it. You may need to give help with the names of the

materials. Afterwards, discuss ways all tables are

alike. These should be noted.

1. All tables have flat tops.

2. All tables have a leg or legs.

3. Two or more persons can sit in chairs at a table.

Then discuss how each table examined was
unique—different from the others.

Unit 14
Parts and Whole

Follow the same procedures with desks. Children

should examine these kinds of desks:

1

.

a big desk with many drawers—yours or the

principal's;

2. an office desk with a typewriter section;

3. a student desk.

Pupils should note that a desk is meant for one
person and has storage space in it. Encourage chil-

dren to note the likenesses and the differences.

LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Personal reactions; Relationships—use;
Speaking; Describing; Storytelling Invite chil-

dren to tell what they have done while seated at a

table. Examples may include:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

eating;

making things;

talking to other persons;

listening to records or tapes;

making worksheets.

Next invite each child to finish this sentence: "Once
when I was sitting at a table, I ."

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Relationships—place, use; Sensory percep-
tion; Conclusion; Tactual discrimination; Fol-

lowing directions; Left-to-right progression;

Marking Teach children how to set a place at a

table. If possible, use plastic knives, forks, and

spoons.

As soon as pupils become somewhat adept at setting

a place, have children feel and describe a fork, a

spoon, and a knife. Afterwards, relate each utensil

to its function. Use questions like these:

1

.

Would you use a knife, a fork, or a spoon to eat

ice cream? Why?
2. Would you use a knife, a fork, or a spoon to put

jelly on toast? Why?
3. Would you use a knife, a fork, or a spoon to eat

salad? Why?

Now pass out Worksheet 3 of Tactual Discrimina-

tion Worksheets (angular figures) and crayons. Use
these directions and questions.

"I.Use both hands to look at the first row. Now
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study the shape at left. Are there any other shapes

in the row just like the first one? Which one or

ones? (the last one) Mark that shape.

2. Look at the first shape in the second row. Check
the rest of the shapes in the row to see if there are

any other shapes just like the first one. Which one
or ones? (the last two)

Continue using similar questions to guide study of
the shapes in the last two rows on Worksheet 4.

After children complete a sheet, review children's

markings and discuss any errors with them.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITY

Relationships—size; Comparison; Conclu-
sion; Main idea; Summarizing To help children

nail down size relationships, try these amusing

activities:

1. Have children sit in their small-size chairs. Then
help each pupil move his or her chair to your desk

and sit in it again. Ask, "What's wrong here?

Why can't you work at my desk in your chair?"

2. Move your chair up to the children's work table.

Invite children to take turns sitting in it. Ask,

"What is the matter? Why can't you work at

your table sitting in my chair?"

Help children sum up simply what they learned: a

table and a chair must be somewhat alike in size in

order to fit together.

LESSON 63

In a Room

Unit 14

Parts and Whole

Overview This lesson helps children summarize
what they know about the parts of a room—what
makes a room a room. Language and tactual activi-

ties complete the lesson.

Materials Needed Shape Board; Tactual Discrimi-

nation Worksheets (angular figures); Paper Book;
Peg Kit; (See Instructions for Making Tactual

Readiness Books)

Language Skills Speaking; Listening; Describing

Tactual Skills Tactual dexterity; Tactual discrimi-

nation; Left-to-right progression; Texture marking

Comprehension Skills Relationships—part/
whole, place, class; Summarizing; Main idea; Con-
clusion; Generalizing; Recall; Personal reactions;

Word meaning; Following directions; Comparison

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Relationships—part/whole, place; Summariz-
ing; Main idea; Conclusion; Generalizing; De-
scribing; Recall Review earliest work in Lesson 5

in which children examined your classroom. Then
center attention on these features:

1. door

2. walls

3. windows
4. ceiling

If the ceiling is low enough, lift each child up so he

or she may touch the ceiling. Then, if one is avail-

able, take children to a room with no windows and

let them examine it. Afterwards, help children sum-
marize what they have learned about the basic parts

of a room. They should note that all rooms have:

1. a door or doorway
2. a floor

3. walls

4. a ceiling

Now encourage children to talk about rooms in

terms of use. To drive home the idea that what is in a

room depends on how that room is used. Begin by
telling children you will name a room and ask them
what is in it.

1. Kitchen. What is in a kitchen? (stove, refrigera-

tor, sink, counter or table, storage space, other)

2. Bedroom. What is in a bedroom? (bed(s),

dresser, desk(?), chair, closet, other)

3. Bathroom, (toilet, washstand, bathtub, and/or

shower, other)

4. Living room, (chairs, sofa, tables, TV, other)
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Ask children to name and describe other rooms at

home. Conclude with a brief review of what is in

your classroom and where these things are.

If you have kept the diorama you and the child

made earlier, use this during the review.

LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Speaking; Describing; Listening; Personal re-

actions Invite children to describe a bedroom that

they wish they had. To spark discussion, talk about

a dream room the child might like. Include:

1

.

big bed with

lots of pillows

2. radio

3. record and
tape players

4. lots of toys

5. a soft chair

6. a swing chair

7. a thick rug

8. a big desk

Encourage each child to provide details in his or her

wish list for a room that is "just mine."

Noting individual differences Such a discussion

can help you get to know each child better—his or

her preferences and perhaps hidden talents.

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Tactual dexterity; Relationships—class; Word
meaning; Following directions; Tactual dis-

crimination; Left-to-right progression; Mark-
ing Remind children of the idea that all things have

shapes. Then get out the Shape Board and shapes

that go with it. Ask children to gather together:

1

.

all the squares;

2. all the circles;

3. all the rectangles;

4. all the triangles.

Then center attention on the three like shapes of

different sizes that are left. Ask someone to count

the number of sides on this shape. (5) Tell children

that this shape is called a pentagon. Have pupils say

the word after you. Now place the board so that

children have easy access to it. Then give these

instructions:

1 . Find the top row of hooks. How many are there?

(3)

2. Put the big square on the left hook. Put the

middle-sized square on the middle hook and the

little square on the hook at right.

3. On the hooks in the next line put the big pentagon
on the left hook, the middle-sized pentagon on
the hook in the middle, and the little pentagon on
the hook at right.

4. On the hooks in the third line attach the

rectangles in this order: big at left; middle-sized

in the middle, and little at right.

5. On the hooks in the fourth line attach the

triangles starting with the big one at left and
ending with the little one at right.

6. On the last line attach the circles from big to little.

Start with the big one at right.

Afterwards, have the shapes removed from the

board and reverse the order of your instructions by
having children attach little to big from left to right.

In later lessons, more involved activities using the

Shape Board will be suggested.

Remember that some of these same skills are em-
phasized and expanded upon in Hand Skills.

Following directions In this lesson, similar

directions are presented in differing words to check

pupils' listening attention and to accustom them to

following directions that differ in language but not

in content.

Next pass out Worksheet 5 of Tactual Discrimi-

nation Worksheets (angular figures) and crayons.

Use these directions and questions:

1. Use both hands to look at the first row.

2. How many shapes in the row are the same?
Which one is different? Mark that shape.

Use the same directions and questions to guide

completion of the other items on the sheet and the

ones on Worksheet 6. After pupils have finished

marking a sheet, go over their work with them. You
will note that Worksheet 6 contains reversals so you
may need to monitor pupils as they work carefully

and provide extra help.
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Now would be a good time to introduce Paper
Book. (See Instructionsfor Making Tactual Readi-

ness Books.) Encourage children to feel each type of

paper included and describe how each feels—thick,

smooth, rough, bumpy, and so on. Relate each kind

of paper to its use in the environment.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Comparison; Texture; Tactual dexterity;

Relationships—class, part/whole Encourage
children to play matching games— size and/or
texture—using the Peg Kit. Then have each inset

filled in turn. Tell children to fill each inset as

quickly as possible.

LESSON 64

Trikes and Bikes

Unit 14

Parts and Whole

Overview This lesson concentrates on three modes
of transportation that all children hear about and
most ride sooner or later with or without help. The
tactual activities in this lesson bring children closer

to the kind of fine tactual discrimination they will

need when they meet braille shapes.

Materials Needed A tricycle; A small bicycle; Tac-

tual Discrimination Worksheets (angular figures);

Shape Board; Touch and Tell, Volume III; Crayons

Language Skills Speaking; Listening; Describing

Tactual Skills Tactual dexterity; Tactual discrimi-

nation; Left-to-right progression; Marking; Hand
movements; Counting

Comprehension Skills Relationships—part/
whole, use, class, size; Word meaning; Main
idea; Sensory perception; Comparison; Personal

reactions; Summarizing; Sequence; Following
directions

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Relationships—part/whole, use; Word mean-
ing; Main idea; Sensory perception; Compari-
son; Personal reactions It is important for

children to know about bicycles and tricycles. Start

by showing children a tricycle and letting them ex-

amine it. During examination they should note the

following:

1 . A tricycle has a metal frame that does not move;

2. A tricycle has three wheels—one in front, two in

back—that can move forward and back;

3. A tricycle has two pedals that the rider uses to

move the wheels;

4. A tricycle has handle bars that can be moved to

the left or right depending on the direction the

rider wishes to go;

5. A tricycle has a seat.

At this point, let children ride the tricycle. Give help

as needed including instructions such as these:

1

.

Get on the tricycle. This means sit on the seat and
hold the handle bars.

2. Put your feet on the pedals.

3. Move the pedals forward to go ahead. Stop.

4. Move the pedals backward to go back. Stop.

5. Now which way do you want to go—left or right?

If you want to go to the right, turn the handle

bars to the right and start to peddle.

Afterwards, ask children how riding a tricycle felt.

(Accept all answers.)

Next help children examine a bicycle—preferably a

simple sidewalk bike. To guide the examination, use

these directions and questions:

1

.

Does a bicycle have a frame? Show it to me.

2. Does a bicycle have handle bars? Show them to

me.

3. Does a bicycle have pedals? How many? Where
are they?

4. How many wheels does a bicycle have?
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If the bike is small enough, help children get on it

and put their hands on the handle bars and their feet

on the pedals. Say, "Because a bicycle has just two
wheels, it takes a while to learn to ride one." Ask
children if they would like to ride a bike someday.

Conclude by asking children to tell how bicycles and
tricycles are alike and different. Point out that a

tricycle stays "steady"—not falling or wobbling

—

because it has three wheels, not just two.

LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Listening; Speaking; Personal reactions; Sum-
marizing; Sequence; Describing Read aloud this

poem to children:

My dad leads my trike

When I go for a ride

Way, way down the street

And up the other side.

The wind blows in my face

And ruffles my hair.

It makes my cheeks tingle.

I'm free as the air.

When Dad leads my trike

I have a great ride.

I go fast and go slow

Dad's a great guide.

Ask children if they think they would feel as the

child in the poem if they took a ride on a trike.

Encourage reasons for answers.

Then if possible give each child a ride on a trike for a

half a block and back. Afterwards reread the poem
for children and ask them to tell how they liked the

ride and what it felt like. During conversation, en-

courage children to summarize their experiences in

order during the trike ride starting with mounting
the trike, going fast and slow, turning around, com-
ing back, and dismounting.

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Relationships—class, size; Tactual dexterity;

Tactual discrimination; Following directions;

Left-to-right progression; Marking Get out the

Shape Board and the shapes. Tell children to sort

the shapes by kind. Then give these instructions:

1 . On the hooks at the top, place the pentagons in

this order from left to right. Listen: little penta-

gon, big pentagon, middle-sized pentagon.

2. On the hooks in the next line, place the circles in

this order from left to right—middle-sized circle,

big circle, little circle.

3. On the hooks in the next line, place the rectangles

in this order from left to right—big rectangle,

little rectangle, middle-sized rectangle.

4. On the hooks in the next line, place the squares in

order from left to right—middle-size square,

little square, big square.

5. On the hooks in the last line, put the triangles in

order from left to right—little triangle, middle-

sized triangle, big triangle.

Next pass out Worksheet 7 of Tactual Discrimina-

tion Worksheets (angular figures) and crayons. Use
these directions and questions:

1

.

Look at the shapes in the top row. Look careful-

ly. Note that they are small.

2. Which shape in the row is different from the

others? Mark that shape.

Follow the same procedures with the shapes in the

other rows on the sheet and the ones on Worksheet
8. After children have completed a worksheet go
over their responses with them.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Comparison; Hand movement; Tactual dis-

crimination; Word meaning; Counting Ask chil-

dren to tell you again how a bicycle and a tricycle are

alike and different.

Conclude by passing out copies of Touch and Tell,

Volume III. Check pupils' hand skills by having

them follow the lines on page 3 to find out what is

on the page. Note especially how evenly children

move across a line and from line to line. Then ask

the following questions. Give children plenty of

time to check and respond.

1

.

How many lines are on the page? (six)

2. In what way are the lines the same? (The dots and

spaces are the same.)

3. In what way are the lines different? (They are

different lengths.)

4. Look at the first two lines on the page. Which line

is shorter? (the first one)

Continue in the same way to discuss the length of

other pairs of lines on the page. For variety children

may pick out the longer line sometimes, but do not

have the right answer always be the same one.
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LESSON 65

Cars and Buses

Overview This lesson centers on hands-on exami-

nation of a real car and bus. Language and tactual

activities round out the lesson.

Materials Needed Tactual Discrimination Work-
sheets (angular figures); Giant Textured Beads

Language Skills Listening; Speaking; Story tell-

ing; Describing

Tactual Skills Tactual dexterity; Texture; Tactual

discrimination; Marking

Comprehension Skills Following directions;

Word meaning; Relationships—use, part/whole,

class, analogous; Sensory perception; Comparison;
Summarizing; Generalizing; Conclusion; Recall;

Personal experience

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Following directions; Word meaning; Re-
lationships—use, part/whole, class, analo-

gous; Sensory perception; Texture; Compari-
son; Summarizing; Generalizing Take children

outside to look at your car or a car of one of your

colleagues. Help children explore the car. These

directions may be helpful:

1

.

Look at the outside of the car. What does it seem

to be made from? (something hard) This is called

metal. This outside part of the car is its body.

2. Walk around and see what you find. Can you

find the car's headlights, taillights, bumper, li-

cense plate, trunk, place to put gas, and hood?

They are made of the same metal as the rest of the

car's body.

3. Let's look at the doors. Who can find the door

handles? What are door handles used for? How
many doors does this car have? Explain that cars

can either have two doors—one on each side—or

four doors—two in front and two in back.

4. The car also has windows. Help me find each of

them.

5. Let's look again at the front window. I'll help

you find the window wipers. When it is raining

outside, the driver of the car uses these wipers to

keep the window clear so he or she can see. When
the car is running, the driver can make them
move by pushing a button.

Unit 14

Farts and Whole

Now I'll show you the wheels. Help children

locate a wheel. Each wheel has a rubber tire on it.

The rubber tire is filled with air and moves easily

on something hard like a street. How many
wheels like this are there on this car? What do you
think would happen to a car rider or driver if car

wheels did not have tires? (Accept answers that

make sense, but be sure that children realize that

the car and its passengers would have a very, very

bumpy ride if the car just had metal wheels.)

We can look at the inside now. Who will help me
open the door? Good. Find the seats. How do
they feel—hard or soft? What does the seat mate-

rial feel like? Is it smooth, rubbery, scratchy?

How many people could ride in this car? Find the

seatbelts. Put on a seatbelt.

. Now you can take turns sitting in the driver's

seat. I will show you the important things that

help the driver do his or her job. With the ignition

off, show each child:

the steering wheel

the gas pedal

the horn

the brake pedal

As you show something to a child, let him or her

examine it as you explain its function.

Mention that the motor makes the car go, either

when you are talking about the car's hood or when
the children are sitting in the driver's seat. Also

mention that children should never play in a car or

turn a key since they might accidently start the car.

When you get in the room, help children summarize
what they have just learned about the parts of a car

and how they all fit together to make a whole car.

Use toy cars to reinforce the concepts. Then com-
pare a car and a bus. If possible, let children look at

a school bus. If not, remind children of their bus
trips. Ask how a bus is different from a car. (It is

bigger and carries more people.) Since this is a

review question, give as little help as possible. Use a

toy bus on the same scale as the toy cars to illustrate.
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LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Listening; Speaking; Storytelling; Describing
Invite pupils to tell about car rides they liked. Then
read this poem aloud and invite reactions.

The Birthday Bus

by Mary Ann Hoberman

My birthday is coming and I will be six,

I'd like a new bike and some peppermint sticks;

But if someone decided to give me a bus,

I'd accept it at once without making a fuss.

I'd tell all of my friends to come quickly inside

And I'd take them all out for a wonderful ride.

If somebody wanted to stop, he'd just buzz

And I'd stop in a minute, wherever I was;

And if somebody had somewhere special to go,

I'd drive there at once and I'd never say no.

The ride would be free; they would each have a seat;

And every half hour I'd hand out a treat.

I'd pull up at a bus stop; I'd put on the brake

And I'd pass around ice cream and soda and cake.

Then when they were finished, I'd call out, "Hi Ho!
Hold on to your hats, everybody! Let's go !"

(But if anyone asked me to please let him drive,

I'd say driving is dangerous for children of five.)

My birthday is coming and I will be six;

I'd like a new bike and some peppermint sticks;

But if someone decided to give me a bus,

I'd accept it at once without making a fuss.

After a free discussion, ask pupils what they would
do if they could use a bus and a driver for a day.

TACTUAL ACTIVITY

Tactual discrimination; Following directions;

Marking Pass out Worksheet 9 of TactualDiscrimi-

nation Worksheets (angular figures) and crayons.

Use these directions and questions to guide study.

1. Look at the shapes in the first row. How many
are there in the row?

2. Two of the shapes are just alike. Which two?
Mark both shapes.

Use the same directions and questions to direct

marking of the other rows on the sheet and the ones

on Worksheet 10. Help children check their work.

Discuss any errors with individuals.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Conclusion; Recall; Main idea; Comparison;
Personal experience Recall the topics children

have studied recently—bicycles, tricycles, cars, bus-

es. See if children can tell you one thing they all

have. (Work to get the answer "wheels.") Point out

that wheels are important because it is easy to move
things on wheels. To prove this, give children a

small heavy rectangle—a piece of wood will do. Ask
each child to move it across the table. Then put two

sets of wheels under it. Pairs of cylinders from the

Giant Textured Beads may be used. Help children

move the piece of wood by moving the wheels.

Pupils should note how easily the wood is moved.

"The Birthday Bus" copyright 1959 from Hello and Good-By by Mary Ann

Hoberman. Copyright renewed© 1987 Mary Ann Hoberman. Reprinted by

permission of Gina Maccoby Literary Agency. All rights reserved.
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LESSON 66

Pages and Books

Overview In this lesson children look again at

books and pages in books. Earlier learnings are

carried forward in all areas.

Materials Needed Touch and Tell, Volume III;

Tactual Discrimination Worksheets (angular fig-

ures); Sound Matching Board I

Language Activities Listening; Speaking

Tactual Activities Tactual discrimination; Count-

ing; Left-to-right progression; Marking; Texture

Comprehension Activities Recall; Relation-

ships—place, analogous, space; Word recognition;

Following directions; Main idea; Conclusion; Per-

sonal reactions; Sensory perception; Literary genre

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Recall; Relationships—place, analogous;
Counting; Tactual discriminations; Word rec-

ognition; Following directions; Main idea; Con-
clusion Pass out copies of Touch and Tell, Volume
III. Review what children learned much earlier

about books by using the following directions and
questions about Touch and Tell.

"I.What shape is the book you are holding?

(rectangular)

2. What is inside the book? (pages)

3. Open the book to page 4. I will help you.

4. Show me the top of the page.

5. Show me the bottom of the page.

6. Show me the left side of the page.

7. Show me the right side of the page.

Next have children use both hands to move across

the row from left to right to discover what is on
pages 4 and 5. Use the following questions to guide

a comparison of the two pages:

1

.

What is on the first row on each page? (dots and

spaces)

2. Are the dots and spaces the same or different?

(different)

3. How are they different? (Accept any reasonable

answer.)

4. Which first row has more dots in it? (the one on
page 4)

5. Which first row has bigger spaces in it? (the one

on page 5)

6. How many rows are on page 4? (six)

Unit 14

Parts and Whole

Are all the rows on page 4 the same lengths or

different lengths? (the same)
How many rows are on page 5? (six)

Are all the rows on page 5 the same lengths or

different lengths? (the same)

Conclude this part of the lesson by asking pupils to

close their books and show you the front cover and
the back cover. Then point out the spine of the

book. Explain that it holds the pages of the book
together. As an analogy, tell children that they too

have spines. Show pupils where their spines are and
let them feel one another's or your spine. Be sure

children note that in a way their spines hold them
together.

LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Listening; Speaking; Personal reactions; Liter-

ary genre Remind children of the kinds of stories

you have read aloud and ask them these questions:

1

.

When you can read by yourself, would you like to

read stories about talking animals? Why?
2. Would you like to read stories about children like

you? Why?
3. Would you like to read stories about real ani-

mals? Why?
4. Would you like to read stories about outer space?

Why?
5. Would you like to read funny stories? Why?
6. Would you like to read stories about faraway

places? Why?

You may need to help less articulate children with

answers based on what you know about them.

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Texture; Left-to-right progression; Tactual

discrimination; Tactual dexterity; Following

directions; Marking Let children examine the

front cover of Touch and Tell, Volume III once

more. Follow these steps:

1

.

Look at the cover from top to bottom at the far

left. How does the cover feel? (sort of smooth)

2. Move your hands from left to right across the

cover. Is there anything on the cover? (no)
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Next get out your set of Textured Matching Blocks.

Let children examine the six blocks and the six

nests. Then encourage them to match blocks and
nests and place each block in the appropriate nest.

Let children work on their own with a minimum of

supervision.

Tactual discrimination and dexterity You may
want to use the activity above, along with work on
the following worksheets, to gauge pupils' progress
in tactual discrimination and dexterity.

Now get out Worksheet 1 1 of Tactual Discrimina-
tion Worksheets (angular figures) and crayons. Tell

children to look at the first row and mark the two
figures that are alike. Let them complete the sheet

independently. Explain that you will give no further

directions but that anyone may ask a question if he

or she is confused. After children have completed
the sheet, discuss any errors with individuals.

Next pass out Worksheet 12. Repeat the directions

you gave for Worksheet 11. Once again, go over

pupils' completed work with them.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITY

Tactual dexterity; Sensory perception Give
children an opportunity to play creatively with

Sound Matching Board I.

LESSON 67

Seconds, Minutes, and Hours

Overview After reviewing concepts of day and
night, children learn about seconds, minutes, and
hours in this lesson. Activities centering on lan-

guage and tactual skills complete the lesson.

Materials Needed Alarm clock; Watch or clock

with a second hand; Tactual Discrimination Work-
sheets (angular figures); Crayons; Shape Board;

Giant Textured Beads

Language Skills Speaking; Listening

Tactual Skills Tactual dexterity; Tactual discrimi-

nation; Left-to-right progression; Marking; Crea-

tive expression

Comprehension Skills Relationships—time, size;

Word meaning; Recall; Main idea; Conclusion;

Following directions; Personal reactions

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Relationships—time; Word meaning; Recall;

Speaking Remind children of earlier talk about the

seasons and night and day. Then explain that the

day including the night is divided into bits of time

—

Unit 14

Parts and Whole

some short, some long. First I am going to tell you

about the littlest bit of time. It is called a second.

Say the word second with me. "Second." As we
said the word second a second of time was used up.

Then explain that the next smallest bit of time is

called a minute. Say, "When I say the word start a

minute will begin. When I say the word stop a

minute will be over. Listen. Start. (Pause for a

minute.) Stop." Have the children think of some
things they can do in a minute—such as listening to

a TV commercial. Bring in a tape of a TV commer-
cial to illustrate.

If children seem at all confused, repeat the process.

Then say, "A longer bit of time is called an hour. I

have a clock here and I will fix it so that a bell

(buzzer) will ring when an hour is up. We can get a

lot done in an hour. I'll set the clock now. Let's see

what we are able to do before the bell (buzzer)

sounds." Set the clock. Interrupt what you are do-

ing when the alarm goes off and discuss what has

happened during the hour.
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Time Most children—sighted or visually im-

paired— at this age have difficulty grasping the idea

of time. To help your children get a feeling of time

segments, it is suggested that you repeat the activity

suggested above daily for several days and from
time to time thereafter.

LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Relationships—time; Speaking; Listening;

Main idea; Conclusion Tell children that they

start their school day at o'clock in the

morning. Then explain that you are going to read a

short poem about a school child like them. Point

out that the school child in the poem is called a

scholar and that two hours are mentioned in the

poem—ten o'clock which is in the middle of the

morning and noon which is about when we eat

lunch in the middle of the day. Then reread this

Mother Goose rhyme aloud:

A diller, a dollar, a ten o'clock scholar!

What makes you come so soon?

You used to come at ten o'clock,

But now you come at noon.

Ask children how they know that the child in the

poem comes to school late and then later. Discuss,

too, the importance of getting piaces on time and
doing things on time. Then teach children this short

saying:

Time won't wait

If I am late.

Encourage pupils to say what this saying means to

them.

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Tactual discrimination; Left-to-right progres-
sion; Following directions; Relationships-
size; Marking Pass out copies of Worksheet 13 of

Tactual Discrimination Worksheets (angular fig-

ures). Use these directions to guide completion of

the first line. Look at the shapes in the first row.

One shape is different in size from the others. Mark
that shape.

When the appropriate shape is marked, tell pupils

to mark the shape that is different in each of the

other rows. Go over responses with individuals.

Use similar directions to introduce Worksheet 14. It

is important to encourage children to work indepen-

dently at this time. They should feel free, however,

to ask questions.

Next take out the Shape Board. First tell children to

sort the shapes by kind. Then say, "This time we are

going to play a big, middle-sized, little game. Here
are the instructions."

1. In the row at left on the board from top to bot-

tom, hang all the big shapes.

2. In the middle row from top to bottom, hang all

the middle-sized shapes.

3. In the row at right from top to bottom, hang all

the little shapes.

Afterwards, invite pupils to remove the shapes from
the board and use them to make patterns of their

choice on the board.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Tactual dexterity; Creative expression; Per-

sonal reactions Get out the Giant Textured Beads.

Show children how to string the beads. Then let

individuals make necklaces or belts from the beads.

Allow each child to "design" his or her own neck-

lace or belt.
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LESSON 68

Days

Overview During this lesson, children will learn

more about days and their parts.

Materials Needed Tactual Discrimination Work-
sheets (angular figures); Crayons; Textured Match-
ing Blocks; Shape Board; Clay; Sand; Work-Play
Tray

Unit 14
Parts and Whole

While discussing evening, you might ask these

questions:

1

.

What did you eat for dinner (supper) last night?

2. What do you do to get ready to go to bed?

Conclude by telling children how long, in hours,

they spend with you.

Language Skills Listening; Speaking; Describing LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination; Tactual

dexterity; Left-to-right progression; Sorting; Crea-

tive expression; Marking

Comprehension Skills Recall; Relationships-

time, part/whole; Word meaning; Main idea; Con-
clusion; Personal reactions; Personal experiences;

Summarizing; Following directions

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Recall; Relationships—time, part/whole; Word
meaning; Main idea; Conclusion See if anyone
can recall the names of the days of the week starting

with Sunday. If not, reteach the names. Then ask,

"Who knows what day it is today?" Provide the

answer if necessary. Then bring out the following

concepts:

1

.

One day includes the time people sleep and the

time people are awake.

2. The part of the day when people are awake is

often divided into three parts—morning, after-

noon, and evening.

3. Morning is the time after people get up.

4. Afternoon is the time after people eat lunch.

5. Evening is the time when people eat dinner (sup-

per) and after that before they go to bed.

6. Night is the time people sleep.

During discussion of morning, ask these

questions—some of which were asked earlier:

1

.

What do you do right after you get up?
2. What do you do before lunch in school?

Here are some questions to use during talk about

afternoon.

1

.

What did you do yesterday right after lunch?

2. What did you do after that?

Relationships—time; Personal reactions; Per-

sonal experiences; Listening; Speaking; Sum-
marizing Read the following poem aloud.

Beforehand tell children that the poem asks them
questions and you will help them answer the ques-

tions later.

A lot of the time I just play.

What do you do on Sunday?

I made a toy from clay.

What did you do on Monday?

I built a house in my Work-Play Tray.

What did you do on Tuesday?

I went to the park and wanted to stay.

What did you do on Wednesday?

I found out how much I weigh.

What did you do on Thursday?

I did my work without delay.

What did you do on Friday?

I did what I liked all day.

What did you do on Saturday?

Invite comments. Then read each couplet in turn

and help each child review what he or she did on

each previous day named.

Time relationships While completing this lan-

guage activity, children will begin to understand the

concept of time. They should also become more
aware of the idea that for them and most people

week days and weekend days differ.
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TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Tactual discrimination; Following directions;

Left-to-right progression; Word meaning;
Describing; Sorting Pass out Worksheet 15 of

Tactual Discrimination Worksheets (angular fig-

ures) and crayons. Use these directions to guide

completion.

1. Look at the first row. Show me which shape is

different in size from the other shapes in the row.

Mark that shape.

2. Mark in each row on the page the shape that is

different in size from the others.

Use the same directions for completion of Work-
sheet 16. After both sheets have been marked, go

over any errors with individuals.

Next give children the Textured Matching Block set.

See how quickly each pupil can match a block with

its nest.

Now get out the Shape Board. Have pupils sort

the shapes by kind. Then give these directions. Al-

low plenty of time for completion after giving a

direction.

LOn the top line, from left to right, put a big

square, a middle-sized pentagon, and a big circle.

2. On the next line, put a little rectangle, a middle-

sized circle, and a big triangle.

3. On the third line, put a middle-sized square, a

little triangle, and a big rectangle.

4. On the fourth line, put a big pentagon, a little

circle, and a middle-sized rectangle.

5. On the last line, put a little square, a little penta-

gon, and a middle-sized triangle.

After children have completed the task, call on
individuals to check a particular line and to tell what

shapes are on it from left to right.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Creative expression; Tactual dexterity Read
aloud again the poem you read earlier in this lesson

and help children fashion hands from clay and build

clay or wet sand houses in their Work-Play Trays as

the child in the poem did on Sunday and Monday.

1
J

LESSON 69

Months and Years

Overview This lesson broadens the children's con-

cept of time to include months and years.

Materials Needed Tactual Discrimination Work-
sheets (angular figures); Crayons

Language Skills Listening; Speaking; Describing

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination; Left-to-

right progression; Marking

Comprehension Skills Recall; Relationships-

time, part/whole; Main idea; Conclusion; Follow-

ing directions

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Recall; Relationships—time, part/whole; Main
idea; Conclusion Help pupils recall the names of

the months. Then explain that all of the months but

one have 30 or 31 days in them. Point out that

Unit 14
Parts and Whole

February has only 28 days or 29 days. Do not dwell

on this concept. It will be taught in the Language
Activities section of this lesson.

Relate once again months and their seasons. You
might use the Mother Goose rhyme in Lesson 44 to

do this. Read the poem once more and use the

activities that go with it.

Now see if children can tell you the day and month
of their birthday. Supply a child's birthday, if nec-

essary, and help him or her memorize it.

Afterwards, ask each child if he or she was born in a

winter, spring, summer, or fall month.

Now tell each child the year of his or her birth. Say,

"You were born years ago. For you that

may seem like a long time. Remember there are

twelve months in the year." Explain that each year

J

.
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has three hundred and sixty-five or six days. To
make this idea somewhat clear, you might figure

out how old each child is to the day. Chances are

children will want to learn this fact by heart and
proudly tell it to others. Here is an example:

"Today I am 6 years, 4 months, and 21 days old."

Time relationships The information you are pro-

viding in this part of the lesson and in the language

section will not be mastered by most children. You
are merely exposing them to facts that will become
clearer bit by bit as they mature. There is research

that suggests that early exposure to time relation-

ships makes later mastery more easily attained.

LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Recall; Listening; Relationships—time, part/

whole; Conclusion; Speaking Recall the idea

that February may have 28 or 29 days. Explain that

this month has 29 days once every four years and
that year is called leap year. Now read aloud this

Mother Goose rhyme:

Thirty days hath September,

April, June, and November;
February has twenty-eight alone,

All the rest have thirty-one

Except leap-year, that's the time

When February's days are twenty-nine.

Even if children do not fully understand this rhyme,

they enjoy memorizing it and saying it.

Conclude discussion by naming the day's date. Ask
children to describe the weather outside and to say if

it is spring, summer, fall or winter.

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Tactual discrimination; Left-to-right progres-
sion; Following directions; Marking Pass out

Worksheet 17 of Tactual Discrimination Work-
sheets (angular figures), and crayons. Use these

directions to guide completion of the first two lines

on the sheet.

1

.

Look at the shape at the left in the first row. Find

any other shapes that are the same size as the first

one and mark them. There may be one or more
than one.

2. Look at the shape at left in the second row. Find

any other shapes that are the same size in the row.

Mark those shapes.

Have children complete the sheet independently.

Explain that you will answer any of their questions

about it.

When children complete Worksheet 17, pass out

Worksheet 18 and repeat the directions you provid-

ed for Worksheet 17. Afterwards, discuss any er-

rors with individuals.

Later, have pupils complete Worksheets 19 and 20.

Again use the directions suggested for guiding

Worksheet 17.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITY

Recall; Relationships—time; Following direc-

tions; Describing Play the month, weather, and
activity game with children. Say, "I am going to

name a month and I want you to tell me what the

weather will probably be like that month and what

things you might do that month." Start with indi-

vidual's birth months and continue with several

other months.
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LESSON 70

Review

Overview This lesson reviews the major concepts

and skills covered in the last nine lessons. At the

same time tactual discriminations exercises intro-

_ duce braille shapes.

— Materials Needed Peg Kit; Giant Textured Beads;

Shape Board; Touch and Tell, Volume III

__ Language Skills Listening; Speaking; Describing

— Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination; Tactual

dexterity; Creative expression; Sorting

Comprehension Skills Recall; Main idea; Re-

lationships—part/whole, use, time, place, space,

size; Comparison; Summarizing; Generalizing;

Personal reactions; Conclusion

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Recall; Main idea; Relationships—part/whole,
use, time; Comparison; Summarizing; Gener-
alizing To check children's understanding of

some of the concepts covered in this lesson, ask the

following questions. Give heip with answers

through reteaching if necessary—including hands-

on review.

1

.

What makes a chair a chair?

2. What makes a sofa and sofa?

3. What things do you do at a table?

4. How is a table different from a desk?

5. What are the main parts of a room?
6. How many wheels does a tricycle have?

7. How many wheels does a bicycle have?

8. What do you use the handle bar on a tricycle to

do?
9. What are the pedals on a tricycle for?

10. How is a bus different from a car?

1 1 . What is inside a book?
12. Where is the spine of a book? Here is a book.

Show me.

13. Which is shorter in time—a second or a minute?

Unit 14

Parts and Whole

14. Who can name the days in a week? How many
days are there in a week?

1 5. Who can name the months in a year? How many
months are there?

Conclude by demonstrating a minute and an hour.

Continue with the lesson during the hour—and be-

yond if needed.

LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Listening; Personal reactions; Conclusion;
Speaking Read the poems in the unit once more
and ask children to tell you which one they liked

best and why.

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Tactual discrimination; Tactual dexterity; Fol-

lowing directions; Creative expression;
Relationships—place, space, size; Describing
Give children the Peg Kit—pegs and insets. Have
each inset filled in, one at a time. Next ask children

to group the pegs first by size; then, by texture.

As an independent task, encourage children to take

the Giant Textured Beads and work together to

form a belt made up of beads in this order:

1. two cubes

2. two rectangular solids

3. two cylinders

4. two cubes

5. two rectangular solids

6. two cylinders

Later, let children devise a belt of their own design.

When they finish, ask someone to describe the belt

by naming the shapes in order.

Conclude by giving each child an opportunity to

"fill" the Shape Board with shapes and then tell

where he or she placed each shape by location, for

example, "I put a middle-sized pentagon at the left

in line 2." Give help if necessary.
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EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Tactual discrimination; Speaking Pass out cop-
ies of Touch and Tell, Volume III. Help children

locate page 6. Check pupils' hand skills by having

them follow the lines to find out what is on them.

Note their movement across the lines and from line

to line. Then use the following questions to guide

discussion of the page:

1 . How many lines are on this page? (six)

2. In what way are the lines the same? (The dots and
spaces are the same.)

3. Dots alone and dots in groups can be called

braille shapes. Look at the first line. How many
braille shapes are in this line? (eight)

4. Are the braille shapes in this line all alike? (yes)

5. How does this braille shape look? (It has two dots

across the top and two more dots across the bot-

tom; like a square.)

6. Now look at the next line. How many braille

shapes are in this line? (three)

7. Are the braille shapes in this line all alike? (yes)

8. Are they the same as the braille shapes in the first

line? (yes)

Continue in the same way discussing the rest of the

lines of braille shapes on the page.

LESSON 71

Going Places

Overview In this lesson, children go on a field trip

to an airport, train depot, or bus station

—

whichever is close by in your area. During the tac-

tual skills part of the lesson, pupils move into

discrimination among braille shapes

Materials Needed Touch and Tell, Volume III;

Tactual Discrimination Worksheets (braille

shapes); Sound Matching Board I; Second Line

Book; Book of Things that Go (See Instructionsfor
Making Tactual Readiness Books)

Language Skills Listening; Speaking; Storytell-

ing; Describing; Mimicry

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination; Tactual

dexterity; Left-to-right progression; Marking

Comprehension Skills Reviewing; Sensory per-

ception; Relationships—place, size, part/whole;

Main idea; Summarizing; Personal experience;

Word meaning; Conclusion; Personal reactions;

Following directions; Comparison

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Reviewing; Sensory perception; Relation-

ships—place, part/whole; Main idea; Summa-
rizing Arrange for children to visit a transportation

center—airport, train depot, or bus station. Before

Unit 15

Out and About

the trip, help children make a list of what they want
to learn. Perhaps

—

1. How many planes, trains, or busses leave each

day?
2. How many vehicles arrive each day?

3. Where do passengers buy tickets?

4. How is baggage handled?

5. Who works at the airport, depot, or station?

6. What are the names of some places the vehicles

go?
7. Who drives the vehicles and what is the job like?

During the trip encourage children to note sounds

and smells and ask questions. If possible, arrange to

talk to these people:

1. Airport, depot, or station manager;
2. Ticket clerk;

3. Baggage handler;

4. Pilot, engineer, or bus driver.

Also, if arrangements can be made, guide pupils on

a tour through an airplane, train, or large bus. They
should note, besides seating and running equip-

ment, such things as bathroom facilities; food prep-

aration areas, if any; baggage storage; and so on.

Chances are a carrier will provide a resource person

to help you on your tour.

After the field trip, help children summarize what

they learned. Do not forget to include sound, smell-

ing, and tactual experiences.
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LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Listening; Personal experience; Storytelling;

Speaking; Describing; Mimicry; Word mean-
ing; Main idea; Conclusion; Personal reactions

If a child has ridden on a plane, a train, or a big bus,

encourage him or her to tell about the trip—where

he or she went and what he or she did.

Next read aloud, these poems. Postreading ques-

tions follow each poem.

Trains at Night*

I like the whistle of trains at night

The fast trains thundering so proud!

They rush and rumble across the world,

They ring wild bells and they toot so loud!

Ask these questions:

1

.

Who has heard a train go by? Does it sound like a

whistle as it goes? Who can make that whistle-

like sound?

2. Do trains going by sometimes sound like thun-

der? Who can make a thundering sound?

3. Sometimes trains seem to rumble, don't they?

Who can make a rumbling sound?
4. Bells ring and horns toot, don't they? Who can

make a ringing sound? Who can make a sound

like a horn?

The plane goes zoom
Across the sky.

And when it lands,

It goes bumpity boom!

Ask these questions:

1

.

Who has been for an airplane ride? How did it

feel as it landed? How did it sound?

2. Do you think a plane landing roughly sometimes
goes "bumpity boom" as it lands? If not, how do
you think a plane that lands "hard" might

sound? (You may need to define rough and hard
in this context as "not even" and "bouncy."
Accept all answers.)

Using books Bring out Book of Things that Go
(See Instructions for Making Tactual Readiness
Books) and let children identify the items and their

distinguishing features. Compare these pictures

with real trains, boats, etc. Ask children how they

would use each of them.

Tactual discrimination; Speaking; Following

directions; Left-to-right progression; Marking
Pass out copies of Touch and Tell, Volume III.

Help children locate page 7. Check pupils' hand
skills by having them follow the lines to find out

what is on them. Note their movements across the

lines and from line to line. Then use the following

questions to guide discussion of the page:

1. How many lines are on this page? (six)

2. In what way are the lines the same? (The dots and
the spaces are the same.)

3. Remember that dots alone or in groups can be

called braille shapes. Look at the first line. How
many braille shapes are in this line? (nine)

4. Are the braille shapes in this line all alike? (yes)

5. How does this braille shape look? (It has three

dots in a line going up and down.)

6. Now look at the next line. How many braille

shapes are in this line? (seven)

7. Are the braille shapes in this line all alike? (yes)

8. Are they the same as the braille shapes in the first

line? (yes)

Continue in the same way discussing the rest of the

lines of braille shapes on the page and on pages 8

and 9.

Braille shapes Although letter and word meanings

can be attached to braille shapes on this level, it is

only necessary for children to be able to discrimi-

nate between braille shapes factually to identify

likenesses and differences. Letter and word mean-
ings will be introduced later in a more meaningful

way as part of a basal reading program.

Pass out Worksheet 1 of Tactual Discrimination

Worksheets (braille shapes) and crayons. Use these

directions and questions:

1 . Look at the first shape at the left in the first line.

Find the other braille shape in the line that looks

like the first one. Where is it? (the fourth shape)

Mark that braille shape.

2. Look at the braille shape at the left in the second

line. Find the other braille shape in the line that is

just like it. Mark that braille shape.

3. Look at the braille shape at the left in the third

line. Find all the other braille shapes in the line

that are just like it. Mark those braille shapes.

"Verse 1 only "Trains at Night" by Frances Frost from The Packet Boston,

MA: D. C. Heath & Company, 1946
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4. Look at the braille shape at the left in the fourth

line. Find all the other braille shapes in the line

that are just like it. Mark those braille shapes.

5. Look at the braille shape at the left in the fifth

line. Find all the other braille shapes in the line

that are just like it. Mark these shapes.

Monitor children's work as they proceed. Follow a

similar procedure to guide completion of Work-
sheet 2.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Tactual dexterity; Following directions; Sen-
sory discrimination; Creative expression Get

out the Sound Matching Board I. Give children the

cylinders. Tell them to put the soft sounding ones

around the outer edge of the nest and the loud

sounding ones inside. Afterwards, have the cylin-

ders removed and let pupils design their own sound
"system."

Tactual discrimination; Comparison; Relation-

ship—size Pass out copies of Second Line Book
and have the children find page 9. Use these proce-

dures and questions to guide discussion:

1

.

How many rows are on the page? (six) How many
lines are on the page? (thirteen)

2. Which row has the longest line? (the first)

3. Look at the second row. How many lines are

there? (two)

4. Look at the third row and the last row. How are

the lines in these rows alike? (Each row has three

lines of the same length. Give help if necessary.)

5. Look at the fourth and fifth rows. How are they

alike and different? (Both rows contain two short

lines of the same length. In the fourth row the

short line is at the left and in the fifth row it is at

the right.)

LESSON 72

At the Hotel or Motel

Unit 15

Out and About

Overview A visit to a hotel or motel is the hub of

this lesson. Language and tactual activities round
out the lesson.

Materials Needed Tactual Discrimination Work-
sheets (braille shapes); Puzzle Form Board Kit;

Large Textured Block; Swatches of material

Language Skills Listening; Speaking; Story telling

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination; Left-to-

right progression; Marking; Tactual dexterity; Tex-

ture; Matching

Comprehension Skills Main idea; Comparison;

Relationships—place, size, part/whole, shape;

Conclusion; Summarizing; Personal reactions; Fol-

lowing directions; Word meaning; Sequence

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Listening; Main idea; Comparison; Relation-

ships—place, size, part/whole, shape; Conclu-
sion; Summarizing Take children on a tour of a

local hotel or motel. Beforehand, discuss where
people stay when they visit far away places. See if

anyone has ever spent a night at a hotel or motel. If

someone has, ask for a description. If not, tell

about a time you stayed at a hotel or motel. Then
explain:

1

.

that hotels have rooms in them where people can

sleep when they are away from home;

2. that people pay the motel or hotel owners money
to stay in these rooms.

During the trip, ask the motel owner or hotel repre-

sentative to show the following to children:

1. The "front" desk;

2. The hotel register;

3. A room key;

4. A typical room.

As children examine the room, help them make
comparisons with a bedroom and bathroom at

home. They should compare "their" rooms and the

hotel or motel rooms in terms of:

1 . wall, floor, ceiling and size in the sleeping rooms;

2. beds—number, size, and shape;

3. dresser;

4. chairs—number and size;

5. desk—if any;

6. rugs or carpet;

7. closets;

8. bathroom fixtures.
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After the tour, encourage pupils to summarize what

they learned about the motel or hotel and to talk,

too, about ways bedrooms and bathrooms at home
and at the motel/hotel differ.

LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Speaking; Storytelling; Personal reactions;

Summarizing Review with children their visits to

the transportation center and the motel/hotel. Then
call in turn on individuals to tell about the trip. To
conclude ask children these questions:

1. What did you enjoy most about our trip to the

hotel/motel room?
2. Would you like to spend a night in the hotel/mo-

tel room we visited?

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Tactual discrimination; Left-to-right progres-

sion; Following directions; Marking; Tactual

dexterity; Relationships—part/whole; Tex-
ture; Sequence Pass out Worksheet 3 of Tactual

Discrimination Worksheets (braille shapes) and
crayons. Use these directions:

1

.

Look at the first braille shape at the left in the

first line. Now check the other braille shapes in

the line. Find all the braille shapes in the line that

are just like the first one. How many are there?

(one) Mark that braille shape.

2. Look at the braille shape at the left in the second
line. Find all the braille shapes in the line that are

just like it. Where are they? Mark those braille

shapes.

Tell children to complete the page independently.

Repeat the directions if necessary. Then have pupils

complete the items on Worksheet 4. Give the direc-

tions just once. Afterwards, go over any errors on
either sheet with individuals.

Next present the Puzzle Form Board Kit. Follow

these steps:

1

.

Have children examine each frame and name the

shape indented in each frame.

2. Give pupils the uncut shapes and ask them to fit

them into the "right" frame and take them out.

3. Next center attention on the circle frame. Give

children the pieces of the circle cut into two parts.

Tell children to fit the parts together in the circle

frame and then remove them.

4. Now present the circle cut into three parts and
have children fit the parts together in the frame.

5. Finally give children the parts of the two cut up
circles. Help them use the texture of the surfaces

to sort out each circle's parts. Have each circle in

turn put together in the frame.

Follow similar procedures to introduce and guide

manipulations of the diamond, square, rectangle,

and triangle parts in turn.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Tactual discrimination; Tactual dexterity; Tex-
ture; Matching For additional practice in recogniz-

ing textures, let children play with the Large
Textured Block. See how quickly each child can
match a square with its twin on the block.

You might also give children swatches of materials

of differing textures and ask them to describe each

one.
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LESSON 73

The Hardware Store'

Overview This lesson revolves around a trip to a

hardware store and some of the tools that are sold

there. The pace of the tactual activities is increased

to meet the growing attention span of the children.

Materials Needed Hammer and nails; Screw and
screwdriver; Soft wood; Broom; Rake; Shovel;

Spade; Paint brush; Paint roller; Horseshoe; Tac-

tual Discrimination Worksheets (braille shapes);

Wooden Constructo Set; Puzzle Form Board Kit;

Round and Square Containers with Screw Tops
from the Prevocational Aids Kit

Language Skills Listening; Describing

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination; Tactual

dexterity; Left-to-right progression; Marking; Tex-
ture; Creative expression

Comprehension Skills Main idea; Conclusion;

Relationships—use, time, space, part/whole; Re-

viewing; Summarizing; Word meaning; Personal

reactions; Following directions

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Tactual discrimination; Tactual dexterity; Main
idea; Conclusion; Relationship—use; Review-
ing; Summarizing; Describing Explain the pur-

pose of each of the tools as follows. Do not let

children examine a tool or use it alone.

1

.

Hammer and nail and soft wood Guide examina-
tion of each and identify it. Explain that a ham-
mer is used to force nails into wood. Hammer a

nail into the soft wood. Let a child hold the

hammer handle with you. Afterwards, discuss

the sound that the hammer made. Also have

pupils feel the nail head that is now flush with the

surface of the wood.
2. Screw and screwdriver Guide examination of

each and invite comparison of a screw and a nail.

Be sure children know the names screw and
screwdriver. Next guide children in screwing a

screw into the soft wood. Afterwards, have pu-

pils feel the screw head in the wood and compare
the screw head with the nail head.

3. Broom and rake Identify each by name and, if

possible, help children use each one.

4. Shovel and spade Again identify each and if pos-

sible, help children use each one.

5. Paint brush and roller Discuss each by name and
describe their use.
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Afterwards, explain to pupils that they will see all

these things and many more when they visit a hard-

ware store.

Then take children to the hardware store. Ask a

clerk to show the children the tools and equipment
they have already examined and some other impor-
tant tools and equipment. Explain to the resource

person showing children around to keep safety in

mind as he demonstrates a tool. Also tell this person

to keep his or her explanations simple and to avoid

overwhelming the children by showing them too

much. Be sure children get an opportunity to look at

nuts and bolts.

Posttrip discussion should include a review of the

tools and equipment examined and a discussion of

why tools are important to everyone.

LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Tactual discrimination; Word meaning; Re-
lationship—time; Listening; Personal reac-

tions Bring a horseshoe to class and show it to

children. Explain that this is a shoe that is nailed to

each hoof—foot of a horse. If necessary, explain

that a horse is a big four-footed animal that people

ride today for fun and that long ago people rode to

get from place to place. Point out that nailing a

horseshoe on a horse does not hurt the horse be-

cause a horse's hoof has no feeling like the part of a

person's fingernail that grows beyond the finger.

Next say that long ago soldiers fought battles—big

fights—on horseback. Tell children, too, that some
countries have kings instead of presidents and that

these countries are called kingdoms. Do not expect

children to understand these ideas fully. Then read

aloud this Mother Goose rhyme:

For want of a nail, the shoe was lost;

For want of the shoe, the horse was lost;

For want of the horse, the rider was lost;

For want of the rider, the battle was lost;

For want of the battle, the kingdom was lost;

And all for want of a horseshoe nail.
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After the first reading, reread the poem one line at a

time. After each line, use these explanations:

1

.

The first line says that the horse lost a horseshoe.

2. The second line says that the horse started to

stumble without a horseshoe.

3. The third line says that the rider fell off the horse

when it stumbled.

4. The fourth line says that the rider was a leader

who could not fight without his horse so the fight

was lost.

5. The fifth line says that the country lost the war

because it lost the battle.

6. The sixth line blames the whole thing on the loss

of a nail.

Conclude your explanation by pointing out that the

poem tells people that little things like nails can be

very important. Then encourage children to learn

the poem by saying it with you several times. Invite

comments on the rhyme.

Comparison Do not expect children to compre-

hend fully many of the Mother Goose rhymes you
read aloud. For hundreds of years, children have
been enjoying these rhymes without understanding

much of what they say. Mother Goose is an impor-

tant part of young children's literary heritage.

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Relationships—space, part/whole; Creative
expression; Tactual dexterity; Tactual discrim-

ination; Left-to-right progression; Following
directions; Marking Get out the components in

the Wooden Constructo Sets. Teach children how
to use nuts and bolts to join together two construc-

tion lengths. Then monitor children as they experi-

ment with the equipment. From time to time, offer

construction suggestions.

Because of the small size of the nuts and bolts,

children under three should not work with this

equipment without supervision.

Next pass out Worksheet 5 of Tactual Discrimina-

tion Worksheets (braille shapes) and crayons.

Tell children to (1) look at the braille shape at left in

each line, (2) find all the braille shapes in each line

that are just like the braille shape at the left; and (3)

mark the braille shape or shapes.

Explain that you will answer any questions about

directions as the children work. After pupils com-
plete Worksheet 5, help them check their work for

errors.

Follow a similar procedure to introduce and direct

Worksheet 6.

Next present the Round and Square Containers

with Screw Tops from the Prevocational Aids Kit.

Show pupils how to screw a top on a container.

Then let them match tops and containers, screw the

tops on, and put each container in the appropriate

base in one of the boards.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITY

Relationships—part/whole; Tactual dexterity;

Texture Under supervision of an adult, let children

put together each cut-up shape in the Puzzle Form
Board Kit and place it in its appropriate nest.
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LESSON 74

Eating Out

Overview During this lesson, it is suggested that

you take children to a restaurant for lunch.

Rounding out the lesson are language and tactual

activities.

Materials Needed Touch and Tell, Volume III

Language Skills Listening; Speaking; Describing

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination; Tactual

dexterity; Left-to-right progression

Comprehension Skills Personal preferences; Fol-

lowing directions; Sequence; Summarizing; Word
meaning; Personal reactions; Generalizing

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Listening; Personal preferences; Speaking;
Tactual dexterity; Following directions; Se-
quence; Summarizing; Describing Begin by tell-

ing children that you and they will go out for lunch.

Name the day. Choose informal restaurant that

serves finger foods such as sandwiches but one that

has sit down tables and chairs; menus; servers; and
a cashier. Follow these procedures when you get to

the restaurant:

1 . Tell children that someone will show all of you
where to sit. Wait to be seated.

2. After you sit down, help children check the table

setting to see if all the utensils and a napkin are at

each place. Help them locate their water glasses.

Check to make sure children keep their fingers

curved when finding their glasses to avoid spills.

3. Let pupils examine the menu. (Request a braille

menu if one is available.) Explain that it tells

what food is served. Read appropriate selections

to children and help them make choices.

4. Let each child tell the server what he or she wants

to eat.

5. Alert children when the food arrives. Describe

the serving tray and if possible show it to the

children. Tell children to unfold their napkins

and put them in their laps.

6. Enjoy your lunch.

7. When the bill is presented, explain what it is.

8. Explain that you are leaving some tip money for

the server because he or she was so helpful. Let

children look at the tip. Tell them what each coin

or bill is.

9. On the way out, let one child give the cashier the
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bill and the money. Another child might receive

the change and give it to you. If the cashier is not
too busy, ask him or her to tell the children

something about his or her job.

After you return to school, ask individuals to re-

count what happened from start to finish in the

restaurant. Each child should also tell what he or
she ate and how it tasted.

LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Listening; Word meaning; Speaking; Personal
reactions Encourage each child to make up what
for him or her would be a wonderful lunch.

Then read this poem aloud:

Some people order

Oatmeal and bulgar

I always go for

Fries and a burger.

Coffee or tea

Some people take

But I never do
I order a shake.

Explain that bulgar is something like rice. Then
reread the poem out loud. Ask children if they agree

with the writer's choice and why.

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Tactual discrimination; Left-to-right progres-

sion; Following directions Help children locate

page 8 in Touch and Tell, Volume III. Tell children

to look from left to right at the braille shapes in the

first line and to find the braille shape that is differ-

ent. Encourage the children to keep moving across

the shapes rather than stopping to "scrub." Com-
plete the other five lines on the page the same way.

Then follow the same directions for doing pages 9

and 10.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Personal reaction; Summarizing; Generalizing

Ask children to think about their visit to the restau-

rant and decide if they would tell other people that it

was a good place to eat. During discussion, encour-

age frank discussion of the food and service.
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LESSON 75

The Trips I Took

Overview Each of the next four lessons help chil-

dren remember what they have learned and, in some
instances, add more information. This lesson cen-

ters on trips taken. Tactual activities in the lesson

move forward.

Materials Needed Toy lion, owl, monkey; Touch
and Tell, Volume III; Crayons; Geometric Forms;

Small, Medium, and Large Circles I and II; Sensory

Cylinder Set; In and Out Board

Language Skills Describing; Listening

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination; Tactual

dexterity; Sorting; Left-to-right progression;

Marking

Comprehension Skills Recall; Main idea; Person-

al reactions; Sensory perception; Word meaning;
Previous experience; Following directions; Rela-

tionships—place, shape, part/whole

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Recall; Main idea; Personal reactions; Sensory
perception; Describing Mention some of the trips

children have taken, perhaps to

—

1. the grocery store;

2. the park;

3. the fire station;

4. the transportation center;

5. the hotel/motel;

6. the hardware store.

Ask children to tell for at least two of these trips

—

the purpose of the place; what they recall about the

place; what they liked about the place. You may
need to help children recall sensory impressions

such as textures, smells, and sounds. Invite individ-

uals to tell, too, about any trips they have taken
with family or friends.

LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Creative thinking; Listening; Word meaning;
Tactual discrimination; Mimicry; Previous ex-
perience; Personal reactions Ask children to tell

about places they would like to visit someday. To
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get children started, you might read aloud these

poems and invite comments:

One day I'll go to a zoo.

To hear lions roar

And owls cry "whoo."
And monkeys beg for more.

A circus is coming to town
And I will go down

To meet a funny man clowning

Who'll keep me from frowning.

After reading the first verse, discuss what a zoo is

and some of the animals in it. Next describe what a

lion, an owl, and a monkey are like. If possible, let

children examine a toy or model lion, owl, and
monkey and tell what they have felt. Afterwards,

encourage children to imitate a lion's roar, an owl's

call, and a monkey begging. If children's mimicry is

far afield, give help. Then reread the verse.

When you have read the second verse, describe a

circus and a clown for children and then reread the

verse.

Afterwards, go back to your original question

about places children would like to visit. If the list

does not include a zoo or circus, ask why these

might be good places to go.

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Tactual discrimination; Left-to-right progres-
sion; Following directions Pass out copies of

Touch and Tell, Volume III. Help children locate

page 1 1 . Have the children look at the first braille

shape in the first line and describe it. (It has one

dot.) Then have the children look at the other three

braille shapes in the line and find the shape that is

the same as the first one. Complete the other five

lines on the page the same way. Then follow the

same directions for doing pages 12, 13, and 14.
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REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Tactual dexterity; Relationships—place,
shape, part/whole; Sorting Give children free

rein to work and play with these materials. There
should always be an adult present to monitor and

watch what children are doing and offer help if

asked:

Geometric Forms
Small, Medium, and Large Circles I and II

Sensory Cylinder Set

In and Out Board

LESSON 76

People

Overview This lesson centers on a review of the

people children have met.

Materials Needed Tape recorder; Tactual Dis-

crimination Worksheets (braille shapes); Wooden
Constructo Set; Tinker Toys

Language Skills Describing; Storytelling

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination; Tactual

dexterity; Left-to-right progression; Marking; Cre-

ative expression

Comprehension Skills Recall; Relationships-
class, part/whole; Main idea; Conclusion; Summa-
rizing; Generalizing; Personal reactions; Following

directions

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Recall; Relationships—class; Main idea; Con-
clusion; Summarizing; Generalizing See how
many special people children can remember meet-

ing during the year. Encourage children to (1) name
each one, (2) tell what he or she does, and (3) explain

how the person helps people. If children's memories
need to be jogged, here is a list of people children

met and interviewed.

Grocery store manager or owner, checker, butcher,

and/or bagger

Principal or assistant principal

School custodian

School nurse or visiting nurse

Gym (physical education) teacher

Dietician or lunchroom worker

Art or music teacher
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School librarian

School secretary

Police officer

Fire fighter

Mail carrier

Garbage collector

Crossing guard

Airport depot or station manager
Ticket clerk

Baggage handler

Pilot, engineer, or driver

Motel owner or hotel manager
Hardware store clerk

Restaurant server

Restaurant cashier

Be sure children's discussion of special people in-

cludes police officers; firefighters; health delivery

workers; school personnel. Reintroduce the word

community and relate all special people to chil-

dren's community.

LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Personal reactions; Describing; Storytelling

Point out to children that you and they have just

talked about special people who are important to

everyone. The ask them to think about people that

are important to them personally. Encourage indi-

viduals to tell about these people:

family members
neighbors

friends their own age

other friends

Conclude by asking each child to tell about some-

thing that happened when they were with one of

their special people. Explain that the happenings

may be funny or scary or just interesting.
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Storytelling You might tape record each child's

story and compare this tape with the ones you made
early in the program to judge growth in oral lan-

guage development.

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Tactual discrimination; Left-to-right progres-

sion; Following directions; Marking Pass out

Worksheet 10 of Tactual Discrimination Work-

sheets (braille shapes) and crayons. Tell children to

locate two braille shapes in each row that are

alike and mark those braille shapes. Answer any

questions children have about directions. Give no

other help. Afterwards, go over any errors with

individuals.

Follow the same procedures to direct Worksheets 1

1

and 12. If children tire, stop and complete the re-

mainder of the worksheets at another sitting.

EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Tactual dexterity; Relationships—part/whole;

Creative expression Under your watchful eye, let

children create designs with the components of the

Wooden Constructo Set. Afterwards, reintroduce

Tinker Toys and help pupils learn how to join parts

together. Remind them that Tinker Toys were used

earlier to build a swing. Then encourage children to

build other "things" with these toys.

LESSON 77

Inside
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Overview During this lesson, children reexamine

their classroom and school to note which things are

the same and what is different.

Materials Needed Clock or watch with second

hand; Tactual Discrimination Worksheets (braille

shapes); Chang Tactual Diagram Kit or Maps Rep-
resent Real Places: Map Study I ox Shape Board and
Work-Play Tray

Language Skills Speaking; Storytelling; Listening

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination; Left-to-

right progression; Word recognition; Tactual

dexterity

Comprehension Skills Recall; Relationships-

place, part/whole, time; Conclusion; Main idea;

Personal reactions; Following directions; Sensory

perception

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Recall; Relationships—place, part/whole,
time; Conclusion; Main idea Help children reex-

amine the classroom and decide which things are

where they were at the beginning of the year which

things are not, and where these things are now. Aid

pupils, too, in noting new things in the room. You
might have children examine things in this order:

1. floor, walls, ceiling, door(s), window(s);

2. big things—tables, chairs, desk(s), sink, and so

on;

3. small things—equipment, curtains, and so on;

4. new things.

To nail down what is in the room, help children

make a new diorama of the classroom.

Follow similar procedures to help pupils examine
some places children visited, perhaps

—

1

.

the principal's office;

2. the lunch room and kitchen;

3. another classroom;

4. the gym;
5. the art or music room.

You may need to point out any new equipment.

Now might be a good time to talk about time. Ask
pupils to help you tell about these time segments.

Ask.

1

.

How many days do you come to school during a

week? Who can name the days you are in school?

2. How many hours do you spend in school each
day? (Give help if necessary.)

3. Which is shorter, a minute or a second?
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Following discussion, demonstrate once more a sec-

ond, a minute, and an hour.

LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Speaking; Storytelling; Listening;. Personal re-

actions Invite each child to reminisce about some
things that happened during the year in your room.
Help individuals tell their stories. Conclude by tell-

ing a story yourself. Encourage reactions.

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Tactual discrimination; Left-to-right progres-
sion; Following directions; Marking Pass out

Worksheet 13 of the Tactual Discrimination Work-
sheets (braille shapes) and crayons. Tell children to

look from left to right at the braille shapes in the

first line and find the shape that is different and
mark it. Let children complete the rest of the sheet

independently. Continue in the same way with

Worksheets 14 and 15.

EXTENSION ACTIVITY

Relationships—place; Sensory perception;
Recall; Tactual dexterity If the Chang Tactual
Diagram Kit or Maps Represent Real Places: Map
Study I is available, help each child use the symbols
to make a relief map of the classroom. If not, use

the shapes in the Shape Board to make one in a

Work-Play Tray.

LESSON 78

Outside

Overview During this lesson children reexamine

the playground and their local community noting

any change from earlier in the year.

Materials Needed Basic Map Reading Concepts:

Map Study II or; Recognizing Landforms: An
Audio-Tutorial Program in Map Study; Real or

artificial flower; Tactual Discrimination Work-
sheets (braille shapes); Touch and Tell, Volume III;

Shape Board; Giant Textured Beads

Language Skills Listening; Describing

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination; Left-to-

right progression; Word recognition; Tactual dex-

terity; Creative expression

Comprehension Skills Recall; Reviewing; Re-

lationships—place, part/whole, time; Summariz-
ing; Main idea; Conclusion; Following directions;

Sequence

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Recall; Reviewing; Relationships—place, part/

whole; Summarizing; Main idea Retour the play-

ground to see if anything new has been added. After

allowing children a few minutes for play on the

equipment, walk again around the school neighbor-
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hood. Follow the same route you took earlier in the

year. Help children note:

1. big changes—new buildings, new trees;

2. growth or other changes in foilage;

3. weather change;

4. changes in smells and sounds, if any.

When children return to school, help them recall

what has stayed the same and what has changed in

the playground and neighborhood.

Next, discuss the terrain in your area again. Ask if

the land is flat, hilly, or mountainous. Discuss wa-
ter in the area, too—river, lake, ocean. Conclude by

presenting landforms from Recognizing Land-
forms: An Audio-Tutorial Program in Map Study
or the three relief maps from Basic Map Reading
Concepts: Map Study II. Help children review the

features which were presented previously on each

one.

LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Describing; Listening; Relationship—time;
Conclusion; Main idea Give children a real or

artificial daisy or other flower and ask them to

examine it and tell you about its parts. If necessary,

reintroduce the words stem, leaf, petal.
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Now read aloud these two brief Mother Goose
rhymes and see if children agree with them:

March winds and April showers

Bring forth May flowers.

A sunshiny shower

Won't last half an hour.

After reading the first couplet and before discus-

sion, you may need to remind pupils of the fact that

March, April, and May are spring months and that

May is usually warmer than March and April and
drier than April.

After reading the second verse, discuss with chil-

dren how long half an hour is.

Conclude by helping children memorize the verses

by saying them with children several times.

TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Tactual discrimination; Left-to-right progres-
sion; Following directions; Marking Pass out

Worksheet 16 of the Tactual Discrimination Work-
sheets (braille shapes) and crayons.

Tell children to look from left to right at the braille

shapes in the first line, find the braille shape that is

different, and mark it. Have children complete the

rest of the sheet independently. Use the same direc-

tions to introduce and guide the items on Work-
sheets 17 and 18.

Next pass out Touch and Tell, Volume III. Review
with children the work done on pages 8-10, finding

the braille shape that is different in each line. Then
help the children locate page 15 in their books. Ask
them to find the braille shape that is different is each

line. Correct any errors children make as they do
each item.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Tactual dexterity; Creative expression; De-
scribing; Sequence Encourage children to load

the Shape Board and then describe what they have

done, line by line. Also let children make a belt with

the Giant Textured Beads and then describe it.
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LESSON 79

A Review

Overview In this lesson, children look at them-
selves again— inside and out—and note any
changes. During the language activities section,

they may listen again to a favorite story and say a

poem they have learned "by heart." Tactual activi-

ties comprise the last discrimination lesson children

will study in this program.

Materials Needed Ruler for measuring children's

heights; Scale for weighing children; Touch and
Tell, Volume III; Tactual Discrimination Work-
sheets (braille shapes); Second Line Book

Language Skills Listening; Speaking; Describing;

Reciting

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination; Left-to-

right progression; Word recognition; Tactual dex-

terity; Marking

Comprehension Skills Relationships—time, size,

part/whole; Main idea; Personal reactions; Recall;

Following directions; Conclusion; Comparison

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Relationships—time, size, part/whole; Main
idea; Personal reactions; Conclusion; Recall
To begin, invite comments on how children have

changed physically.

I.Get children's height and weight data from the

beginning of the year. Measure their height and
weigh them now. Tell each child how much taller

and heavier he or she is now. Demonstrate these

changes by showing them inches on a ruler and

pounds using sugar or flour in pound boxes or

bags.

2. Note changes in hair style, nose shape, and
teeth—baby tooth loss and new teeth.

Next, talk about changes in accomplishment. Ask
children what they can do now that they could not

do when they first met you. You may need to pro-

vide hints especially about tactual skills.

Then, encourage pupils to tell how they feel about
themselves now. To help them realize that they are

"just fine," remind them of the poem that you read

Unit 16
A Backward Look

earlier that is "about each one of you." Read the

poem aloud again:

I am who
I want to be.

No one else

Is just like me.

I feel great

'Cause I am me.

During post-reading discussion, help each child cat-

alog his or her strengths and grow in awareness of

his or her uniqueness.

LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES

Speaking; Listening; Recall; Personal reac-

tions Ask each child to finish these sentences.

My name is

I live at

I am years old.

My birthday is

I was born in the year

The name of my school is _

The name of my teacher is

Then ask children to tell you which story you read to

them that they would like to hear again. Let them
choose from these stories.

Cinderella

The Magpie's Nest

A Congolese Tale

The Little Girl and
the Hare

An Indian Tale

A Uruguayan Tale

The Princess and the Pea
Wise Grandfather Rabbit

Read one or two favorites again and repeat the

follow-up activities. Conclude by asking children to

say aloud any poems they have learned. You may
need to jog their memories by citing

Pease Porridge Hot,

In March the rain falls (The spring poem),

Bees buzz and dogs pant (The summer poem),

The days grow short (The winter poem),

Monday's child is fair of face (Days of the week),

I have a chair (Child's own version),

Thirty days hath September.
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TACTUAL ACTIVITIES

Tactual discrimination; Comparison; Follow-

ing directions; Relationship—size Pass out

Worksheet 19 ot the Tactual Discrimination Work-
sheets (braille shapes) and crayons. Tell children to

mark the braille shape in each line that is different.

Offer no other directions. After children have com-
pleted the sheet, go over errors with individuals.

Then have children complete Worksheet 20.

Next pass out Touch and Tell, Volume III. Review
with the children the work done on pages 11-14,

finding the other braille shape in each line which is

the same as the first one. Then help children locate

page 16 in their books. Then say:

1. Look at the first line on the page. How many
groups of braille shapes are in this line? (three)

2. Put your finger where the first group of braille

shapes ends and the second group begins.

3. Now show me where the second group ends and
the last group begins.

4. Take a good look at the first group of braille

shapes. Then see if you can find another group of
braille shapes just like it in the line. (The last

group.)

Continue in the same way to do the other five items.

Groups of braille shapes Do not expect mastery

of groups of braille shapes at this time. As children

become more familiar with individual braille shapes

and learn to attach word and letter meanings to

them in a beginning reading program, tasks such as

this will become easier.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Tactual dexterity; Personal reactions; Describ-
ing Put out several aids children have enjoyed

working with recently and let them manipulate the

parts.

Pass out copies of Second Line Book and have
children find page 10. Use these procedures and
questions to guide discussion:

1. How many rows are on the page? (seven) How
many lines are on the page? (sixteen)

2. Which two rows have the longest lines? (first and
last rows)

3. Which row has two lines of different lengths?

(fourth row)

4. Which two rows have three lines in them? (third

and fifth rows)

5. Which row has four lines in it? (sixth row) Are the

lines the same in length or different in length?

LESSON 80

Assessment

Overview This lesson consists of tests to assess

pupils' understanding of basic language concepts

and tactual skills.

Materials Needed The Tactile Test of Basic

Concepts—American Printing House for the Blind;

The Test of Early Language Development—Pro Ed
Corporation

Tests Follow the procedures suggested for admin-

istering and interpreting the results of each test.

Then go on to the reading readiness level of your

basic reading program.

The readiness level in Patterns: The Primary Braille

Reading Program provides exercises which will aid

children who need extra help in most areas evalu-

ated by these tests. Teachers will need to develop

their own exercises for areas not included in that

program.
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Materials Needed

Available from APH

Basic Map Reading Concepts:

Map Study II

Cassette tape recorder

Chang Tactual Diagram Kit

Formboard with Removable Hands

Patterns Prebraille Form Books
First Circle Book
First Line Book
Second Circle Book
Second Line Book
Shape Book

Geometric Forms or Mitchell

Wire Forms with Matched
Planes and Volumes

Giant Textured Beads

Globe

In and Out Board

Large Textured Block

Maps Represent Real Places: Map Study I

Peg Kit

Peg-A-Circle

Puzzle Form Board Kit

Recognizing Landforms: An Audio-Tutorial

Program in Map Study

Round and Square containers with Screw Tops
(from Prevocational Aids Kit)

Sensory Cylinder Set

Shape Board

Shoelace Aid

Small, Medium, and Large Circles I and II

Sound Matching Board I

Tactual Discrimination Worksheets

geometric forms
lines

angular figures

braille shapes

Textured Matching Blocks

Touch and Tell, Volumes I, II, and III

Wooden Constructo Set

Work-Play Tray

Available from other sources

Fasteners and cloth swatches
Button and buttonhole

Corduroy swatch

Cotton swatch

Denim swatch

Fur swatch

Hook and eye

Knit swatch

Lace, soft

Linen swatch
Silk swatch

Snap
Tweed swatch

Velcro

Wool swatch

Zipper

Food and cooking
Apple
Apricot

Banana
Beans

Blender or food processor

Broccoli

Cabbage
Carrot

Cheese, semi-hard

Cheese, soft

Cheese, very soft

Cheese with strong odor

Chocolate

Chopsticks

Cole slaw

Cooking pan

Corn
Drinking straws

Ethnic foods
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Forks, knives, and spoons

Fruits (fresh, canned, and frozen)

Green beans

Honey

Measuring devices
Alarm clock

Ruler for measuring children

Scale for weighing children

Lime Watch or clock with a second hand
Nuts

Orange Plant matter
Peas Colognes in flower scents

Potato Daffodil, real or artificial

Pumpkin Daisy, real or artificial

Rice, cooked Dried leaves

Tea Fern leaves or plant

Tomato Grass

Vegetables (fresh, canned, and frozen) Jade leaves or plant

Lily, real or artificial

Furniture Primrose, real or artificial

Benches Rose
Chairs of various kinds Sheaves of corn

Desks of various kinds Spider plant or leaves

Sofa Tulip, real or artificial

Stool Twigs
Tables of various kinds

Recreational equipment
Hardware Baseball

Broom Basketball

Hair dryer Beach ball

Hammer and nails Dumbbell
Horseshoe Football

Paint brush Golf ball

Paint roller Tennis ball

Rake Tricycle and small bicycle

Screw and screwdriver

Shovel Toys
Spade Bear
Sprinkling can Bird
Wood, soft Blocks of assorted sizes and shapes

Bus
Indian artifacts and model homes Car
Arrowhead Dog
Canoe Duck
Clay bowl Farm set

Hammock Fish

Hogan Lion
Igloo Monkey
Knife Mouse
Mocassin Owl
Mortar and pestle Pig

Pueblo Rabbit
Snowshoes Sheep or lamb
Tepee Squirrel

Tomahawk Tinker Toys
Wigwam Train locomotive

Truck
Turtle
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Miscellaneous
Assorted everyday square and circular items

Bird's nest

Brick or two-by-four

Clay

Cotton
Crayons
Feather

Glue
Gravel or slab of concrete

Loose-leaf notebook
Money

Paper square

Pet animals

Poker chips

Sand
String

Tag board, strips of paper,

paste-on stars to make a flag

Tongue depressors

paper square, and

Books to be made by and/or for children

See books and materials needed for making them in

Instructions for Making Tactual Readiness Books

~
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Other Resources

Hall, A. P., Rodabaugh, B. J., & Smith, C. (1981).

PREP: Preparatory Reading Programfor Visu-

ally Handicapped Children. Palo Alto, CA:
American Institutes for Research

Here is a systematic program designed to pro-

mote concept understanding and development

which a visually handicapped child must "in-

ternalize" before beginning to learn to read.

Children are guided through a broad range of

carefully sequenced, reality-based concrete ex-

periences. There are ten units, each based on a

different concept area and containing two les-

sons that include pretests, experiential exer-

cises, guided presentations, and posttests. A
storybook with raised line illustrations drama-
tizes the concepts presented in each unit and
allows children prereading experience with

books.

Mangold, S. S. (1977). The Mangold Developmen-
tal Program of Tactile Perception and Braille

Letter Recognition. Castro Valley, CA: Excep-
tional Teaching Aids

This is a sequential, research-based program
that centers on tactual perception and braille

letter recognition with much emphasis on
"good" two-handed braille reading. There are

29 lessons which include the following skills:

tracking left to right; tracking top to bottom;
and identifying two geometric shapes as

"same or different," two braille shapes as

"same or different," the one braille shape that

is "different," and the braille letters of the

alphabet.
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FIELD TRIPS

Table of Contents

A Trip to a Vegetable Garden, page 150 A Trip to a Pet Store, page 156

A Trip to an Orchard, page 151 A Trip to a Local Library, page 157

A Trip to a Pumpkin Field, page 152 A Trip to the Post Office, page 158

A Trip to the Zoo, page 153 A Trip to a Flower Garden, page 159

A Trip to a Discount Store, page 155 A Trip to a Pond or Creek, page 160

INTRODUCTION

Field trips give children a variety of experiences in

their neighborhoods and communities. The 80 les-

sons in Patterns Prebraille Program include a num-
ber of field trips. The trip ideas in this appendix

supplement the ones in the lessons. From these ex-

cursions children can build additional concepts and
vocabulary to use later on in reading and other

areas, those based on actual experience rather than

verbalism. Mobility and travel skills and social

skills are emphasized throughout.

By their nature, field trips can illustrate how things

are interrelated. A major goal of the trips involves

taking something familiar to children—such as a

vegetable they eat at lunch or a letter that comes in

the mail—and showing where it comes from or who
may have helped provide it. These facts are present-

ed in a context of sounds, smells, and textures the

classroom cannot offer.

Before each trip, children are asked to make the

necessary plans and arrangements. This helps moti-

vate children's interest in the trip and promotes
speaking and listening skills. Later, follow-up dis-

cussion and thank-you-note writing help reinforce

concepts gained on the trips, prolong children's

sensual recall of the outings, and develop social

skills.

These trip ideas are suggestive in nature; teachers

should feel free to alter them or to add plans of their

own. Trips described are to locations generally ac-

cessible in all sections of the country. They are

arranged to correspond with the seasons of the

school year, beginning with late summer and run-

ning through spring.

There are several ways the trip lessons may be used:

1. They may be integrated with specific lessons

from the program and used to enhance the con-

cepts presented in the lessons.

2. They may be used as side trips on other outings

or in combination with each other.

3. They may simply be a source of ideas for

teachers.

A quick preview of the trip lessons will provide an
overall plan for their use. During this preview keep

an eye open for special events or opportunities oc-

curring at the places described and reorder the trips

to take advantage of them. As always, the library

and the newspaper are good sources of information

on local events and places of interest.
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1 . A Trip to a Vegetable Garden

Materials Needed Books about vegetables or gar-

dens; Sacks, buckets, and baskets; Plastic vegetable

models

Language Skills Oral expression; Listening; Fol-

lowing directions; Vocabulary enrichment

Tactual Skills Comparing textures; Relation-

ships—size; Pulling and digging vegetables and
placing them in containers

Critical Thinking Skills Organization; Relation-

ships—place, analogous; Personal reactions; Com-
parison

Mobility Skills Outdoor travel; The concept of

"rows"

BUILDING BACKGROUND

Discuss with children the different kinds of vegeta-

bles they eat, both raw and cooked. Ask if they

would like to see where vegetables grow. Explain

that some farmers grow vegetables for people

to eat. Then discuss a possible trip to a farmer's

garden.

Afterwards, plan the date, time, and mode of trans-

portation for the trip with children. Explain that the

group must ask the farmer for permission to visit

the vegetable garden. Tell children they may be able

to gather some vegetables to bring back to school

but only if the farmer gives them permission to do
so. Let children choose containers for gathering

vegetables. Also encourage children to express oral-

ly some other things they might expect to do on the

trip.

TAKING THE TRIP

Before the trip, talk with children about the loca-

tion of vegetable gardens. Then read several stories

about vegetable gardens to them. Have them make
up some songs about food, too, and act out the

song, "Farmer in the Dell."

During the trip Tell children that they will see

many different kinds of vegetables and that these

vegetables grow in rows. Talk about preparing veg-

etables for eating. Explain that some vegetables can

be eaten raw while others must be cooked.

At the destination Let children greet the farmer

and say thank you for allowing them to visit.

Help children walk up and down the rows so they

can see that vegetables grow this way. Explain that

many other things grow in rows or can be arranged

in rows.

Identify with children the different kinds of vegeta-

bles and invite tactual exploration. Let each child

pull carrots and onions; pick beans, tomatoes and
peas; and dig potatoes. Show children how to place

the vegetables in the containers they brought and
have them count the vegetables as they put them in

the containers.

Let children investigate stalks of corn and measure

themselves against the height of the stalks. When
children understand the relationship of their heights

to the stalks of corn, let them pick ears of corn from
the stalk and put them into the containers.

On the return trip Discuss the experiences of the

trip. Ask children whether or not they did the things

they planned to do. Ask them what they liked best

about the trip and have them tell at least one new
thing they learned. Encourage children to express

their own ideas.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Review the trip and the things children learned

while visiting the vegetable garden. Write down the

ideas they express to be read together later. Then
write a thank-you note, with the children's help, to

the farmer.

Next have children examine the vegetables and sort

them according to likenesses and differences. Let

the children compare real vegetables with plastic

models by examining them tactually. Call attention

to the differences between the plastic models and
the real vegetables.

Help children prepare some of the vegetables and
eat them. Invite comments on differences in texture

and taste before and after cooking.

You may also want to do the following:

1. plant a vegetable garden in school;

2. read about the importance of vegetables in a

science book;

3. plan a balanced meal, (see Unit 3)

r

:
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2. A Trip to an Orchard TAKING THE TRIP

Materials Needed Reference books about fruit

and/or orchards; Ladder; Baskets of different

sizes; Materials for cooking apples (paring knives,

kettle, stove or hotplate, dishes)

Language Skills Organization; Listening; Vocab-

ulary enrichment

Tactual Skills Comparing textures; Picking fruit

from trees and placing it in baskets; Relation-

ship—size

Critical Thinking Skills Conclusions; Relation-

ships—place, size; Personal reactions

Mobility Skills The concept of rows; Climbing;

Learning distances and directions to the apple

orchard

BUILDING BACKGROUND

Remind children of the apples they have eaten and
ask them if they know where and how apples grow
on trees in orchards. Tell them that other fruits,

such as oranges, also grow on trees. Show children

real or model fruits and identify them. Sing songs

about apples and orchards or read poems and sto-

ries such as Johnny Appleseed.

Take children outside to look at the trees in the

schoolyard or a park. Get a ladder, place it against a

tree, and help each child climb the ladder to reach

the branches. Help each child sit in a fork of the tree

and lean back against the rough trunk. Later call

attention to the texture of the trunk. Discuss how
this feels compared to other textures they know.
When you return to your room, bring up the idea of
a trip to an orchard where fruit trees grow. Encour-
age children to say why they would like to go on
such a trip. Later, have children contact the farmer

for permission to visit and arrange the dace, time,

and transportation for the trip to an orchard.

Let children choose a container for gathering fruit.

First, show them a bushel basket; let them get into it

and crouch down to see that this is a rather large

basket; then help them decide on a smaller basket.

Encourage children to think of things they might do
with the apples when they return to school.

Before the trip Talk with children about harvest-

ing fruit, emphasizing the idea that some fruits are

gathered in the fall and some are gathered in the

spring. Ask children to name the different kinds of

fruits grown in the area; if they don't know, explain

where they might be able to find this information

—

from the library or from a farmer.

Explain that many farmers grow fruit, just as some
grow vegetables and other crops. Ask the children if

they can name the place where apples grow. Explain

that "orchard" is the name of the place where fruits

that grow on trees are grown, just as "garden"
names the place for growing vegetables.

During the trip Describe the orchard the children

will see. Point out that all orchards have many fruit

trees planted in straight rows. Ask the children if

they know of other foods which grow in rows
(vegetables).

At the destination Introduce the children to the

farmer and let them say "thank-you" for allowing

them to visit. Guide children through the orchard.

Let them find a number of trees, and show them
fruit growing on low limbs and ones which have
fallen to the ground.

Recall with children the experience of using a ladder

to climb among the branches of a tree. Let them
climb a ladder in the orchard to pick some fruit

growing high in a tree. Explain that the farmer must
have help in gathering the fruit on the tree, and that

helpers climb ladders to pick the fruit.

After children have climbed down the ladder, have

them put the fruit they picked in the containers they

brought. Comment on the size, shape, and weight

of the fruit they picked. Point out that fruit and
trees come in different sizes just as people are differ-

ent sizes and heights.

Let children measure their heights against the trees.

Help them understand that most trees are much
taller than stalks of corn. Have children put their

arms around the trunk of a tree to measure the

distance around it.

On the return trip Encourage children to talk

about the experiences they had in the orchard. Have
them compare the distance to the apple orchard

with that of trips taken previously. As the children

talk, develop a vocabulary pertaining to their expe-
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riences on this trip: fruit, orchard, row, tree, trunk,

bark, branch, limb, leaf. Encourage use of singu-

lars and plurals.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Have children examine again the fruit brought back
from the orchard and let them attempt to lift the

basket. Emphasize the numerical concept of weight

as they do this.

Point out that the fruit is not cooked. Discuss dif-

ferent ways of cooking the fruit—stewed, baked in

puddings and in pies, and so on. Let children decide

how they would like to prepare the fruit.

Cook the fruit and let children eat it. Have them
compare the taste of cooked fruit with raw fruit and
with other cooked and raw foods they have eaten.

To follow up, you may have children do the

following:

1

.

plant a tree;

2. plant seeds of any kind;

3. tape experiences of the trip;

4. plan a balanced meal; (see Unit 3)

5. create commercials for fruits and vegetables;

6. dramatize the role of the farmer and the fruit

pickers, and so on.

3. A Trip to a Pumpkin Field

Materials Needed Books and songs about Hallow-

een; Touch and Tell, Volumes I and II; Paring

knives; Heavy paper and glue; Blocks of different

shapes—square, rectangle, triangle; Pumpkin pie,

cinnamon, nutmeg, cloves

Language Skills Talking; Listening; Vocabulary

enrichment

Tactual Skills Tactual discrimination; Making
seed pictures

Critical Thinking Skills Organization; Personal

reactions; Designing a jack-o-lantern; Comparison;

Conclusion

Mobility Skills Walking in a field and learning

about its shape; Examining fences

BUILDING BACKGROUND

Talk with children about the different kinds of food

gathered in the fall. (Also see Lesson 15.) Then see

if children can name a big holiday in the fall (Hal-

loween) and to name the food associated with Hal-

loween, (pumpkins) Ask if they would like to go to a

big field and see pumpkins growing. Tell children

they will be able to bring pumpkins back to school if

the farmer gives them permission.

Then invite children to tell what they are going to do
on this trip. Explain that the farmer must be con-

tacted and arrangements made before the visit.

When you write or call the farmer, arrange, too, for

children to be allowed to pick a few pumpkins.

Conclude by encouraging children to talk about

funny pumpkin faces called jack-o-lanterns. Share

with them stories and songs about Halloween. You
might have children curl their bodies in the shape of

a ball (pumpkin) and roll one way and the other to

music.

TAKING THE TRIP

Before the trip Talk with children about fields.

Explain that when many vegetables are needed,

planting is done in fields. Tell them the field they

will visit will be much larger than a garden and that

only pumpkins grow there. Help them develop a

vocabulary to use in speaking about a field: coun-

try, fence, farmer, autumn, fall, harvest.

Discuss with children the following facts about the

pumpkins they will see:

1 . pumpkins grow in many different sizes;

2. they grow on long vines which also have leaves;

3. pumpkins are gathered by pulling them off the

vines.

Remind the children that some other vegetables also

grow on vines, (beans, squash, etc.) Talk about the

shape of the pumpkins. (They are round with a

heavy stem.)

During the trip Reinforce children's concepts of

distance and directions by comparing the trip to the

pumpkin field with other trips they have taken.

At the destination Let children greet the farmer

and say "thank you" for allowing them to visit.

Take a walk with children through the field and help

them examine the pumpkin plants. Have children

compare the sizes of different pumpkins and find

_

r
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the long vines on which the pumpkins grow. Help

them distinguish vines, leaves, and pumpkins.

Give children time to become familiar with the

shape of a pumpkin. If necessary, draw attention to

the fact that both large and small pumpkins are

round with a heavy stem. Then show children how
to pick pumpkins by pulling them off the vine.

Afterwards, direct children's attention to the ter-

rain (rough, with clods of dirt) as they walk around

the field. Help them walk along the fence and learn

that the fence surrounds the field. Discuss the shape

of the field and of the fence which surrounds it.

Explain that fences keep animals out of the field so

that they will not eat the food growing there.

On the return trip Ask children to give their ideas

about why the farmer grows food. Bring in the idea

that farmers sell the food to help them earn money,

just as some of the children's parents work in

offices, or factories, to earn money.

Ask children to think about how pumpkins can be

prepared for eating.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Have children sit on the floor holding the pumpkins
and let them recreate, orally, the events of the trip.

As children speak, write down the events they de-

scribe to be read later.

Ask children if they would like to make jack-o-

lanterns from some of the pumpkins. Cut off the

top of the pumpkins (let children follow the move-
ment of your hands as you do). Ask children to

place their hands inside the pumpkin and scoop out

the seeds.

Before carving the face, let children decide on the

shapes to be used for eyes, nose, and mouth (circle,

square, triangle, or half circle). Let children com-
pare these shapes with blocks or objects of different

shapes. Also let them find these shapes in Volumes I

and II of Touch and Tell.

Help children wash, peel, cut, and deseed one
pumpkin into small pieces and bake it; let them taste

it after it is cooked. Have on hand a pumpkin pie,

then compare the taste of the cooked pumpkin with

the taste of pumpkin in pumpkin pie. Note that

pumpkin pie has spices in it. Now might be a good
time to allow children to smell some of the spices in

pumpkin pie—cinnamon, nutmeg, and cloves.

If time permits, help children glue pumpkin seeds

on heavy cardboard to make seed pictures.

4. A Trip to the Zoo

Materials Needed Stories, songs, recordings and
poems about zoo animals; Models of animals;

Cardboard boxes for making cages; Modeling clay

Language Skills Talking; Listening; Vocabulary
enrichment

Tactual Skills Touching animals; Making clay

models

Critical Thinking Skills Organization; Detail; Per-

sonal reactions; Relationships—cause/effect;

Comparison

Mobility Skills Outdoor travel

BUILDING BACKGROUND

Ask children to name places they have visited that

have animals (farms, sometimes in a park, and so

on), (see also Lessons 30 and 39) Then ask if they

know a place where many different kinds of animals

are kept, (zoo)

Next, invite children to name animals they would
expect to find in a zoo. Help children imitate the

roar of a lion, the swishing trunk of an elephant, the

hoot of an owl, and the growl of a bear. Also help

them show the long neck of the giraffe by placing

their two hands overhead and humps on the camel
by placing their hands on their backs, and so on. To
help children become acquainted with the true

sounds animals make, play recordings of animal

sounds.

Then explain that many towns and cities have zoos.

Tell children about a very large zoo near their home.
If time permits, read stories and poems about zoos

and zoo animals and teach songs about the various

zoo animals.

Go on to make plans to see a zoo; decide together on
the method of travel. Let children dictate a letter to

the nearby zoo to arrange a visit. Also allow them to

plan the sack lunches they will take with them.

TAKING THE TRIP

Before the trip Introduce or review facts about

zoos.
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1. In our country there are several large zoos.

2. Smaller zoos are located in many cities in our

country.

3. Many people visit zoos each year.

4. Many wild animals live in zoos.

5. Sometimes zoos keep farm animals.

6. There are large buildings where the animals live.

7. Some animals are in cages; others, in pens; and
some, in open spaces with water and fences

around them.

8. Zoo keepers must know how to care for the

animals.

9. Zoos have picnic areas where lunches can be

eaten.

Be sure children know some facts about the animals

in the zoo:

1. Lions, tigers, and leopards are big, wild cats

who eat meat.

2. The elephant is a very large animal with a long

nose called a trunk; elephants live in pens and
eat hay. Relate the size of the elephant to the size

of something the children know, such as a big

room, or a school bus.

3. The giraffe's long neck makes it very tall so it

can eat leaves from the tops of trees.

4. The camel has a hump on its back and likes to

live where it is hot and dry. The hump stores

water.

5. There are many kinds of monkeys, both big and
small. Monkeys like to swing from tree to tree.

6. Bears may appear to be tame, but they are really

wild. Bears like to eat berries and honey.

During the trip Sing songs about zoo animals.

Make up riddles about zoo animals. You may let the

first child to guess make up a riddle to ask the

others.

At the destination Explain to children that differ-

ent animals are kept in different parts of the zoo

because some wild animals cannot live together.

Find the big building or area where all the big cats

are kept. Point out where it is safe to stand. Empha-
size the idea that people must never put their hands

inside any barrier because wild animals are often

dangerous.

Describe the animals and explain what they are

doing. Have children listen to the sounds they

make.

In the area where the elephants live, explain what

they are doing. Let children listen to the elephants

crunching hay. Have them compare the sounds of

the big cats they heard in recordings to the sounds

the elephants make.

Follow the same procedure as you visit the areas

where the giraffes and the camels are kept.

At the monkey house, describe the monkeys and
what they are doing. Have children listen to the

monkeys chatter. Ask the caretaker if there are

tame monkeys that children may hold. There may
be a children's zoo where children can examine

baby animals or tame animals of many kinds. Be
sure to visit it.

When you reach the areas where the bears are,

describe the black, brown, and grizzly bears and
what they are doing. Ask children to listen to the

sounds bears make. Tell them that bears can be very

dangerous animals.

On the return trip Let children tell about their

favorite animals and try to imitate the sounds these

animals make. Encourage children to express their

own ideas orally. Talk about the various animals in

the zoo and why it is necessary to follow safety rules

around them.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Invite children to name various kinds of animals

seen on the trip to the zoo. Then show models of the

animals seen at the zoo and help children note their

differences and likenesses. Also let children make
zoo animals out of modeling clay and cages out of

boxes.

Have children compare one species with another,

telling what they eat, the sounds they make, and so

on. Review the songs about zoo animals. Have chil-

dren do the bear, elephant, camel, and giraffe walk.

You may have the children do any of the following

for additional experiences with animals:

1

.

take care of a pet at school or at home (see Field

Trip 6);

2. go to a circus and observe circus animals;

3. put on a circus at school;

4. have a pet show.

r

r
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5. A Trip to a Discount Store TAKING THE TRIP

Materials Needed Books about grooming; Combs
and hairbrushes; Washcloths, towels, bars of soap;

Money for toothbrushes and toothpaste; Model set

of teeth; Shoeboxes

Language Skills Listening; Speaking; Following

directions; Vocabulary enrichment

Tactual Skills Using comb and brush correctly,

brushing teeth and washing; Recognizing coins; Ex-

amining items in the store

Critical Thinking Skills Organization; Personal

evaluation; Conclusion; Comparison

Mobility Skills Learning downtown street names;

Traveling downtown and in crowded stores

BUILDING BACKGROUND

Tell children about grooming. Point out the impor-

tance of being neat and clean. Discuss how boys and
girls get ready for school. (See Lesson 33.) Play the

game, "This is the Way We Comb Our Hair" to the

tune of "Here We Go Round the Mulberry Bush."

Ask children to bring their combs and brushes to

school and talk about combing and brushing hair.

Have children practice combing and brushing.

Talk, too, about washing faces and hands correctly.

Have washcloths, towels, and soap ready for chil-

dren to practice washing their faces and hands.

Discuss the possibility of having the nurse come and
show the correct way to brush teeth. Have children

invite the nurse to visit. If possible have the nurse

use a model set of teeth to demonstrate the correct

way to brush teeth and talk to children about the

importance of good dental hygiene.

Ask children if they would like to buy new tooth-

brushes to keep at school and plan to shop at a

discount store. Arrange for children to ask their

parents for money to buy the toothbrushes (if this is

permitted) or discuss other ways of getting money
for the purchases. Continue working with children

on recognition of a penny, a nickel, a dime, a quar-

ter and a dollar, and the value of each.

Have someone contact the store manager to arrange

the visit.

Before the trip Be sure children know the discount

store is a special kind of store. Discuss with children

the many kinds of things sold in a discount store.

They should know that grownups and children shop
in discount stores and that a discount store has

many different departments. Explain that on this

trip you and they will buy only grooming items even

though other items are available. Discuss, too, the

best way to walk through a crowded store.

During the trip Compare the distance and direc-

tions traveled to the discount store with those to

other trip destinations.

At the destination Guide children slowly through

the store and compare the size of the store with

other stores they have visited. Talk about things you
see there.

Have a child ask the clerk where to find the tooth-

brushes and toothpaste. Let children look at the

toothbrushes and toothpaste and decide which kind

to buy. Help each one choose a toothbrush and a

small tube of toothpaste and buy both. Point out

the idea that each child is responsible for caring for

the items he or she bought.

On the return trip Ask the children to talk about

the items they bought and tell how they are going to

use them.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Let children use the new toothbrushes to practice

brushing their teeth. Talk to them about the best

place to keep their toothbrushes and toothpaste and

ask if they would each like to make a grooming kit.

Afterwards help each child make a grooming kit out

of a small shoe box. Let children decide on the best

time of day to use the grooming kits.

As a follow-up, you may have them do one or more
of these activities:

1

.

play store;

2. tape experiences of the trip;

3. make a list of things which can be purchased at

the discount store.
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6. A Trip to a Pet Store

Materials Needed Books about caring for pets;

Money to buy a pet

Language Skills Speaking; Listening; Pitch,

stress, and juncture

Tactual Skills Handling pets and pet food; Han-
dling money

Critical Thinking Skills Organization; Personal

reactions; Conclusions; Comparison

Mobility Skills Learning directions to the store;

Moving inside a crowded store

BUILDING BACKGROUND

Discuss the kinds of pets children have. Ask chil-

dren who have pets at home to tell about them.

Then, read stories about other children who have

pets, (see Lesson 39)

Let children who have pets bring them to school.

Before pets are brought to school, discuss safety

rules which must be observed around strange pets.

(Do not touch them if they are excited or frightened;

always approach a strange pet quietly and careful-

ly.) Then, let one child bring a kitten to school one

day and another child bring a puppy another day

and so on.

Ask children if they think a kitten or a puppy would

make a good classroom pet. (No, because they re-

quire too much care.) Help them realize that only

certain kinds of pets can live in a classroom. See

how many pets children can name which would be

suitable in a classroom, (gerbils, turtles, birds, fish,

hamsters, toads, snakes, and so on)

Now tell children about a little parakeet or other pet

who once lived in a classroom. Ask children if they

would like a pet to care for in school. Let them

decide which pet would be interesting to have in the

classroom and have them think about the needs of

that pet.

During discussion, stress the importance of caring

for animals properly and ask children how they can

find out the proper ways of caring for the pet they

wish to have at school, such as talking to someone

who owns or sells pets and getting a book on pet

care. Help children understand that pet care also

involves having a proper place for the pet to live in

the classroom.

Then ask children where they could buy the pet.

Bring out the idea that pets can be bought at a pet

store and suggest a visit to one nearby.

Afterwards help children decide what arrangements

must be made for the visit: call the owner of the pet

store and arrange for a visit to the store. Ask about

the price of the chosen pet and arrange to have

money to pay for one.

Teach children songs about pets and let them imi-

tate the movement of the pets to music.

TAKING THE TRIP

Before the trip Review with children the different

kinds of stores they have visited. Then center atten-

tion on pet stores. Be sure children know that a pet

store sells many different kinds of animals for pets,

different kinds of food for the animals, and other

pet needs such as beds, dishes, and pet toys.

During the trip En route, say the names of the

streets and the directions taken to reach the pet

store. Point out traffic sounds heard on the trip and
discuss what is making the sounds. Teach children

safety rules for walking.

Also review with children the best way to enter a

store and the importance of listening to the clerk in

the store. Tell them they will need to speak quietly in

the store to keep from exciting the animals. Talk to

children about the amount of money each pet costs,

emphasizing the numerical concepts of "more" and
"less."

At the destination Let children greet the owner, or

clerk, of the store and say "thank you" for allowing

them to visit. Have children walk through the store

experiencing the crowded conditions in a store. Ask
the clerk to tell children about the following:

1 . the needs of the animals;

2. the best kind of food for pets;

3. other instructions about the pet care.

On the return trip Review with children the differ-

ent kinds of pets seen and their care.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Have children with pets tell what their pets are

named and how they got their names. Also talk

about other good names for pets. Discuss, too, why
people like to have pets.

*
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7. A Trip to a Local Library

Materials Needed Simple, tactual children's

books and/or Talking Books for the school library

Language Skills Listening; Speaking; Vocabulary

enrichment

Tactual Skills Handling books and other items

found in the library

Critical Thinking Skills Organization; Relation-

ship— place; Personal reactions; Conclusion;

Comparison

Mobility Skills Learning streets and directions;

Moving around in libraries

BUILDING BACKGROUND

Discuss children's favorite stories and books (See

also Unit 13.) and talk about where these are kept.

Help children understand that libraries are impor-

tant because many new ideas come from reading

library books.

Help children find their favorite stories in the room
library and read them aloud when time permits.

Then ask children if they would like to visit the

school library and learn more about libraries. Let

them contact the school librarian to set up a time to

visit the library.

During the preliminary visit, ask the librarian to

talk about the rules of the library, the procedure for

checking out books, and other things which might
interest the children. The librarian should talk, too,

about ways other libraries are like the school library

and how they are different. Have children compare
the classroom library and the school library.

Let children browse and check out a book from the

school library to look at back in the room. If possi-

ble, have some simple tactual books or Talking

Books available in the library for children's own
use.

When they return to your room, explain that most
cities and towns also have libraries where people can

borrow books during certain hours of the day. Af-

ter children have discussed a trip to such a library,

call your local library and make arrangements to

visit.

Conclude by telling children that they will be able to

check out a book at the library to bring back to

school. Let them decide what kind of book they

would like to borrow from the library.

TAKING THE TRIP

Before the trip Discuss the correct behavior to use

in libraries.

During the trip Tell children about the streets and
the directions taken to the library. Have them com-
pare the distance to the library with previous trips.

At the destination Walk through the library qui-

etly to the children's department. As you walk,

explain that the library is so big it has been divided

into departments and that they will be going to the

children's department.

Ask the librarian to tell them about the procedure

for checking out books and other things which

might interest them. Invite comparison of this in-

formation with that given by the school librarian.

Ask the librarian to read an interesting story or plan

for children to attend a regular story time at the

library. Let children browse through the children's

department and help them choose a book to take

back to school.

On the return trip Ask the children to tell about the

books they chose to take home with them.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

To follow up, you may want to do the following:

1

.

help children write a thank-you note to the li-

brarian;

2. have children recall the story heard at the library

and retell it;

3. talk to children about the ways to care for

books;

4. talk about the reasons for returning the book on

time and the possibilities of paying a fine if it is

kept longer.

You may also have the children do the following:

1

.

make a library corner for the classroom;

2. take turns being the librarian;

3. keep a record of the number of books read;

4. dramatize their favorite story.
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8. A Trip to the Post Office

Materials Needed Paper for making valentines

and envelopes; Stamps; Money (coins); Commer-
cial valentines; Songs about the post office or about
valentines

Language Skills Following directions; Listening;

Speaking; Vocabulary enrichment

Tactual Skills Making valentines; Preparing enve-

lopes for mailing

Critical Thinking Skills Organization; Main idea;

Conclusion; Generalization; Relationships

—

analogous, cause/effect, place

Mobility Skills Practicing being good pedestrians;

Learning to travel inside the post office (trailing,

opening and closing doors, and so on)

BUILDING BACKGROUND

If possible, arrange your trip to the post office just

before St. Valentine's Day. Beforehand, ask chil-

dren why we celebrate St. Valentine's Day. Help
them understand that St. Valentine's Day is friend-

ship day and that it is kind to send friendly messages

to friends on that day. Let them look at some valen-

tines, examine their shape, and learn some of the

messages expressed in them. They should note that

many are heart shaped.

Next discuss ways valentines reach relatives and
friends. Some can be given to them at home or in

school; others must be sent through the mail. Then
help children make valentines from construction

paper and decorate them with paper doilies, ribbon,

and paper flowers.

You might also teach children some songs about St.

Valentine's Day and let them enjoy singing.

Now point out that something else is needed before

the valentine can be sent through the mail—an enve-

lope and stamp. Help them make envelopes for

their valentines. Have them bring to school the

address of the friend or relative to whom they wish

to send the valentine. As addresses are discussed,

teach or reteach children their own addresses and

discuss the importance of them.

Highlight the following thing's children need to

know before they can mail their valentines:

1 . where to place the address on the valentine;

2. where to place the stamp;

3. how much it costs to mail the valentine;

4. where to get the stamps and mail the valentines.

Next tell children about the mailcarrier who delivers

mail to the school and ask if they would like to invite

him or her to visit and talk about mailing things,

(see Lesson 27) Let children choose a class member
to ask the mailcarrier to visit. Stress the importance

of courtesy and of explaining to the mailcarrier

what they would like to know.

Ask the mailcarrier to do the following:

1 . describe the windows in the post office where the

clerk sells stamps;

2. describe the slots through which envelopes are

pushed to be mailed;

3. tell about the many mailcarriers who deliver

mail to many different places;

4. explain that different stamps cost different

amounts of money— first class, special delivery,

etc.

Before the mailcarrier leaves, ask children if they

would like to visit the post office. Encourage them
to ask the mailcarrier who to call for permission to

visit. Let the children thank the mailcarrier for com-
ing to tell them about mail and post offices.

Discuss the date, time and mode of travel for the

trip with the children. Talk about the date of St.

Valentine's Day, February 14, and when you should

go to the post office to mail valentines so they will

arrive by that date. Call the postmaster to arrange

the visit. Tell children that they will each take a

valentine, buy a stamp for it, put the stamp on it,

mail it. Ask each one to bring the proper amount of

money to buy the stamp (if possible).

TAKING THE TRIP

Before the trip Review the following facts about
mail and post offices:

1. heavier mail costs more to mail;

2. the main post office is usually located down-
town and branch post offices are located in vari-

ous areas of large cities.

During the trip Discuss the location of the post

office and the directions taken to reach it. Review
places children have visited and recall directions

and distances traveled on these trips. Discuss the

money each child will need to buy a stamp for the L
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envelope. Talk about the differences in coins

—

penny, nickel, dime, and quarter.

At the destination Help children get out of the bus

or car correctly and use the correct procedures for

walking to the post office. Remind them to listen to

traffic sounds and be aware of the terrain.

Guide children as they enter the post office and
walk down the aisle to the windows or counter

inside. Let children ask for the postmaster or other

main postal worker and introduce themselves.

Then, let each child buy a stamp, place it on the

envelope, and place the envelope in the correct slot.

Help children examine the counters where clerks

work, writing counters, boxes where mail is deliv-

ered to people who rent the boxes, and so on. Ask
the clerk if the children can go behind the window to

see the big bag or box into which the envelopes fall

when they are pushed through the slot and to look at

the packages and boxes kept on shelves. Explain

that mail is taken from the big bag, placed on trains

or airplanes, and delivered to places shown on the

addresses.

Encourage children to thank the post office person-

nel for allowing them to visit.

On the return trip Encourage children to express

ideas about the post office and the things they

learned there. Emphasize the importance of
listening—to you, to the postal workers, to each

other. Ask why listening carefully is always a good
idea.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

You may also have children do one or more of the

following:

1

.

make cards for special occasions;

2. build a make-believe post office in the classroom;

3. write cards or letters to friends or relatives;

4. prepare a package for mailing;

5. invite other community helpers to visit the class

and tell about their services, (see Lesson 27)

9. A Trip to a Flower Garden

Materials Needed Stories and songs; Daffodils;

Daffodil, tulip, and onion bulbs; Vases; Artificial

flowers with stems and leaves; Flower seeds

Language Skills Following directions; Listening;

Vocabulary enrichment

Tactual Skills Examining flowers and bulbs; Dig-

ging and planting; Comparing real and artificial

flowers

Critical Thinking Skills Organization; Conclu-

sions; Comparing; Relationship—analogous

Mobility Skills Exploring rows, fences, and the

shapes of yards; Walking correctly outdoors and in

gardens

BUILDING BACKGROUND

Ask children to name some things that make the

outdoors beautiful (plants, trees, flowers). Then,

bring a bouquet of flowers into the classroom. In-

vite children to examine the vase filled with flowers

and a flower out of the vase.

Review each part of the trip with children and ask if

they remember the reasons for each of the activities.

Then ask children to dictate a letter thanking the

postmaster for letting them visit the post office.

Let children make a valentine box to keep all the

valentines which come to them at school. Ask chil-

dren to take turns being the mailcarrier on Valen-

tine's Day and deliver the valentines at school. Give
help if necessary.

Plan to send different cards before other holidays.

Be sure children understand that letters and cards
can also be mailed from mailboxes, school, at

home, or at other places.

Tell children that different flowers bloom during

different seasons of the year and teach them the

names of some early spring flowers: daffodils, tu-

lips, hyacinths, narcissus, and so on. (see also Les-

sons 15 and 31) Then explain that some early spring

flowers come from bulbs and show daffodil or tulip

bulbs. Have the children compare these bulbs to

onions.

Explain that flowers have petals, leaves, and stems.

Give children flowers and have them find these

parts. (If real flowers are too fragile, show children

models of flowers or use silk flowers.) Help children

compare petal, leaves, and stems on different kinds

of flowers.
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Now discuss the places flowers grow, (fields, pas-

tures, gardens, yards) Ask children if they'd like to

look at flowers growing in yards. Discuss flower

gardens children might like to visit and ask people

who have them for permission to visit. Let children

decide the best time for the trip and the best way to

reach the destination, (walk or ride)

TAKING THE TRIP

Before the trip Recall the different kinds of plants

children have seen. Review what children have
learned about flowers.

1. Plants need soil, water, sun and air to grow.

2. Flowers are plants.

3. There are many different kinds of flowers:

flowers that grow in early spring, in summer, or

in fall; ones that grow outdoors and ones that

grow indoors; flowers that grow from bulbs,

and flowers that grow from seeds.

Have children name some common spring, sum-
mer, and fall flowers. Give help if necessary.

During the trip As children walk or ride to the

garden discuss the directions and distances traveled

and compare to previous trips. Review rules for

being a good pedestrian and review safety rules for

entering and leaving a vehicle.

At the destination Have children find flowers

growing near a fence and see if they can name them.

Call attention to the size and shape of the garden.

Help children examine fences around the yards and

notice the shape of the fence. Ask them to recall a

fence they have seen before and discuss the purpose

it served, (to keep animals out) Help them under-

stand that fences around yards often add beauty to

the yard and protect the flowers.

Point out some of the flowers that are grown in

rows. Explain to children that they cannot pick

these flowers because they belong to someone who
has planted them in a particular way for particular

purposes.

On the return trip Encourage children to express

their ideas about their experiences, and ask them to

name some flowers they might like to plant on the

school property.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

With children, decide upon the best place on the

school property to plant flowers. Talk about meth-

ods of planting bulbs and seeds and the proper time
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of year to plant them, (bulbs in the fall, seeds in the

spring) Plan to buy flower seeds or bulbs for imme-
diate planting. Help children plant the seeds or

bulbs and encourage them to watch the progress of
the plants.

As a follow-up, you may have children do the

following:

1 . arrange flowers in vases;

2. make paper flowers;

3. make clay models of flowers.

10. A Trip to a Pond or Creek

Materials Needed Songs and stories about ducks,

lakes and rivers; Models of ducks, geese, or other

birds; Sandtable; Large bowl; Small rubber duck

Language Skills Listening; Speaking; Vocabulary

enrichment

Tactual Skills Examining plants, trees, and rocks;

Examining water birds and other birds

Critical Thinking Skills Organization; Relation-

ship—place; Classifying; Comparison

Mobility Skills Learning distances and directions;

Localizing sound by listening to stones splashing in

the water; Concepts of "depth," "size," and
"shape" of water

BUILDING BACKGROUND

Go outside with children after a rainstorm and let

them investigate the puddles left by the rain. As they

do this, develop the numerical concept of "depth"
using a ruler or straw. Then, explain that there are

many different bodies of water such as:

1

.

ditch, which is a long, narrow body of running
water;

2. river, which is a long, wide body of running

water;

3. pond, which is a small lake of still water, (see

also Lesson 42)

Discuss the importance of water and have the chil-

dren name uses for water.

1. All people and animals must have water to

drink.

2. All plants need water to grow.

3. Some farmers water gardens and fields with wa-
ter from ditches.

4. People get food from bodies of water, (fish)

5. Some animals get food from the water.

r
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Now have children name some birds which swim,

(ducks and geese) Describe these animals; then,

show real or stuffed models and compare character-

istics: webbed feet, large beak, waxy feathers, and

so on. To arouse further interest:

1

.

help children do the duck walk in physical edu-

cation classes;

2. read stories and sing songs about ducks.

Ask children if they would like to see a larger body
of water called a pond (lake), and perhaps some
ducks. When all agree on making the trip, tell them
where different ponds are located and let them de-

cide which pond they would like to see. Plan the trip

with children. If no pond or small lake is nearby,

visit a nearby creek.

TAKING THE TRIP

Before the trip Familiarize children with concepts

of ponds and plants growing near them. Explain

that ponds are many different sizes and shapes and
that some are deep and others are shallow. Illustrate

the concepts of "shallow" and "deep" by asking

the children to think of a swimming pool and to

compare this pool with the puddles they saw in the

schoolyard.

Ask children to name places they have visited where
plants grew wild. Then explain that wild plants

grow in and around ponds. Tell them that seeds are

carried to a pond by the wind and that some plants

grow around the edges of the pond while some
actually grow in the pond.

During the trip Talk about the directions and dis-

tances traveled to the pond and compare these with

other trips they have taken. Then ask children to tell

about the times they have waded in water, and how
it felt. Ask them if they think they can wade in the

pond, (not unless it is very shallow and safe for

wading) Talk about water safety rules with

children.

At the destination Let children put their hands in

the water and notice the temperature of the water.

Help them find rocks to throw into the water. Ask
them to face the direction in which they heard the

splashing. Explain that sounds such as splashing

water can help them locate things.

Finally, invite children to walk around the pond and
notice its size and shape. As you walk, recall that

plants grow in and near the water; help children find

and examine some of these plants. Then let them
choose a water plant to take back to school. Also
call attention to ducks and birds, if any. Describe
them for children.

On the return trip Ask children to talk about the

things they liked most about the pond. Have them
name as many things as they can remember about
their trips to the outdoors.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Recall the experiences of the trip to the pond. Make
a model of a pond on the sandtable. Have children

dig a big hole in the sand, place a bowl filled with
water in the hole, bring the sand up around the

bowl, and put a plastic duck in the water. Have
them compare the sandtable model with the real

pond and ducks.

You may also have children do any of the following:

1

.

learn songs and poems about a pond;
2. decorate the room with plants brought back

from the pond;
3. get an aquarium for the classroom;

4. make clay models of some of the pond animals.
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INTRODUCTION

The following lessons are all aimed at increasing

manual dexterity and developing skill of manipulat-

ing things. These exercises introduce many shape

and location terms introduced in the basic lessons.

These are, however, broader and more detailed.

Emphasized, among other skills, are joining, stack-

ing, and opening and closing of common items.

The order of the Hand Skills lessons was developed

by Ina Kurzhals, based on her years of experience.

There is an implied progression from the manipula-

tion of large, simple objects to small, complex ones.

The hand skills presented in the main lessons are

similarly ordered, but, as they are tied to other

topics and materials, their order differs somewhat
from the one presented here. If the Hand Skills

lessons are to be used as a unit, the teacher will want

to follow their progression; if they are to be used as

reinforcement or extra practice, the teacher may
pick and choose or reorder as needed.

The tactual skills contained in the basic lessons are

designed for specific abilities in preparation for

reading braille. Those that follow will enhance

more general strength and dexterity and may prove

helpful as preparation for using a braillewriter.

Hand Skills activities can be taught at home by
parents as well as in the classroom. Nearly all of the

materials required are commonly-used items. Even
when specific products are indicated, substitutions

can be readily made. However they are used, the

Hand Skills lessons can be integrated with other

activities. There will be endless opportunities for

the teacher to reinforce hand skill concepts, by
showing how such skills are used by people the class

meets and in other meaningful contexts.
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1. Handling, Placing, and
Stacking Things

Materials Needed Formboard with Removable
Hands; Work-Play Trays; Texture blocks; Plastic

dishes, berry cartons, buckets or pails; Jar rings,

marbles, jacks, buttons, dominoes; Plates, nesting

boxes, or blocks

Language Skills Listening; Following directions;

Speaking; Vocabulary enrichment

Tactual Skills Examining objects; Stacking;

Placing

Critical Thinking Skills Relationships—place,
size; Main idea; Conclusion

Mobility Skills Learning location terms— left,

right, next to, and so on

BUILDING BACKGROUND

Teach children several finger plays and talk about

the ways people use both of their hands each day.

Help children understand that it is necessary to use

many different hand movements to accomplish
some tasks. Emphasize the idea that different

movements bring different results.

Help children use their hands as they do the

following:

1. count their fingers;

2. sing the following words to the melody of "Ten
Little Indians." "One little, two little, three lit-

tle fingers—Four little, five little, six little

fingers—Seven little, eight little, nine little

fingers—Ten little fingers can work."

Explain that it is important to learn to use one's

hands for many kinds of things. Zero in on hand use

in picking up an object and handling it in various

ways, using it correctly, and so on.

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Take out your hand puzzle. Have children take

turns in placing their left hands over the left hand in

the puzzle. Help them trace around their left hands
and around their right hands.

Give each child a large tray, and discuss the mean-
ing of these terms in relation to the tray; top, bot-

tom, middle, upper middle, lower middle, right,

left, opposite and corner.

Tell children you are going to place something in

each of their trays which you want them to examine
and identify. Place blocks of different sizes in the

trays, and have children describe what is in the

trays.

Ask each child to do the following:

1. find the largest blocks and place them in the

opposite corners of the tray;

2. find the smallest blocks and place them in the

middle of the tray;

3. find the middle-sized blocks and place them in

the middle of the tray.

Remove the trays and blocks and display containers

such as plastic dishes, berry cartons, buckets, or

pails, and ask children to identify them according to

shape and size. Give help if needed. Explain that

different containers hold different amounts and
sizes of objects.

Then give children the blocks once more. Ask them
to choose a container for the largest blocks, and for

the smallest blocks, and one for the middle-sized

blocks, and put the appropriate blocks in each con-

tainer. Point out that bucket and pail are different

names for the same thing.

Now reintroduce the trays. Explain that blocks can
be placed in many different positions. Have chil-

dren take large blocks from their container, put

them on the trays, and stack middle-sized blocks

and small blocks from their respective containers on
the tops of the large blocks in order of size. Point
out that this is called "stacking." To reinforce

counting skills, have pupils count the stacks of

blocks they have made and the total number of
blocks used.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Let children practice handling, placing, sorting,

and comparing objects such as jar rings, marbles,

jacks, buttons, dominoes, etc. Let them practice

stacking with plates, nesting boxes, and so on.
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Highlight the idea that when containers such as

boxes or plates are placed inside each other, this is

called "stacking" too.

Talk about ways these same hand skills are used

every day, such as in setting the table and stacking

the dishes. You may also have the children practice

the following:

1. setting a table;

2. stacking dishes in cabinets;

3. making sandwiches for the group.

You may also wish to help children make plaster or

quick-drying clay casts of their hands.

2. Putting Things Together

Materials Needed Jar rings; Posts and rings grad-

uated by size; Pop beads of various shapes; Plastic

chain lengths

Language Skills Listening; Following directions;

Speaking

Tactual Skills Identifying objects and their parts;

Putting things together

Critical Thinking Skills Creative thinking; Main
idea; Conclusion; Relationships— size, place,

analogous

Mobility Skills Learning location terms

BUILDING BACKGROUND

Lead children in playing simple games in which they

join hands such as "Here We Go Round the Mul-
berry Bush" and "London Bridge Is Falling

Down." Emphasize the "joining" of hands.

Review concepts developed in the previous lesson

on ways hands are used for placing and stacking

objects.

Help children recall the procedures for placing and

stacking which they followed. Encourage them to

talk about any difficulties they had in stacking and

how these problems could be overcome. Explain

that things would not slide off a stack if they were

fastened or held together in some way.

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Give each child a jar ring to examine. Ask children

to slip their jar rings over their hands and down

their arms, holding one arm upright resting on el-

bow. Have children pull the jar rings up the arm and
over the hand to remove.

Next, give children more jar rings and let them

repeat the procedure using several at once. Call

attention to the fact that the arm holds the rings in

place and keeps them from falling.

Pass out trays to children and review the different

parts of the tray discussed in the previous lesson

—

top, bottom, middle, upper middle, lower middle,

right, left, opposite, and corner. Place a post con-

taining rings graduated by size in each tray. Explain

that posts can be different heights and sizes and that

rings can be different sizes so they will fit on the

posts.

Then ask children to remove the rings and after-

wards to put the rings back on the same posts they

were on at the beginning. Give help if necessary. At
this point help the children note that the largest ring

is on the bottom, and the other rings of decreasing

size are on top. Relate the way that the posts hold

the rings together so they cannot slip off when
stacked, with the way their arm held the rings in

place.

Remove the posts and rings from the tray and place

a long line of pop beads in each tray. Tell children to

listen to the beads pop as you pull some apart. Invite

children to pull all of the beads on the strings on

their trays apart. Then teach the children how to put

the beads together and help them reconstruct the

long string.

Now give each child a plastic chain with many links.

Show the children how to remove individual links

from a length of chain and let them practice. Then
help them put all of the pieces of chain together to

make a long chain.

Conclude by discussing the different toys children

have learned to put together and the reasons for

joining things.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Ask children to think of other things that are put

together. Then, for additional practice in putting

things together, have children place the rings on the

posts in order from the smallest to the largest, and
in any order they wish; and put pop beads together

in a particular pattern such as two round beads

followed by one oval bead. Have them sort the pop
beads according to shape.
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Ask the children to compare placing and stacking

with putting together, telling how they are alike and

how they are different.

You may also want children to try the following:

1

.

examine various kinds of bracelets and chains;

2. make paper chains;

3. play ring-toss. (Sound will be needed for chil-

dren to locate the post.)

3. Stringing Things

Materials Needed Thread, cord, wire, shoelaces;

Trays, beads, spools, and buttons; Macaroni; Pa-

per shapes

Language Skills Speaking; Vocabulary enrichment

Tactual Skills Making a necklace; Comparing

types of string and beads

Critical Thinking Skills Creative thinking; Main
idea; Conclusion

Mobility Skills Using hands effectively

BUILDING BACKGROUND

Review with children the things they put together in

the last lesson, emphasizing the many ways they

used their hands and the many kinds of materials

they used. Help them describe the various methods

used for putting things together.

Let children examine and put on a number of differ-

ent necklaces. Point out that many necklaces are

made by stringing beads on a cord or a string.

Explain that stringing means placing objects, such

as beads, in a row on a string.

Show thread, cord, wire, and shoelaces to children.

Name each as children examine them. Explain that

each one is a kind of string. Point out that necklaces

are worn to make clothes look pretty, and compare
these to buttons they have seen which were used for

decoration. Ask children if they would like to string

beads to make necklaces of their own.

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Place large flat beads in the children's trays. Have
children examine the beads and find the holes in the

middle.

Review the movement children used in putting the

jar rings on their arms, and show that the movement
used in stringing beads will be similar to this. Then,

give each child a shoelace with a knot in one end and
wax paper which comes to a point fitted over the

other end.

Demonstrate how the point of the string can easily

be placed through the flat beads. Then do the fol-

lowing:

1

.

let children string all of the beads in their trays,

and show them how to fasten the ends of the

string together to make a necklace;

2. have children compare the necklaces they made
with the necklaces they looked at before;

3. ask children to count the beads used to make
their necklaces.

Conclude by discussing ways cords and wires may
be used to string things.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Show children materials besides beads which can be

strung—perhaps spools, buttons, macaroni, and
paper. Help them plan a pattern to follow in string-

ing several different things together. Suggest, if

necessary, macaroni and small paper circles.

Discuss with children why beads are worn, possibly

in other cultures as well as our own. You may also

have children try the following:

1. make and discuss leis;

2. make holiday decorations;

3. string paper jack-o-lanterns;

4. make bead patterns on paper.
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4. Using Pegboards

Materials Needed Pegboards, with uniform holes

and pegs and with different sized holes and pegs;

Upright pegboard; Pegs with stand-up shapes of

trees, houses, etc. glued to them; Trays; Paper and

scissors

Language Skills Listening; Following directions;

Speaking

Tactual Skills Arranging materials on a pegboard;

Measuring distance with a ruler

Critical Thinking Skills Relationships—part/
whole, place, analogous; Main idea; Comparison

Mobility Skills Concepts of rows and columns and

continued learning of location terms

BUILDING BACKGROUND

Show children a piece of construction paper with

holes cut in it. Discuss objects that have holes in

them and what they have done with these objects so

far. Demonstrate the fact that any finger on their

hands can be placed in a hole made in a piece of

paper. Then let them cut holes in construction paper

and see if they can put their fingers in them.

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Give each child a pegboard and a tray for holding

pegs; invite the children to examine the boards by
moving their fingers across and down the boards.

Next, pass out to each child a peg. Let children place

their pegs anywhere they wish in their boards.

Next, ask each child to tell where the peg is on his or

her board (top, bottom, middle, left side, right side,

etc.) Give the children more pegs and let them have

fun placing them wherever they wish.

Then, point out that pegs can be placed in a definite

arrangement on the pegboard.

1. Have children arrange the pegs in rows across

their boards.

2. Invite them to arrange the pegs in columns down
their boards.

3. Ask children to arrange the pegs across and
down each side of the board to form a rectangle.

4. Help them count the pegs needed for the various

arrangements.

5. Encourage them to compare the pegs and peg-

boards to other materials they have used.

En route, call attention to the ways that pupils are

using their hands as they work and play with dif-

ferent kinds of materials. Stress the importance

of involving both hands in working with these

materials.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Acquaint the children with the following facts

about pegboards.

1. They are different sizes, (large, small, round,

square, and so on)

2. The holes drilled in the boards are of different

sizes.

3. The pegs are of different lengths and thicknesses.

4. The sizes of the holes in each pegboard depend
on the sizes of the pegs used with that particular

board.

5. The distance between the holes in the pegboard
is the same between every hole.

Then, give children pegs and boards of various

types and sizes for practice in arranging. Help them
use rulers to compare the sizes of various pegs and

the distances between holes in the pegboard. Ac-
quaint them with the term inch as they use the ruler.

Let children make a picture arrangement in the

pegboard by putting flower pegs in rows to make a

garden and tree pegs around a house peg in the

center of the board. You may also have them do any

of the following:

1

.

make arrangements of beads, sticks, and so on;

2. play with puzzles;

3. place candles in holders, for a cake;

4. arrange chairs in rows and columns.
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5. Using Puzzles and Form Boards

Materials Needed Mittens; Form Boards of simple

and complex geometric shapes; Pegboard with

stand-up shapes on pegs; Pegboards and Sifo puz-

zles; Take-apart toys; Clock, plates, tables, trays,

chairs; Texture Books

Language Skills Comparison; Listening; Follow-

ing directions; Speaking

Tactual Skills Comparing different materials and

shapes; Working puzzles

Critical Thinking Skills Main idea; Comparison;

Relationships— size, place

Mobility Skills Exploring the environment to find

different shapes

BUILDING BACKGROUND

Review with children the different ways they have

used their hands in manipulating various materials:

stringing, stacking, and so on.

Explain that all objects in the environment have

definite shapes and that there are many different

shapes in the environment. Help children under-

stand that objects which are the same shape can be

different sizes. Emphasize the concept of large and

small.

To illustrate the idea that objects of different shapes

can be fitted into other objects which have similar

shapes, do the following:

1. invite children to put their hands in a pair of

mittens;

2. call attention to the shape of the mittens and the

fact that their hands fit the inside of the mittens;

3. have children remove their shoes and put them

back on their feet;

4. talk about the shape and fit of their shoes.

Then ask children if they would like to look at form

boards in which different shaped blocks fit in cut-

outs on the boards.

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Before showing the form boards, help children un-

derstand the following facts about puzzles and form
boards.

1 . There are many different kinds of puzzles and a

form board is only one kind.

2. A puzzle is something they must discover how to

work.

3. Cut-out pieces must be the right size and shape

to fit into a particular cut-out.

Review the following shapes with children—circle,

square, triangle, and rectangle. Then help them
become acquainted with more shapes: diamond,
heart, half-moon, oval. As you discuss different

shapes, compare and note the differences and like-

nesses.

Show children the simple form board with the cir-

cle, square, triangle, and rectangle in place, and
have them work with it in the following manner:

1. Explain that each piece can be removed and
placed back in the board.

2. Ask children to remove the circle and replace it

in the board.

3. Tell them to trace around their faces with their

index fingers.

4. Explain that they can use their fingers to trace

around the circle block in the same way as they

used them to trace their faces.

5. Have children find, examine, and name other

things that are round like the circle—perhaps

—

clocks, plates, table.

6. Follow similar procedures with the other shapes

in the board, and with other shapes such as a

diamond, heart, half-moon and oval.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Show children various kinds of fitting toys such as

simple pegboards, Sifo puzzles, pegboards with

stand-up shapes, and take-apart toys. Allow time

for examination and play with each. Discuss and
compare the toys and what children learned about
things that fit together.

Invite children to examine and work with Shape
Book. Have them continue to find things that fit

together and to name the shapes of things.

You may want to introduce children to these

activities:

1. exploring the school yard to identify objects

with certain shapes;

2. fitting clothing on dolls or other toys;

3. making pictures by cutting shapes from con-

struction paper, and gluing them in patterns;

4. creating shapes with clay.
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6. Pushing and Pulling Things

Materials Needed Wagons of different sizes; Doll

buggies; Pull toys; Large upright counting frame;

Abacus

Language Skills Speaking; Vocabulary enrichment

Tactual Skills Manipulating toys and beads;

Counting

Critical Thinking Skills Main idea; Conclusion;

Relationships—analogous, part/whole

Mobility Skills Moving objects from place to place;

Locating moving objects by their sounds; Learning

about weight

BUILDING BACKGROUND

Discuss with children the processes of moving
things from one place to another by pushing or

pulling. Explain that to push an object it is neces-

sary to stand behind it and that pushing makes an

object go forward from place to place. Point out,

too, that in order to pull an object, it is necessary to

stand in front of it and that pulling also makes an

object go forward from place to place.

Help children understand that some objects are

heavy to push and pull and others are not. Ask
children to name some things they have pushed or

pulled: wagons, buggies, toys with wheels, and so

on.

Provide experiences in pushing and pulling through

the following activities.

1. Show children wagons of different sizes and
invite each child to pull an empty wagon from

one place to another.

2. Have a child ride in a wagon while another child

pulls it.

3. Ask children to compare the difference in weight

when someone rides in the wagon.

4. Show the children how to place both hands on

the back of a wagon and push.

5. Invite them to push doll buggies.

6. Have children pull animal toys with wheels and

describe the kind of noise the animals make
when they are pulled.

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Tell children that there are other objects which do

not have wheels which can be pushed or pulled.
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Then display the upright counting frame and big

beads, and invite children to examine it.

Show children how to start with the rod at the top

and pull one bead at a time from the left side of the

frame to the right side using the right hand while the

left hand keeps the place. Have them continue until

all of the beads on the top rod are on the right side of

the frame.

Then show children how to use the left hand to

push all of the beads on the rod to the right side.

Note that the children are pushing and pulling beads

with their hands and that this is different from
pushing and pulling toys with their arms, hands,

and whole bodies.

Tell children that the counting frame will help them
learn about numbers through pushing and pulling.

Have them count the beads on each rod. Point out

that ten beads were pushed from one side to the

other on the frame.

Now ask children to find the other rods on the

frame, and invite them to count and work with the

other beads on the frame in a similar way.

As you work with children, introduce or reinforce

these terms: push; pull; below; above.

Later, explain that there are many different kinds of

counting frames of different sizes. Let the children

compare a small Chinese abacus to the large upright

counting frame.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

As children continue to count the beads on various

kinds of abacuses, stress the importance of the

number ten. Review with the children the number of

fingers on their hands and the number of toes on
their feet.

Practice counting to 100 with the children using the

beads on the abacuses.

Discuss the various pushing and pulling activities

the children have done in this lesson. Talk to the

children about other ways in which pushing and
pulling are used. You may also have the children:

1. play tug-of-war;

2. move classroom furniture;

3. push swings on the playground.
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7. Opening and Closing Things

Materials Needed Boxes of various sizes, with

covers; Pans with covers; Books

Language Skills Speaking; Listening

Tactual Skills Using hands for opening and clos-

ing; Identifying objects

Critical Thinking Skills Main idea; Relation-

ships—part/whole; Comparison

Mobility Skills Learning to enter and leave through

doors and to beware of open doors as obstacles

BUILDING BACKGROUND

Review the different ways children have learned to

use their hands: handling, placing, stacking, put-

ting together, stringing, arranging, and so on. Ex-

plain that there are still other ways to use the hands,

such as for opening and closing things.

Talk about things children have opened and closed,

such as the paper sacks they take lunches in. Ask
children to name other things which can be opened
and closed (perhaps—doors, cupboards, boxes,

covered dishes). Then let the children open and
close the room doors and the cupboard doors.

Have children act out the processes involved in

opening and closing a door. Give these directions.

1. Hold the door knob, turn, push, and open the

door.

2. Hold the door knob, turn, pull, and close the

door.

Discuss what was meant by open and close in each

case.

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Give each child a box with a cover; instruct children

to do the following:

1

.

examine the box and describe the size and the

shape;

2. hold the box with one hand and pull the cover

off with the other;

3. examine the inside of the box;

4. place the cover on the box and exchange boxes
with another child.

Let children experiment with opening and closing

the various boxes.

Next give each child a different sized pan with a

cover, and let them experiment with the pans to see

how they open and close. Compare opening and
closing the boxes and the pans.

Then encourage children to name other things in the

kitchen which have covers, and point out that many
of these covers have a knob for easy lifting and
replacing of the cover. Let them practice opening

and closing serving dishes with different kinds of

covers.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Review the importance of knowing how to open and
close different things. Continue to illustrate things

which are opened and closed, such as cans and
books. You may also want children to try the fol-

lowing:

1. open and close mailboxes;

2. open and close windows;

3. open and close car doors;

4. open and close toy chests.

8. Turning and Twisting Things

Materials Needed Small plastic bottles with screw-

on tops; Jars and lids; Constructo Set; Set of toy

metal screws, bolts, wheels, and lengths of wood

Language Skills Speaking; Listening; Following

directions

Tactual Skills Examining and manipulating nuts,

bolts, and screws

Critical Thinking Skills Creative expression;

Relationships—part/whole

Mobility Skills Effective use of specific motions

BUILDING BACKGROUND

Show children plastic bottles with tops that screw

on and off. Help them realize there are many ob-

jects which can be screwed into place. Show them
different sized jars with covers, and let them prac-

tice opening and closing these jars by screwing and

unscrewing the covers.

Discuss the terms of screwing on or off and twisting

on or off. Indicate that these phrases are similar in

meaning. Have children name other things which

can be screwed on or off or twisted on or off.
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CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Display a Constructo Set and let children examine
it. Have them find the nuts and bolts in the set. Say

the name of each as children look at it. Show them
that nuts can be screwed down to the bolts and
unscrewed by turning in the opposite direction.

Explain that nuts and bolts come in different sizes

and that they can be made from wood or metal. If

possible show children nuts and bolts of both kinds.

Guide children in using a twisting movement to

make the nut move down the length of the bolt.

Afterwards, place bolts and nuts in each tray and let

the children practice independently screwing and
unscrewing one nut on each bolt.

Now help children examine the lengths of wood in

the Constructo Set and discover the holes in the

pieces. Invite the children to place a bolt in one hole

and hold the bolt in place by screwing a nut onto it.

Explain that bolts are used to hold things together.

Help children make things with the Constructo Set.

Encourage them to decide what to make before they

begin and then carry out their plans.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Draw attention to nuts, bolts, and screws of various

sizes and materials in the classroom and talk about
ways they are used to fasten things together. Show
children a set of toy metal screws, bolts, wheels, and
different lengths of wood, and help them make
cars, and so on. Save all their creations for use in the

next lesson.

Discuss the process of screwing and twisting nuts,

bolts, and screws and compare the various kinds.

You may also want the children to do the following:

1

.

fasten links of chain together;

2. fasten beads that screw or twist;

3. repair a broken toy with bolts or screws.

9. Assembling Things

Materials Needed Objects made from the Con-

structo Sets and from other materials (see Lesson

8); Tinker Toy set; Snaplock set

Language Skills Speaking; Listening; Following

directions; Vocabulary enrichment

Tactual Skills Examining materials; Assembling

parts by screwing, snapping, etc.

Critical Thinking Skills Main idea; Conclusion;

Relationships—part/whole, analogous

Mobility Skills Continuing to use arms and hands

effectively

BUILDING BACKGROUND

Have children examine some of the objects they

made from the Constructo Set and the toy metal

bolts and screws. Encourage them to tell how the

objects were made. Explain that putting together

objects is called assembling. Have the word said

aloud.

Call attention too, to the fact that some toys are

held together with nuts and bolts and some have

parts that fit together. Review the motions used to

make the toys, such as twisting and screwing.

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Let children examine the pieces of a Tinker Toy
set—different lengths of pegs, wheels—and help

them identify the different pieces. Help them as-

semble the pieces to make whatever they wish; then

discuss what they have made and the skills involved

in assembling the objects.

Then work with children to identify the different

parts in the Snapblock set and show them how to

snap the pieces together. Help them make some
simple toys—perhaps a wagon.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Be sure the children know that toys can be taken

apart to make new toys. Encourage talk about ways
things around the room are assembled.

Stress the importance of using the hands. You may
also have the children do any of the following:

1

.

put a simple model airplane together;

2. make paper dolls and put clothes on them;

3. work with different kinds of puzzles;

4. make objects from clay similar to those made
with Snapblocks and Tinker Toys.
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10. Things in Motion

Materials Needed Bells; Seesaw; Inclined plane;

Marbles; Large boxes; Tops; Jack-in-the boxes;

Songs about toys

Language Skills Speaking; Listening; Following

directions; Vocabulary enrichment

Tactual Skills Examining and manipulating toys

and materials

Critical Thinking Skills Main idea; Conclusion;

Relationship—analogous; Comparison

Mobility Skills Imitating specific motions; Learn-

ing concepts of "rolling down," "inclined," "spin-

ning around," and so on.

BUILDING BACKGROUND

Explain to children that many of the objects they

have made can be played with in different ways.

Also emphasize the importance of knowing how
things are made in order to know how to use them.

Encourage children to use toys the way they were

intended to be used as well as in other ways that they

might initiate.

Take children to the playground. Have them hold a

seesaw so that one end touches the ground. Explain

that the seesaw held this way is called an inclined

plane. Have the term said aloud. Then show them

that balls roll fast down an inclined plane.

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Examine with children an inclined plane marble

game in which a marble is placed in a hole at the top,

rolls down and out the hole at the bottom, and
drops into a pan. Compare this with the ball rolling

down the seesaw.

Discuss, too, the speed of the balls and marbles

rolling down and the need for the pan or a catcher.

Now tell children they can make their bodies do
things toys do. Invite them to get inside the boxes

and jump out at the appropriate time as the group
sings "Pop Goes the Weasel." Have them compare
their experiences as Jack-in-the-Boxes with the toy.

Also have children sit down and put their arms
around their knees and spin their bodies around
quickly to music. Then show them a top, and help

them move the plunger up and down until the top

hums. Let them compare their experiences spinning

around like tops.

REVIEW AND EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Continue to draw children's attention to other in-

clined planes and their uses.

Teach children songs about toys and how they

work.

Encourage children to choose toys to play with

during their free time. You may also want the chil-

dren to do the following:

1

.

think of different ways to play with the toys in

the room or at home;
2. imitate the actions of other toys and let children

guess what is being imitated;

3. assemble toy cars or planes and show how they

work.
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